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 Law Unlimited 

 This book engages with a traditional yet persistent question of  legal theory – what 
is law? However, instead of  attempting to defi ne and limit law, the aim of  the 
book is to unlimit law, to take the idea of  law beyond its conventionally accepted 
boundaries into the material and plural domains of  an interconnected human 
and nonhuman world. Against the backdrop of  analytical jurisprudence, the book 
draws theoretical connections and continuities between different experiences, 
spheres, and modalities of  law. Taking up the many forms of  critical and socio-
legal thought, it presents a broad challenge to legal essentialism and abstraction, as 
well as an important contribution to more general normative theory. Reading, crys-
tallising, and extending themes that have emerged in legal thought over the past 
century, this book is the culmination of  the author’s 25 years of  engagement with 
legal theory. Its bold attempt to forge a thoroughly contemporary approach to law 
will be of  enormous value to those with interests in legal and socio-legal theory. 

  Margaret Davies  is Professor of  Law at Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia. 
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 Legal theory encompasses a range of  approaches, from analytical jurisprudence, 
to feminist legal theory, critical legal theory, critical race theory, and many forms 
of  socio-legal theory. Legal theory is any undertaking that takes a theoretical view 
of  law, trying to understand its depths and character, its inconsistencies, its politics, 
and its social resonances. It is no longer possible to confi ne legal theory to a core 
set of  questions and approaches: it is expansive and uncontainable. 

 This book engages with one of  the more traditional, yet persistent, questions of  
legal theory – ‘what is law?’ However, my endeavour has not been to defi ne law, but 
rather to approach the question from a multitude of  angles in order to illustrate the 
interconnectedness of  law with existence at large and to prefi gure new possibilities 
for legal theory. For a start, the question of   what  law is brings with it questions about 
the substance and materiality of  law as well as its imagined and abstract forms. In 
addition to  what  I also ask (with the legal geographers)  where,  as well as questions 
about the modalities of  law (its  how  and  when ), and its politics (a coming together 
of  other questions with the issues of   who  and  why ). 

 My aim is therefore not to delimit law, but rather to  unlimit  it – to suspend law’s 
conventional conceptual, doctrinal, and institutional boundaries in an effort to 
imagine different modalities for understanding law. Many of  these conventional 
boundaries are very familiar to legal scholars: that law is associated with a state, 
that it is derived from particular institutional sources, that its meanings are evident 
though interpretable, that it is created by intentional human agents, and that it is 
separate from politics and morality. Critiques of  these legal frontiers are also very 
familiar and have revealed the many ways in which law appears beyond the state, is 
not institutionally constrained, carries hidden meanings, and is complicit in every-
day politics. These are important critiques, and I continue to promote them. But 
other boundaries in the understanding of  law have emerged in recent scholarship, 
which are perhaps more associated with an ability to think (about) law as a  thing  at 
all: that it takes the form of  identifi able abstract norms, that it exists outside the 
self, and that it is part of  human culture and is not of  the physical world. These 
constraints are the consequence of  distinctions ingrained in Western philosophy 
between mind and matter, culture and nature, and subject and object. My purpose 
is to ask what can be made of  an  unlimited  law in the light of  renewed critique and 
rethinking of  these distinctions. This is not to say that I abandon the more familiar 

 Preface 
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Preface ix

view of  law that associates it with a state or with particular institutions. I see this as 
one form of  a much more complex fi eld of  legality. 1  

 The background theory and material I rely upon is broad and includes classical 
as well as critical and socio-legal theory. In writing the book I have had to make an 
effort to untangle a knot in which everything legal is connected to everything else – 
social, environmental, corporeal, psychological. 2  To use William James’ descrip-
tion, the whole thing has been a ‘turbid, muddled, gothic sort of  an affair’. 3  To 
try to give it shape, I have subtitled it ‘materialism, pluralism, and legal theory’. 
The terms ‘materialism’ and ‘pluralism’ are themselves historically and conceptu-
ally layered and somewhat open ended. In brief, the type of   materialism  I adopt is 
one that gives theoretical signifi cance to the physical world (including human and 
non-human life and all matter), while, for me,  pluralism  is a question of  approach 
or ethos rather than a fi xed theoretical position. It simply takes theoretical notice 
of  the fact of  diverse philosophical-cultural traditions, diverse knowers within any 
such tradition, and endlessly dynamic connections of  ‘matter and meaning’. 4  Plur-
alism and materialism are connected because perceiving all fi elds of  social and 
material existence as connected means that a diversity of  types and genres of  law 
necessarily emerge. 

 There may not be a great deal in this book that is new, though one or two elem-
ents may be unexpected in a book about legal theory. Most of  the ideas it is based 
upon are to be found in the past 30 or 40 years of  scholarly literature in law and 
other disciplines. By contrast to some of  the brilliant though often quite abstract 
and complex contributions made by all varieties of  legal theorists, I have tried to 
take a more pedestrian (some might say touristic) approach, and walked my way 
through some key questions without getting too caught up in extremely obscure 
questions. I have made it my task here essentially to try to bring together a range 
of  existing ideas into a ‘thick description’ of  the possibilities for legal theory. This is 
very much a composite picture of  the variations of  legality both inside and beyond 
the nation-state. Awkwardly, I have always found it diffi cult to maintain a clear 
sense of  distinct intellectual traditions, and I acknowledge that this can lead to an 
insuffi ciently critical merging of  what might look to others to be quite disparate 
perspectives. While it would be possible to confi ne the production of  legal theory 
to a distinct perspective or orientation, I seem to be incapable of  such discipline 
and have often wandered into fi elds and theorists that appear to have something 
exciting and new to offer. 

 With the exception of   Chapters 5  and  10 , the chapters in this book appear in 
pairs. Although this may (also) be a symptom of  the cultural power of  dualisms, 
the chapters emerged this way for a simple practical reason – the topics I wished 

1 And in this sense, my work shares as much with socio-legal theory and the tradition of  Ehrlich as it 
does with classical and critical legal theory. 

2  Cf  Commoner 1971, 33. Commoner’s ‘fi rst law of  ecology’ is that ‘everything is connected to every-
thing else’. 

3  James 1977, 26. 
4  Cf  Barad 2007. 
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x Preface

to address could not be confi ned within the length of  a readable chapter. Prefer-
ring short chapters to long ones (and hoping that readers feel likewise), I have 
divided the material concerning theoretical limits ( Chapters 1  and  2 ); materialism 
( Chapters 3  and  4 ); scale and perspective ( Chapters 6  and  7 ); and metaphors and 
meaning ( Chapters 8  and  9 ). This leaves  Chapter 5 , which considers law inside and 
outside the limits of  the self, and  Chapter 10 , a conclusion. 

 The fi rst two chapters of  this book are essentially an effort to open up some of  
the possibilities for a broad and inclusive approach to the theory of  law. These 
chapters consider in rapid succession some of  the matters that will be raised in 
more detail in later chapters. Their purpose is to look at some of  the classical 
limitations of  legal theory and to consider a range of  variables, such as the subject, 
space, and materiality, which cast doubt on these limits. These chapters refl ect 
some of  the ways in which legal theory has been expanded by socio-legal and crit-
ical legal thought in particular. I also introduce the idea of  prefi gurative theory, an 
approach that promotes a future-oriented understanding of  law while maintaining 
some faith with its past and present. 

  Chapters 3  and  4  consider the materiality of  law.  Chapter 3  reviews the the-
oretical traditions of  (mainly) the twentieth century and considers the ways in 
which materiality is expressed in many, but not all, of  these theoretical traditions. 
The material forms encompassed by this theory include legal practices, social life, 
subjectivity, corporeality, and text. Chapter 4 engages with ‘new materialism’, a 
materialism that questions foundational dualisms such as those of  ideal–material, 
subject–object, epistemology–ontology, and culture–nature. New materialism 
poses fresh challenges and possibilities for thinking about an interconnected law 
emergent from a fi eld in which not only human beings but also physical objects 
interact and engage. 

 Using Kafka’s  The Trial  as an illustration, Chapter 5 looks at the fl ow of  law 
inside and outside the self, considered as a corporeal and psychological unit. 
Although both classical jurisprudence and critical-socio-legal theory have paid 
some attention to internal expressions of  law, it is more commonly understood as 
external to the self, as dephysicalised, and imagined in (exterior) spatial terms. My 
aim in  Chapter 5  is to elucidate the entanglement of  law in interior and exterior 
spaces, an exercise that also brings into play the aligned distinctions of  mind–body 
and time–space. The ‘mind’ can be understood as epiphenomenal, an  effect  of  
embodied actions in the physical world rather than somehow different from the 
body. Theories of  the embodied and extended mind make it easier to see that law 
is the product of  engaged action in the world, and not just an abstraction. I end 
the chapter with a brief  provisional description of  the multiple identities of  law. 

  Chapters 6  and  7  look at the related axes of  scale and perspective: in simple 
terms, they consider framing and fi ltering options for understanding law. Scale 
is a signifi cant concept for legal theory. This is not only because of  the need to 
challenge the fi xation of  classical legal theory with the nation-state. The theory of  
scale also offers a genuinely dynamic terminology for understanding the ways in 
which normativity is interconnected through differently imagined frames, from the 
individual and small groups, to the global order. Despite the levels and hierarchies 
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Preface xi

implied by the idea of  scale, the experiential subject also relates with fl at everyday 
networks. Subject-based perspective is also therefore important for legal theory 
and in  Chapter 7  I look at some of  the work undertaken in this fi eld by socio-
legal scholars. A further complication, however, is the emergence of  the idea of  
the ‘posthuman’ and in particular of  non-human agency and the ways in which it 
can trouble the conception of  law as emerging from exclusively human networks. 
Human beings have always been ecologically interconnected with the physical 
environment. It is only in recent decades, after generations of  exploitation and a 
belated perception of  the earth’s fi nitude, that Western theory is starting to catch 
up with the normative signifi cance of  human–non-human relations. 

  Chapters 8  and  9  explore a different plane of  legal imagining, that of  meta-
phor and symbolism. One key purpose of  these chapters is to interrogate the 
distinction between ‘purely metaphorical’ evocations and the literal/material 
worlds. Although the distinction is usually reasonably clear, there is also often an 
interconnection between metaphorical abstractions or displacements and physical 
referents. The examples I consider include the idea that law is a boundary, that it 
can be mapped, or represented as a landscape, and that it is a path to be followed. 
 Chapter 9  considers in particular the idea of  pathfi nding as a literal and meta-
phorical practice of  law. Like boundaries, paths are physical norms that infl uence 
action, but they also evoke an idea of  normative action that is both collective and 
individual, generated by iteration or by fi at, and performative: following a path 
both repeats the past and creates the future. Neural pathways and the patterns of  
thought and action permitted by them can, for instance, be understood as physical 
norms created by iterative bodily (including mental) actions. 

 And fi nally,  Chapter 10  summarises key themes and arguments and asks, with-
out answering, ‘what does it all mean’ and ‘what is to be done next’? 

 I have spent a great deal of  my academic career trying to depart from a tradition 
of  analytical legal theory, which I, and many others, have (often but by no means 
always) seen as static, inward-looking, and neglectful of  power. This book is to some 
degree a departure from that attempted departure. While I have not been born 
again as some kind of  disciple of  Kelsen, Hart or (much less) Dworkin, this book 
aims for a more nuanced, more inclusive, and more genuinely pluralistic approach 
to legal theory. To put it at its simplest, and although I would not profess to a great 
knowledge about the analytical jurisprudential tradition, it has become clear that 
many of  the legal theoretical traditions can co-exist. 5  If  law can be described as 
plural, so can legal theory – which is not to say, of  course, that its truths can be 
anything, since it always emerges from a fi eld in which it is highly constrained by 
logic, evidence, experience, and distinctive if  open-ended conceptual zones. It 
would be wrong to suggest, as I may have done in the past, that because a particular 
style of  legal theory is largely self-referential and takes little regard of  social factors 
it therefore has nothing to offer. 

5  Cf  Dickson 2015. 
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xii Preface

 It has always seemed necessary to me to develop an understanding of  law that 
connects it to human beings, to our social relationships, and to our material envir-
onments. In this sense, there is much in this book that is inspired by and indebted 
to the legal thinking of  Indigenous Australians and, to a lesser extent, other First 
Nations commentators. These knowledges show some of  the ways in which it is 
possible to understand law as humanly and ecologically connected rather than as 
a separate, abstract concept with a top-down method of  control. The inspiration 
from, and the way shown by, Indigenous knowledges is real enough. However, I 
make no effort to draw specifi cally from or translate Indigenous understandings of  
law into Western thinking – I am not remotely qualifi ed to undertake such a task. 
Rather, I have sought resources for a more connected conceptualisation of  law in 
Western theory, emphasising those elements of  it that strengthen the case for an 
interconnected and post-binary world view, and sidelining other aspects that I do 
not fi nd as useful. 

 There are a number of  people I would like to thank for their interest and involve-
ment in this project. I thank the series editors, Davina Cooper, Sarah Keenan, 
and Sarah Lamble, for their encouraging and constructive feedback on the draft 
manuscript. In the last couple of  years, I have presented parts of  the work to 
audiences in Singapore, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Canberra, and have 
received many helpful comments and questions from audiences on those occasions. 
My colleagues at Flinders University and friends and family in Adelaide, includ-
ing my bushwalking and aquarobics groups, have patiently endured discussions 
about my various diffi culties and obstacles in writing the book. The Flinders Law 
School theory reading group has been an excellent source of  information about 
new theory. Ngaire Naffi ne has been constantly engaged with the work and has 
asked many challenging questions. Rhys Aston has provided excellent research 
assistance as well as a sounding board for some diffi cult concepts. I am very grate-
ful to Kate Leeson for her outstanding editing. The Australian Research Council 
funded the research for which this book is the fi nal output, 6  although it has taken 
ten years longer to appear than originally envisaged. 

 Finally, I would like to thank my dear partner Roz who, as a legal practitioner, 
has been an intellectual counterpoint as well as a legal reality check. Most import-
antly, she has been a wonderful source of  inspiration and understanding through-
out the project and I dedicate  Law Unlimited  to her. 
  

6  DP0451107. 
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 A few small sections of  this book are drawn from material previously published 
elsewhere. In the process of  dissecting, rewriting, and rethinking they have become 
quite different from their originals. These previously published works include sev-
eral reviews published in the Equality section of   Jotwell , The Journal of  Things 
We Like (Lots) available at www.jotwell.com, and the following longer pieces from 
which a few paragraphs have been drawn: ‘Beyond Unity: Feminism, Sexuality and 
the Idea of  Law’ in Vanessa Munro and Carl Stychin (eds)  Sexuality and the Law: 
Feminist Engagements , Cavendish Press, 2007; and ‘Pluralism and Legal Philosophy’ 
 Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly  57: 577–596, 2006. 

 Note on the text 
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For Roz
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 1  Theoretical variables 
 An overview 

 Introduction 

 My objective in this book is to think about unlimited law. Rather than start with the 
presumption that understanding law means defi ning it, or fi nding its essence and 
concept, or showing how it is different from non-law, I start with the presumption 
that law is connected and relational. Being connected and relational means that 
law is mobile, plural, and material. My approach is deliberately exploratory rather 
than analytical: rather than defi ne, my aim is to imagine and extend. At the outset 
it is important to emphasise that this presumption does not foreclose the pursuit 
of  limited defi nitions of  law. These clearly exist and help to shape institutions and 
aspects of  social life. But they can co-exist with a more expansive view of  legality. 
After some brief  comments about context, I start in this and the next chapter by 
looking at a number of  the theoretical factors that have in the past constrained 
thinking about law. 

 New legal imaginaries 

 Legal theory has passed through many promising years of  theoretical disruption, 
but still appears to be in the midst of  a paradigm change. Broadly speaking, the 
transition is from a positivist, statist, and sometimes formalist view of  law to some-
thing more open, more pluralist, more grounded in social fact, more textual, and 
more attentive to the law–power nexus. This period of  change has been evident for 
quite some time, and it is impossible to pin down a beginning that does not refer 
back to some earlier movement or theorist. Did the paradigm begin its transition 
with the advent of  Critical Legal Studies, feminist legal theory, critical race studies, 
postmodernism, and postcolonialism in the 1970s and 1980s? These interventions 
signal a period where questions about the ideology, the politics, the contingency, 
and the force of  law started to expose the fragility of  law’s conceptual, if  not insti-
tutional, boundaries. Or did the movement to a new paradigm begin much earlier 
in the fi rst half  of  the twentieth century? At this time, what we now understand to 
be the dominant positivist-statist model of  that century was still stabilising with the 
work of  Hans Kelsen and (a little later) HLA Hart. At the same time, Kelsen was 
strongly challenged in Europe by Ehrlich’s description of  ‘living law’, a theoretical 
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2 Theoretical variables – an overview

innovation which was perhaps far ahead of  its time. 1  Both formalism and positiv-
ism were challenged in different ways in the US with sociology of  law, socio-legal 
studies, and legal realism. 2  

 On the other hand, it is possible that there is no paradigm change at all, just 
an ever complex fi eld of  emergent and relatively stable theoretical positions. In 
its broadest sense, legal theory is characterised by a great deal of  theoretical 
variety and micro-narratives – some scholars defend a view of  law which ties it 
to state-like institutional authority while many others attempt to move beyond 
this view. This variability has been evident for decades. Regardless of  whether 
we label this state of  affairs as indicative of  a ‘paradigm change’, I think it is 
fair to say that theory of  law has the resources to move toward a more open, 
dynamic, and responsive understanding of  law. My objective is to draw together 
elements of  the emerging image of  law, to build on work already done to gener-
ate a picture of  law which is polyphonic and multi-sited – not only consisting 
of  a variety of  voices and perspectives, but which also locates law in a variety 
of  places. 

 Broadly speaking, the theoretical transitions of  the past century are part of  
what is sometimes referred to generically as the crisis of  modernity. This crisis is 
broadly characterised by the disintegration, starting in the early twentieth century, 
of  the accepted tenets of  ‘modern’ order. These tenets include the authority of  
the nation-state, rationality and individualism, representational knowledge, and the 
cultural and political primacy of  Europe. For law, the crisis has been instantiated 
as a questioning of  statism, positivism, doctrinalism, and various aspects of  the 
liberal world view, most notably the autonomous liberal individual or ‘benchmark 
man’. 3  These changes are uneven and occasionally unsettling, but also exciting. 
Many have commented on the disruptive and unclear nature of  the present, and 
of  paradigm change in general. Over 20 years ago, for instance, Boaventura de 
Sousa Santos had this to say: 

 Periods of  paradigmatic transition are periods of  fi erce competition among 
rival epistemologies and knowledges. They are, therefore, periods of  rad-
ical thinking – both deconstructive and reconstructive thinking. When viewed 
from the old outgoing paradigm, they are periods of  unthinking or of  utopia. 
When viewed from the new, incoming paradigm, they are periods of  tem-
porary and fragile scaffoldings, emergent ruins sustaining nothing but them-
selves, witnessing nothing but the future. In periods of  paradigmatic transition, 
all competing knowledges reveal themselves as rhetorical in nature, bundles of  
arguments and of  premises of  argumentation which circulate inside rhetorical 
audiences. 4  

1  Ehrlich 1962; Ziegert 1998. 
2  Pound 1910; 1911; Llewellyn 1931; Cohen 1935. 
3  Thornton 1996, 2. 
4  Santos 1995, 569. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 3

 It would be dangerous to try to allocate particular theorists to either the old or 
the new paradigms, since the nature of  a transition is that it takes time and is 
refl ected in different ways and unevenly across the disciplines. What might look 
to be part of  a ‘new’ paradigm undoubtedly contains elements of  the old, and 
whether it becomes suffi ciently developed, enmeshed into culture and useful can 
only be known retrospectively. It is similarly imprudent to dismiss the ‘old’ since it 
may contain elements of  the new or it may have been misread, downgraded, or 
simply forgotten. 

 As indicated, it is hard to identify a beginning to the current contestations in 
theory, but it is even more diffi cult – impossible probably – to see where it will 
end. Theory has hardly begun the transition needed to respond to the West’s 
belated realisation that we need a world view in which humanity is just one part 
of  an extended and open set of  mutually reliant systems. The image of  controlling 
‘man’ (with his laws, societies, economies, etc) has had its day, but the effects of  the 
current crises – environmental and otherwise – remain on the surface rather than 
ingrained in thought. 

 Santos refers to the ‘unthinking’ of  present and past concepts and the ‘fragile 
scaffoldings’ that are witness to the future. This raises the question of  the changing 
constraints that limit and engender theoretical possibilities for an expanded under-
standing of  law. Theory is constrained in many ways – by deliberately chosen ques-
tions, by disciplinary histories and habits, by interdisciplinary gaps and silences, by 
political imperatives and social currents, and by the entire philosophical-cultural 
fabric which provides the contours and background to our engagement with the 
world. 5  None of  these constraints are fi xed and – over time – they all shift. Con-
straint itself  is necessary, however. We choose words, we select particular issues, 
we embed ourselves in a theoretical context. We have the option of  choosing  this  
rather than  that  as our theoretical focus. Given a particular cultural-philosophical 
background we may have little discretion over  how  we approach a theoretical ques-
tion and what world view we bring to it. Is it possible for a person educated in the 
Western liberal tradition to adopt a culturally  other  approach to understanding 
law? 6  If  it is possible, it is no doubt extremely diffi cult, a question of  degree, and 
will probably end with a hybrid theoretical result, especially when brought into a 
Western context. 

 In the remainder of  this chapter I consider a range of  theoretical constraints and 
their place in theory. My focus in this chapter is on some of  the general narratives 
that have shaped Western engagement with the world into an intelligible theoret-
ical space and the contestations that have disrupted its certainty. In particular, I 
address the crisis of  subjectivity, the dynamism of  conceptualisation, the ‘new’ 
materialism, and prefi gurative approaches to theory. In  Chapter 2 , I continue the 

5  Hekman 1999. Many thanks to Sami Thamir Alrashidi for drawing Hekman’s important article to 
my attention. 

6  See eg Black 2011, 15, discussing conditions for understanding ‘the Indigenous world and its fl uctuat-
ing  physis ’, which she characterises as entering into a cosmology. 
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4 Theoretical variables – an overview

discussion by looking at matters that have a particular application in legal theory – 
the idea of  theoretical singularity, the presumption that authority is hierarchical, 
the is–ought distinction, the visibility of  legal ‘systems’ at the expense of  a broader 
legality, and the very idea that law is limited. My purpose is to show that, once these 
constraints are questioned and we begin to come to terms with a post-binary world 
where apparent alternatives can both be true, approaches to law and legal theory 
are potentially extremely varied. These two chapters are in a sense an annotated 
list of  some of  the variables in legal theory. Paying attention to these factors as 
variables rather than constants can assist in generating a diverse theoretical space 
for law. There are no doubt many more variables than I have thought of, and the 
list is itself  possibly endless. But it is a start. 

 Later chapters address a number of  these points in more detail, and the ques-
tions raised here are not intended to provide any defi nitive view of  an issue. 

 Aesthetics 

 Perhaps the most general issue relates to the aesthetics of  theory, and the modern-
ist preference for order over disorder, coherence as against incoherence. Theory 
ideally makes sense in its own terms, having laid down transparent and sensible 
defi nitions, adopted defensible disciplinary parameters, and placed limitations on 
its scale and scope. Philosophers and theorists have often tended to prefer concep-
tual order and clarity over disorder and ambiguity. By contrast, pluralist empiri-
cists such as William James saw complexity in the world that could not simply be 
cleaned up by ‘orderly conceptions’: 

 Philosophers have always aimed at cleaning up the litter with which the world 
is apparently fi lled. They have substituted economical and orderly conceptions 
for the fi rst sensible tangle; and whether these were morally elevated or only 
intellectually neat, they were at any rate always aesthetically pure and defi nite, 
and aimed at ascribing to the world something clean and intellectual in the 
way of  inner structure. As compared with all these rationalizing pictures, the 
pluralistic empiricism which I profess offers but a sorry appearance. It is a 
turbid, muddled, gothic sort of  an affair, without a sweeping outline and with 
little pictorial nobility. 7  

 As James suggests, there is absolutely no logical reason for theory to insist upon 
purity and neatness, especially if  it means excluding or foreclosing the intrinsic 
complexity of  its objects, and excluding or marginalising elements of  those objects 
that do not quite fi t. 

 The preference for theoretical coherence is especially evident in what is known as 
the mainstream of  legal theory – formalism and positivism (including its many vari-
ants). In an analysis written 20 years ago, and which remains compelling, Desmond 

7  James 1977, 26. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 5

Manderson says, ‘The aesthetics of  coherence runs through modern legal theory 
like a refrain’. 8  Notions such as pedigree, purity, integrity, closure, hierarchy, and 
unity represent the unargued preferences of  theorists who have removed or simpli-
fi ed human beings with their messy experiences and interpretations. Even some 
of  the Critical Legal Studies of  the time, says Manderson, yearned for coherence 
and determinacy while critiquing its absence. By contrast, many forms of  plural-
ism recognise incoherence between competing experiences and concepts of  law, 
but in its dominant forms place the plurality of  law within a singularly conceived 
geographical space. 9  Much pluralism of  the late twentieth century had also not yet 
learnt the lessons of  feminist, racial, and other critiques of  the subject, remaining 
captive to the image of  the singular undifferentiated subject. 10  

 In the succeeding 20 years however, much has taken place, and I think it is now 
possible to say that plurality and difference have come to inhabit almost every angle 
of  legal theory. The intra-active subject, 11  the spatio-temporal media in which s/he 
lives, the materialised forms of  law, and the engagements between these indistinct 
arenas are all intrinsically plural: they are complex dynamic elements of  the legal 
and irreducible to an invariant type or idea. There are still, of  course, theorists who 
maintain the image of  coherence, logic, closure, verticality, and so forth. However, 
critique and socio-legal reframing have incrementally revealed the fractures and 
dynamism inherent in all of  the formerly invariant dimensions of  legal theory (such 
as space, subject, authority, text). This multidimensional dynamism in the theorisa-
tion of  law is not a theory or a singular conception of  law but rather more like a 
theoretical orientation, aesthetic preference, or ethos. As ethos it is an attitude of  
perception and may be applied to legality in general, or simply to one element of  
it (such as the state). 

 What is politically appropriate and defensible will of  course be highly context-
ual. As early Critical Legal Studies found with its critique of  rights, one size of  cri-
tique does not fi t all circumstances. 12  Adjustment to circumstances and to subjects 
is imperative. Similarly, the perception of  plurality and incommensurability can co-
exist with legal closure, certainty, and singularity. The pragmatics of  legal rhetoric 
must never be forgotten, given its incredibly powerful nature as a force for security 
(both the good sort and the infl ated negative sort) and for incremental social pro-
gress. The image of  law as conceptually limited and hierarchically structured, with a 
determinate centre and orderly spaces, serves a purpose for pedagogy as well as for 
practical governance. It allows citizens to comprehend ‘the’ law in a broad sense, 

 8  Manderson 1996, 1054. See also Balkin 1993. 
 9  Ibid, 1061. See also Anker 2014, 182–183. 
10  Darian-Smith 1998, 92. 
11  The term ‘intra-active’ is from Barad 2007, and is explained in Chapter 4. It essentially refers to 

the primacy of  action in any relation, rather than the primacy of  objects that relate. In other words, 
objects – and subjects – are created by action, rather than action being the result of  existing objects 
relating. 

12  Delgado 1987; Matsuda 1987; Williams 1987; pointing out that a rejection of  rights discourse can 
only be promoted by relatively privileged people who take their rights for granted. 
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6 Theoretical variables – an overview

and the myriad of  regulators and enforcers to point to a determinate (if  complex, 
often obscure, and sometimes even secret) set of  rules. Such an image may even be 
necessary or at least optimally effi cient in extremely large and complex governance 
units such as nation-states. But it would be a mistake to assume that the philosophy 
of  law can and should be limited by an image that serves essentially instrumental 
purposes. We are not governed by  legal theory , though it provokes and informs our 
thinking about law. Nor is legal practice, in its immediacy and pragmatism, con-
fi ned to this closed verticality. As I attempt to show throughout the book, theory is 
performative and prefi gurative, in that it responds to material conditions and pro-
duces opportunities for imagining new forms. But this does not mean that theory 
can propose immediately viable alternatives for governance – such change is surely 
incremental and not modelled upon a philosophical approach to law. 

 Crisis of  subjectivity 

 The aesthetics of  order have, therefore, strongly inclined past theory toward sin-
gularity and coherence, but as a result of  the theoretical upheavals of  the twenti-
eth century (post-Nietzsche and post-James, among others) Western theorists now 
seem much more comfortable with incommensurability, as well as empirical and 
conceptual disorder in various forms. (The list of  descriptors around this state of  
affairs is impressive – we see rupture, fragmentation, crisis, incoherence, complex-
ity, disjuncture, chaos, alienation, fi ssure, among others.) 

 The new disposition is evident in the image of  the self  and subject. The critique 
of  the subject has been at the forefront of  contemporary theory, and has been 
through too many iterations to mention here. Suffi ce it to say by way of  over-
view, where the subject was once singular and self-determining (and aligned with 
the social attributes associated with such a person), it is now seen as fragmented, 
hybrid, relational, and plural. Not only is there plurality between subjects living in 
broadly characterised socio-political categories, but there is also plurality within 
subjects. Indeed, it is now plausible to say not only that the subject is an  effect  as 
much as a cause of  language and of  social relations (the discursively constituted 
subject), but also that s/he is also an effect of  material interactions in a world 
of  objects and other human bodies (the ecologically embedded or posthuman 
subject). Like almost everything else I address in this book, these variations in the 
understanding of  the subject are not mutually exclusive. There is no model of  the 
subject that I wish to (or can) adopt. Rather, they are layers of  an idea, mobilised 
at different moments in theory and practice for different purposes. 

 One aim of  my approach to legal theory is to ask what the critique and plural-
isation of  subjectivity means for the conception of  law. From one angle, it means 
that feminists and many other scholars will continue to excavate the many forms 
of  exclusion by state-based law: in so far as this law expects normative singu-
larity, and society delivers diversity, there is a mismatch between the normative 
expectations of  state law and the endless plurality of  social life. As feminists and 
race scholars have argued, it is a biased mismatch, a privileging of  some socially 
constituted voices and experiences to the exclusion of  others. This mismatch 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 7

cannot be corrected by instating new forms of  subjectivity within law, for instance 
in the form of  specifi c laws refl ecting the realities of  women and men (as was once 
suggested by Luce Irigaray 13 ): the illimitable nature of  social identities ensures that 
any new category will itself  be exclusive and inadequate. 14  

 From another angle, though, the crisis in subjectivity has epistemological and 
ontological consequences, since diverse subjects read and reconstitute law in a 
diversity of  ways. There are a number of  issues to be unpacked here that go far 
beyond the point that is often made that judicial (and other offi cial) interpretations 
of  law take place through multiple layers of  socially entrenched assumptions and 
fi lters. In addition to this important but limited matter, attention to the subject 
raises the following issues: the constructions of  legality that take place in everyday 
settings; 15  the material performances that cite and reproduce normativity (includ-
ing state law); 16  and the connective forms between the earth and its populations 
that provide new imperatives for a grounded view of  law – one that does not 
separate the human from the rest of  the world and that ultimately recognises that 
law subsists in material connections between living bodies, objects, and earth. The 
liberal separated subject is also one that is alienated, isolated, and detached – not 
only from other subjects, but also from the physical world. Exterior matter for such 
a subject can only be seen, in opposition to the self, as comprised of  objects, rather 
than connective and integrated. 17  Understanding subjects as not only diverse and 
fragmented, but also emerging in a world of  mutual reliance between different 
material forms (including human bodies and minds) reorients meaning and law 
away from an entirely cognitive human construction that is imposed and inten-
tional to something more dynamic and with a strong horizontal character. 

 If  we genuinely believe that state law is socially embedded and that the social 
is itself  invariably material and concrete, if  we refuse the positivist myths of  legal 
separation and autonomy, then the diversity of  readings and interactions by and 
between subjects, and between subjects and objects, has many consequences for 
any theoretical characterisation of  law. Suffi ce it to say that any pluralised under-
standing of  law cannot ignore the diversity of  subjects in their multiple, embodied, 
overlapping, and contested social spheres because the subject is both creator and 
transmitter of  law. I will consider the forms of  subject-generated law in detail in 
 Chapter 7 . 

 Plural legality is therefore not simply a refl ection of  plural human subjectivities 
and their constructions (though it is that as well) but the consequence of  law being 
intrinsically a material–social dialogue in process. Plurality is not only a socio-
logical/observational conclusion. It does not simply look from the outside from the 
position of  a disembodied knower at legal diversity or the multifaceted nature of  

13  See Irigaray 1993, 50–51; 1996; see also the critique by Cornell 1998, 122. 
14  Stychin 2003, 19–20; cf  Hunter et al 2010; Douglas et al 2014. 
15  Ewick and Silbey 1992. 
16  Davies 1996; 2012; Blomley 2013. 
17  Hodder 2012, 30–31. 
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8 Theoretical variables – an overview

some other object. Plurality is not only a ‘fact’, 18  or an approach towards develop-
ing a theory of  law, albeit a theory of  plural law. Rather, the ethos or attitude of  
pluralism brings into play factors that destabilise the idea of  certain knowledge 
about law as well as its ontological status and location. 

 Materiality 

 Western theorists are used to differentiating between subjects and objects, knowers 
and known. The Cartesian subject is set apart from the physical world and made 
of  a different substance – mental substance rather than extended or corporeal 
substance. 19  Subjects can think; we  are  in a sense our thinking. Everything else is 
essentially matter, including the human body (leaving aside Descartes’ god). As 
Plumwood comments, ‘[c]onsciousness now divides the universe completely in a 
total cleavage between the thinking being and mindless nature, and between the 
thinking substance and “its” body, which becomes the division between conscious-
ness and clockwork’. 20  Culture, formed from thinking human beings, is thus fun-
damentally different from nature. Nature versus culture is a total system, radical, 
and with no imaginable outside. 

 These divisions between thinking and physical reality, between culture and 
nature, themselves became overlaid with pernicious social readings and symbolism: 
in one narrative, women and non-European people were aligned with the material, 
unthinking, and natural side of  the division. 21  In a tangential story, so-called ‘nat  ural’ 
and positive law for many decades divided the jurisprudential universe, though 
natural law has never had a great deal to do with the world of  nature (except, to a 
degree, with a presumed human nature). 

 Mind versus matter has been an incredibly successful ontology, so successful 
in fact that it is extremely diffi cult within the Western framework to see anything 
other than a divide between thinking human subjects (now at least paying lip 
service to inclusiveness) and the rest of  life and the physical world. And yet, many 
non-Western ontologies do not deploy such a sharp division between the human/
rational and natural worlds. In fact it takes only a small shift in perspective for us 
to realise that we are completely immersed in a material world and formed in con-
nection with it – both as social bodies and in our reliance on physical things. 22  As 
Heidegger and the existentialists made clear, being is ‘in-the-world’ not separate 
from it 23  – our fi rst and ongoing engagement is with  res extensa  and, although we 
may abstract or imagine a self  and social networks that are different from the 
material environment, that does not change the fact of  material priority. We cannot 
help but be fully part of  existence, rather than outside it. We may, for the sake of  

18  Cf  Griffi ths 1986. 
19  Descartes 2008. 
20  Plumwood 1993, 116. 
21  Lloyd 1984; Naffi ne 1998. 
22  See eg Beasley and Bacchi 2007; Bennett 2010. 
23  Heidegger 1962; see also Hodder 2012, 28–29. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 9

knowledge, stand apart from the world in an effort to grasp it cognitively. However, 
this assumed position is secondary to actual physical connection and, on a personal 
level, doomed to failure because of  our situatedness. 

 For obvious reasons feminist theory does not always express itself  in the patri-
lineal language of  the theoretical ‘greats’. It has therefore often been ignored or 
displaced, even by otherwise ‘critical’ thinkers. However, possibly because of  the 
consignment of  women to the ‘natural’ sphere and possibly because the normalised 
being of  the realm of  culture tended to be a white man abstracted from social life, 
feminist thought within the Western tradition has arguably been less insistent than 
the mainstream on erasing materiality and has accordingly been at the forefront 
of  the recent materialist revival. 24  Standpoint epistemology, for example, which 
specifi cally values knowledge produced through social disempowerment, provides 
an exemplary case where feminist thought has made a strength out of  experiential 
and material elements of  existence, rather than focusing merely on the abstract 
and discursive. 25  

 Materialism and its variations pose a challenge to Cartesian dualism, and it is 
a challenge that has over the past 15 years been gathering pace in various related 
ways. Some of  the theoretical interventions include material cultures studies, Actor 
Network Theory, thing theory, object-oriented ontology, and agential realism. 
There are many focal points of  this theory with implications for thinking about 
law. Most prominently, seeing law as embedded in material space and at the same 
time as an effect of  human interactions with the physical world has been a key 
point of  exploration for legal geographers. Recently, David Delaney has coined 
the term ‘nomosphere’ to refer to the arena in which social–material space and 
law are mutually constituted. 26  I will return to this and other insights raised by legal 
geography later in the book. There are also other challenges raised by the renewed 
focus on materialism, however – for instance the rather obvious insight that human 
beings share their physicality with other organic and even inorganic bodies (we are 
atoms, molecules, chemicals, minerals and so forth). 27  Matter itself  is also seen as 
vibrant and energetic – it acts in human spheres and, although such action can 
hardly be said to be intentional in the human sense, it does engage and subsist in 
relationships. 28  Materialist scholarship has placed the human being in, but not at 
the centre of, a fl at network of  interconnections. Humans are not only constituted 
relationally with other humans, but also with animals, plants, the entire ecosphere, 
and inorganic matter as well. 

 Of  course, it would be perfectly reasonable to continue to segregate human 
social constructions and continue to see law in the way that it has been seen for 
some centuries, as entirely resident in the human sphere and its constructed spaces. 

24  See in particular Haraway 1991; Plumwood 1993; Grosz 1994; Barad 2007; Alaimo and Hekman 
2008; Braidotti 2013; Conaghan 2013a. 

25  Harding 1986; Haraway 1988. 
26  Delaney 2010; see also Keenan 2015. 
27  Bennett 2010, 11. 
28  Haraway 1988; Latour 2005; Serres 2007. 
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10 Theoretical variables – an overview

However, I think there are opportunities for expanding the idea of  law beyond the 
confi nes of  humanity, and I will explore some points of  departure in later chapters. 
I hasten to add that this in  no  way leads to any suggestion of  a renewed ‘natural’ 
law. The point is rather to move beyond the nature–culture  divide , to an undiffer-
entiated  sphere  of  natureculture. 29  (In any event, as I have said above, so-called ‘nat-
ural’ law has never had much to do with the ‘natural’ world – it has entirely been 
about supposed ‘universals’, principles that remain nonetheless human-derived 
principles or, worse, human-projected, god-derived universals.) 

 Plurality 

 Because they describe an inherent irreducibility of  an object, or a matrix of  sub-
jects and objects, to a singular form, materialism and pluralism are generally 
co-existent. 30  But, like materialism, pluralism also has its own theoretical history 
and a range of  applications to law. These applications take law beyond the state, 
but also offer some different approaches to thinking about state law. 

 At the broadest level, I take ‘pluralism’ essentially to refer to a way of  thinking 
which acknowledges diversity, and does not try to reduce its theoretical object to 
a system or a unity. My working notion of  pluralism is that it describes a situation 
in which incommensurable things coexist in a comparative space. The defi nition 
is far from perfect, but it attempts to grasp the fact that pluralism refers to the 
situation where two or more theoretical objects (persons, legal systems, values, 
cultures) come into contact with each other conceptually or physically, but cannot 
be reduced to a singular form. So, for instance, it would be possible to say that 
pluralism characterises the relationship between quantum physics and Western 
systems of  musical notation. But there would not be much point in insisting on 
this, because the two exist in different spaces and rarely (one would imagine) come 
into theoretical contact. They do not  co -exist, except in a rather trivial sense. In 
contrast, to use an example from Santos, the discipline of  medicine might be said 
to consist of  a plurality of  different techniques and traditions 31  – in relation to a 
particular ailment there might be several possible treatments, but these cannot be 

29  The un-hyphenated term ‘natureculture’, from Donna Haraway 2003, is increasingly used in sci-
ence studies, ecofeminism, and new materialism to designate a continuous plane of  existence. 
I use ‘natureculture’ when referring to this undifferentiated sphere, and ‘nature-culture’ when 
referring to the philosophical and socially constituted distinction, which forces nature and culture 
into separate idealised spaces. 

30  I resist the temptation here to attempt a more analytically precise discussion of  the relationship 
between materialism and pluralism. Suffi ce it to say that I see them as two interfaces for describing 
law (or other things) which suggest different intellectual histories and generate slightly different 
entry points into theory. But they possibly always co-exist. It is hard to see the material world with-
out pluralism, or conceptual plurality without materiality (since even the concept has a material 
element, and a conceptual plurality arises because of  this trace of  materiality in even the purest 
concept). 

31  Santos 2002, 91. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 11

reduced to a singular form, even though a ‘politics of  defi nition’ works to empower 
one tradition and marginalise others. 

 As defi ned by William James, pluralism is the position that there are things that 
are irreducible, external or totally ‘other’: 

 Things are ‘with’ one another in many ways, but nothing includes everything, 
or dominates over everything. The word ‘and’ trails along after every sentence. 
Something always escapes. ‘Ever not quite’ has to be said of  the best attempts 
made anywhere in the universe at attaining all-inclusiveness. 32  

 And: 

 The irreducible outness of   any thing, however infi nitesimal, from anything else, 
in  any  respect, would be enough, if  it were solidly established, to ruin the 
monistic doctrine. 33  

 For James, pluralism was fundamentally opposed to rationalism and idealism – 
approaches that, he argued, carved singular and discontinuous concepts out of  the 
complex and continuous ‘perceptual fl ux’. We could compare this idea to Karen 
Barad’s view that the world becomes made and known through ‘agential cuts’ in the 
fl ow and movement of  intra-activity. 34  The cut can produce a system or unity but 
this is contingent, fi ctional even, and should never be taken as fi xed or permanent. 
Since nothing material is the same as anything else and since each observational 
perspective of  the ‘same’ thing is different, the ideas of  pluralism and monism are 
in one sense a question of  attitude and belief, or ethos. Do you perceive system 
and unity, or diversity and irregularity? Or perhaps both? Is the  zeitgeist , and cur-
rent intellectual preference, in favour of  plural explanations (complexity, diversity, 
deconstruction) or monistic ones (system, unity, continuity, structure)? In the case 
of  law, the perception of  difference that generated the pluralism of  the twentieth 
century and beyond started from outside the discipline with the observations of  
anthropologists and sociologists, which stood in contrast to the internal perceptions 
of  lawyers, which by defi nition start with the assumption of  a singular law. 35  

 Although there are other defi nitions, James’ ‘irreducible outness’ provides a sim-
ple explanation that I take as a benchmark for pluralism, with the added criterion 
that there is really only a point to naming something ‘plural’ if  it is composed of  
elements that are ‘irreducibly out’ but come into contention theoretically. A fi nite 
trail of  ‘ands’ is only pluralistic in the rather banal sense that no one system of  
thought can capture all that is, and therefore we need recourse to other systems 
of  thought. It ceases to be banal when there is irreducibility between different 

32  James 1977, 145. 
33  James, quoted in O’Shea 2000, 27. 
34  Barad 2007. Cf  Chapter 4, below. 
35  See generally, Chapter 7. 
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12 Theoretical variables – an overview

understandings of  the ‘same’ object or when there is a radical irreducibility within 
the system or concept itself, making the doctrine of  monism a pragmatic fi ction. 

 Law is an excellent exemplar for thinking about pluralism. Law has a form (or 
‘cut’) that is often presumed to be singular and self-contained (state-based law) but 
that can equally be seen as both intrinsically, conceptually plural and as empirically 
open and interconnected with non-law in an ecological sense – by mutual reliance, 
interdependence, exchange, and so forth. At the same time, ‘law’ has many empir-
ical manifestations – there are many types or orders of  law that co-exist, though 
state-law insiders might not accept that these manifestations are ‘really’ law. 36  

 Conceptual dynamism 

 So far in this chapter I have considered the following matters: that there could be a 
paradigm change going on; that it is permissible to abandon the fi xation on theor-
etical coherence; that the crisis of  subjectivity has expanded to encompass post-
human beings; that theorists need to be open to plurality as well as systems; and that 
current theory emphasises ways of  bringing materiality and meaning into a more 
balanced relationship. More broadly, but connected with all of  these developments, 
we are also faced with the demands of  the so-called ‘anthropocene’ 37  – an era in 
which human dominance is shaping the planet, its atmosphere and ecosphere, 
and the reorientation of  the Western world view to a better understanding of  the 
indivisibility of  what we used to know as nature and culture. This change will have 
signifi cant meaning for human society and its institutions, and theory will increas-
ingly need to attend to its implications. 

 The conceptual resources of  Western philosophy and theory are arguably there-
fore in transition as new concepts are sought that can respond in a nuanced and 
constructive way to this state of  affairs. This transition also requires refl ection 
about what the process of  conceptualisation involves. What is a concept? Is think-
ing trapped by concepts? Assuming that deliberate conceptual change is possible, 
how can concepts be reimagined or reformed? There are enduring and unresolved 
debates in philosophy about these matters, and I can offer only a very selective 
insight into them. In general, though, I think it is fair to say – very broadly – that 
contemporary theory takes a good deal of  inspiration from philosophers and other 

36  Roberts 1998. 
37  Of  course, not everybody accepts the term ‘anthropocene’, since it seems to separate humanity 

from the rest of  the physical world and, problematically, attributes responsibility for ecosystem 
and climate change to our entire species. This species-level thinking elides the massive differences 
in power and resource consumption between human communities and perpetuates a universalist 
discourse in which those who have most damaged the earth can spread responsibility, even to 
those who have benefi ted the least and suffered the most from capitalist consumption. At the 
same time, ‘anthropocene’ is a useful term, in that it makes a powerful political point about the 
impact of  (a subset of) human beings on the earth whose insatiable desires have exposed earth’s 
vulnerabilities. Planetary resilience is considerable, but not infi nite. For an extended critical 
analysis see Grear 2015a. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 13

theorists who have insisted on a conceptual dynamic that is both imaginative as well 
as responsive to altered world conditions. The notion that theory is somehow tied 
to an inherited set of  concepts or even essentially about constructing a new set of  
enduring concepts has been questioned throughout twentieth-century philosophy. 

 Sometimes, new concepts are simply a joining of  the old in an effort to sur-
pass them: material-semiotic, natureculture, onto-epistemology. 38  Sometimes, they 
are metaphors endowed with new referents: rhizome, plateau, network, ecology. 39  
They can be existing terms enhanced with thicker or fi gurative meanings: sub-
altern, actant. 40  Often, concepts are borrowed from science disciplines: autopoeisis, 
evolution, manifold, refraction. 41  Concepts are proving to be rather pliable though 
the substrate, the background of  Western philosophical and cultural knowledge, 
is rather more diffi cult to shift. (As Wittgenstein said, ‘I distinguish between the 
movement of  the waters on the river-bed, and the shift of  the bed itself; though 
there is not a sharp division of  the one from the other’. 42)  

 Legal theory and socio-legal thought has also developed or adopted into law a 
range of  new concepts. Within the tradition of  analytical legal theory many new 
concepts have been proposed as fi xed qualities or universals for understanding 
state law – such as primary and secondary rules, the  grundnorm , or law as integrity. 43  
Within critical and socio-legal research, however, new legal concepts often repre-
sent an effort to move beyond state law and/or towards a more playful, imagina-
tive, and contingent response to the ideational dynamics of  law. In this space we 
have seen over the years notions such as jurisgenesis, intersectionality, legal con-
sciousness, lawscape, nomosphere, chronotopes, and many others. 44  

 One preliminary observation about these new conceptualisations is that they 
inhabit the large space in what Nicola Lacey once called a ‘seemingly unbridge-
able gap’ between socio-legal and critical legal research. 45  When concepts are in 
such obvious transition, there can be no pre-eminence of  either social-empirical 
accounts of  law (or anything else) or philosophical-critical accounts because what 
is in question are our very perceptions about the factual world, perceptions that 
are themselves an empirical-conceptual melange. Arguably, from their beginnings, 

38  Haraway 1988; Latour 1993; Barad 2007. 
39  Rhizome and plateau – Deleuze and Guattari 1987; network – Latour 2005; ecology – Philip-

popoulos-Mihalopoulos 2011. 
40  Subaltern – Gramsci 1971; actant – Latour 2005. 
41  Autopoiesis – Luhmann 1992; evolution – Hutchinson 2005; manifold – Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 

2015; refraction – Barad 2007. 
42  Wittgenstein 1969, s97; cf  Hekman 1999. Wittgenstein said: ‘The mythology may change back 

into a state of  fl ux, the river-bed of  thoughts may shift. But I distinguish between the movement 
of  the waters on the river-bed, and the shift of  the bed itself; though there is not a sharp division of  
the one from the other.’ Wittgenstein 1969, s97. 

43  Kelsen 1945; 1967; 1991; Dworkin 1986; Hart 1994. 
44  Jurisgenesis – Cover 1983; intersectionality – Crenshaw 1991; legal consciousness – Ewick and 

Silbey 1992; lawscape – Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2007; 2015; Graham 2011a; nomosphere – 
Delaney 2010; chronotopes – Valverde 2015. 

45  Lacey 1998, 143; cf  Norrie 2000. 
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14 Theoretical variables – an overview

much feminism and critical race theory have occupied this space in an effort to cor-
rect a conceptual universe based on sameness (of  benchmark men) and difference 
(of  everybody else). 46  This breakdown between critical and socio-legal terrains does 
not mean that the distinction is defunct, however, since research still exists that 
tends towards one or other end of  the socio-critical spectrum. 

 Many developments beyond the discipline of  law have facilitated these 
changes, and in particular philosophical questioning of  the nature of  concepts 
in relation to the empirical world. 47  Conceptualisation is often regarded as 
an exercise in abstraction or fi nding the general form for diverse objects that 
accounts for some kind of  presumed identity between them. A concept unifi es 
things and provides coherence and the possibility for cognition of  the objects 
of  the world. But a pure concept is also an intrinsically unsatisfactory and 
epistemologically inadequate abstraction, excluding as it does the materiality, 
the emotional dimensions, the dynamism – in a word, as Adorno emphasised, 
the  nonconceptual  aspects – of  its object. 48  Essentially for this reason, it is helpful 
to think of  concepts as experimental explanations rather than universals that 
would tie the thing to a determinate abstract form. This approach is perhaps 
most evident in the work of  Deleuze and Guattari, who have said that ‘philoso-
phy is the discipline that involves  creating  concepts’. 49  They endorse Nietzsche’s 
statement that philosophers ‘must no longer accept concepts as a gift nor merely 
purify and polish them, but fi rst  make  and  create  them, present them and make 
them convincing’. 50  

 Concepts are of  course as unavoidable as the ‘object itself ’ is unknowable. How-
ever, this does not mean that they can or should be fi xed. Rather than engage in the 
purifi cation of  existing concepts, or their modifi cation to suit new circumstances, 
it is possible to think of  the conceptual task of  philosophy as a kind of  process, 
narrative, or composition: 

 Philosophy serves to bear out an experience which Schoenberg noted in trad-
itional musicology: one really learns from it only how a movement begins and 
ends, nothing about the movement itself  and its course. Analogously, instead 
of  reducing philosophy to categories, one would in a sense have to compose it 
fi rst. Its course must be a ceaseless self-renewal . . . The crux is what happens 
in it, not a thesis or position – the texture, not the deductive or inductive course 
of  one-track minds. Essentially, therefore, philosophy is not expoundable. If  
it were, it would be superfl uous; the fact that most of  it can be expounded 
speaks against it. 51  

46  Cf  McCall 2005; Smart 2009. 
47  Eg Deleuze and Guattari 1994. 
48  Adorno 1973, 11. 
49  Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 5. 
50  Ibid; see generally Gane 2009. 
51  Adorno 1973, 33. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 15

 Much critical legal theory takes essentially the form of  compositions that cannot 
be expounded. This means that theory can continue to engage with state law as 
a dynamic and heterogeneous entity as well as with the variety of  other legalities, 
responding to their own ‘ceaseless self-renewal’ by refusing to fi x their boundar-
ies into some coherent identity. This does not de-legitimate efforts at conceptual 
analysis, but rather regards them always as contingent attempts at theoretical order, 
which must necessarily fail if  their goal is some fi nal or absolute description, but 
which can be perfectly good conditional explanations of  an aspect of  legality. 

 One compelling exploration of  the possibilities for seeing conceptualisation as 
existing in dialogue with social practices is to be found in Davina Cooper’s recent 
book  Everyday Utopias.  52  Cooper’s work engages with the creative conceptual poten-
tial of  ‘everyday utopias’, intentionally created practices and spaces that represent 
an effort to enact social change in everyday life. Her carefully constructed subtitle, 
‘the conceptual life of  promising spaces’, expresses a key theoretical point of  depart-
ure. For Cooper, concepts have life and social spaces can promise better futures 
and alternative concepts. As Cooper explains, her focus on the  conceptual  within 
everyday utopias is motivated by two factors. First, ‘everyday utopias can revitalize 
progressive and radical politics through their capacity to put everyday concepts, 
such as property, care, markets, work, and equality, into practice in counter-normative 
ways’. 53  Second, they are ‘hugely fruitful places from which to think differently and 
imaginatively about concepts’. 54  This practised counter-normativity and the dif-
ferent thinking that it generates are fundamental to Cooper’s project. The key to 
Cooper’s discussion is the way she understands concepts within a context in which 
practice, imagining, and the observer all take an active part. For Cooper, concepts 
are not abstract things that are merely ideational but are rather dynamic expres-
sions that take place between imagining a thing and actualising it. Concepts are 
therefore materially engaged processes in which the imagination of  the material 
has also played an essential role. 

 This understanding of  the conceptual can be illustrated by Cooper’s discussion 
of  contemporary utopian thought and practice. As she explains, utopia can no 
longer be understood as an ideal or abstract construction of  the perfect society. 
Rather, scholars of  utopia now see it in more practical terms – as an attempt 
to practise ideas, which also incorporates the struggles and frequently confl ictual 
relationships that go into developing and sustaining novel and counter-normative 
practices. Utopianism remains future-oriented, but the future is one that can be 
imagined and, more importantly, practised in the present. The ‘everyday utopia’ is 
in part an experimental space where ideas are tested and where new ideas emerge. 
There is a vision and a common purpose, of  course, but the utopia is actualisa-
tion, not abstraction. In this way, the  concept  is an imagined–practised reality, not 
an abstraction. It is not static and its edges may not always be clear; rather it may 

52  Cooper 2014; see also Cooper 2015. 
53  Cooper 2014, 11. 
54  Ibid. 
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16 Theoretical variables – an overview

be redrawn with changing experiences, relationships, and engagements. Concepts 
‘oscillate’, says Cooper, between the imagined and the practised worlds – an effort 
to perfect and improve concepts ‘pulls on what is actualized’ but, at the same time, 
practice constrains the imagination. 55  Moreover, concepts change in response to 
the desire for social change. Of  particular interest to Cooper is the potential that 
some concepts carry for being imagined and practised in ways that might help to 
reshape our social relations. 

 Prefi gurative law and theory 

 This leads into my fi nal point for this chapter, which is that it is possible to see 
theory as performative and even prefi gurative. Theory is performative because it 
is an act and a process, as Adorno (and others) emphasised. Performances need to 
make sense within their context, of  course: a performance that does not suffi ciently 
cite or repeat the past is unpersuasive. 56  Legal theory is not at liberty simply to 
ignore the socio-cultural conditions for ‘law’ in the present time. Theory is there-
fore in many ways a response to pre-existing conditions, and it is also consolidated 
through reiteration. Positivism has become ubiquitous in part because of  repeated 
acceptance of  it as  the  authoritative thesis about law. However, this does not mean 
that theory is predetermined, or fi xed, though a reluctance to refresh it and com-
pose it anew may close it down somewhat. Performances can always challenge or 
contest the past, as well as repeat it. 

 In addition to being performative, legal theory can also be seen as prefi gurative, 
a term I use as an analogy with activist strategies. Prefi gurative  politics  is essentially 
about being or doing the change. Rather than waiting for conditions to be right 
for general social change to occur or to be instituted from above, prefi gurative pol-
itics is an acknowledgement that change accumulates through repeated practices 
and that one part of  making the imagined future real is to perform it now. Such 
practice, like Cooper’s ‘everyday utopias’, is partly based on possibilities shaped 
by existing conditions, but is also part vision, part experiment, and part everyday 
enactments. 

 A less overtly activist variation on prefi gurative politics can be seen in various 
efforts to test successor legalities in and around the edges of  state law. In some con-
texts, state law itself  can become an experimental space for new ideas about law. 
One could cite for example ‘alternative’ practices of  law, such as alternative dispute 
resolution or Indigenous sentencing courts, which introduce values of  negotiation, 
accommodation, recognition of  the other, and legal plurality into the practice and 
meaning of  law. At the margins of  or beyond state law, examples might include 
truth and reconciliation commissions and efforts to mobilise civil society in justice 
initiatives, such as the Women’s International War Crimes Tribunal held in Tokyo 

55  Ibid, 37. 
56  Davies 2012, 173; Blomley 2013. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 17

in December 2000. 57  These instances draw on state legality but also deliberately 
eschew it in the interests of  (in part) taking law beyond its self-defi ned boundar-
ies. In a different plane, feminist judgments projects repeat and re-read the law as 
practised by judges, not in order to change either doctrine or form explicitly, but 
to infl ect them with a critical feminist voice. 58  

 Such practices may often be fl awed in their attempts to equalise power and 
tentative in their imagining of  a future justice. They are necessarily incomplete 
and can be confi ned to a terrain easily dismissed by formal law. Yet alternative 
imaginings of  law do begin to prefi gure and test possible future legal forms in 
locations where theory and practice converge. Most signifi cantly for my purposes, 
prefi gurative practices cross the divide between the legal present and our legal 
futures: they enact possible futures in the present and leave indelible traces of  what 
is to come in the here and now. 

 The theoretical parallel to prefi gurative politics is that theorists – like feminist 
judges – have many opportunities to choose our abstractions and can contribute to 
imagined–practised realities by repeating some threads of  the theoretical context 
rather than others. This is particularly so where – as I have explained in some detail 
above – a great many theoretical transitions are taking place, where there is evident 
conceptual plurality, and in consequence considerable theoretical resources. Thus, 
the theoretical space can be seen as one arena where the future is formed, as John 
Law and John Urry argue: 

 The issue is not simply how what is out there can be uncovered and brought 
to light, though this remains an important issue. It is also about what might 
be made in the relations of  investigation, what might be brought into being. 
And indeed,  it is about what should be brought into being.  59  

 Theorists can potentially do what activists have described as ‘being the change’. 
That is, it is possible to practise theory as if  a projected state of  affairs was already 
in existence. Drawing out aspects of  the present that appear to provide direction 
for the future, and intensifying them theoretically, prefi gures a world that is com-
mensurable with the present and past, but which perhaps adds additional emphasis 
to those elements of  it worth promoting – sustainability, for instance, rather than 
exploitation and consumption, relational identity, rather than atomistic individual-
ism. It is important, of  course, as Law and Urry emphasise, to recognise that this 
is an unavoidable feature of  scholarly activity: we cannot help but intervene in the 
shaping of  the real, so the question that remains is ‘Which [aspect of  reality] do 
we want to make more real, and which less real?’ 60  

57  On truth and reconciliation, see Christodoulidis 2000; van Marle 2003; on the Women’s Inter-
national War Crimes Tribunal see Chinkin 2001; Dolgopol 2006. 

58  Hunter et al 2010; Douglas et al 2014. 
59  Law and Urry 2004, 396, emphasis added. 
60  Ibid, 390. 
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18 Theoretical variables – an overview

 Thinking about the history of  ideas, the future-oriented nature of  some theory 
seems evident enough. Theoretical writings such as John Locke’s  Two Treatises of  
Government  intervened in the political confl icts of  his time (in particular the Glori-
ous Revolution) and also enhanced arguments in favour of  colonialism, in which 
he had a personal interest. 61  His was a deliberate political-theoretical engagement 
drawing on and reiterating existing but sometimes inchoate developments in polit-
ical theory, but one that helped to shape the Western world’s future of  individualism 
and colonialism (not single-handedly, of  course). Similarly, in the history of  legal 
theory, John Austin’s work can be seen as not only a description of  positive law but 
also a strengthening of  it. 62  

 Theory which is transformative is therefore not only descriptive, analytical, and 
critical; it is also idealistic, aspirational, performative, and sometimes utopian. Per-
haps it will even misdescribe the present or over-emphasise certain qualities in 
order to bring out some transformative potential in the present. For John Austin, 
the latent positivity of  law – which has become the actual positivity of  law – was an 
important corrective to the mysticism, religious moralities, and half-baked natural 
law that muddled the legal process and obstructed clarity and enlightenment in 
legal thought. At the present moment, however, the notion of  positivism in law 
has itself  become obstructive, and the recent goal of  feminist and critical theorists 
has been to describe other latencies within law that may also have a transformative 
potential. The various forms of  critical legal theory have frequently been attacked 
for their lack of  a viable alternative model of  law, but such attacks neglect two 
signifi cant factors: fi rst, the desired outcome of  a theoretical intervention does 
not need to be a model or a theory; and second (as the reception of  Austin’s 
work illustrates), conceptual change is not necessarily caused by new propositions 
put forward by a single theory but rather from repeated, accumulated changes in 
thinking across a broad spectrum of  types of  intervention – practical, scholarly, 
activist. Such changes are in all probability accelerated by changes in historical 
conditions (which are also, of  course, themselves conditioned by cultural/discur-
sive environments). 63  

 As even the history of  positivism illustrates, approaches that at once (mis)describe 
the present and prefi gure the future existence of  law can result in change. There 
is undoubtedly an undercurrent of  such prefi gurative practice running through 
feminist and critical legal theory. 64  Sometimes the effort to create new concepts is 
explicit, as we have seen in relation to Davina Cooper’s work. ‘Prefi gurative’ does 

61  Locke 1967. For a discussion of  Locke and colonialism, see Arneil 1994. 
62  Wayne Morrison says this about Austin: ‘knowledge claims are part of, and not antecedent to, his 

overall project. Austin is not a simple positivist in the sense that his knowledge claim has no pre-
tence to anything other than the “thing-in-itself ”, for his image of  positive law is one element of  
an overall project. . . . Austin’s claims for jurisprudence are pragmatic in the sense that the demand 
for a clear jurisprudence arises to get something done, and that something is to create an image of  
law suitable for law to become a powerful and rational image of  modernity.’ Morrison 1997, 227. 

63  Teubner 1997b, 768–769. 
64  Conaghan 2001, 382–383. 
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Theoretical variables – an overview 19

not necessarily impose a general and ideal vision as a corrective to the problems 
raised by contemporary critiques. Rather, ‘prefi gurative’ refers to more practical, 
localised, and often tentative efforts to model new forms of  practical–theoretical 
legality. These are not just  different  legal practices or theoretical formulations but 
ones which specifi cally reach towards better ways of  doing law – law practices that 
are more just, more fl exible, and more attentive to diversity. 

 *** 

 Paradigm transition has been going on for my entire life as a scholar. When I 
started, I no doubt hoped things would be resolved or at least somewhat settled by 
now. This has not taken place yet. If  anything the theoretical terrain has become 
more complicated and infi nitely recursive, repeating itself  in the same or different 
forms, with a new language here, some different insights there, steadily opening 
onto new fi elds, and never quite settling on a distinct form. Theorists are redis-
covered, they go in and out of  fashion, critiques are entrenched, and new forms 
tentatively proposed. This may not – at least for the moment (and possibly for the 
remainder of  my career) – settle into a defi nite form. A question that has often 
troubled me is how to deal with this uncertainty as a theorist. As I have explained 
in this chapter, it has been useful to think of  concepts as intrinsically dynamic and 
relational, and theoretical constructs as performative and even as prefi gurative. 
In other words, theory itself  can be understood as a practical and experimental 
intervention that elicits and tests potential future conceptual forms. 
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 2  Limited and unlimited law 

 To attempt to imprison the law of  a time or of  a people within the sections of  a 
code is about as reasonable as to attempt to confi ne a stream within a pond. The 
water that is put in the pond is no longer a living stream but a stagnant pool, and 
but little water can be put in the pond. 1  

 Introduction 

 The conceptual resources surrounding contemporary law and legal theory are 
extensive and extremely diverse. As I have suggested in  Chapter 1 , some of  the 
factors underpinning this diversity include an anti-coherence aesthetics, an appre-
ciation of  the material basis of  meaning, the dynamics of  the subject, an under-
standing of  conceptualisation as process rather than form, and the practice of  
anticipatory or prefi gurative thinking. 

 But legal theory has a number of  limitations of  its own that need further 
introduction and exploration, and in this chapter I aim to uncover the plurality 
that is possible when specifi cally legal theoretical constraints are questioned. 
This is only the beginning of  a project that will be continued throughout the 
book: my aim is essentially to move from a critique of  theoretical constraints 
that reveals unformed theoretical possibilities, to a more positive focus on these 
possibilities themselves. As with  Chapter 1 , my intention in this chapter is largely 
to canvass a range of  issues that have been evident (and growing) in legal theory 
for many years. They are not new critiques, but it is nonetheless important to 
collect and consolidate them. The point however is not to develop an alter-
native  concept  of  law, much less an approach to law that somehow refl ects its 
multidimensional character. There is no legal theory of  everything. That would 
be attempting omniscience, which is clearly a theoretical delusion. Rather, my 
question is, simply, what are some of  the possibilities often foreclosed by legal 
theoretical one dimensionality? How can legal theory be opened up to new 
modes of  understanding? 

1  Ehrlich 1962, 488. 
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Limited and unlimited law 21

 Many of  the issues I will consider in this chapter concern the metatheoretical 
presumptions of  legal theory. Is there a single concept of  law against which all 
normativity can be judged as either ‘legal’ or ‘non-legal’? Can Western theorists 
abandon our fi xation with describing law as some kind of  totality or system and as 
a conceptually coherent object? In this context there is an embedded issue about 
what kind of  thing we are talking about when we mention a ‘concept’ of  law or a 
multitude of  such concepts. Moreover, there are a variety of  perspectives that can 
be opened to view beyond the expert knower or the socio-legal observer. We can 
develop more textured analyses of  law that take into account both the fact that 
law is a different object in different places and that the subject/knower is not just 
a person on whom the law is imposed but an active participant in the life of  legal 
meaning. Much work of  this nature has been undertaken in ‘law in everyday life’ 
and law and geography scholarship, but the signifi cance of  this body of  work, as 
well as of  other empirical approaches such as legal anthropology, has not always 
been appreciated in legal theory. 

 Mobilising alternative scales, perspectives, and multiple dimensionality also 
makes the political attachments of  law theoretically unavoidable. Despite the very 
extensive efforts of  critical legal theorists, Indigenous scholars, feminists, Marxist 
legal theorists, and so forth, there remains a traditional stream of  legal theory that 
sidelines questions of  power as non-core issues. Power is seen as about the content 
of  law, for instance, rather than its fundamental nature and character. Once we dis-
mantle the theoretical collusion between the disinterested perspective of  the legal 
expert and the state-based description of  law, however, this attempted neutrality 
of  position is much less plausible. 

 Finally, by way of  introduction, I should point out that none of  this really 
involves a rejection of  state-based, insider-generated jurisprudence. It simply rec-
ognises it as one form among many possibilities. And it also insists on the fact that 
even state-based law is itself  multidimensional and plural. To borrow a phrase from 
Jean-Luc Nancy, we could say that such law has a ‘singular plural being’ – its being 
is both singular  and  plural. 2  Or, to use the spatial metaphor deployed by Desmond 
Manderson, state law can be seen to be something like a fractal – a line or border 
of  infi nite length and complexity contained within a fi nite space. 3  The singular 
concept of  law cannot be discarded as a falsity, simply because it is the paradigm 
within which the practical reality of  law-as-Western-philosophy-understands-it is 
generally played out. Nonetheless, even the singular conception is meaningless 
without the ‘playing out’ or the experiential performance of  law, a characteristic of  
law that inevitably leads to a more open-ended and textured account of  ‘the legal’. 
Such characterisations of  law replace the logic of  ‘either/or’ (that law is either sin-
gular or plural, and that it is either fi nite or infi nite) with a logic of  ‘both/and’ (that 

2  Nancy 2000, 28. 
3  Manderson 1996, 1066–1067. 
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22 Limited and unlimited law

law can and does encompass contradictions, including the contradictions between 
being at once coherent and incoherent, and being at once singular and plural 4 ). 

 Restricted and unrestricted legal theory 

 Legal theorists and philosophers have often been preoccupied with the question 
‘what is law?’ But is this a useful question, and how does it shape legal theory? 
Douzinas and Geary suggest that ‘what is law?’ leads to an essentialist and limited 
jurisprudence: 

 once the question [about law] has been posed as a ‘what is’ one, the answer 
will necessarily give a series of  predicates for the word ‘law’, a defi nition of  
its essence, which will then be sought out in all legal phenomena. As a result, 
a limited number of  institutions, practices and actors will be included and 
considered relevant to jurisprudential inquiry and a large number of  questions 
will go unanswered. 5  

 While it is correct to say that analytical legal theory (in particular) has often been 
limited in both its method for answering this question as well as in the answers it 
gives, this does not  necessarily  fl ow from posing the question. Answers can be condi-
tional, they can be inessential or plural, they can be temporally, spatially, or cultur-
ally specifi c, and they can also take the form of  a narrative. Perhaps the diffi culty is 
not so much with the question, but with the history of  its interpretation, which  does  
point to an answer of  a particular type (general, essentialist, and defi nitive). For me, 
the question remains important, even if  it is no longer possible to imagine condi-
tions under which a defi nitive answer would be possible. It is an important question 
in a similar way to other ‘what is’ questions, whether posed in relation to politics, 
science, economics, history, society, or literature. Posing the ‘what is’ question in 
a critical and open-ended way permits taken-for-granted defi nitions to be openly 
tested and revised and highlights the politics of  theoretical delimitations. It also 
may allow more future-oriented meanings to emerge and partially solidify. This 
does not mean there is  any  answer – it may be that we can only deploy a range of  
metaphors, stories, and rather broad descriptors in an effort to produce an image, 
a sense, or an intuition about law. 

 Much legal philosophy has not really addressed ‘what is law?’ at all – it has 
addressed a much narrower question, something like ‘how can we describe and 
analyse Western state-based law as understood by those trained to think that law is 
entirely produced by the state?’ Legal theory has been methodologically limited to 
the nation-state and therefore presumed many of  the answers to its own question. 
It has, in other words, addressed what has been called a restricted rather than a 
general jurisprudence, a jurisprudence that does not challenge the state monopoly 

4  Cf  Fitzpatrick 1988, 97. 
5  Douzinas and Geary 2005, 10. 
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Limited and unlimited law 23

on law and turns a blind eye to the complicity of  law with power. 6  There have 
been several efforts to expand jurisprudence, and to move away from this restricted, 
state-based, self-defi ning preconception of  law. This chapter begins my efforts to 
contribute to this signifi cant conversation and is essentially an effort to identify and 
question some of  the parameters of  ‘normal’ legal theory, and at the same time to 
explore principles for a more generalised understanding of  law and legality. 

 ‘Restricted’ legal theory has traditionally been limited by several factors: it looks 
mainly at the  law of  the nation-state  (while occasionally attending to the contested 
legal nature of  international law), it constructs its theory from the perspective of  
an  insider to this law  but who is nonetheless regarded as capable of  making object-
ive pronouncements about it, and it takes a decidedly  Western philosophical approach  
to the analysis of  law. The advantage of  restricted legal theory is that it theorises 
and adds solidity to the paradigm of  legal positivism that is widely practised and 
has proven effi ciencies. It suffers from a number of  consequential blindnesses: it 
tends to regard any form of  power as external to law, 7  it suppresses diversity of  
interpretations and of  subjects, and downgrades or ignores non-state law. 

 All of  these limitations, held stable in restricted legal theory, are in fact variables 
rather than constants. It is possible to understand law as emerging from spheres 
other than the nation-state, and it is possible at the same time to consider law from 
perspectives that are neither that of  the expert Western insider nor the scientifi c 
observer. The idea of  law is not, moreover, limited by the institutions and histories 
of  Western nations. They have their role as a particular form, but do not cover 
the fi eld of  law. Law is multiscalar and multiperspectival, issues that I will consider 
further in  Chapters 6  and  7 . Law is also abstract and material, dynamic and static, 
determinate and highly mobile. It is the task of  a general legal theory – a legal 
theory that sees law as open, living, and pluralistic – to reveal some of  these pos-
sibilities in understanding law. 

 If  legal theory is to move beyond singular analyses of  national (and sometimes 
international) law, based on the perspective of  legal insiders, it must question a 
number of  its theoretical foundations. Some of  these parameters include: 8  the 
notion that law can be understood as an identity and a concept, with a theoret-
ical essence; the epistemic privilege of  legal experts positioned entirely within a 
Western European and colonial model of  law; the image of  law as a reifi ed thing 
that is separate from and external to the subject; the hierarchical model of  law; the 
distinction between description and prescription, is and ought. These matters will 
be considered briefl y in turn in this chapter, and in more depth in later chapters. 

6  See generally Tamanaha 2001, xvi–xvii; Douzinas and Geary 2005, 10–11; Twining 2009, 18–21; 
Conaghan 2013b, ch 5. 

7  Cotterrell 2002. 
8  I also note here Allan Hutchinson’s useful imperatives for a ‘post-analytical’ approach to law, which 

are: ‘abandon legal theory’; ‘get hands dirty’; ‘go genealogical’; ‘focus on power’; ‘embrace the polit-
ical’; ‘be useful’; and ‘act locally’. Hutchinson 2009, 162–164. 
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24 Limited and unlimited law

 Brighton rock law 

 Orthodox legal theory has often assumed that it is possible to fi nd ‘a dominant 
master narrative of  legality to unify the fi eld of  the legal’. 9  The search for a unify-
ing concept of  law was one of  the key tasks of  legal theory, at least until critical 
and socio-legal theorists started to consider the edges, the assumptions, and the 
empirical constituents as much as the presumed essence of  law. The idea that law 
has a concept limits it and makes sense of  it. But limits what? Makes sense of  what? 
There is a circularity to this undertaking – after all, how can the theorist know 
what s/he is conceptualising, without an already existent, though inchoate, idea 
of  law? The ‘fi eld of  the legal’ needs to precede the task of  conceptualisation of  
law. The problem has been addressed by legal theorists in various ways. For Hart, 
for instance, the fi eld takes the form of  a common-sense and core understanding 
of  law held by any ‘educated man’. 10  ‘Primitive’ law and international law are 
non-core and obviously dubious examples of  law for Hart, but he says there can 
be little doubt about the fact that the law of  the modern nation-state is a core and 
commonsensical manifestation of  law. 

 Having pre-defi ned the fi eld, the presumption of  conceptual unity has been 
very common in the jurisprudential tradition. Take a ‘single’ legal system – that of  
contemporary Canada or Australia. Does the description of  law remain constant 
at all levels, like the words embedded in a stick of  Brighton rock, the same all the 
way down and all the way up? Is the concept of  state law a mark or imprint on all 
forms, all experiences, all locations, all sources, and all constructions of  law? For a 
positivist such as Kelsen, for whom a change in position was simply a question of  
going lower or higher in the pyramid of  legal validity, the reason for law’s valid-
ity did indeed appear to be imprinted throughout all practical manifestations of  
law. 11  Similarly, for HLA Hart the rule of  recognition was the test for validity that 
appears to unify  all  law. 12  However, if  position, perspective, space, and authority are 
variables in the theory of  law, and not constants, the result will be unlimited con-
ceptual variability. Even if  the object we are talking about is still state law (which 
is only one contingently defi ned form among many ideas of  law) it will look very 
different from different perspectives and in different locations. There is no ‘mas-
ter narrative’ and indeed little compatibility between conceptual products. 13  Put 
simply, there are a plurality of  frames of  reference as well as a plurality of  crit-
ical positions or discourses, according to which positive law may be understood. 

 9  Cotterrell 2009a, 777. See, for instance, Dickson 2001, 17 (describing analytical jurisprudence as 
‘attempting to isolate and explain those features which make law into what it is’). 

10  Hart 1994, 3. 
11  Kelsen 1967, 198–201. 
12  Hart 1994, 100. 
13  An analogy might be classical and quantum mechanics, which describe the physical world at the 

macroscopic and subatomic levels. Forces observed at one level are not observed at the other and 
a theory to unify the two scales has been elusive. 
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Limited and unlimited law 25

Only one of  these ‘perspectives’ is the positivist theory of  law that dominates the 
terrain of  analytical jurisprudence. 

 Thus, it is important to ask (and remaining with the state for the moment) is 
‘law’ in all of  the following institutions the same: community justice centres that 
give a norm-creating role to community members; parliament; the extensive and 
usually hidden activities that precede the work of  parliament; appeal courts; police 
stations; arbitration bodies and other ‘alternative’ dispute resolution mechanisms; 
specialist tribunals; truth and reconciliation commissions; Indigenous sentencing 
processes; thousands of  lawyers in thousands of  offi ces working on specifi c prob-
lems for everyone from multinational corporations, to governments, to schools, 
newspapers, and individuals? Is law the same for me (an academic) as it is for my 
partner (a government lawyer)? 

 Undoubtedly there is a sense in which all of  these quite diverse institutions and 
locations of  law refer to and rely upon an idea of  law as connected to certain state 
mechanisms, but that relationship cannot exhaust the idea of  law in those contexts 
because the practice and performance of  law are different everywhere. After all, 
once it is appealed, even a simple case can become something quite unrecognisable 
to its fi rst instantiation as a case. That difference might be explained by strategy, by 
visibility, by misreading or reinterpreting the facts, by the culture of  the courts and 
tribunals, by personalities, and any number of  other factors that – though undoubt-
edly part of  the ‘fi eld of  the legal’ – are ordinarily excluded from the process of  
conceptualisation of  law itself  because they are predetermined as tangential to it. 
The difference in the conception of  legality is even more obvious if  we compare 
participatory processes for resolving disputes to parliament, for instance. 

 It is problematic to assume that a core concept of  state law can be distilled 
from all of  these diverse practices, and that some are more central than others. It 
might feel safe to assume that the appeal court is a more central representative of  
a concept of  state law than an Indigenous sentencing court, a traffi c police offi cer, 
or myself  as I go about endeavouring to be a law-abiding citizen. But it is equally 
plausible – though perhaps not as theoretically safe – to see all of  these instances 
as  performances in a dispersed and ultimately non-unifi ed fi eld of  state legality . There need 
not be an ‘underlying’ or ideal concept of  state law at all. Socio-legal theory has 
given us a very rich account of  such institutions and practices, but the theoretical 
understanding is less developed – for instance, of  how normativity is produced and 
reproduced at different scales and by different legal actors, of  what the boundaries 
of  ‘law’ are in any given context, of  how divergent scales of  law interact, of  how 
knowledge about the law is constructed, of  the relationship between law and the 
human subject, and other matters of  concern to legal philosophy. 

 The descriptions of  law offered by state law theorists are plausible analyses of  
law at that scale and for the purpose of  understanding Western state law from the 
secure position of  legal insiders. 14  But it is perplexing to say the least that many 

14  Dworkin did focus his refl ections explicitly on Anglo-American law but Hart, Kelsen and others 
have had universal aspirations: Dworkin 1986; see also Raz 2005. 
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26 Limited and unlimited law

legal theorists have tried to hold  at once  the view that law is a social phenomenon 
 and  that there can be a universal or even a general concept of  law. Sociologists 
of  law have long understood that a concept of  law is contextual and that empir-
ical analyses of  law must be undertaken by reference to ‘provisional’ ideas of  the 
legal. 15  Once we move beyond the state, the disunity in ideas of  law becomes even 
more apparent. Imposing a ‘master narrative of  legality’ in socio-legal enquiry 
would only obscure the empirical diversity of  legal regimes. ‘No wonder’, says 
Brian Tamanaha, ‘that the multitude of  concepts of  law circulating in the literature 
have failed to capture the essence of  law – it has no essence’. 16  

 Unrestricted, general, or unlimited legal theory need not be constrained by the 
thought of  unifying a legal fi eld: as discussed in  Chapter 1 , accepting that legality 
is plural, potentially unlimited, and in conceptual fl ux means that the theoretical 
project becomes akin to composition, 17  experimentation, or an oscillation between 
forms of  practice and an ideational narrative. 18  Concepts are best regarded as 
contingent and dynamic constructions, formed and reformed in changing circum-
stances, with the future as well as the past in mind. Theoretical practice based on 
conceptual dynamism might bear different fruits in relation to different forms and 
different locations of  legality. As indicated above, state law itself  can be regarded 
as conceptually plural and unstable. There are in any case many different expres-
sions of  ‘the legal’ and indeed of  ‘law’ outside or in hybrid forms with the state. 

 Historical and cultural exclusions 

 The very possibility of  the ‘single master narrative of  legality’ is predicated upon 
a number of  exclusions, some of  which are of  particular signifi cance in the history 
of  legal theory. I will only mention them briefl y here by way of  introduction – they 
have been extensively dealt with elsewhere. I will return to them in  Chapters 3  and 
 4  with the objective of  imagining an expansive theoretical fi eld for law in which 
these exclusions have been dismantled. 

 First, the parochialism of  the Western tradition of  legal theory has been much 
commented upon. 19  This parochialism is illustrated clearly in the comments made 
by HLA Hart mentioned above. While Hart claimed to be pursuing a ‘general’ 
jurisprudence in the sense of  one that was applicable to all legal systems and not 
just those of  Western Europe, he nonetheless began by excluding international 
law and ‘primitive’ law as ‘doubtful’ cases of  law, as seen by the ‘educated man’. 
But the exclusion of  the ‘primitive’ has much older origins, in the Enlightenment 
construction of  universal knowledge and reason, and its associated exclusion of  a 
chaotic and pre-modern savage. 20  The pre-modern is delimited by both time and 

15  Tamanaha 2001, ch 7; Cotterrell 2009a. 
16  Tamanaha 2001, 193. 
17  Adorno 1973, 33. 
18  Cooper 2014. 
19  See eg Fitzpatrick 1992. 
20  Fitzpatrick 1992; Nunn 1997. 
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Limited and unlimited law 27

space as refl ected in pre-Enlightenment Europe and in Europe’s primitive outside. 
Although it is impossible for any theorist to recognise and address all of  their own 
cultural conditioning (much less step outside it), unselfconscious and uncritical 
parochialism is of  course very problematic: Ronald Dworkin is one theorist in the 
analytical tradition who recognised this and confi ned his theory to Anglo-American 
law, arguing that a theory of  law cannot be separated from legal practice, which 
differs from place to place, and through time. 21  The idea that there can be  a  theory 
that explains what law  necessarily  is, 22  is these days controversial even among analyt-
ical legal philosophers. 23  For critical and socio-legal theorists it is generally seen as 
an impossibility, with the construction of   a  theory of  law being replaced by more 
generalised and fl uid (non-necessary, localised in time and place) legal theory. 

 Second, and related to the issue of  parochialism, is that a ‘methodological stat-
ism’ 24  has dominated legal theory and jurisprudence, and even to some degree crit-
ical legal theory. Methodological statism in legal theory is simply the assumption 
that law is tied to the nation-state (as modelled on the states of  Western Europe), 
and that therefore the task of  legal theory or jurisprudence is to describe and ana-
lyse the law of  the state. Kelsen indeed argued (against Schmitt) that law and state 
were indivisible or unifi ed. 25  (Schmitt did not dispute that law was strongly tied to 
the state, but did dispute that they were the same thing – the state being polit-
ical and having a sovereign who was beyond law, or operating in the space of  the 
exception. 26 ) Austin ‘determined’ the province of  jurisprudence as the command 
of  a sovereign, distinguishing this from divine law, positive morality, and the laws 
of  non-human nature. 27  Others cemented the association between law and state 
via empirical means. For instance, Hart’s presumption about law is that we (or at 
least an ‘educated man’) would know it when we see it. 

 Third, the parochialism and statism of  restricted legal theory has often been 
entrenched by virtue of  the fact that it is seen to be practised and pursued by legal 
insiders. The ‘knower’ of  mainstream legal theory is not a sociologist, anthropolo-
gist, or even philosopher, but rather someone who knows the law from the ‘inside’ 
(bearing in mind the metaphorical nature of  such a position), who is trained in and 
accepts the dominant legal paradigm. Kelsen’s ‘pure’ theory of  law, as he insisted, 
was not a theory of  pure law (whatever that would be) but rather a theory ‘free 
of  all foreign elements’ with which it had become mixed ‘in a wholly uncritical 

21  Dworkin 1986. Despite my agreement with Dworkin on this matter, I endorse Brian Leiter’s assess-
ment of  other aspects of  his work: Leiter 2004. 

22  Raz 2005. 
23  But note the existence of  more fl exible variants on a concept or descriptor of  law offered by some 

recent theorists. Melissaris develops a ‘thin’ concept of  law which, though a concept, applies differ-
ently in different situations, while Tamanaha avoids any such conceptualisation with his argument 
that the term ‘law’ varies according to context. See Tamanaha 2001; Melissaris 2009. 

24  Social scientists have critiqued the ‘methodological nationalism’ which is ‘found when the nation 
state is treated as the natural and necessary representation of  modern society’: Chernillo 2011, 99. 

25  Kelsen 1945, 191. 
26  Schmitt 1985. 
27  Austin 1832. 
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28 Limited and unlimited law

fashion’. 28  These exclusions, however, lead to a one-dimensional understanding of  
law. Jurisprudential ‘knowers’ are not only legally trained scholars with a passing 
interest in philosophy: they occupy a range of  positions and address questions other 
than those pre-authorised by an internal view of  law. It is no more ‘true’ to say (for 
instance) that ‘whether a given norm is legally valid . . . depends on its sources’ 29  
than it is to say ‘the affective and aesthetic dimensions of  law and governance are 
not merely superstructural or incidental’, 30  or (of  Australian courts) ‘they are con-
structs of  the colonizer, making the rules of  the rulers, and they are interpreted by 
the rulers through a white-supremacist euro-centric lens’. 31  Each description is of  
the same system and each carries explanatory power. They are plural statements – 
not reducible to an overarching system or reconcilable in any way. 

 The commonsensical delimitation of  law and its theory to the boundaries of  the 
Western state as known by its trained knowers (aka lawyers) is very diffi cult to con-
test. Even those positioned outside of  or on the margins of  state law know it when 
they see it, since it is historically and ideologically entrenched, and reproduced in 
countless ways as the core case of  ‘law’. But it remains nothing more than a 
powerful naming of  law as belonging to the state, coupled perhaps with an insistence 
on disciplinary demarcations 32  – necessary for legal practice and education, but 
less so for scholarship. There is nothing necessary about the association of  law and 
state, and no justifi cation for limiting  all  of  legal theory to law generated by states. 
Moreover, knowledges and perspectives other than that of  the lawyer can gener-
ate provocative and usefully explanatory  theory  of  law, in addition to the empirical 
knowledge generated by sociology, anthropology, and geography. Indeed, as I have 
mentioned in  Chapter 1 , the process of  conceptualisation is increasingly regarded 
as a dynamic process responsive to everyday material life. 

 Beyond law as reifi ed subject 

 The subject who knows law is not just a human being, but a subject of  something, 
in the context of  this book a subject of  law. Who or what is the  legal  subject and 
what is their relation to law? As part of  my objective is to democratise and split 
open the idea of  law so that it is not uniquely represented by state hierarchies, I 

28  Kelsen 1934, 477; see also Hutchinson 2005, 68–69. 
29  Gardner 2001, 199. 
30  Valverde 2015. 
31  Watson 2015, 132. 
32  In 2003, legal geographer Nicholas Blomley, commenting on being asked whether he is trained 

as a lawyer (and not being asked whether he is trained as a geographer) wrote: ‘There is, clearly, a 
hierarchy at work here. Viewed from geography, law appears as an immensely self-confi dent fi eld 
that is sure of  its importance, history, and its disciplinary identity. . . . Given its closure, law vigor-
ously polices knowledge, with a suspicion of  that deemed to lie outside its boundaries. External 
infl uences, such as geography, are thus admitted – if  they are admitted at all – on law’s terms. 
Geography, conversely, tends to buy into this view of  law. Law is something that only lawyers do.’ 
Blomley 2003, 21. Blomley acknowledges that disciplinary shifts were transforming both fi elds, and 
clearly this contestation of  boundaries has continued. 
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Limited and unlimited law 29

need to ask what precisely is the legal subject a subject  of ? In the broad and plural-
istic sense, as I will explain in later chapters, the legal subject is the entity subjected 
to, formed by, and engaging with, the multitude of  forms of  legality that exist. 
Subject and law in this sense are, however, indistinct – law arises from the multitude 
of  relationships, habits, practices, and performances  of  subjects. It is possible to 
say that human subjects relate to each other and that law is produced in different 
forms from these interactions. It is also possible to say that there are a variety of  
relationships, entanglements, and what Karen Barad calls intra-actions, 33  which 
give rise to subjects and objects of  law, legal forms, and other congealed entities. 
In other words, an endlessly dynamic circulation of  matter and meaning can be 
cut up into different legalities, different agents, and variable subjects and objects. 

 In the narrower sense of  state law, the legal subject is in many ways coded as the 
law writ small. Equally, the state–law unity is the subject writ large. The Enlight-
enment subject and its law-state are mirror images of  each other – sovereign, 
self-determining, autonomous. 34  They both in a sense are scaled down versions 
of  a monotheistic god. 35  This turns the law-state into a reifi ed and self-contained 
abstract thing with agency of  its own. 36  It is common enough, even in critical writ-
ing, to read of  a person or subject being acted upon, shaped, or constituted by law, 
and to read of  law as an ‘it’, a hypostatised thing that acts and speaks. Although law 
in its positivist-statist form is entirely a formalised subset of  human society, it is also 
frequently reifi ed and given a separate existence, as though it is itself  an agential 
thing. 37  These idioms can be understood as shorthands for a more complex rendi-
tion of  what law is or, alternatively, they suffi ce as a placeholder for an imagined 
thing that like the  grundnorm  has no identity and cannot be defi ned – in the words of  
Althusser, speaking of  ‘Christian religious ideology’, ‘I shall use a rhetorical fi gure 
and “make it speak”, i.e. collect into a fi ctional discourse what it “says”’. 38  Translat-
ing Althusser’s comments about ideology into law, the legal subject is interpellated 
by an imagined and reifi ed Law – the law that speaks and acts. This holds subjects 
in place as subjects of  law even though, as he says, the subjects collectively ‘work 
by themselves’. 39  

 Figurative language is often helpful in theory. 40  However, I make a literalist 
exception when writing of  ‘law’, and endeavour to avoid idioms that give law 
its own persona and agency. I feel that ‘making law speak’ would involve a 

33  Barad 2007. 
34  Fitzpatrick 1992, 64. 
35  Cf  Schmitt 1985. 
36  Kelsen associated personifi cation with the state, and criticised the argument that law and state were 

a duality (rather than unifi ed) as ‘an animistic superstition’: 1945, 191 – as it presumes animation 
behind the law, just as a dryad animates a tree. However, unifying law and state does not solve the 
problem – the law–state unity is infused with spirit, rather than this existing behind the law. 

37  For an extended discussion see Manderson 1996. 
38  Althusser 1994, 133. 
39  Ibid, 135. 
40  See generally Chapter 8. 
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30 Limited and unlimited law

dilution of  my argument. Law does not  do  anything or  say  anything itself, and 
it is not even an identifi able thing – all of  these are shorthands for the actions 
of  human beings enmeshed in material contexts who use an imaginary of  law 
to relate and engage. 

 Reifi ed law is also often understood as a  system –  a self-contained whole of  coher-
ently co-ordinated rules and norms, with its own limits, and differentiated from 
other systems and from its exterior. 41  ‘Law’ is regarded as part of  a ‘legal system’ 
and it is the boundary of  the system that determines what is law and what is not. 
Associated with a state and with an orderly conceptual hierarchy in the manner of  
Kelsen, ‘system’ has been seen as a necessary correlative of  ‘law’ – system provides 
the line that differentiates law from non-law, legal from non-legal. 42  Defi ning or 
alternatively critiquing the boundary have been seen as key tasks of  legal theory. 
But does law need to be organised systematically in order to be law? Again, such 
a presumption often replicates a statist and modern Western image of  law, 43  and 
diverts us from fi nding law in (for instance) human identity, the land, habitual social 
practices, narratives, songs, dances, pictures, myths. As Manderson says, ‘[w]e must 
go beyond understanding law as a system (like positivism), a clash of  systems (like 
pluralism), or even as the interaction of  sub-systems (like autopoeisis)’. 44  

 Lawspace 

 The abstract ‘master narrative’ of  law is, as indicated above, a dematerialised and 
dephysicalised idea. It is not located, but purports to run through different mani-
festations of  law, like a Platonic idea. It has been confronting for legal theorists to 
fi nd legal geographers asking not  what , but rather ‘ where  is law?’ 45  The question 
does something unexpected to legal theory. By asking us to place law, it opens up 
the traditional ‘what’ question: as soon as we ask whether law is in (for instance) 
lawyers’ offi ces, or courts, or people’s homes, or the street and cityscapes, or the 
womb, 46  or the high seas, or a remote desert location, or a university classroom, 
or physically imprinted on our minds and bodies, law becomes something differ-
ent from an abstract set of  rules that are the same in many contexts. Rather, the 
context, the location, and the performance of  law in space are important – space 
is not just a  tabula rasa  (either in or out of  the mind), nor is it just a neutral medium. 
Rather law becomes  what  it is,  where  it is 47  – in material locations as performed in 
and by subjects who are both recipients of  law and conveyors of  it. 

41  Raz 1970; cf  Luhmann 1992. 
42  Raz 1970. 
43  The ‘system’ of  systems theory is not, however, aligned with the state: Luhmann 1992; Pottage 

2012. 
44  Manderson 1996, 1064. 
45  Delaney et al 2001, xiii. 
46  See Delaney 2010, 61. 
47  Cf  Manderson 2005, 1. 
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Limited and unlimited law 31

 The physical law–space connection is a rich and complex one. 48  In its more 
abstract forms, law is of  course also regularly represented through spatial meta-
phors, in ways that are quite familiar and that I will consider in more detail later 
in the book. As in other fi elds, this representation has at times implied a quite 
static understanding of  law as a concept, system, or structure. The normal rep-
resentations of  law’s spaces are essentially about forming insides and outsides. 
Most familiarly in its theoretical idiom, the conceptual being of  law has been 
traditionally constituted by the exclusion of  the social domain and, more specifi c-
ally, by the exclusion of  individual people, their actual relationships with others, 
the physical world, and events, specifi c decisions, and performances. In other 
words, law as a  concept  has been constituted by the exclusion of  any materiality 
or physicality, and any factual presence. Despite their connection to an  idea  of  
place, the extensive use of  territorial metaphors may facilitate the exclusion of  
the inessential from conceptualisation by framing law as a network of  detempor-
alised insides and outsides. 

 Critical theory has produced an extensive appreciation of  the ways in which 
law’s conceptual boundaries are actively constructed and performed, and how 
they are intrinsically dynamic. However, as I have indicated, clearly the law–space 
connection is about more than simply the ways in which law is conceptualised and 
represented. It is also about the co-constitution of  space and law, for instance, in 
the defi nition of  things such as public and private spaces, types of  real property 
and how these translate onto physical space, urban planning systems, behavioural 
norms in specifi c places, transit routes, physical zones of  inclusion and exclusion, 
and socio-spatial networks. David Delaney calls these representational and material 
angles of  the law–space entanglement ‘space in law’ and ‘law in space’. 49  The 
representational and physical spatialisations of  law seem intuitively to be con-
nected, but how? How are images of  the outside world internalised and translated 
into a concept? Is it coincidental that something mapped onto physical space is 
 imagined  as spatial? Or are the internal and external mappings continuous and even 
coterminous? Moreover, and more disconcertingly, thinking of  human bodies and 
material objects as entangled legal agents in spatial formations is one thing, but the 
consequences of  (for instance) questioning the limit represented by skin is another. 
Arguably, the  where  of  law is not just external space. What we experience as internal 
space may be equally the physical location of  law – as neurological pathways, for 
instance, formed, like sheep tracks, by repeated action across a physical terrain. 
Moreover if  we think of  mind as epiphenomenal, an illusion or effect of  material 

48  See Delaney 2010; Graham 2011a; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015. 
49  Delaney 2003, 68–71. The term ‘entangle’ evokes quantum states. As Karen Barad explains, ‘quan-

tum entanglements are generalized quantum superpositions, more than one, no more than one, 
impossible to count. They are far more ghostly than the colloquial sense of  “entanglement” sug-
gests. Quantum entanglements are not the intertwining of  two (or more) states/entities/events, but 
a calling into question of  the very nature of  two-ness, and ultimately of  one-ness as well. Duality, 
unity, multiplicity, being are undone. . . . One is too few, two is too many.’ Barad 2010, 251. See 
also Hodder 2012. 
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32 Limited and unlimited law

entanglements, and therefore as extended and embodied, 50  the physical and con-
ceptual limits of  law become decidedly different from the neat conceptualisations 
of  past theory. I will explore some of  these issues in  Chapters 5 ,  6 , and  8 . 

 Vertical and horizontal 

 The presumption that law is  necessarily  hierarchical is another area where legal 
theory has been under pressure over the past decades. The hierarchical view of  law 
runs through both traditional legal theory and some critical theory: the legal main-
stream has often seen hierarchy as a necessary feature of  law while critical thought 
has seen it as a point of  weakness susceptible to deconstruction, or manifested as 
law’s oppressiveness in particular to marginalised groups. In positivism, law takes 
the shape of  a pyramid, or consists of  commands given by political superiors to 
political inferiors, 51  while in natural law theory there is an objective morality that 
transcends and informs human constructions. 

 However, it would be misleading to suggest that mainstream legal theory always 
posits a unidirectional top-down image of  law. Positive law is always  constituted , and 
its constituents – offi cials, the community, those with a ‘habit of  obedience’ 52  – are 
present at some stage of  law creation even though they do not necessarily have an 
ongoing role in it. So, for instance, Jeremy Waldron has written that Hart 

 insisted that the key to jurisprudence is not the notion of  command or the 
notion of  a sovereign, but the notion of  the members of  a group accepting a 
rule. This seems less hostile to pluralist possibilities than traditional positivist 
theories, inasmuch as it is less vertically structured than they are. Instead of  
sovereign power, it placed a sort of  customary practice at the foundation of  
a legal system. 53  

 Hart limited those whose recognition of  law was relevant to ‘legal offi cials’ and so 
the ‘customary practice at the foundation of  a legal system’ is extremely limited 
and intrinsically undemocratic. The question begged here is why the recognisers of  
law should be confi ned to offi cials when everybody in a political community, and 
beyond it, has a stake in the identity and nature of  law. Opening up the subject-
ive sources of  law recognition beyond offi cials of  a particular system may seem 
dangerous – it reveals potentially a plethora of  laws, rather than a controllable and 
defi nable legal system (not to mention the plurality of  ideas such subjects might 
have about the one, state-based legal system). The fact that these alternative know-
ledges of  law are not offi cially sanctioned does not make them less real or valid. 

50  See Varela et al 1991; Rowlands 2010; Malafouris 2013. 
51  Austin 1832; Kelsen 1945. 
52  Austin 1832. 
53  Waldron 2010, 139. 
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Limited and unlimited law 33

 Some may feel that Dworkin also at least partly expanded the role of  people 
in holding up the law by arguing that a coherent interpretation of  law, ‘law as 
integrity’, relies on a personifi ed legal community. 54  Here, in order to come to the 
‘best’ and most coherent, most principled, interpretation of  law, judges take into 
account existing law as a baseline, and read it in the light of  values held by a legal 
community and understood from the point of  view of  an ideal judge. Of  course, 
there are few people in Dworkin’s account, let alone a real community with its 
divisions, controversies, and sub-groups. Nonetheless, formal law is not simply on 
top, though this idealised ‘integrity’  is  determinative of  social life. 

 In critical legal theory, law often appears to have a similarly hierarchical pres-
ence: it is often seen as  imposed  on landscapes, and on subjects, transforming, object-
ifying, or at least constructing them in particular ways. Law thus operates through 
force or violence, albeit often a constructive force. The critique of  sovereignty, 
recently given a boost with the work of  Agamben and the revival of  Schmitt, 
also emphasises law’s verticality. This is done in the spirit of  critique and with 
the intention of  exposing and casting doubt on the narrative of  legal closure – 
it brings into the foreground the necessarily political underpinnings of  law and 
illustrates its intensifi cation in sovereignty. It deconstructs the distinction between 
legitimate and illegitimate violence. However, it may also naturalise and take for 
granted one particular tradition in law and political theory at the expense of  other 
possibilities: 55  in this sense it is useful as critique but limited in its ability to perceive 
alternative legalities. 

 By contrast, bottom-up and ‘fl at’ conceptualisations of  law have for many years 
been promoted by socio-legal and pluralist scholars, leading theorists to seek alter-
natives to hierarchical and centrist views of  law. There are many variations on 
the idea that law emerges from below – whether it is through norms circulat-
ing around semi-autonomous communities, 56  narratives generated within sectar-
ian communities, 57  micro-interactions that lay down everyday norms, 58  or legal 
consciousness. 59  

 ‘Critical legal pluralism’ is essentially an effort to amalgamate the critique of  
foundations, sources, and closure with socio-legal insights about the material plur-
ality of  legal forms. This development in pluralist thought has argued not only 
that ‘pluralism’ is found where different legal orders exist within the one territory 
but also more importantly in ‘the very nature of  law’ 60  and in the social and polit-
ical dialogues that are constitutive of  law. 61  In this sense, a critical pluralism is just as 
much related to legal theory and jurisprudence as it is to legal pluralism – it is more 

54  Dworkin 1986. 
55  See generally Jennings 2011. 
56  Cover 1983. 
57  Ibid. 
58  Falk Moore 1973. 
59  Ewick and Silbey 1992. 
60  Melissaris 2009; Anker 2014, 5. 
61  See Kleinhans and Macdonald 1997; Anker 2014. 
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34 Limited and unlimited law

than just a variety of  legal pluralism; more accurately it is a variety of  legal theory 
or critical legal theory. It represents a convergence (though not a unifi cation!) of  
the empirical and sociologically informed elements of  legal pluralism with the anti-
essentialism and conceptual innovations of  critical legal theory. Such an approach 
characterises legal plurality as a process, not as separately identifi able systems of  
law: law is open-ended, interpretable, in fl ux, formed by everyday relations, and 
contextual. It is both personal and dialogical; it is practised, and reduced (albeit 
contingently) to a fi nite form. It thus occurs subjectively, as well as intersubjectively, 
and interculturally: 

 [critical] legal pluralism is something hosted by human selves: there is not a 
clash of  two distinct systems in a social fi eld, but a permanent interplay of  
ideas and principles in peoples’ minds, gleaned from innumerable sources, that 
resolves into ‘the law’ for any one person in any one situation. 62  

 Critical legal pluralism is a powerful and positive contribution to legal theory 
because it reimagines law in part from the bottom up, as a practice engaged in by 
human societies, rather than as a mere determinative limit to action or externalised 
set of  rules or principles. I will have more to say about this and other subject-
centred approaches to law in  Chapter 7 . 

 Is and ought 

 Many legal theorists have seen the task of  theory as descriptive – to describe the 
nature, character, or essence of  law, that is, to say what law is, not what it ought 
to be. Legal positivists were at the forefront of  insisting that legal theory and juris-
prudence must be descriptive only, 63  and must aim primarily for explanation of  
law. The presumption of  such a position is that theorisation operates in a single 
direction, from the raw material of  law to its contemporaneous theory, and does 
not shape its object. Having said this, Bentham in particular did have a reformist 
objective underlying his insistence on description: essentially, only by having an 
accurate description of  law would it be possible to identify with any clarity what 
needed to be changed about it. 64  The  concept  of  law had nonetheless to be deliber-
ately constructed so that this descriptive project was possible. Since Austin, positiv-
ist legal theory has distinguished ‘law as it is’ from ‘law as it ought to be’. What law 

62  Anker 2014, 187. 
63  For an interesting recent discussion of  the possibility of  descriptive jurisprudence, see Hutchinson’s 

critique of  Leiter: Hutchinson 2009, 97–98, referring to Leiter 2007. 
64  According to Schauer ‘although Bentham was undoubtedly committed to the development of  a 

descriptive account of  law – insistently distinguishing what the law is from what it ought to be – his 
descriptive project was developed in the service of  his normative [ie reformist] one’. Schauer 2015, 
961–962. Julie Dickson makes a similar point: ‘for Bentham, the moral aim of  censorial jurispru-
dence provided the motivation for engaging in expositorial jurisprudence, and rendered this latter 
an essential precursor to the vital task of  law reform’, Dickson 2001, 5. See also Campbell 1996. 
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Limited and unlimited law 35

 is  for positivist theory is strictly in the present, not in some imagined future, or in 
some extrinsic morality which may or may not at some point in time be incorpor-
ated into law. Positive law is divided from general or specifi c ethical imperatives. 

 As I have indicated in  Chapter 1 , one modality of  the critical reimagining of  
law is temporal, deliberately blurring the separation between law’s present and 
its possible futures. Contemporary critical thought has challenged the is–ought 
distinction, 65  emphasising in particular the ‘ought’ that is contained in a descrip-
tive ‘is’. Descriptions of  law are not normatively neutral; they are not devoid of  
normative content: rather the statement that something ‘is’ implies a directive that 
we should see it as such and delimit it in a particular way. The simple temporal-
ity of  the is–ought distinction, dividing the past/present from the future and the 
descriptive from the normative, is complicated and derailed by this insight. An ‘is’ 
is never entirely of  the past or present but also constitutive (and therefore indica-
tive) of  what can come next. This is because a description – of  a political event, 
of  an artistic work, of  a law – participates in a collective discourse that sets pos-
sibilities for the future. The point can be illustrated by reference to the genesis and 
reception of  Austin’s own work. When Austin described law ‘properly so called’ in 
terms of  a command of  a sovereign, habitually obeyed, he was not undertaking a 
pure description of  law. 66  The description did not capture the essence of  law as 
it then was. It contained also an aspirational element: this is how law ought to be, 
in particular how it ought to be understood and theorised and (therefore) how it 
ought to be regarded in practice. 67  Austin protested the separation of  is and ought, 
but his theory was also instrumental in establishing the present positivity of  law: by 
imagining and describing law as a positive phenomenon, the positivists have helped 
to constitute it as a legal reality. 

 Two related insights are therefore crucial: fi rst, that an ‘is’ may contain an 
‘ought’; and second, that any concept of  law is not an essence, but is performative 
(like the process of  conceptualisation as discussed in  Chapter 1 ). The fi rst of  these 
premises is fairly straightforward: if  I say ‘law has the qualities a, b, and c’ that is 
to say that you should not regard something without those qualities as law. It is 
normative as well as descriptive because it lays down a rule of  interpretation. 68  If  
said compellingly and reiterated suffi ciently often, the description prescribes the 
thought (law is separate from merely social norms), and the thought infl uences 
subsequent action (for instance advice that an action is immoral, but perfectly legal, 
or a judgment to the same effect). To put this in the language of  the philosophy of  
science, all observation is ‘theory-dependent’ and, to add a postmodern-ish gloss, 
‘theories’ or world views do not just turn into frameworks for thought because they 

65  The distinction has also been challenged in analytical philosophy. See Hage 2006, ch 6 ‘What Is a 
Norm?’

66  Austin 1832, Lecture 1. 
67  Duncanson 1997, 138–141. 
68  Merchant 1980, 4; Davies 1996, 51–55. Julius Stone refers to the ‘tendency of  the human mind to 

graft upon an actual course of  conduct, a right or even a duty to observe this same course in the 
future’: Stone 1966, 550. 
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36 Limited and unlimited law

make sense, but because they are backed up by the power of  reiteration through 
culturally prescribed pathways. 69  Description is also discipline. 70  Descriptions and 
analyses of  law are dependent on a theory or paradigm of  what law is – in most 
cases, legal positivism – which remains persuasive because it has become ingrained 
in the legal conscience. Secondly, law is performative in that its concept is derived 
from the repeated events that make up the law, rather than a universal essence. 
The performance of  law as not necessarily connected with morality has made 
it that way for late-modern Westerners. Positivism has become the predominant 
paradigm – a conceptual and practical reality. But it is not the only possibility. 

 The norm 

 Underlying much of  what I write in this book is an expansive understanding of  
normativity. Broadly speaking, a norm is a guide for behaviour, including thought. 
Legal philosophy has focused on three types of  norm: custom, command, and 
moral standards. 71  Custom is essentially repeated behaviour that has crystallised 
over time into an identifi able set of  place-specifi c standards for a community. The 
notion of  custom was especially signifi cant in pre-Austinian common law theory 
and indeed the common law itself  was at one time regarded as an extended type 
of  custom, albeit in later times dislocated from its English origins through colo-
nialism. Command on the other hand is a specifi c act of  will, of  a sovereign or 
parliamentary law maker, and throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
represented the central idea of  normativity that made up a legal system. 72  The 
norms created through judicial decision making have been regarded as lying some-
where between these two, depending on what position is taken on whether judges 
make or fi nd the law. 

 A third type of  norm in traditional legal theory are the norms of  ‘morality’ and 
of  so-called ‘natural’ law 73  – shadowy, unspecifi c, and unidentifi able in their nature 
and origins as objective moral norms, though reasonably conceptually cogent in so 

69  Cf  Cooper 2001. 
70  See generally Foucault 1980. 
71  Fortescue 1997, 26–27; Kelsen says ‘a norm can be created not only by an act intentionally directed 

to that effect, but also by custom, that is, by the fact that people are accustomed to behaving in a 
certain way’. Kelsen 1991, 2. 

72  Austin and Bentham both thought of  law in terms of  a command from a political superior to a 
political inferior. See eg Austin 1832, 18–19. 

73  I qualify ‘natural’ because as I have said previously I do not regard classical ‘natural’ law theory 
as being anything of  the sort. It is not about the  natural  world at all, but rather presumes a uni-
versal morality, often of  divine origins, the existence of  which remains undemonstrated. While 
it is true that human nature is often at the basis of  natural law, this remains a presumed rather 
than demonstrated foundation. This idea of  there being norms immanent in nature needs to be 
clearly distinguished from the turn toward a ‘naturalistic jurisprudence’, which has nothing to 
do with classical natural law theory and is, by contrast, a post-Quinean approach which insists 
on empirical and sociological methods, avoiding any transcendental claims about the ‘real’. See 
eg Leiter 2007; 2011. 
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Limited and unlimited law 37

far as they actually refer to the accepted norms of  a community or group (and in 
this sense ‘morality’ is indistinct from ‘custom’ and may encompass norms that are 
racist, colonialist, patriarchal, xenophobic, exploitative, and homophobic, as well 
as more inclusive attitudes). The language of  morality has often been problematic 
in legal theory, not only because of  its religious associations, but because it suggests 
that there  is  a set of  standards, either separate from or enmeshed with positive law, 
that can be identifi ed in human or physical ‘nature’. The moral or ‘natural’ norms 
deployed in legal theory are therefore either essentially contingent community 
norms of  a specifi c time and place and therefore similar to what earlier writers 
referred to as custom, or they are the indemonstrable oughts of  god or nature. 
This does not mean that I think there are no arguable ethical or moral standards, 
just that they cannot be demonstrated to be timeless universals as claimed by cer-
tain types of  natural law theory. And it also does not mean that physical nature is 
irrelevant to human normativity. As the Western world is only just beginning to 
realise, the physical environment  demands  engagement and care – law arises in rela-
tions between humans and also in relations between humans and the non-human 
world and, in this sense, the ‘environment’ or ‘nature’ is critical to law rather than 
marginal. I will come back to this in  Chapters 3  and  4 . 

 As will become apparent, one of  my objectives in this book is to rehabilitate the 
notion of  custom or usage in legal theory, but to think of  it more expansively in 
terms of  the repeated behaviours and discursive patterns from which law is solidi-
fi ed. It is true that custom is often associated with conservatism, especially where 
it has been formalised and even institutionalised. But the core value and mechan-
ism of  custom – that of  repetition – as is well known these days, can be equally 
about sameness  and  difference, conservation  and  change. Replacing the language 
of  custom with the language of  performativity, narrative, and iteration promotes 
(I hope) a more materialist and embodied image of  the ways in which law emerges 
from social relationships, an image in which law is embedded in a huge number of  
micro-actions,  iterated  incessantly, and never in the same space or the same time. It 
also allows law to be placed in locations where it is not normally seen – in the phys-
ical and neural pathways created by repeated movement, in cultural narratives such 
as liberalism, in signifi cation and language, in the material bodily actions (including 
verbal communications) that are the necessary condition for all ‘legal’ and other 
events, and, as mentioned, in our relationships with the non-human world. 

 A revitalised understanding of  usage, understood as performativity and iter-
ation, is therefore central to my understanding of  normativity. This means that,  contra  
Kelsen, 74  there  is  a norm in normal. As many who are marginal will attest, the 
normal is a convergence of  behaviour, of  discourse, of  meaning, symbolisations, or 
of  actions, which exerts a gravitational pull on surrounding events and meanings, 
and is often read into them as an unquestioned presumption. (These points repeat 
the critique of  the is–ought distinction that I mentioned above.) Such normativity 
cannot be reduced to a system or even a set of  identifi able prescriptions because 

74  Kelsen 1991, 3. 
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38 Limited and unlimited law

it is complex, dynamic, and multi-layered. For instance, buried within all of  the 
forms of  law identifi ed by classical jurisprudence is what Rosi Braidotti refers to 
as ‘human normativity’: 

 The human is a normative convention . . . The human norm stands for nor-
mality, normalcy, and normativity. It functions by transposing a specifi c mode 
of  human being into a generalized standard, which acquires transcendent 
values as the human: from male to masculine and onto human as the uni-
versalized format of  humanity. This standard is posited as categorically and 
qualitatively distinct from the sexualized, racialized, naturalized others and 
also in opposition to technological artefact. The human is a construct that 
became a social convention about ‘human nature’. 75  

 Turning to human ‘others’, to relational selves, and to performativity have been 
the fi rst steps in the exposé and transformation of  the human norm. Western 
thought is still in the process of  fi nding an appropriate and adaptable posthuman 
normativity – a normative world where humans are understood as situated in a 
natureculture continuum rather than merely in human culture, which speaks to 
the material, ecological situation of  humans in the world. 

 Defi ning ‘law’ 

 None of  this is to discredit Western, insider-generated, statist legal theory, though 
we need to remember its limitations, including its ethnocentrism and its complicity 
in colonialism and in the maintenance of  a male-centred society. It is a theory of  
existent, constituted structures of  law that emphasises core meanings and accepted 
views. But this is obviously not all of  the useful theoretical knowledge about law: it 
rests on very specifi c perspectives, and does not envisage legalities that do not take 
this form. At the same time, and to make a fi nal point, the recognition that law is 
not necessarily tied to a state, that it is not an objective thing, that it operates hori-
zontally, that we make it as we know it, has led to anxiety about the use of  the term 
‘law’ and the possible confusion generated by applying it more generally. Confi n-
ing ‘law’ to the state provides an easy remedy to these anxieties, but such a move 
excludes many other forms of  order not determined by a state. Many years ago, 
Sally Engle Merry famously expressed the problem with terminology in this way: 

 Why is it so diffi cult to fi nd a word for nonstate law? . . . Where do we 
stop speaking of  law and fi nd ourselves simply describing social life? In 

75  Braidotti 2013, 26. Drawing a subtle distinction, Claire Colebrook has spoken of  a ‘shift from the 
normative to the normal’, that is, a move from a model of  right to similitude based on normality: 
‘If  behavior is based not so much on (even implicit) regulatory ideals regarding the proper life that 
one ought to live, but more on some preceding and determining  life , then the mode of  decision or 
axiology shifts from self-determination to alignment – bringing human existence into accord with 
the life of  which it is an expression.’ Colebrook 2014, 47. 
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Limited and unlimited law 39

writing about legal pluralism, I fi nd that once legal centralism has been 
vanquished, calling all forms of  ordering that are not state law by the term 
law confounds the analysis. The literature in this fi eld has not yet clearly 
demarcated a boundary between normative orders that can and cannot be 
called law. 76  

 The assumption that it is possible to fi nd a conceptual distinction between things 
that are law and things that are not has also characterised (indeed defi ned) legal 
positivism. A more mobile and responsive understanding of  law, one that does 
not tie it to a specifi c set of  institutions, need not share such an assumption. 
Certainly, in some fi elds, theoretical clarity is aided by such a distinction and 
many will fi nd it helpful to be able to contain ‘law’ within a specifi ed set. But as 
Santos pointed out: 

 It may be asked: Why should these competing or complementary forms of  
social ordering . . . be designated as law and not rather as ‘rule systems’, ‘pri-
vate governments’, and so on? Posed in these terms, this question can only be 
answered by another question: why not? 77  

 As Santos goes on to point out by way of  analogy, alongside Western medi-
cine, there are a large number of  other forms of  medicine: ‘traditional, herbal, 
community-based, magical’. There are also forms of  politics that are not national 
state-based politics, forms of  economy that are not capitalist, and so forth. In each 
case there is clearly a ‘politics of  defi nition at work’. 78  The politics of  defi ning 
law as limited to state law is composed of  a number of  factors: the alignment of  
capitalism with statism; the colonialist downgrading of  non-state law; the gendered 
imagining of  law as a man writ large and of  legal subjects as mini-sovereigns; the 
insistence on disciplinary separation; and other matters that serve to isolate law 
from its social and relational foundations. While defi nitions may assist in generating 
concepts of  law that are useful for particular purposes and in specifi c contexts, it is 
imperative to keep the associated politics in view. As my own purpose in this book 
is to explore the inherent openness and emergent qualities of  law in a human–
non-human continuum, I endeavour to avoid defi nitional stasis in the meaning of  
‘law’ (though not necessarily other terms). Although this approach risks a lack of  
clarity in exactly what ‘law’ means it hopefully generates a sense of  an extended 
and interconnected ‘legality’. 

 *** 

76  Merry 1988, 878–879. 
77  Santos 2002, 91. Tamanaha counters Santos’ question in this way: ‘The short answer is that to view 

law in this manner is confusing, counter-intuitive, and hinders a more acute analysis of  the many 
different forms of  social regulation involved’: 2008, 394. 

78  Santos, ibid. 
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40 Limited and unlimited law

 Much classical and arguably some critical legal theory has been unable to see 
beyond the dualism of  lawful versus lawless, a place of  singular state-based 
(deconstructable) law or a lawless state beyond governance. There is not really 
an in-between or a third possibility to this dualism. But there are other ways of  
framing law – not as something imposed, or created by a state or sovereign, or that 
is uniform and coherent, or that concentrates power in specifi c institutions. My 
methodological point of  departure for general legal theory involves setting aside 
Merry’s anxiety over where law stops and social normativity starts. This concern 
unduly limits legal theory to questions of  defi nition, and prevents an expansive and 
experimental approach to understanding law’s multiplicity. It may well be neces-
sary, in some contexts and for certain purposes, to adopt a provisional defi nition of  
law – state-based ideas of  law are arguably the best example of  such provisionality, 
accepted and assumed for the purpose of  regulating large and complex popula-
tions. But provisional and practical defi nitions do not exhaust the idea of  law: the 
remainder of  this book represents an effort to explore law’s other possibilities. 
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 People meet together in a hall, make speeches, some rise from their seats, others 
remain seated; that is the external process. Its meaning: that a law has been passed. 1  

 Before rules, were facts: in the beginning was not a Word, but a Doing. 2  

 Introduction 

 Knowledge has often been seen as representational – that is, its purpose is to 
discover and represent ‘reality’. Building on this, the purpose of  theory is to form 
abstractions and categorisations so that the ‘real’ can be understood in a general 
sense, not only in its particularity. This has never been a complete model of  know-
ing for human-constructed realities such as law (and society, politics, history, cul-
ture) where there is no ‘truth’ apart from that which is constantly being made in 
human interrelationships and where, in consequence, reality cannot be separated 
from language, theory, and history. 

 In formal accounts of  state law, the process of  shaping human relationships 
through governance is at least partly deliberate – law is enacted, declared, decided, 
and/or gazetted. However, law’s norms also emerge from social meanings built up 
over time and drawn into law through its processes of  interpretation and applica-
tion. The practice of  law does rely on and reproduce prior representations and 
assumptions about the world and about itself, including theoretical representations. 
But at the same time, practices of  law also constitute social relations and social sub-
jects by describing and overtly determining them in particular ways. In short, law 
does not simply represent, describe, and categorise social relations because such 
relations also make law. Law is embedded in its practices, whether these occur in 
practitioner offi ces, courts, other institutions (medical, educational, corporate), in 
homes, on the street (so to speak), or anywhere else. In other words, law is insepar-
able from its material practices. 

1  Kelsen 1934, 478. I will discuss this statement of  Kelsen’s further in Chapter 4. 
2  Llewellyn 1931, 1222. 

 Legal materialism and 
social existence 

 3 
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42 Legal materialism and social existence

 Through the 1980s and 1990s many forms of  theory emphasised the  constituted  
nature of  the social and legal spheres. The constitutive factors in these constituted 
worlds were often seen to be discursive because everything about law and society 
that can be known is known in language and in the rhetorical and theoretical 
edifi ces constructed in language. The physicality and materiality of  the social prac-
tices constituting law were sometimes neglected in what has become known as the 
‘cultural’ or ‘discursive’ turn, though this neglect was partly based on sidelining 
the demonstrated materiality of  both culture and language/discourse. In the neo-
Marxist thought of  Althusser, Gramsci, Lukács, and others for instance, law and 
other cultural edifi ces were not simply superstructures produced by an economic 
base, but dynamically integrated with the contexts of  social production. 3  Moreover, 
the ‘founding’ writers of  postmodernism, infl uenced by neo-Marxism, existential-
ism, and phenomenology, emphasised the materiality of  language and culture. 4  
Notwithstanding this, in Anglo critical theory in particular, culture and language 
took on a decidedly ideational and non-material aspect. 

 By contrast, the ‘new materialism’ that has emerged in recent years aims to cri-
tique the dominance of  discourse and language in theory. The purpose is to bring 
matter and facts more strongly into the theoretical arena. 5  One type of  justifi ca-
tion for the new theory is that an emphasis on discourse, and on the construct-
edness of  reality, has distorted theory so that it is under-attentive to the physical 
and factual dimensions of  our existence. A thorough interrogation of  the human 
subject in its social complexity has resulted in the neglect of  the object. 6  Epis-
temology has swamped ontology. And therefore, in order to re-balance theory, 
we need to critique the object, and re-value ontology. It is undoubtedly true that 
objects, matter, ontology, and the outside world deserve more attention. However, 
what is centrally at stake in much recent theory is not so much a turn outwards, 
and to things, but more interestingly a questioning of  these very distinctions: in 
particular, subject–object, inner–outer, concept–fact, and epistemology–ontology. 
The most challenging (and paradigm-contesting) of  the new materialist theory 
grapples with these very distinctions and introduces new conceptualisations in an 
effort to move beyond them. 

 This chapter and the next look at law and legal theory in the light of  this 
renewed emphasis on the material basis of  concepts and knowledge. It poses some 
challenges for the conceptualisation of  law. The fi rst challenge of  materialism for 
legal theorists is to the essentially abstract view of  law that dominated legal theory 
in the twentieth century – this view, refl ected especially in natural law theory and 
legal positivism, removes law from daily interactions in the interests of  fi nding a 
generalised and unifi ed idea of  law. The predominantly abstract approach of  legal 
positivism in particular has been fairly comprehensively countered by feminist 

3  For a discussion of  Lukács’ later thinking about social ontology and law, see Varga 2012. 
4  See in particular Coward and Ellis 1977. 
5  See eg Barad 2007; Coole and Frost 2010a. 
6  Coole and Frost 2010b, 2. 
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Legal materialism and social existence 43

theory, critical race theory, and other approaches. Criticisms include the fact that 
the purely conceptual approach to law relies upon selective abstractions and there-
fore misrepresents whole sectors of  social engagement and, second, that it attempts 
to erase the human elements involved in interpreting and applying abstract legal 
principles. In addition, socio-legal thought constantly reminds us that law emerges 
from the agonistic and complex substratum of  human interactions and that it is 
made concrete by iteration. It is solidifi ed and often rendered in a highly abstract, 
immaterial, and  un-real  form (as state-based law) by institutional processes. While 
this makes such law susceptible to being conceptualised as somehow distinct from 
the diversity of  human relationships that support it, such abstractions are neverthe-
less contingent, if  not fi ctional. 

 A second challenge posed by the renewed materialist theory, however, is more 
provocative and potentially more disruptive to mainstream Western legal thought. 
It relates to the emphasis in the new materialist theory on critique of  the subject–
object distinction, and other associated dualisms such as nature–culture and mind–
body. This offers opportunities for new imaginaries of  the place of  human society 
in the physical world. Can law be understood beyond a subject–object distinction 
when it has, historically and conceptually, been so committed to such a framework? 
As human beings have normally been seen as the sole source of  law, is there any 
sense at all in which law can be understood as emerging out of  a subject–object 
dynamic? Can tangible stuff  be anything other than an object of  law’s interpret-
ive gaze? Can law move beyond the human into a posthuman territory? Can it 
realistically dissolve the nature–culture separation? 

 This chapter reviews existing legal theory in the light of  its materialism. My aim 
is to show that, although they are not often named specifi cally as such, many of  
the counter-traditions of  legal theory of  the twentieth century did in fact revolve 
around materialist concerns. I take ‘abstract’ approaches to be represented pre-
dominantly by the ‘core’ traditions of  jurisprudence: natural law and positivism. 
The material approaches include realism and legal sociology, as well as some of  
the critical approaches that have challenged the credibility of  legal abstractions. 
In this context I also restate the materialist credentials of  certain styles of  post-
modern thought: postmodernism has often been understood as (and deployed as) 
a highly abstract and anti-material intervention. In the following chapter I turn 
from these more general questions to ask what  matter  itself  means for law and legal 
theory – how is the stuff  of  bodies, of  objects, and of  the earth of  signifi cance for 
legal thinking? 

 I use the term ‘materialism’ very broadly, sometimes to refer to the Marxist 
and neo-Marxist tradition of  dialectical materialism, but more frequently in a less 
specialist sense, to include any approach that tries to grasp the inseparability or 
‘entanglement’ of  matter and meaning. 7  This includes therefore work that seri-
ously disrupts distinctions such as nature and culture, practice and theory, and 
mind and body – ‘disruption’ means not inverting or reversing the distinction 

7  Barad 2007. 
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44 Legal materialism and social existence

or valuing one pole rather than the other, but bringing them together in a single 
plane of  existence. In short, I use ‘materialism’ to encompass several ideas: that 
material factors  produce  law as an effect; that there is a  dynamic relationship  between 
a discursively separated law and the social sphere; and that  law is essentially material . 

 Law’s abstractions 

 As I have outlined in  Chapter 2 , legal theory has traditionally taken the position 
that an essence or nature of  law can be distilled from its many variant forms. As 
an object of  theoretical inquiry, law has traditionally been situated in the realm of  
the immaterial, rather than the material. State law is conceptualised as essentially 
abstract – not identical to cases or even legislation, but derived from them by a 
process of  reading, interpretation, and reasoning. There are material  sources  of  law, 
and then there is law, which is something different, an abstract set of  principles – 
but what is it, then, as an abstraction? How in particular does it relate to social life? 

 Many legal theorists have not paid a great deal of  attention to the intrinsic 
relationship between law and social existence and have largely assumed that social 
behaviour is shaped by, follows, or refl ects an abstract law. The presumption seems 
to be that law is separate from and indeed precedes the acts through which it is 
made manifest. Hans Kelsen, however, directly addressed the issue that – out-
wardly at least – law appears to have a material as well as a meaningful dimension. 
In the fi rst pages of   The Pure Theory of  Law , he posed a puzzle – that ‘law’ has both 
a natural and an abstract dimension: 

 If  we differentiate between natural and social sciences – and thereby between 
nature and society as two distinct objects of  scientifi c cognition the question 
arises whether the science of  law is a natural or a social science: whether 
law is a natural or a social phenomenon. But the clean delimitation between 
nature and society is not easy, because society, understood as the actual living 
together of  human beings, may be thought of  as part of  life in general and 
hence of  nature.  Besides, law – or what is customarily so called – seems at least partly 
to be rooted in nature and to have a ‘natural’ existence . For if  you analyze any body 
of  facts interpreted as ‘legal’ or somehow tied up with law . . . two elements 
are distinguishable: one, an act or series of  acts – a happening occurring at 
a certain time and in a certain place, perceived by our senses: an external 
manifestation of  human conduct; two, the legal meaning of  this act, that is, 
the meaning conferred upon the act by the law. 8  

 Clearly, Kelsen was not referring to ‘nature’ in the sense utilised by natural law 
theory (that is, as human nature or universal moral law): this is evident from the 
fact that he spoke of  legal acts as occurring in a specifi c time and space. They are 
concrete happenings. The ‘external fact whose objective meaning is a legal or 

8  Kelsen 1967, 2, emphasis added. 
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Legal materialism and social existence 45

illegal act is  always an event that can be perceived by the senses  (because it occurs in time 
and space) and therefore a natural phenomenon determined by causality’. 9  On the 
other hand, legal  meaning  ‘is not immediately perceptible by the senses’ – it cannot 
be felt or weighed. 10  In Kelsen’s universe, the natural world is the world that can 
be seen and touched, whereas social and legal meanings are imperceptible in this 
way. Law appears to have both a material/natural and an immaterial/abstract 
existence. After all, law is  only  evident in external facts. So what is it? 

 Kelsen solved his puzzle (perhaps too quickly) by arguing that the legal mean-
ing of  the factual set of  circumstances was ‘derived from’ a norm, itself  created 
by an act (for instance a decision or enactment), which gets its own legal meaning 
from another norm (and so on). Kelsen was responding to what he saw as Ehrlich’s 
confl ation of  fact and norm, society and law, and ultimately sociology and legal sci-
ence. 11  As a whole, Kelsen’s idea of  law is that it is a ‘scheme of  interpretation’, 12  
a cognitive construction of  the external world. In this sense, Kelsen’s thought was 
Kantian, dividing nature from cognition. 13  Ultimately, this view gives the impres-
sion that law either precedes or transcends the factual domain and is  not  ontologic-
ally enmeshed with it. Facts do  exist  in legal thought – law interprets them, shapes 
them, regulates them, infl uences them, but is ultimately regarded as separate from 
them: ‘Interhuman relations are objects of  the science of  law as legal relations only, 
that is, as relations constituted by legal norms’. 14  

 Rather than presuming that acts are shaped by norms, however, we can equally 
argue that norms are derived as abstractions from acts. It is relatively easy to see 
how this might be the case if  the ‘acts’ we are talking about are already infl ected 
with meanings derived from human interactions – whether these interactions are 
the relations of  production theorised by Marx, or other interhuman connections 
interwoven with and constitutive of  taboos, normalities, symbolisms, narratives, 
and so forth. It is more diffi cult to see how norms are derived from acts if  the only 
act in evidence is an ‘external fact’ in time and space with no meaning. Without 
needing to say which came fi rst, matter or meaning, we might say that the act 
and the norm, nature and society, are ultimately indivisible, or only conditionally 
divided in particular modes of  understanding. 

 Within the common law consciousness, legal doctrinal abstractions can be 
described as mutable and arguable responses to legal sources, including the social 

 9  Ibid, 3, emphasis added. 
10  Ibid. 
11  Van Klink 2009. 
12  Kelsen 1967, 3. 
13  ‘The neo-Kantians, as they came to be called, distinguished between two kinds of  science: the 

natural sciences ( Naturwissenschaften ) and the sciences of  the mind ( Geisteswissenschaften ) or culture 
( Kulturwissenschaften ) . . . the former were to be concerned with material facts, the latter with mean-
ings; or the former with regularities, the latter with individual events. In terms of  separating “is” 
and “ought”, the former were to be concerned with material facts, the latter with values.’ Stewart 
1990, 275. 

14  Kelsen 1967, 70. 
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46 Legal materialism and social existence

substratum. The process of  interpreting a statute, for instance, may be necessary 
to determining the abstract law on an issue, and this often relies at some point 
on identifying the intention of  parliament – itself  a fi ction assumed to reside in 
the second reading speech, or deduced from the intertexualities of  parliamen-
tary debate. Variables in the process of  interpretation – including time, concrete 
context, identity of  the interpreter, social values – lead to variable abstractions, 
which might be different for another interpretive event. Similarly, the  ratio deci-
dendi  of  a case consists of  a somewhat mysterious relationship between facts 
and reasoning process leading to the outcome of  a case – it is a highly abstract 
inference, highly variable, and not a solid or identifi able thing. 15  Thinking in this 
way, we often presume that law lies behind text and the practice, never identi-
cal to it, or reducible to it. Yet as an abstraction, doctrinal law within common 
law systems is always  becoming , never fi xed. It responds to circumstance, and is 
constantly changing, always contingent. In this sense, the realm of  applied and 
applicable law, as understood from the rather narrow perspective of  the legal 
doctrinalist, is formed by material and practical engagements, some of  which 
have a top-down character, but many of  which take place in the everyday acts 
of  courts and their advocates. 

 It might be supposed that in asking a question that sounds entirely ontological – 
‘what is law?’ – legal philosophers as well as lawyers would necessarily be 
attentive to its material and factual dimensions. After all, even the most pro-
saic description of  law – as a set of  institutionally accepted rules for ordering 
human society – brings the social dimension of  law into play, a dimension that – 
as Kelsen said – is always at some level observable and concrete. Despite the 
inherent dynamism in doctrinal law, the generalised philosophical  concept  of  law 
has often been regarded as a static universal explaining the distinct nature of  
law that, because of  its universality, transcends the everyday physicality of  legal 
actions and practice. As a theoretical abstraction, it has been described in a 
formal way – not a process, but a reifi ed thing, albeit an ideational thing. Many 
efforts have been made to identify a (singular) ‘concept’ of  law – an abstrac-
tion that is fi xed, and that does not exist in dynamic interplay with materiality, 
but rather underpins it and explains it. The most famous such conceptions in 
twentieth-century legal philosophy are abstract criteria for policing the boundar-
ies and validity of  ‘law’ – a  grundnorm  or rule of  recognition. 16  But even the more 
sociologically informed approaches have at times tried to pin down a framing 
concept, or what Melissaris calls a ‘thin’ concept, that allows different empirical 
contexts to be captured within the domain of  law, without necessarily specifying 
the content or precise shape of  that ‘law’. 17  

 The move towards such fi xed abstractions or unifying defi nitions within legal 
philosophy is troubling for a number of  reasons. Most signifi cantly, perhaps, it 

15  The classical analysis is Stone 1959. 
16  Kelsen 1945; Hart 1994. 
17  Melissaris 2009; cf  Tamanaha 2001. 
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Legal materialism and social existence 47

dematerialises law and attributes to it a transcendent and quasi-theological mean-
ing, out of  step with its empirical complexity. Law becomes detached, simplifi ed, 
and unifi ed, rather than intrinsically grounded, dynamic, and plural. Of  course, 
any process of  conceptualisation is (by defi nition) a dematerialisation and to that 
degree a misrepresentation. Facticity is often regarded as exterior to abstraction, 
and radical matter is an absolute outside to the world of  knowledge. However, as 
I have indicated in  Chapter 1 , this is not necessarily a problem if  conceptualisa-
tion is regarded as a process, and as responsive. Concepts of  law understood to be 
a contingent response to differently patterned manifestations of  law in time and 
space do not fi x law conceptually – they engage and respond. 

 By contrast, much of  the twentieth-century history of  the concept of  law is 
characterised by what Bourdieu calls the ‘theorization effect’ or, in his typically 
dense idiom, ‘forced synchronization of  the successive, fi ctitious totalization, neu-
tralization of  functions, substitution of  the system of  products for the system of  
principles etc’. 18  In more everyday language, N Katherine Hayles speaks of  a ‘Pla-
tonic backhand’ – an inductive theoretical response to empirical conditions, which 
is then taken as a fi xed schema: 

 The Platonic backhand works by inferring from the world’s noisy multiplicity 
a simplifi ed abstraction. So far so good: this is what theorizing should do. The 
problem comes when the move circles around to constitute the abstraction as 
the originary form from which the world’s multiplicity derives. The complexity 
appears as a ‘fuzzing up’ of  an essential reality rather than as a manifestation 
of  the world’s holistic nature. 19  

 As the more critically and materially grounded traditions in legal thinking illus-
trated over and again throughout the twentieth century, the ‘noisy multiplicity’ 
appears everywhere that law is to be found. The noise and plurality of  law 
consist not only of  the social matter that state law ends up being applied to. It 
is also to be found in the interference between so-called ‘law’ and non-law, in 
the substratum of  human relationships that constitute law and normativity, in 
alternative legal systems marginalised by the monopoly of  state law, and in the 
factual evidence of  social life that contradicts law’s abstractions (such as stereo-
types sometimes relied upon by decision makers). Indeed it is hard, when speak-
ing about law, not to reproduce the language of  law’s ‘core’ and its penumbra 
or margins, its inside and outside. But all of  this is a theorisation effect, a ‘forced 
synchronisation’ of  what is temporal, and a ‘fi ctitious totalisation’ of  what is 
plural. To reduce law’s polyphony to a single concept of  law seems theoretically 
perverse – such a concept  must  obscure much more than it explains, and imposes 
unity where there is none. 

18  Bourdieu 1990, 86. 
19  Hayles 1999, 12; see discussion by Massey 2005, 74–75. 
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48 Legal materialism and social existence

 The real, the material, and the socio-legal 

 By contrast to the largely abstract ideas of  law promoted by natural law theory 
and positivism, the counter-traditions of  the twentieth century promoted a much 
more grounded view of  law and a more ‘materialist’ one, taking that term in its 
broadest sense. The legal realists and their sociologically oriented companions and 
successors have often paid attention to the factual substrate of  law as something 
that is not separate from law but entangled with it, indeed even defi nitive of  law. 
Roscoe Pound’s distinction between ‘law in the books’ and ‘law in action’ 20  inspired 
an entire century of  thinking about the modalities of  state law and the different 
ways in which it could be understood, as abstract and rule-bound, or as something 
necessarily translated into everyday situations with all of  their imperfections and 
uncertainties. The distinction continues to provide a preliminary opening into 
understanding that the term ‘law’ cannot be confi ned to formal doctrinal sources, 
but is essentially adaptive to broader social and historical situations. It is, at the 
minimum, something that must be put into action – and the action of  applying 
and interpreting law in everyday situations is ‘law in action’. Pound’s distinction 
was, however, essentially about translating or operationalising abstract law – in this 
sense it concerned the movement from abstract to everyday, rather than the ways 
in which law arises in everyday behaviour. 

 Following Pound, legal realists developed a strong critique of  the ‘transcendental 
nonsense’ of  the law in favour of  recognition of  its purposive, social, and ‘real’ 
existence. 21  Oliver Wendell Holmes had declared that ‘the actual life of  the law 
has not been logic: it has been experience’, 22  though as Dewey pointed out some 
years later, Holmes’ model of  ‘logic’ was formal and deductive, rather than experi-
ential and experimental. 23  A responsive and forward-looking logic, as Dewey 
argued, was altogether more appropriate for understanding law. Realists saw facts 
and practice as the benchmark for and foundation of  law: Karl Llewellyn famously 
said, ‘Before rules, were facts: in the beginning was not a Word, but a Doing’, and 
that realists ‘want to check ideas, and rules, and formulas by facts, to keep them 
close to facts’. 24  Llewellyn and others argued that law had become dissociated 
from its factual, practical basis and ought to be returned to this reality in order to 
become more real. The realists enthusiastically railed against the extreme abstrac-
tions of  legal formalism and their use in obscuring the politics of  law creation 
and application. Nonetheless, their account of  the relationship between facts and 
legal meanings was perhaps theoretically underdeveloped, because it neglected the 
dynamics of  abstract and material in the constitution of  reality. 25  

20  Pound 1910; Nelken 1984. 
21  Cohen 1935. 
22  Holmes 1881, 1. 
23  Dewey 1924. 
24  Llewellyn 1931, 1222–1223. 
25  New versions of  legal realism utilise a more sophisticated approach to the ‘real’: see Erlanger et al 

2005; Merry 2006. 
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Legal materialism and social existence 49

 Even more radically for the theory of  law, in the early twentieth century Eugen 
Ehrlich defi ned ‘living law’ as the law that actually circulates in social settings, to 
be distinguished from the offi cial law of  the state and bureaucrats. 26  Ehrlich’s 
sociological understanding of  law brought the social normativity of  groups into 
the sphere of  the legal. His work, together with the work of  legal anthropologists, 27  
laid the foundations for several generations of  legal anthropologists and sociolo-
gists to study non-state-based legal orders such as Indigenous and customary law, 
social normativity, and the everyday practices intersecting with state law that help 
to defi ne it. The pluralist scholarship that arose in consequence of  this work has 
been immensely signifi cant in generating the empirical resources needed for a more 
expansive view of  law. 

 Critical legal theory has also at times had materialist inclinations, with different 
heritages drawing on both legal realism and Marxist theory. 28  Most signifi cantly, 
forms of  critique that focus on legal marginalisation of  disadvantaged groups 
have usually been grounded in the undeniable and often neglected facts of  social 
oppression. Feminist legal theorists have often insisted upon both the materiality 
of  knowledge and the need to understand law as thoroughly grounded in social 
relations and social distributions of  power. This famous passage from Catharine 
MacKinnon makes the point: 

 The objective world is not a refl ection of  women’s subjectivity . . . Epistemo-
logically speaking, women know the male world is out there because it hits 
them in the face. No matter how they think about it, try to think it out of  
existence or into a different shape, it remains independently real, keeps forcing 
them into certain molds. No matter what they think or do, they cannot get 
out of  it. It has all the indeterminacy of  a bridge abutment hit at sixty miles 
per hour. 29  

 The inspiration for standpoint epistemology was explicitly Marxist but it was sub-
sequently developed through extensive debates about objectivity, in feminist science 
studies in particular. 30  Avoiding the dualistic bluntness of  MacKinnon’s admittedly 
polemical summary, more elaborate accounts of  standpoint epistemology empha-
sise the contextual nature of  power differentials and, thus, of  the epistemic privil-
ege brought by the view from below. Such knowledge recognises its own embodied 
and ultimately physical foundation – all knowledge is of  course embodied and 
situational, but refl ectiveness about perspective is not always built into knowledge 
(not even – or especially – by Descartes, despite Western philosophy’s enduring 
image of  him sitting in his winter dressing gown by the fi re). As Haraway said, 

26  Ehrlich 1962; Nelken 1984; see generally Hertogh 2009. 
27  See eg Malinowski 1926. 
28  Hunt 1986; Douzinas and Geary 2005, 230. 
29  MacKinnon 1989, 123. 
30  Hartsock 1983; Harding 1986; Haraway 1988. 
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50 Legal materialism and social existence

‘Knowledge from the point of  view of  the unmarked is truly fantastic, distorted, 
and irrational’ – a ‘god trick’. 31  

 Feminist legal theory has disputed the god trick of  legal objectivity in a number 
of  ways, for instance by exposing the situatedness of  legal knowers, by illustrating 
discrepancies between ‘neutral’ abstract law and gendered social life, by calling out 
legal stereotypes and myths about women, and by importing alternative narratives 
into legal discourse. Moreover, alternative norms, notably the ethic of  care, have 
been inferred from material differences in gendered selves. Bounded individualism 
has been tempered by relationality. In feminist legal thought, material social life 
therefore serves not only as a corrective to abstract individualism and biased ‘neu-
trality’ but also as a source of  inspiration for new normative forms. Normalisation 
of  difference means, in this context,  making norms  out of  lived experience. Feminist 
thought generally is based in an understanding that social (and legal) norms are 
indissociable from material conditions – in the fi eld of  law, that there is a dynamic 
interplay between legal abstractions and material life. 

 One of  the most paradigm-contesting aspects of  feminist theory has been its 
attention to the body as constructed and as generative not only of  other bodies, 
but also of  knowledge and social meaning. One way in which dualistic thinking has 
contributed to the subjugation of  women is through the idea that women’s subject-
ivity is tied to nature, the body, and reproductive capacity. Since Cartesian matter 
is passive, the alignment of  women with their bodies and men with culture and the 
mind has meant a degraded subjectivity for women. Many feminists have contested 
this dualistic structure in many ways, most notably by understanding subjectivity 
as necessarily embodied and promoting non-dualistic accounts of  existence that 
question the distinctions of  subject–object, nature–culture, and so forth. 32  In legal 
feminism, it has been important to challenge any distinction between law and the 
body (that is, that they exist in different spheres), 33  and to illustrate the ways in 
which bodies are regulated and written on by the law, but also, more positively, that 
material bodies are generative of  law, and indeed connected throughout material 
social networks. 

 These heterogeneous counter-narratives about law have all been based at least 
in part on the embeddedness of  law in material social life. Law has not only been 
seen as an abstract force for shaping the material world, but in an important sense 
is regarded as emerging from it. Two further observations are worth making here. 
First, the ontology of  the matter – meaning connection is still often under-theorised 
in many of  these heterodoxical approaches. Sometimes they promote a view of  law 
as material, but all too often it is still abstracted and reifi ed as a separate ideational 
element, shaping and constructing matter, mismatched or misrepresenting mater-
ial life, or read off  it in some way. Second, the term ‘materialism’ has not been 
widely used to describe these critical and socio-legal counter-traditions (and it is 

31  Haraway 1988, 587. 
32  See in particular Plumwood 1993; Grosz 1994, 13–19. 
33  Grbich 1992. 
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Legal materialism and social existence 51

true that I am using it in an extremely broad sense). Possibly, the term has been too 
closely associated with its Marxist heritage to be widely adopted as a descriptor of  
 legal  thinking. Yet in so far as they emphasise relations between humans in actual 
social environments, and understand law as embedded in those relationships, these 
alternative traditions have challenged the view that state law has its own abstract 
sphere, and is essentially self-contained. 

 Postmodernism and materialism 

 The critique associated with postmodernism, which arrived a little later in the 
twentieth century, was often understood as (and sometimes took the form of) a 
rejection of  the tradition of  economic and dialectical materialism, rather than a 
reconstruction of  it. 34  Modernism was associated with essentialist understandings 
of  the physical and social worlds, whereas postmodernism is sometimes understood 
to involve a rejection of  that entire reality as meaningful in itself. Alaimo and Hek-
man, for instance, state: ‘Although postmoderns claim to reject all dichotomies, 
there is one dichotomy that they appear to embrace almost without question: lan-
guage/reality’. 35  Late twentieth-century critical thinking, with its anti-foundational 
emphasis on social and linguistic constructions, and its rejection of  simplistic object-
ivist notions of  ‘reality’, seemed the antithesis (though not in a dialectical sense) of  
a materialism based on real social structures. 36  The  material  constituents of  mean-
ing, culture, and law were often repressed in postmodern theory – in 2007 Joanne 
Conaghan commented that: 

 Materialism as a political and theoretical approach has become so strongly 
associated with the Foucauldian rejection of  ‘totalizing’ narratives that it 
has become increasingly diffi cult to make arguments that attempt to draw 
connections between economic and cultural, or between local and global, 
phenomena. 37  

 However, aside from the rejection of  grand narratives, postmodernism and mater-
ialism (even in the form of  Marxism) were never entirely at odds. For a start, as 
I have said, feminists and race theorists, whether postmodern or not, have main-
tained an emphasis on material conditions for the simple reason that materially 
experienced oppression is at the basis of  these critiques. Standpoint epistemology 
with its Marxist inspiration did appear essentialist and totalising in early forms 
where women were an entire class of  knowers, but it quickly transitioned into a 
responsive methodology that could be adapted to plural and incommensurable 

34  Fraser 1997; Norrie 2000; see Conaghan 2013a, 31–32. 
35  Alaimo and Hekman 2008, 2; see also Gunther Teubner’s comments comparing autopoiesis to 

postmodernism: 1991, 1444. 
36  See generally Butler 1997; Fraser 1997. 
37  Conaghan 2007, 460. 
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52 Legal materialism and social existence

contexts. Of  course, numerous debates within feminism about an alleged, and 
actual, retreat from the material world kept the question alive throughout the 1990s 
and beyond. 38  The perceived opposition between materialism and postmodern-
ism that arose at this time was the result of  several factors, at least some of  which 
might be put down to changing scholarly fashion and the reassertion of  idealist 
scholarly habits. This resulted in a selective and increasingly narrow reading of  
key post-structural and postmodern texts, a limited association of  materialism with 
Marxism, the assumption that Marxism had in fact been discredited by polit-
ical events, and a gradual forgetting of  neo-Marxist thought. Postmodernism and 
materialism have therefore often been seen as inconsistent and it is true to say 
that much postmodern-infl uenced theory has been oriented toward the ideational 
and conceptual, rather than the physical and material. But that is not the whole 
story: materialism never entirely receded, and postmodernism is not intrinsically 
antithetical to it. 

 The broadly materialist credentials of  some early postmodern writings have 
more recently been reaffi rmed. 39  Early postmodern thought was clearly concerned 
with the materiality of  language. 40  Derrida, for one, building on and critiquing 
Saussure, insisted on the materiality of  the sign. This was fi rst and foremost to be 
seen in the inseparability of  signifi er from signifi ed, that is, it was not possible to 
separate the ideational element of  meaning from the physical marks and sounds of  
language. There are no meanings and no concepts beyond or before the material 
elements of  language, because signs necessarily refer to other signs, and are not a 
container for pre-existing meanings. 41  The material element of  language is intrin-
sic to meaning, not exterior to it as some kind of  medium. Thus, the emphasis on 
 text  in deconstruction was – at least to begin with – an emphasis on materiality as 
the coming together of  abstract and physical. Derrida insisted that iteration was a 
physical process, introduced concepts such as trace and gram to express the phys-
ical remains of  language, 42  and emphasised the physical qualities of  writing and 
speech. Despite this, the use of  Derrida in theory and in particular legal theory (I 
include myself  in this assessment) did often de-emphasise matter and its role, and 
fi xate on more abstracted notions of  text, force, deconstruction of  binaries, and 
so on. 

 Barthes’ semiology was similarly defi ned by connection between the sign and 
materiality. His work addressed the interventions of  discourse and signifi cation in 
constructing and mediating reality and the specifi c role of  the  materials  from which 
myth is made – signs in the form of  words and images, objects, consciousness. For 
instance, in  Mythologies , he aimed (among other things) to illustrate the ways in 
which the ‘natural’ and the ‘real’ are produced in language and through myth, and 

38  Butler 1997; Fraser 1997; see generally Sheridan 2002; Swanson 2006. 
39  See eg Cheah 2010; Chow 2010. 
40  See generally Coward and Ellis 1977. 
41  See eg Derrida 1981, 17–29. 
42  Derrida 1974. 
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Legal materialism and social existence 53

to show that these constructions serve ideological purposes. One such ideological 
purpose is to create the perception that the material structures of  capitalism are 
given and incontestable, rather than contingent and political. 43  There is no clear 
division here between the mythic and the real. Rather, as Coward and Ellis put it, 
the ‘mechanism of  myth is the way that habitual representations tangle themselves 
up in everyday objects and practices so that these ideological meanings come to 
seem natural’. 44  

 Similarly, Althusser’s ‘ideological state apparatuses’, organisations such as educa-
tional institutions and the law, that produce and reproduce ideologies and construct 
subjects as subjects of  ideology, were fi rmly situated in the material realm, not just 
in the realm of  ideas. 45  But more than that, ideology itself  was not simply a set of  
ideas. It was material. For Althusser, ideology was not just a state of  mind, ‘false 
consciousness’, or the ‘Beautiful Lies’ of  powerful deceivers. 46  This posits a simple 
dichotomy of  ideal and real, and a disjuncture between economic conditions and 
the illusory abstractions that misrepresent them. Rather, ideology fi rst of  all con-
cerns the way in which the relationship between the subject and the system is imag-
ined, but secondly it is material – it is inscribed in material practices and rituals, 
performed by material subjects, and governed by material institutions. 47  Subjects 
are interpellated as subjects of  ideology and they transmit it through being inserted 
in a material sense into the practices of  institutions. The imagining of  the subject 
in the world is key, but so are the material practices that embed and reproduce the 
subject. As Rey Chow explains, 

 By emphasizing the notion of  the imaginary, what Althusser intended was not 
(simply) that ideology resides in people’s heads but, more important, that its 
functioning is inextricable from the intangible yet nondismissible, and there-
fore material  psychosomatic mediation  involved in subject formation. Ideology 
works because, in the process of  coming to terms with it, people become 
‘interpellated’ – are hailed, constituted, and affi rmed – as socially viable 
and coherent subjects, as who they (need to) think or believe they are. This 
process of  interpellation, a process in which body and soul imbricate each 
other inseparably, lies at the heart of  Althusser’s formulation of  materialism/
materiality-as-practice. 48  

 The process of  becoming a subject through interpellation is a bodily, a social, and 
a psychological experience – these aspects of  the subject’s materiality, so often dif-
ferentiated, emerge together as the subject imagines, produces, and relates herself  
with others. 

43  Barthes 1972. 
44  Coward and Ellis 1977, 28. 
45  Althusser 1994, 125–127; Chow 2010. 
46  Althusser 1994, 123–124. 
47  Ibid, 127. 
48  Chow 2010, 224–225. 
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54 Legal materialism and social existence

 Many of  the ‘source’ writers of  postmodernism and post-structuralism were, 
therefore, not only attentive to materiality, but insistent that the philosophical 
dichotomy between the ideal and the material was in fact itself  constituted. Their 
explorations in ideology, language, myth, and signifi cation were in part about show-
ing the co-existence of  matter and the ideal, the social body and its abstractions, 
and the shaping of  cognition and of  the world through material-semiotic processes. 
However, among legal theorists this did not always lead to a careful analysis of  the 
ways in which the real emerges as both an ontological and epistemological product. 
Rather, it was often taken as a demonstration merely of  the contingency, the unreli-
ability, and therefore of  the fallibility of  the real and material – thus reinforcing the 
distinction, rather than contesting it. 

 It might be interesting to speculate why a movement that in some senses grew 
out of, and in its early forms was integrated with, a materialist agenda ended up 
contributing to the dematerialising trend in theory, rather than promoting a sense 
of  the entanglement of  matter and meaning, or of  epistemology and ontology. 49  
It is true that Derrida’s work does seem far removed from historical materialist 
accounts of  labour and capital. It is also true that the ‘matter’ that postmodernism 
dealt with in the 1990s extended well beyond the ‘social matter’ of  human relation-
ships, labour, and economic relations, to texts, signifying systems, and bodies. This 
work did often take a highly abstract form, emphasising the constructedness of  all 
forms of  social life rather than its physicality: as Conaghan comments in relation 
to Judith Butler’s  Bodies that Matter , the ‘approach does not invite engagement with 
the  stuff  of  bodies . . . [and] forecloses exploration of  what bodies  do ’. 50  Like many 
feminist theorists, Butler’s work of  this period did at least take the materiality of  the 
body seriously, even if  it tended to theorise it in a highly abstract and disembodied 
way. 51  By contrast, many other writers de-emphasised the body and material rela-
tions altogether, and while linguistic, postmodern, or cultural preoccupations did 
not exactly make materialist engagement impossible, they certainly did neglect it. 

 *** 

 This chapter has surveyed a range of  ways in which the empirical world has 
entered into the theoretical understanding of  law. The tradition of  legal theory 
has tended to imagine law in an abstract and reifi ed way – as an ideational  thing , 
which sits above the social sphere and infl uences and shapes behaviour. Alternative 
theoretical accounts see law as intrinsically connected to and even emanating from 
social relations. It would be overstating things to refer to all of  these approaches 

49  Rosalind Coward and John Ellis’ book  Language and Materialism  (1977) was published in Britain at 
a time when scholars in the Anglosphere were just starting to come to grips with postmodernism 
and psychoanalysis. It embeds postmodernist writers within Marxist thought in a way that might 
not have been comprehensible 15 years later, to a slightly different audience, or outside Britain. 

50  Conaghan 2013a, 40. 
51  See Butler 1997; 2015, 17–35. 
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Legal materialism and social existence 55

as ‘materialist’, as not all of  them are based on the insight that material factors 
produce law as an effect, that law is essentially material, or that there is a dynamic 
relationship between law and social relations. Nonetheless, they all do regard the 
theoretical  understanding  of  law as inseparable from an understanding of  its mater-
ial context. At a minimum this is because doctrinal law does not refl ect or take 
account of  real social conditions. 

 Despite its heritage, postmodernism is sometimes understood as having eschewed 
materialism in its focus on discourse, subjectivity, and texts. The ‘new’ materialism 
is therefore described as a corrective to the overemphasis on language in post-
modernism. To summarise it rather simply, the ‘new materialism’ is much more 
broadly about the interactions between humans, non-humans, and all matter in 
social dynamics. New materialism is in part a reaction to the cultural and discursive 
turns in theory. The following chapter will consider the physicality associated with 
new materialist thinking, and its application to law, in more detail. 
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 4  A new legal materialism 

 [T]he image of  dead or thoroughly instrumentalised matter feeds human hubris 
and our earth-destroying fantasies of  conquest and consumption. 1  

 Positing the world as a complex fi eld of  human and nonhuman agency and 
material-discursive intra-actions and practices, offers us an approach which is 
not reducible to any simple matrix of  reality represented or representation made 
real. . . . Most importantly, it invites a conceptual, ethical, and contextual refocus-
ing of  feminism, including legal feminism, around material discursive practices, 
their intra-action, and their concrete consequences in terms of  how they impact 
upon people’s lives. 2  

 Introduction 

 Coward and Ellis claimed that ‘Althusser’s notion of  the materiality of  ideology 
reveals a rather distorted view of  materialism’ because it ‘relies on the so-called 
“concrete” and empirical’. 3  In twentieth-century philosophy the term ‘material-
ism’ was more or less identifi ed with Marxism and, through Marxism, with forms 
of  human society, human beings in economic relationships, and the ways in which 
these material social conditions were reproduced. Engels, for instance, famously 
described materialism as based on the view that the ‘determining factor in history 
is . . . the production and reproduction of  social life’ including the production of  
things we need for existence, as well as the reproduction of  ourselves. 4  The mater-
ial world of  Marxism is essentially about human economic realities, for instance 
that class is produced in part by the expropriation of  labour and control of  the 
labourer’s body. It also concerns the consequences of  the economic conditions for 
the well-being of  human bodies in a material sense: access to food, to shelter, and 
so forth. It is true that Althusser extended the defi nition of  materiality beyond the 

1  Bennett 2010, ix. 
2  Conaghan 2013a, 48. 
3  Coward and Ellis 1977, 73. 
4  Engels 1972, 35. 
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A new legal materialism 57

forms and consequences of  productive relationships to include the human being 
performing rituals and following certain mandated practices – these materialities 
performed by subjects become the bridge between a system and its ideational form 
that allows it to reproduce itself. 

 More recent ‘new’ materialism has gone much further than Althusser did in 
taking materiality into the realm of  the concrete and the empirical, emphasis-
ing not only material human relations but also the relations of  physical things. 
Most radically, it has offered renewed critiques of  various foundational dualisms, 
including mind–body, subject–object, ideal–material, and epistemology–ontology. 
It is true that these dualisms have for many years been thoroughly critiqued and 
deconstructed. They continue to reassert themselves, but are well understood as 
constructions, held in place by discourse and by habitual patterns of  thought with 
a lengthy collective history. It is also true that materiality has continued to hold a 
critical place in feminist theory, partly because of  feminist recognition that know-
ledge is materially situated, 5  partly because gender differences are so obviously 
material differences, 6  and fi nally because gender is reproduced materially. 7  

 So what is new about the ‘new’ materialism? One of  its most important facets 
is the shift toward thinking about objects and matter  in their physicality , and as inter-
active. What has broadly been termed ‘thing theory’ or ‘object-oriented ontology’ 
is about raising the profi le of  the physical world as an integral part of  the social. 
The key point of  departure is a questioning of  the distinctions between the natural 
and the cultural, humans and animals, and humans and technology, 8  matter and 
meaning, 9  and humans and things. 10  In various forms of  network thinking, 11  
physical things can be seen to have an ‘agential’ dimension – rather than sim-
ply being seen as inert stuff  shaped entirely by human intervention and human 
knowledge. The matter of  human bodies is part of  these networks, not distinct. As 
subjectivity itself  is corporeal, the human and our systems of  meaning are seen as 
fully enmeshed in the physical world. 

 Whereas the emphasis in some millennial theory has been upon the so-called 
‘epistemological’ work done by human discourse in reading and interpreting the 
world, new materialist and new empiricist accounts emphasise that an object itself  
might exercise a kind of  agency, not an intentional agency to be sure, but nonethe-
less having reactive force in human and non-human networks. On the one hand, 
this statement seems somehow trivial and obvious. How can we  not  engage with 
material things and, therefore, how can they  not  have an impact upon us? 12  But the 

 5  Hartsock 1983; Harding 1986. 
 6  Conaghan 2013a. 
 7  Butler 1997. 
 8  Haraway 1988 
 9  Barad 2010. 
10  Bennett 2010. 
11  Actor Network Theory is clearly the most well known (Law and Hassard 1999; Latour 2005); Ingold 

has also promoted the term ‘meshworks’: Ingold 2007. 
12  Haraway 1988; Latour 2005, 70–72; Bennett 2010; Hodder 2012. 
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58 A new legal materialism

issue is deeper than this. It concerns how ‘society’ is understood as an assemblage 
of  relations, but also how human subjects as knowers understand themselves. Are 
we, to draw (probably simplistically) upon Heidegger, separate from the world, 
looking at it and making sense of  it as a set of  physical things  out there ? Or are we 
intrinsically and ontologically  in it ? 13  Do human entities precede the world as sub-
jects, or are they created by it and existentially inseparable from it? 

 Legal theory has addressed this ‘new’ materiality, this physicality, of  law in sev-
eral ways. Perhaps most prominently and most consistently, legal geographers have 
situated law in space. Law can easily be seen as shaping or infl uencing spatial envir-
onments, as in property, planning, and environmental law. More interestingly, law 
can be seen as embedded in space – emerging from the specifi cities of  place and 
out of  the situated and material connections of  human beings with their environ-
ments. Universalised conceptions of  law have often been responsible for displacing 
or erasing placed-based law, for instance in the enclosure movement and in colonial 
expansion. 14  However, there remains a sense in which law is entangled with space 
and localities, and I will consider this angle of  law’s materiality in  Chapters 5 ,  8 , 
and  9 . 

 Law’s materiality is, however, also about the interconnection of   everything  to 
everything else, 15  with no limits and only contingently drawn insides and outsides. 
Once we refuse the distinction between non-human nature and human culture, a 
refrain in feminist and other forms of  critical theory for some decades now, there 
is no justifi cation for detaching law from the material or natural world. 16  Thus 
Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos speaks of  an ‘open ecology’ that ‘combines 
the natural, the human, the artifi cial, the legal, the scientifi c, the political, the eco-
nomic and so on, on a plane of  contingency and fl uid boundaries’. 17  ‘Ecology’ is 
a powerful metaphor for a materialism that aims to contest separation and bring 
everything (essentially) into relation – it requires an appreciation of  diversity, of  
mutuality, of  porous boundaries, and of  constant movement in different temporal 
scales (from the ‘time’ of  oxygen–carbon dioxide exchange or seed germination 
to the ‘time’ of  evolution). It also has the merit of  tapping into an increasingly 
strong environmental consciousness across the world. To return to my earlier dis-
cussions, law could be situated within such a materially connected framework as a 
semi-autonomous or contingently bounded terrain – as in positivist state law – and 
it can also be understood as emerging in plural forms across the entire fi eld of  
natureculture. It is easy to imagine that such a fi eld of  material interconnection is 
outside the subject, but this would be already to draw an unnecessary boundary in 
it. Rather the subject, her mind, identity, sense of  agency, are all produced in (but 
not determined by) material engagements. 

13  Heidegger 1962; 1977. 
14  Graham 2011a, 53–55. 
15  Commoner 1971, 33. 
16  Grbich 1992. 
17  Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2011, 10–11. 
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A new legal materialism 59

 In this chapter I introduce new materialism, and make some observations 
about the prospects for a reorientation of  legal theory beyond a merely human 
framework. 

 Thinking and things 

 Before beginning, I want to mention one important theoretical question that has 
the potential to complicate things, possibly beyond the limits of  utility. I do not 
particularly want to enter too far into this complicated terrain or make it foun-
dational to my further comments. But mentioning it cannot be avoided (and nor 
should it be). 

 Whenever theorists start driving down into the issue of  materialism, distinctions 
 within  matter quickly arise, though they are not always clearly or consistently delin-
eated. Imperfectly aligned with Kant’s distinction between  noumena  and  phenomena  
(things-in-themselves and things as they appear to us), the following distinctions 
have been deployed: things and objects, matter and materiality, substance and 
matter, radical exteriority and the symbolic, and, more recently, matters of  fact 
and matters of  concern. 18  On the one hand, and to simplify somewhat, there is 
physicality (variously referred to as matter, things, substance) that is inaccessible 
and beyond any system of  human meaning and therefore unknowable though 
it remains  there . The gumnut as such is completely inscrutable, despite efforts to 
imagine what it is like to be one. 19  On the other hand, there are objects and con-
nected things that are material, that mean something, and that are defi ned in 
relation to subjects. The gumnut is not just physical resistance but is a material 
object, something that exists in relation with other things, and is therefore a thing 
with meaning. Utilising a Heideggerian thing–object distinction, Bill Brown 
describes things as ‘the amorphousness out of  which objects are materialized by 
the (ap)perceiving subject’ and that which ‘is excessive in objects, as what exceeds 
their mere materialization as objects’. 20  

 Physicality as such is troubling for theorists. We do not know (still like Kant) 
quite what to think of  it, though there is no point in denying it. (One could, of  
course, but there would be no point in doing so.) Quantum/social theorist Karen 
Barad’s ‘agential realism’ understands matter as a  process . ‘Substance’ lurks in the 

18  I am leaving aside Heidegger’s diffi cult distinction between things and objects, which Latour says 
was ‘justifi ed by nothing except the crassest of  prejudices’: 2004, 234. Ingold, on the other hand, 
accepts the distinction: see Heidegger 1971; Ingold 2012. A subtle account of  the complexities 
of  the distinction is to be found in Brown 2001; on matter and materiality see Philippopoulos-
Mihalopoulos 2014; on fact and concern see Latour 2004. 

19  Gumnuts are the endlessly fascinating seed pods produced by gum (eucalyptus) trees. They were 
famously personifi ed as the gumnut babies Snugglepot and Cuddlepie by May Gibbs 1946; cf  
Frow’s comments on a pebble: ‘to be so purely a thing, so deeply withdrawn from capture by 
others, is to pass into that mode of  irreducibility and unknowability that we call the subject’, Frow 
2001, 272. 

20  Heidegger 1971; Brown 2001, 5. 
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60 A new legal materialism

background as physical stuff, but the domain of  matter-meaning emerges from a 
dynamic of  relationality in which contingent ‘cuts’ stabilise – at least momentarily – the 
real so that it  is  something and has meaning. She therefore distinguishes between 
substance and matter: 

 In an agential realist account, matter does not refer to a fi xed substance; rather, 
 matter is substance in its intra-active becoming – not a thing but a doing, a congealing of  
agency. Matter is a stabilizing and destabilizing process of  iterative intra-activity . 21  

 As I will explain in more detail later in the chapter, Barad speaks of  intra-action, 
as opposed to interaction, to emphasise the fact that material engagements do not 
take place between pre-existing units. Rather, movement or ‘iterative intra-action’ 
produces meaningful units (you, me, the gumnut, a nanoparticle) as material. 

 Others use terminology and draw distinctions somewhat differently. In the 
process of  eventually questioning the purity of  the distinction, Andreas Philip-
popoulos-Mihalopoulos speaks of  matter as a medium that appears to be prior to 
materiality (ie materiality is matter that matters, so to speak): 

 we touch upon a fi ne but pivotal point, namely the difference between matter 
and materiality: it is important to understand matter as the space on which 
materiality emerges. Materiality is the way matter fl ows into agentic, systemic 
assemblages. In law, materiality is the way matter is organised in material 
considerations. In that sense, materiality is sense-making. To take this even 
further, all sense-making is material and continuous. . . . 

 To sum up, matter is a medium and as such remains inaccessible. 22  

 Both Barad and Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos carefully avoid any suggestion that 
concrete stuff  as such is just a blank canvas or inert plane upon which human 
meanings are inscribed. It is not so much radically exterior to meaning, as it is 
always implicated in the dynamics in which meanings (and agency) emerge. Sub-
stance or matter is brought into a relationship in which it is material but it is not 
simply prior and certainly not passive or dead. 

 Nonetheless, there is a sense in which the  noumena  or thing-in-itself, to use the 
Kantian terms, remains inaccessible to human thought and meaning. We know 
it is there (or have this faith) and are ourselves utterly interconnected with it in a 
physical sense. There is fl ow between our bodily molecules and those outside us – 
in a physical sense we may feel as though we have edges, but we are also porous 
and unfi nished. In association with matter, meanings constantly emerge to give 
shape to matter. The issue for theorists of  natureculture is not so much the stuff  
of  which we and everything else is made, the inscrutable elements of  interconnec-
tion, but rather the connections themselves and what they come to mean: theory 

21  Barad 2007, 151, emphasis in original. 
22  Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2014, 404, 405. 
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A new legal materialism 61

therefore emphasises the forms of  relationality – resistance, mutual reliance, exclu-
sion, mimicry, parasitism, autopoiesis, exchange, coupling, parallelism, dominance, 
subsumption, foreclosure and so forth – out of  which in the human world subjects 
and objects are made as such. 

 Creating subjects and objects 

 Some of  these issues can be elaborated by reference to a paragraph in  The Parasite  
by Michel Serres. He writes of  a ‘quasi-object’, the interactive dynamic object that 
defi nes subjects and keeps us together as a ‘we’. The theory of  the quasi-object has 
been very infl uential in Actor Network Theory in particular. The quotation from 
Serres is lengthy, but worth reproducing in full. His example is of  a ball in a game: 

 A ball is not an ordinary object, for it is what it is only if  a subject holds it. Over 
there, on the ground, it is nothing; it is stupid; it has no meaning, no function, 
and no value. Ball isn’t played alone. Those who do, those who hog the ball, 
are bad players and are soon excluded from the game. They are said to be 
selfi sh [ personnels ]. The collective game doesn’t need persons, people out for 
themselves. Let us consider the one who holds it. If  he makes it move around 
him, he is awkward, a bad player. The ball isn’t there for the body; the exact 
contrary is true: the body is the object of  the ball: the subject moves around 
this sun. Skill with the ball is recognized as the player who follows the ball 
and serves it instead of  making it follow him and using it. It is the subject of  
the body, subject of  bodies, and like a subject of  subjects. Playing is nothing 
else but making oneself  the attribute of  the ball as a substance. The laws are 
written for it, defi ned relative to it, and we bend to these laws. Skill with the 
ball supposes a Ptolemaic revolution of  which few theoreticians are capable, 
since they are accustomed to being subjects in a Copernican world where 
objects are slaves. 23  

 In the fi rst instance, the ball is in fact inert, without function, without value, noth-
ing, and stupid. In a sense the ball  represents  matter as radical exteriority. It ‘rep-
resents’ this, but it is not in fact any such thing – in Serres’ account it is already a 
ball, not a nothing. As I have indicated (and perhaps contrary to the suggestion of  
the passage) we can be aware of  the existence of  the thing beyond or outside the 
sphere of  knowing, before it is drawn into some entirely human game. But we do 
not need to fi xate on this prior or outside matter. 

 Having been picked up and brought into the game, the ball becomes something, 
but it does not become something for a single person – the person who plays ball 
alone is a ‘bad player’ and soon ostracised. Similarly, the person who just tries to 
control the ball is also a bad player, since the ball cannot be controlled so easily. It 
has its own movement and its own dynamics. (In another context, and many years 

23  Serres 2007, 225–226. 
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62 A new legal materialism

ago, my hockey coach reminded me to ‘read the ball’ and ‘read the game’, rather 
than awkwardly try to direct the ball and the game.) 

 Rather, ‘the body is the object of  the ball: the subject moves around this sun’. 
Playing ball involves making oneself  an object, serving the ball, and acknowledg-
ing that  it  is the subject. It involves a Ptolemaic revolution. As Serres says, this 
is a diffi cult move for a theorist who is used to being the subject. Moreover (and 
further on from this passage) Serres continues the analogy by pointing out that 
the person with the ball is marked as a potential victim, because by the rules of  
most games s/he is the one who can be tackled or challenged. In situations of  
danger, the ball becomes a ‘hot coal’ that needs to be passed very quickly. 24  Con-
stant movement of  the ball between the players as ‘possible victims’, and constant 
substitution of  one victim for another, makes the game and the subject–objects 
who play the game. 

 The ball shuttles back and forth . . . weaving the collective, virtually putting 
to death each individual. . . . The ball is the quasi-object and quasi-subject 
by which I am a subject, that is to say, sub-mitted. Fallen, put beneath, 
trampled, tackled, thrown about, subjugated, exposed, then substituted, 
suddenly . . . 25  

 There are several notable aspects of  this entire passage concerning the ball game 
(from which I have admittedly omitted some signifi cant elements). First, the subject 
and object are in a sense contextual and interchangeable and the players are in 
the fi rst instance objects and bodies rather than subjects. This means, second, that 
their subjectivity is given to them through the game and thirdly, that the collec-
tive is woven by the constant movement between them. The constant movement, 
passing, and substitution, creates the collective of  subjects and objects, rather than 
being a consequence of  them. The collective is therefore not a simple addition of  
‘I’s into a ‘we’ (a thought that Serres describes as ‘idiotic and resembles a political 
speech’) but an abandonment of  individuality where ‘[e]veryone is on the edge of  
his or her inexistence’. 26  And fi nally, in a wry comment: ‘Philosophy is not always 
where it is usually foreseen. I learn more on the subject of  the subject by playing 
ball than in Descartes’ little room.’ 27  Philosophy is an active and not merely refl ect-
ive and contemplative process. Serres plays and learns – he does not sit and learn. 

 ‘[S]itting by the fi re, wrapped in a warm winter gown’, Descartes famously 
distinguished between thought and matter as separate substances. 28  Matter – the 
extended and objective world – proved a problem for Descartes precisely because 

24  Ibid, 226. 
25  Ibid, 227. 
26  Ibid, 228. 
27  Ibid, 227. 
28  Descartes 2008, 14; see also Butler 2015, 17–35. Descartes developed the distinction between 

corporeal things and mind throughout the  Meditations . Descartes sees both mind and matter as 
derivatives of  God. 
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A new legal materialism 63

of  what he conceived of  as the thinking and perceiving mind – it is essentially 
the mind that is certain of  its own existence that throws matter into doubt. It is 
true, Descartes did not exactly describe his method as  mind  creating doubt about 
the physical world, though what else can we make of  his imaginings of  an evil 
spirit intent upon deluding us about everything, or the thought that we are at this 
moment dreaming? 29  Descartes’ material world is not only doubted by mind, it is 
also dead, inert, and passive – precisely because it is different from mind. In our 
Cartesian world, the human mind represents the active, subjective, and agential 
side of  being, while matter – including the human body and everything beyond 
it – is just worked upon and at best (if  alive) mechanical. 

 Serres’ ball game provides an introductory illustration of  some of  the diffi culties 
with the Cartesian separation between mind and body. In particular, it illustrates 
that the subject is at least in part an effect of  the game, and cannot be seen as 
an atomic individual acting alongside others to create meaning. The meanings 
generated in the game emanate from the engagement of  bodies – human bodies 
and objects – in a dynamic process. The game has a ‘material-semiotic’ character 
because the meanings cannot be abstracted from the physical dynamics. We could 
object, of  course, that in this example it is a group of  humans who, having decided 
to pick up the ball and play a game, are responsible for its shape, its rules, its defi n-
itions of  success. But as an allegory for a social environment, there is no original 
decision and no beginning (except as mythology). 

 The material dynamics of  such a game have much in common with, and indeed 
inspired, aspects of  Actor Network Theory, which posits fl at networks of  inter-
actions between ‘actants’, entities that include human subjects, non-human animals, 
and inanimate things. 30  The most interesting of  such assemblage thinking down-
plays any thought of  stable relation, and emphasises the movement that constantly 
creates and recreates situations. 31  But what does this mean for objects and subjects, 
or things as  things ? 

 Intra-actions 

 Serres’ ball game illustrates a form of  dynamics between entities, creating some as 
subjects and others as objects. In the game, subjects and objects exchange position, 
and through the movement of  the ball none occupy their position permanently. 
However, the game does  start  with entities – one of  them picks up the ball and 
tosses it to her co-player. The game is of  course allegorical and so I do not want to 
read too much into this moment. In fact, it is the  movement  that creates the entities 
as subjects and objects. Nonetheless, the sense is created of  fi nite and pre-existing 
units that relate. 

29  Descartes 2008, Meditation I. 
30  Latour 2005. 
31  Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015; Barr 2016. 
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64 A new legal materialism

 By contrast to Serres and many network accounts of  meaning, Karen Barad 
argues that movement, or what she calls ‘intra-action’, is primary. 32  There are not 
entities that relate, rather the entities emerge from relation. Connection is primary, 
not separation. Action takes place in the spaces between inchoate things, which 
then congeal, through the action, into entities: subjects, objects, balls, and so forth. 
One explanatory image (not one used by Barad to my knowledge and probably 
naïve in the context of  quantum physics) might be to think of  the swirling masses 
of  undifferentiated matter some time after the Big Bang, which then coalesced into 
particles and atoms, and then planets, stars, and galaxies. But instead of  locating 
this notion in a cosmic scale and billions of  years in the past, it is ongoing, cross-
scalar, social, and ecological. The objects and forms emerge from the movement 
and from existing potentialities. 

 Barad’s approach is not only about the physical world, but about the co-emergence 
of  matter  and  meaning. Inspired by the physicist Nils Bohr, Barad contests the atom-
istic view of  the world in which indivisible and separate units relate, for instance 
(in representation) as observer and observed. Instead, she proposes the ontological 
priority of  ‘phenomena’, which are not entities but ‘relations without pre-existing 
relata’. 33  Observer and observed are inseparable both epistemologically and – more 
provocatively – ontologically: what separates them is a ‘cut’ or agential intervention 
in entangled substances. Barad summarises her ‘agential realism’ in this way: 

 the primary ontological units are not ‘things’ but phenomena – dynamic topo-
logical reconfi gurings/entanglements/relationalities/(re)articulations of  the 
world. And the primary semantic units are not ‘words’ but material-discursive 
practices through which (ontic and semantic) boundaries are constituted. This 
dynamism is agency. Agency is not an attribute but the ongoing reconfi gurings 
of  the world. The universe is agential intra-activity in its becoming. 34  

 Without entering into the quantum theory upon which Barad’s work is (partly) 
based, 35  in an abstract sense her explanation has immediate appeal. It emphasises 
that the world is formed through action and that therefore there can never be any 
sense in which a human being is not enmeshed in it; we are necessarily and fully 
part of  existence, not outside. This does not mean that we are not, in some of  
our iterations, separated from the world, and that we cannot construct a human-
centred existence. The Western philosophy of  separation has participated in the 
production of  such a sphere, in which the belief  in human exceptionalism, and 
conceptual distinctions revolving around this belief, have produced a style of  social 
existence in which (we believe) humans can control the world. Despite this, onto-
logically we are materially integrated and always emergent. (But nor are humans 

32  See generally Barad 2007, in particular 137–141. 
33  Ibid, 139. 
34  Ibid, 141. 
35  Like Joanne Conaghan, I am ‘sadly ill-equipped’ for such a task: Conaghan 2013a, 39. 
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A new legal materialism 65

‘doings’ rather than ‘beings’ – the point is that humans and other entities emerge 
from actions in the world, not from actions of  their own creating.) 

 A signifi cant fi nal point about Barad’s theoretical approach, and one also drawn 
from her analysis of  physics, is that the ontological and epistemological angles of  
philosophy cannot be separated. Things are brought into being as meaningful, 
meanings are embedded in formations of  matter, and there is therefore no sense 
in which knowing and being are separate (again, except in so far as they are con-
structed as separate by Western thinking). As she puts it, ‘[t]he world is an open pro-
cess of  mattering’ 36  and the philosophical intervention is ‘onto-epistemology’ rather 
than either ontology or epistemology. Again, this is a compelling point because it 
helps theorists to move past controversies about which discipline is prior – ontology 
or epistemology – and whether things precede human knowledge about them. We 
can think of  the entirety as a kind of  (lumpy, not undifferentiated) plasma which, 
to use her terminology, comes to matter in different forms. 

 Humans as beings 

 Accompanying theoretical efforts to understand a posthuman world in which all 
entities are materially connected and produced, many commentators have also 
focused their attention specifi cally on things. So-called ‘object-oriented ontol-
ogy’ and ‘thing theory’ concerns things as things, in themselves rather than for 
human beings. 37  Some of  this theory may reinstate the ontology–epistemology 
and subject–object distinctions, by insisting on the prior reality of  objects as such, 
rather than (as Barad argues) seeing objects and meanings as co-emergent from 
dynamic relations. But it does nonetheless serve to reorient attention away from 
faith in human subjectivity as the focal point of  existence and, importantly, chal-
lenge the Cartesian preconception that matter is inert and passive. Rather, objects 
can have their own ‘vitality’ and capacity for activity, relationality, and resistance. 38  

 One element of  these various new materialisms, and one that reiterates long-
standing feminist themes, is to understand humans as beings with physical exist-
ences that are fully interrelated in the world of  substances. Humans are physical 
things, just as leaves, air, and concrete are. This has been a signifi cant point of  
departure for eco-feminism, for instance, 39  but also for many feminists concerned 
to move beyond the dualisms of  Western philosophy. For several decades, feminists 
have critiqued the gendered aspects of  distinctions between nature and culture, 
objects and subjects, mind and body, where women (and non-European peoples 
and animals) are invariably aligned with the object, the natural, and the embodied 
world. Some of  the feminist response to this gendered thinking has been about chal-
lenging the association of  women with objects, nature, and bodies, or re-valuing 

36  Barad 2007, 141. 
37  See eg Brown 2001. 
38  Bennett 2010. 
39  Plumwood 1993. 
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66 A new legal materialism

the devalued arm of  the distinction. However, much feminism has instead critiqued 
the dualistic presuppositions upon which the gendering is based, and instead made 
efforts to understand humans as bodies living in a fully interconnected world. 40  

 One example of  this feminist thinking, which emphasises corporeal existence 
and the relationship of  human bodies (to each other) as physical substance, is to 
be found in Chris Beasley and Carol Bacchi’s notion of  ‘social fl esh’. The idea is 
deceptively simple – humans are interconnected in their corporeality and social 
arrangements always operate within this substrate of  fl esh: 

 By drawing attention to shared embodied reliance, mutual reliance, of  people 
across the globe on social space, infrastructure and resources, the perspective 
of  social fl esh offers a decided challenge to neo-liberal conceptions of  the 
autonomous self  and at the same time removes the supposedly already given 
distinction between ‘strong’ and ‘weak’. 41  

 This last point is important: Beasley and Bacchi do not deny the existence of  vul-
nerability, or that ‘all of  us are physically vulnerable and need care’. 42  But their 
emphasis is on ‘embodied co-existence’ as a starting point for politics and ethics. 43  
Bacchi and Beasley do not focus a great deal on the interconnections between 
humans and the non-human world: their focus is on human sociality and human-
constructed materialities. However, it is only a short extension of  their thinking 
about mutual reliance to see that it is consistent with a broader posthuman under-
standing of  material connectivity. Human organisms are, after all, only identifi able 
by their physicality in the world and can only live and relate through their reliance 
on other material substances. 

 Materialism and law 

 So far in this chapter I have, rather selectively, introduced a few ideas associated 
with a ‘new’ materialism. The common element, to summarise, is a focus on 
situating the human, including human meaning and human subjectivity, in a 
material world where all matter, living and non-living, is related, where objects 
have their own vitality and resistance, and where agency emerges in relation 
rather than as an existing quality. All of  this may seem to be extremely remote 
from law. It is easy to see how a materialism of   human  social relations can form 
the basis of  an understanding of  law, and I explored some of  these possibilities 
in  Chapter 3 . It is perhaps not as obvious that a materialism that brings the 
entire human and non-human realm – from the cosmos to gumnuts, physical 
places, krill, everyday objects, and interconnected fl esh – is of  use to legal theory. 

40  See generally Plumwood 1993, 37–39; Grosz 1994, 15–24. 
41  Beasley and Bacchi 2012, 107. 
42  Ibid. 
43  Ibid. 
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A new legal materialism 67

 Part of  the diffi culty of  imagining a materialist legal theory is that law seems so 
obviously to rely on a differentiation of  its subjects and objects. It tries to defi ne 
and hold steady a privileged group of  subjects, who have rights, interests, powers, 
duties, and obligations. 44  Objects are also defi ned by law, for instance as property. 
There is some well-known leakage between the terms (with corporations and ships 
having legal personality), but the framing system,  the law , which defi nes these sub-
jects and objects is itself  seen essentially as the effect of  social relations between 
natural human subjects. Human beings are the sole source of  law while objects are 
simply objects – passive Cartesian matter. 

 Yet, as we have seen, the ‘human’ as a category and hence everything that fl ows 
from the human is under challenge from new materialist thinking and ‘object-
oriented ontology’ which emphasise not only the signifi cance of  physical objects 
in human relationships, but also the ‘vitality’ and agency of  the material world – 
as well as the thing-ness of  human life. 45  Can a concept of  law move beyond 
the human into this posthuman territory? Are there ways of  understanding the 
legal world that take into account the interactions between subjects and mater ial 
objects, and the intra-actions that bring them into being in the fi rst place? 46  
What are the possibilities for developing a theoretical approach to law in which 
the philosophical concepts are attuned to the dynamics of  making and re-making 
subjects and objects, abstractions and matter? Where would we place ‘law’ itself  
in such a conception? 

 In the fi rst instance, it is perhaps important to point out that the abstract nature 
of  law is itself  an appearance, a narrative about law, which reinforces an ideological 
story in which law transcends the world, is objective, and is separated. Andreas 
Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos has put it like this: 

 Law presents itself  as immaterial, abstract, universal, non-geographical. This 
is of  course one of  law’s greatest tricks: the dissimulation of  its matter is both 
convincing and necessary, for otherwise the law could not claim access to that 
cudgel of  cudgels, impartial, blind, objective justice. And so the myth goes. In 
that way, law has managed to dissimulate the fact that it is material through 
and through. That the law is not just the text, the decision, even the court-
room. Law is the pavement, the traffi c light, the hood in the shopping mall, 
the veil in the school, the cell in Guantanamo, the seating arrangement at a 
meeting, the risotto at the restaurant. 47  

 Law is everywhere, and it is in fact easy to see  how  it is everywhere in human-
constructed domains, because pavements, traffi c lights, shopping centres, schools, 
prison cells, and risottos are shaped by a variety of  laws – about property, planning, 

44  Naffi ne 2009. 
45  Bennett 2010. 
46  Barad 2007. 
47  Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2014, 410. 
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68 A new legal materialism

traffi c rules, food production and safety, tax, retail, education, rights, security, and 
other areas. Nonetheless, even in situations where physical things are so obviously 
marked by law and bear its imprint, the sense still persists that law is  not  the object 
or somehow contained  in  it, though it may give form to the object in a kind of  legal 
hylomorphism. 48  The law can easily retreat into an entirely immaterial domain, 
where it might be enshrined in a piece of  legislation or a judgment (but is yet not 
the text itself). This immateriality is somehow essential to law’s ‘objectivity’ – not 
in the sense of  being  of  the object, but in the sense of  being distanced from it. 

 It is more diffi cult to see how matter as such might engage in law production, how 
it is something other than a recipient for law’s inscriptions, or how it is not merely 
formed by a determining law. Law is constitutive of  matter. Can matter also be 
regarded as constitutive of  law? Or is it at least  a  constituent? Are the traffi c lights, 
the risotto, the pavement, and the veil merely recipients of  law, or do they constitute 
it? From an idealist perspective, the question appears bizarre. But is it? Can we think, 
for instance, of  neural pathways as normative – as a material-semiotic merging of  
law? Neural pathways are, after all, the material consequence of  repeated movement 
of  the body through space and of  repeated thoughts making synaptic connections. 
They govern the thinkable and the doable. In a more everyday sense, can we think of  
landscapes as normative in the same sense – with pathways inscribed on the ground, 
showing the right way to go? 49  For that matter, aren’t all usages – customs, clichés and 
fi gures of  speech, language – the normative products of  a co-emergent matter and 
meaning? I will return to these particular issues in  Chapters 5 ,  8  and  9 , but for the 
rest of  this chapter I simply want to review the journey of  the previous two chapters, 
and outline a few thoughts concerning law’s materiality. 

 At the beginning of   Chapter 3 , I mentioned a puzzle posed by Kelsen in his 
early writing about the apparent physicality of  legal acts. Kelsen observed that law 
always has an external manifestation: the ‘external fact whose objective meaning 
is a legal or illegal act is  always an event that can be perceived by the senses  (because it 
occurs in time and space) and therefore a natural phenomenon determined by 
causality’. 50  His examples are drawn from state-based law, notably those relating 
to parliamentary procedure, sentencing, contract, and homicide, as indicated in 
the quotation in  Chapter 3 , above. 

 People meet together in a hall, make speeches, some rise from their seats, 
others remain seated; that is the external process. Its meaning: that a law has 
been passed. A man, clothed in a gown, speaks certain words from an elevated 
position to a person standing in front of  him. This external process means 

48  ‘Hylomorphism’ is drawn from Aristotle’s explanation of  the relationship between  hyle  (matter) and 
 morphe  (form). As Tim Ingold explains the concept, ‘making begins with a form in mind and a form-
less lump of  “raw material”’. He points out that in its modern (Cartesian) iterations the idea became 
‘increasingly unbalanced’ because ‘[f]orm came to be seen as actively imposed, while matter – thus 
rendered passive and inert – became that which was imposed upon.’ Ingold 2012, 432. 

49  Cf  Keenan 2015; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015; Grear 2015b; Barr 2016. 
50  Kelsen 1967, 3, emphasis added. 
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A new legal materialism 69

a judicial sentence. One merchant writes to another a letter with a certain 
content; the other sends a return letter. This means they have concluded a 
contract. Someone, by some action or other brings about the death of  another. 
This means, legally, murder. 51  

 In Kelsen’s imagining, the law vests these scenarios with meaning: their material-
ity is a vehicle for expression and transmission of  the law, which exists elsewhere. 
As I indicated in  Chapter 3 , Kelsen does not dwell for very long on the conundrum 
of  the inevitable physicality of  law. He treats the law rather as an abstract frame-
work that allows interpretations to be given to acts and facts. 52  One act becomes 
a statute, another a sentence, a third a contract, and a fourth a murder. External 
facts are understood by law, and invariably shaped by law, but their physicality 
is not  of  the law. At the same time, materiality is absolutely necessary to the law, 
even indistinguishable from it. Enacting, sentencing, contracting, and murdering 
are inconceivable without interrelated bodies passing through time and space in 
particular ways. Objects and locations – the hall, the seats, the gown, the elevated 
position, and the letters – also play an integral part. 

 It is clear therefore, even from what Kelsen says, that  there is no law without acts . 
Law can  always  be perceived by the senses – and even if  it does not become per-
formed or read into bodily movements, it must be heard, read, discussed. Where is 
the law that is not tangible? Where is the piece of  legislation, for instance, that has 
not been through the parliamentary process? Whether this is emotion-charged and 
agonistic, or routine, it still requires a number of  bodies doing specifi c things in a 
specifi c place. State-based law is nearly always written or ‘evidenced in writing’, 53  
while social normality materialises in the patterns of  human relationship in the 
world. The  process  by which law materialises, of  course, is normally seen as tangen-
tial, as a mere medium for the creation of  an immaterial law and itself  determined 
by pre-existing abstract laws (these are also constituted by physical acts, of  course). 

 Arguably, however, the behaviours and acts that are indicative of  law, that are 
coded and understood as ‘legal’ cannot be divided neatly into an external physical 
aspect and an immaterial, cognitive, and ‘legal’ aspect. While our dualistic ontol-
ogy might demand that they be so separated for certain purposes, there is in fact no 
law and no idea of  legality that is not thoroughly imbricated with physicality and 
the relationality of  things – ‘things’ in this context can refer to textual and digital 
forms, human bodies and brains, landscapes and objects, and the whole sphere 
of  perceptible things. The everyday practice of  law, legal consciousness, law in 
action, as well as the ways in which law is understood culturally are all part of  the 

51  Kelsen 1934, 478. 
52  See in particular Stewart 1990; Van Klink 2009 for a discussion of  the fact–norm distinction in 

Kelsen. 
53  ‘While the law codes and law books are not the only form of  law, they are certainly in historical 

terms a frequently repeated one; the law is promulgated in books and found in books and it is, we 
will suggest, of  the essence of  legal power to take a written form.’ Goodrich 1986, 21. 
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70 A new legal materialism

matter of  law. Law is visible and material, not abstract and reifi ed, and it cannot 
exist without this materiality. 

 Kelsen’s attempt to remove the science of  law from the natural and social 
sciences therefore has to be understood as a theoretical choice (or as Barad 
might say, a ‘cut’) which delimits law and jurisprudence in a particular way, 
but does not cover the fi eld of  legal theory or (as he terms it) legal science. 54  
In consequence, the abstract disciplines of  legal theory, legal philosophy, and 
jurisprudence cannot be separated (except artifi cially) from disciplines which 
are founded in the intermeshed nature of  law and society: socio-legal studies, 
feminist legal theory, legal pluralism, critical race theory, legal realism, and 
others. As I indicated in  Chapter 3 , however, these disciplines have sometimes 
not specifi ed the means by which material constituents become law and what 
kind of  law they constitute. They emphasise social factors, and tend to down-
play the interconnectedness of  all physical things. This extended materiality 
is, admittedly, not easy to conceptualise, given the idealist tendencies of  legal 
thinking, but I think there are some emergent themes in legal theory that give 
some strong indications of  the materiality of  law. In the fi nal section of  the 
chapter I introduce a few of  these ideas, but they are elaborated more fully in 
the remainder of  the book. 

 Legal bodies in spacetime 

 First, and most importantly, the matter and meaning of  law can be seen as co-
emergent rather than separately constituted. Law’s meanings always appear in 
material (f)acts and indeed cannot be extracted from such. Even a newly enacted 
legal norm appears in a physical form, text, and projects future materialisations. 
It might be tempting to stop here and say that (therefore) law’s materiality is 
extremely thin, consisting essentially of  text and possibility. However, as Kelsen’s 
illustration shows, the newly enacted law emerges from material connections and 
performances in specifi c times and places, all of  which are themselves enmeshed in 
broader practices, conventions, and networks. In addition to newly enacted norms, 
there are endless iterations, declarations, decisions, and interpretations through 
which law emerges. The act (the homicide, the formation of  a contract, the negli-
gent surgery) is not only framed and given meaning by an abstract law, it appears 
with its legal meaning because it is embedded in an extended material context that 
constitutes our legal relationships. 

 Second, it is relatively easy to see that therefore law is essentially performative in 
the sense that it is manifested in and reproduced by the repeated actions of  social 

54  At this point, I am tempted to say that from a materialist perspective Kelsen’s baby has been thrown 
out with the bathwater. And moreover, there is no point in trying to remove the baby, because it is 
part of  the bathwater. But the analogy instantly leads to diffi culty – perhaps there is no baby, only 
bathwater? 
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A new legal materialism 71

actors in their innumerable connections to the objects and places around them. 
Performativity may take the form of  an iteration of  a pre-existing role, an inter-
pretation perhaps of  an abstract principle, and there is certainly a strong element 
of  this in state law. Every time we follow a rule conveyed in text or speech, we are 
interpreting it for a material context. But performance is also in itself  constitutive, 
and law is nothing more (or less) than the performances of  a large number of  social 
actors, often but not always mediated or consolidated by text. These performances 
can of  course take place in courtrooms, in lawyers’ offi ces, and in parliament, but 
also extend throughout the social domain as the everyday activities that support 
the law, keep it in place, interpret it, and constitute the elaborate cultural fabric 
that is needed to make sense of  state law. 55  

 This means, thirdly, that the subject (situated in its world of  places and things) 
participates in law creation as opposed to simply being the passive recipient 
of  law. Contrary to classical accounts of  law, which remove the living human 
being and all materialities from the concept of  law and regard them simply as 
its recipients, materialism identifi es law as embedded in social relations, which 
are themselves already in part constituted discursively. Agents of  law are human 
beings expressing and performing that law in particular locations and contexts. 
Law is also to be found in the connections, or intra-actions, between humans 
and non-humans. It is worth reiterating at this point that ‘law’ is not a singu-
lar thing or a defi nable concept. It is a plurality of  relations established and 
practised by human beings in a material world and in their relations with each 
other. This means that, while it is undoubtedly possible to reify law so that it 
is a discrete and abstract thing with (admittedly permeable and contestable) 
edges, this separated law is only ever an approximation of  the plural norma-
tivities constructed and experienced by people. Law is also personal, written in 
our bodies and lived in our own distinctive way. I will explore subject-centred 
notions of  law in  Chapter 7 . 

 Fourth, living and experiencing law necessarily occurs in material contexts, in 
relation to places, objects, and landscapes with their own distinctive histories and 
meanings. Just as law is conventionally disembodied from its human beings, so is it 
often dephysicalised from its places and its animate and inanimate surroundings. 56  
A materialist understanding of  law will endeavour to reconnect law, place, and 
physical things. Even without a specifi cally object-oriented theoretical motivation, 
socio-legal, legal geography, and legal anthropology scholarship of  recent decades 
has done much to see law as produced in time, place, and in connection with phys-
ical environments. This work has provided an expansive world of  ideas regarding 
the emergence of  legal realities in particular contexts, and legal theory is starting 

55  For instance, Keenan 2015 elaborates upon these networked bodily relationships in relation to the 
constitution of  property as a socio-spatial practice. 

56  See in particular Graham 2011a. 
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72 A new legal materialism

to build on this to conceptualise further the what, where, why, and how of  mater-
ial legalities. 57  In this context, close attention to the many forms of  relationality 
that govern human interactions with our environmental physicality and our own 
(diversely constituted) corporeality is important: these relationships are broadly 
ecological, and can be characterised by exchange and mutual reliance, reactivity 
and resistance, parasitism, dominance, autopoiesis and/or mimicry. 

 Fifth, as I will explore in  Chapter 9 , iterative practices in time and space create 
metaphorical and literal pathways that can themselves be regarded as a form of  
law. Such pathways exist in urban places, and across the countryside; they may look 
like routes, or they may be more subtle modes of  being. It is also possible to think 
of  neural pathways, formed by repeated bodily actions, as a form of  law gener-
ated by usage which makes possible and shapes virtually everything that we do as 
human beings. In this sense, law is embedded in our bodies, but more generally it 
is the effect of  ‘material-semiotic’ practices 58  – that is, habit-forming practices of  
humans in the world that generate meanings and norms. 

 Finally, therefore, a materialist legal theory has the potential, in my view, to 
take the living planet and its ecological characteristics seriously. Materialism 
foregrounds the undivided space of  natureculture in which everything subsists – as 
with the material–discursive distinction with which it is related, nature–culture 
collapses as a distinction when we see that existence is constituted by a highly 
mobile relationality between humans and the entire non-human world. A theor-
etical objective would be to fi nd concepts of  law that are part of  this space rather 
than entirely abstract. This is not only a question of  devising law or a theory 
of  law that enshrines, for instance, an ethic of  ecological care or the values of  
stewardship, though these strategies are important. Rather, it involves reorient-
ing ideas about the origins of  law so that law can be regarded as emerging from 
non-hierarchical relationships between persons and things. It is not a task that 
I can undertake in this book; however I will have a little to say about it in the 
remaining chapters. 

 *** 

 It follows from this and the previous chapter that there is a space for thinking of  
law as enmeshed with the physical world including the human bodies that are 
part of  that world. And, not only can we imagine law running through the phys-
ical world and leaving its mark there; legal meanings also emerge from concrete 
human relationships as well as from the dynamics of  human–world engagements. 
This is as true of  state law as it is of  general social normativity, though perhaps 
the causal links are less obvious for state law. Because social normativity is the 
material basis for state law, it is impossible to conceive of  state law without this 

57  Eg Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015; Grear 2015b; Barr 2016. 
58  The term ‘material-semiotic’ has often been used by Haraway and Latour in particular and, more 

recently, Barad. 
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A new legal materialism 73

material support. But state law is only ever evident in its materiality – whether 
that is its written or spoken physicality, and/or in bodily performances. Put at its 
simplest, Kelsen’s image of  the ‘natural’ existence of  law, the ‘happening occurring 
at a certain time and in a certain place, perceived by our senses’ 59  cannot simply 
be erased or removed from law. The meanings of  law cannot be separated from 
its matter(s). 

59  Kelsen 1967, 2. 
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 5  Inner and outer space 

 What term should be used to describe the division which keeps the various types of  
space away from each other, so that physical space, mental space and social space 
do not overlap? Distortion? Disjunction? Schism? Break? 1  

 Introduction 

 As a result of  the material dimensions of  law discussed in the previous two chap-
ters, it becomes pertinent to ask, as legal geographers have, does law have a place? 
What  kind  of  thing is it?  Where  is it? 2  Is law in texts, like cases and legislation? Is it 
in institutions, such as courts and parliaments? Is it essentially in people’s actions, 
or is it in our heads? Is law some kind of  fi eld or terrain, or is it ‘all over’? 3  Does 
law even have a location – does it make sense to ask  where  law is? The very ques-
tion opens up some fi ssures in the way law is often understood. On the one hand, 
as we have seen, law is often understood as abstract, conceptual, and resolutely 
non-spatial and non-physical – moveable from one place to the next. On the other 
hand, it is so often spoken about, casually or deliberately, in spatial metaphors – as 
having boundaries, limits, frontiers, horizons, terrains, insides, and outsides. Such 
metaphors are not false, or illusory: as I will discuss in more detail in  Chapter 8 , 
metaphorical associations are integral to cognition. The fact that law is so often 
constructed in this way – as essentially spatial and despite its unlocated conceptu-
alisation – is instructive. It is only if  we identify an actual physical thing as law – the 
wall that cannot be crossed, the path that shows the way – that we can sense some 
concrete, located, and non-metaphorical being of  law and point to it –  there , that 
is the law. 4  If  law is inscribed in the earth, like the songlines and animal trails that 
I will discuss in  Chapter 9 , we may be able to identify its spatial co-ordinates and 

1  Lefebvre 1991, 14. See generally Butler 2005, 14–16. 
2  See Delaney et al 2001. 
3  Sarat 1990. 
4  I am reminded of  Wittgenstein’s thought at this point: ‘A rule stands there like a sign post. – Does 

the sign post leave no doubt open about the way I have to go? Does it shew which direction I am to 
take when I have passed it; whether along the road or the footpath or cross-country?’ (1958, §85). 
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Inner and outer space 75

its materiality. But law is normally understood and theorised as  non -material, even 
though its abstract nature is understood in largely spatial terms. Nevertheless, it 
does have its own spatiality and a materiality. 

 This chapter explores psychospatial and geographical dynamics of  law playing 
out on both metaphorical and physical planes of  meaning. I focus in particular 
on the inside–outside dichotomy. Inside–outside is a very common distinction in 
legal discourse – it is used in relation to rules and their interpretation, jurisdic-
tions, the entire legal domain and the concept of  law, and to spaces – such as the 
private sphere – carved out by law. However, while I will have something to say 
about these constructions (and will come back to them in later chapters 5 ) they are 
not my primary focus here. I am interested rather in the inside–outside distinction 
as it relates to the human self. That is, I am interested in the ways in which – in 
a Western world view – the law is seen to be outside the individual, and how this 
separation between the self  and the law has been challenged by critical and socio-
legal approaches to law. I aim to draw out the theoretical implications of  this work 
for a rethought concept of  law – one that acknowledges the continuities between 
the life experienced and constructed as ‘internal’ and the domain of  the legal, via 
the medium of  relationships between people, and between people and the phys-
ical world. 

 It is not especially unusual to speak of  ‘law’ that can be located in the body, the 
neurons, the psyche, the understanding: different discourses from psychoanalysis to 
philosophy have commonly used such terminology. However, such ‘internal’ law is 
downplayed, or entirely ignored, in many forms of  legal theory, which views ‘law’ 
as something outside the self  – it is seen to reside in social space, institutional space, 
and geographical space, in actions, in books, in the state. Its traces and symbols are 
beyond the skin, part of  the observable world and its cultural narratives. Interest-
ingly, and despite the externalisation of  the law as an object, even traditional legal 
theory often does allude to – and sometimes explicitly addresses – the fact that 
law is inevitably and integrally connected to each person’s interior being in their 
relationships with others and the external world. This is illustrated, for instance, in 
Hart’s discussion of  the internal attitude to law, in Austin’s idea that law requires 
an intelligent addressee, or in Kelsen’s insistence that all norms are acts of  will. 6  
The realists moreover observed and promoted an idea of  judicial responsiveness 
to social dynamics and grounded justice, thus connecting law to the interiority 
of  particular decision makers. The theoretical implications of  the self–world–law 
connections have been recognised and studied in critical and socio-legal theory, 
for instance in Ewick and Silbey’s work on legal consciousness. 7  In other words, 
rather than see inner space as tangential to an external law, it is possible to theorise 
the connections between inner and outer legal space, as well as challenge this as a 
constitutive distinction in Western law. These internal images of  law are themselves 

5  I will discuss boundary images in Chapter 8. 
6  Austin 1832, 4–5; Kelsen 1945; Hart 1994. 
7  Ewick and Silbey 1992. 
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76 Inner and outer space

constituted fi rst by the law we enforce on ourselves as a mélange of  objective 
norms, beliefs, ideals, values, and so forth and second by what we imagine the 
external ‘objective’ law to be – our constructions and consciousness of  it. I will 
come back to these subject-generated images of  law in  Chapter 7 . 

 In this chapter, I focus centrally on the  existence  of  the inside–outside distinction 
and its signifi cance for legal theory. The distinction is, in part, a time–space distinc-
tion based on the presupposition that the temporal but self-contained individual, a 
thinking and changing being, moves around in and controls static external space. 
The externalisation of  law occurs alongside its spatialisation – in the Western 
understanding, law is removed from unreliable subjects and their interactions and 
in the same moment takes on a spatial and fi nite form. In contrast to this view, an 
understanding of  law that acknowledges that it is never  only  a thing but always in 
the process of  becoming needs to question this alliance of  internal–external with 
time–space. It also must allow law to traverse these distinctions rather than be held 
captive to immobile external space. 8  As I will argue, one way in which law can be 
understood to traverse the inside and outside of  human space is by thinking of  the 
mind as ‘embodied’ and ‘extended’. 9  Mind is an effect of  actions engaging the 
person with the physical world and with other people, and normativity emerges 
from embodied action as much as from any mental source. 

 In later chapters I will take up in more detail other matters concerning space 
and law.  Chapter 6  will consider the question of  scale.  Chapter 8  will look at the 
representation/reality of  space in law. In  Chapter 9  I will consider the (literal 
and metaphorical) image of  law as a path, indicating that in some senses within 
Western law we can see a physical track or path as a kind of  law. Neither the path 
itself  nor my subjective attitude to the path (that I believe it is correct to follow 
it) can be solely indicative of  law. Rather, law is the repeated movement through 
time and space along a particular trajectory (as well as a variety of  other things). 
‘Movement’ here does not only refer to gross bodily actions, but noticeably also 
includes speaking, writing, and relating, and indeed all of  Llewellyn’s ‘doings’. 10  
A ‘trajectory’ is not only a pathway embedded in the earth or in space, but is also 
the multitude of  tracks and circuits that make up our social-material networks. 
This essentially performative understanding of  normativity does not displace other 
notions, for instance that it can take the form of  a singular directive imposed by a 
legislature or by some other political superior. I see it as additive, and a means of  
accessing theoretically a variety of  self–society–law–world entanglements that are 
both spatial and temporal. 

 In this chapter I begin to explore these possibly rather speculative notions, 
with the aim of  breaking down the conventional inside–outside and law–place 
separations. Underpinning everything here is the non-static nature of  space. 11  

 8  Cf  Grosz 1994; Massey 2005; Keenan 2015. 
 9  Varela et al 1991; Lakoff  and Johnson 1999; Rowlands 2010; Malafouris 2013. 
10  Llewellyn 1931. 
11  Massey 2005. 
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Inner and outer space 77

The inside–outside and law–place relationships cannot be comprehended within 
the paradigm of  a rigid and immobile space – indeed it is the fi xed notion of  
space that has informed the separation of  spaces inside and outside the self, as well 
as an abstract notion of  law different to the place in which it is lived and expressed. 
Immobile space can be carved up and categorised, whereas this is more diffi cult if  
not impossible with space that is never itself, and always shifting. A dynamic and 
mobile understanding of  space – a spatio-temporal mélange – brings into focus the 
exchanges and relationships that constitute and challenge the distinctions between 
inside and outside, and law and place. Some of  these points are illustrated in 
Kafka’s  The Trial , and I begin my discussion with some brief  comments about this 
book. 

 Headscape 

 Every man has a conscience, and fi nds himself  observed, threatened, and, in gen-
eral, kept in awe (respect coupled with fear) by an internal judge; and this authority 
watching over the law in him is not something that he himself  voluntarily makes, 
but something incorporated in his being. It follows him like his shadow, when he 
plans to escape. 12  

 As I have said, law is assumed to exist in outer, reifi ed space, the space outside 
the self, yet it is increasingly in post-liberal theory also rightly seen as constitutive 
of  human relationships and subjects – our inner space. Under the infl uence of  
Foucault in particular, but also other theorists such as Althusser, legal and gover-
nance frameworks are often understood as constitutive of  subjects. In one sense, 
outer space law structures our inner space. However, external law does not exist 
in and of  itself, but is itself  constituted and given power by the actions of  agents. 
This dynamic is seen in the threefold law of  Franz Kafka’s  The Trial . K is subject 
to his inner law, but also to the material law of  relationships between people, and 
fi nally to a projected, inscrutable, and inaccessible (state-like) law. Law in  The Trial  
is everywhere and nowhere, while one of  the many enigmas of  the book is that it 
implies without explaining these connections between inner and outer. 

 Kafka used the spatial imaginary of  the urban gothic to describe a legal world 
of  irrationality and existential insecurity.  The Trial  depicts law as unknowable, 
inaccessible, quasi-religious, and full of  paradoxes. The book describes a state law 
that can appear to be extremely bureaucratic and inconsistent. But the book also 
elicits a great many other mysteries, associated with a shadowy parallel system that 
seems to be a psychological externalisation of  the law inside our heads, as well as 
having a materiality of  its own. 

 In the beginning of   The Trial , the everyman protagonist Josef  K is interrogated 
before breakfast one morning and ordered to face an investigation for a crime. 
Knowledge of  the nature of  the transgression as well as the nature of  the law 

12  Kant 1991, 233. 
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78 Inner and outer space

under which he is to be tried elude both K and the reader throughout the entire 
narrative. By contrast, other characters in the novel are better informed about 
both the crime and the law. K is constantly surprised that others seem to know 
about his case, while he remains in the dark. Some of  these knowing others are 
court offi cials, some are informal advisers, and many appear to be complicit in 
K’s situation, though the nature of  their exact involvement is never revealed. 
All K knows is that he has been arrested, and is under investigation. His situ-
ation seems beyond resolution, full of  impossibilities and contradictions: he is 
entirely defi ned by his engagements with the law, though it is also occasionally 
suggested – in one of  the many contradictions of  the book – that he could walk 
away from the law. 13  

  The Trial ’s most famous and probably most commented upon passage is its story 
within, also known as ‘Before the Law’. In this sub-story (or perhaps meta-story) 14  
a priest – also a court offi cial – relates a parable in order to illustrate K’s ‘delusion’ 
about the law, though the exact nature of  this delusion is unclear. A man from the 
country seeks to be admitted to the law. The doorkeeper refuses him entry at that 
moment, indicating however that he will possibly be admitted in the future. The 
man peers through the door, and is told by the doorkeeper that this is only the fi rst 
door of  many, that he is only the lowest of  the doorkeepers, and that each becomes 
more powerful than the last. The man waits for many years but is never admitted 
to the law. He becomes childish and his vista narrows to minutiae such as the fl eas 
on the doorkeeper’s collar. His eyes dim to the point that all he can see is the radi-
ance streaming from the law and he shrinks physically with age. Eventually, on the 
point of  death, he asks the doorkeeper why no-one else has sought to be admitted 
to the law, and the doorkeeper’s answer is completely inscrutable: ‘this door was 
intended only for you. I am now going to shut it.’ 15  

 The man from the country appears to have complete faith in the law and, rather 
than learning from reiterated disappointment, continues to hope until this is all that 
remains. This is because, as Cixous says, ‘he was in the law without knowing it’ and 
‘of  course, it was his own door, his own law’. 16  One difference between the man 
from the country and K is that the man from the country has gone in search of  the 
law, whereas K has been sought by it. Both, however, desire access to law. There is a 
related set of  characters in Dickens’  Bleak House . Gridley, the man from Shropshire, 
has been destroyed by a Chancery case being visited upon him: ‘he began by being 

13  For instance, early in the narrative, during his visit to the court, K has the perception that recogni-
tion of  the law is within his power – ‘it is only a trial if  I recognize it as such’: Kafka 1953, 49. 
Later, when the priest is interpreting the parable of  the law with K, he states that the man from 
the country is not bound to the law: ‘When he sits down on the stool by the side of  the door and 
stays there for the rest of  his life, he does it of  his own free will; in the story there is no mention of  
any compulsion’ (241). 

14  As Derrida points out, the story creates a  mise en abyme , a formal doubling of  the larger story inside 
it: Derrida 1992, 217. 

15  Kafka 1953, 237. 
16  Cixous 1987, 5. 
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Inner and outer space 79

a small Shropshire farmer before they made a baited bull of  him’. 17  His character 
is a warning about Chancery, but one not heeded by Richard Carstone, who is 
hoping to get rich from the Chancery suit he is involved in. Whether they have 
chosen this illusory law or been chosen by it, makes little difference – all of  these 
characters who become fi xated by law are literally destroyed by it. In  Bleak House  
they are contrasted with several characters who are also parties to various cases, 
but who are able to avoid an obsessive attitude to law and continue to live their 
lives almost as normal. Kafka intensifi es relationship to the law in  The Trial  through 
the character of  K and his case which consumes the narrative as it consumes him. 
We hear about many other cases but they are entirely incidental to K’s seemingly 
inevitable trajectory. 

 There are many interpretations of   The Trial  and in particular many plausible 
views about both K’s guilt and the character of  the law. There are interpretations 
that draw out the connections between the book and the Austro-Hungarian law 
that Kafka was trained in. 18  There are interpretations that elicit the psychoana-
lytic meanings of  the book, in particular emphasising Kafka’s relationship with 
his father as the source of  a sense of  guilt or fear and an internalised law. 19  There 
are many attempts to unravel the symbolic and metaphorical meanings of  the law 
under which K is arrested and charged as well as philosophical and scriptural-
theological interpretations. 20  

 I am not going to engage with the extensive literature about Kafka and  The 
Trial  here. I simply want to use the work to make a few observations about 
the spatial dimensions of  law. In  The Trial  law is everywhere and nowhere – 
as the painter Titorelli says, there are ‘Law Courts in almost every attic’, 21  and 
yet meeting the highest judges, knowledge of  the law, and even knowledge of  
the particular wrong, are all quite out of  reach. As many have commented, the 
law both exists as an idea and yet does not exist. Access is not promised, only 
implied, but in the end the ‘inside’ of  law appears to be an elaborate illusion. 
There is no inside, or at least none that we can be sure of. 22  Rather, law is to be 
found in the interstices of  the gothic cityscape that is so intricately represented 
in  The Trial : the court is hidden away in a poor and decaying neighbourhood, 
its offi ces are reached through seemingly endless corridors, doors reveal in turn 
everyday and absurd scenes. 

 The ‘inside’ – the mystery – of  law therefore seems to be little more than a 
projection, a hope. Gaining access to the inside, even if  it did exist, would in any 
case surely mean death: the closer K gets to law – that is, every time he visits the 
offi ces or courts – he is physically overwhelmed by the airless and stale atmosphere. 
On several occasions K comes close to fainting – it is as though upon coming into 

17  Dickens 1971, 398. 
18  Robinson 1982; Banakar 2010. 
19  Cixous 1991; cf  Deleuze and Guattari 1986; Douzinas and Geary 2005. 
20  See also Benjamin 1968, 111–140; Derrida 1992; Gasché 2002. 
21  Kafka 1953, 182. 
22  See in particular Cixous 1991, 14–19. 
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80 Inner and outer space

contact with the law you cannot breathe. It apparently cannot sustain everyday 
life, though for those who are ‘of ’ the law the fresh air outside their offi ces is 
equally intolerable. 23  One of  the most evocative, and visceral, of  the many simi-
larities between Dickens’  Bleak House  and  The Trial  is the way in which each novel 
constructs an atmospherics of  law. In  Bleak House  the fog in London is dense and 
‘everywhere’, but it is at it thickest in Lincoln’s Inn Hall where the Lord High 
Chancellor sits ‘at the very heart of  the fog’. 24  

 The spaces of  law in  The Trial  moreover seem to shift shape, and even bend 
time. The interrogation chamber, found within a building of  tiny residential fl ats, 
is only a medium-sized room, yet it is fi lled with what appear to be a large number 
of  people and things, including a long table, raised gallery seating, and factions 
of  people seated in rows. Later in the story, in the lumber room of  his own bank, 
K comes across two bank employees being subjected to corporal punishment. 
Re-opening the door a day later, K fi nds exactly the same scene, where he had 
previously left it. 

 Reza Banakar says that Kafka ‘combined internal and external views of  the 
law’, 25  or perspectives generated by his own insider knowledge of  the law as well 
as by an appreciation of  its incomprehensibility and irrationality when viewed from 
the perspective of  an outsider. This is undoubtedly the case. The story of  K is the 
story of  an outsider to the law: he is entirely ignorant of  it and fl ounders in all of  
his efforts to understand what is happening to him. At the same time, the authorial 
voice, while somewhat detached and neutral, conveys an insider’s knowledge – if  
not of  the precise law under which K is tried, at least of  the obscurities, complex-
ities, and absurdities of  law generally. These insider and outsider views roughly line 
up with the traditional legal philosophical view and sociological views of  law: we 
see both an account of  the nature of  law (though without it being capable of  reduc-
tion to a ‘theory’) as well as an outsider’s factual engagements with law. However, 
rather than show any orderly system, Kafka exposes the irrational nature of  law 
as experienced from these perspectives. The insider’s view shows a contradictory 
and incomprehensible legal world with yet more secrets than even an insider can 
imagine. The outsider perspective, far from capturing the behavioural regularities 
of  those associated with the system, reveals them to be unpredictable, though not 
entirely random. 

 In addition to the insider’s and outsider’s views of  law, Kafka also wove into 
K’s  singular  experience encounters with a law internal to the subject and events 
determined by a purely external law. The law appears to move in and out of  K’s 
psyche/subjectivity and the external world. It traverses his mind and body, but is 
also intrinsically of  the external physical and social environment. Law really is 
everywhere and nowhere – in  all  of  the attics, whether they are symbolic, bodily, 
or in real houses.  The Trial  is striking for this sense of  continuity as well as rupture 

23  Kafka 1953, 84. 
24  Dickens 1971, 50. 
25  Banakar 2010, 482. 
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Inner and outer space 81

between the legal process inside K’s head – his ‘internal court’ 26  – and the outside 
law, whether it is natural law, religious law, or some other mysterious system oper-
ating alongside the ‘ordinary’ state law. We see a law that transgresses bodily and 
psychological boundaries – the law is inside us, shaping us, constructing us, and 
also shaped and constructed by us in our personal and social identities – and also 
beyond us, as the medium of  the social world, in this case a dystopian world that 
is also entirely ordinary. This is not to say that K’s law is purely imagined – but it 
is a projection from inside to out and vice versa. 

 Thus, although it is true to say of   The Trial  and ‘Before the Law’ that ‘the law 
is not just unknown, it is absent’ and ‘the law remains temporally and spatially 
deferred’, 27  Kafka’s law is also in the here and now. It slips away but is nonetheless 
right in front of  you and is part of  your existence. 

 In this way, the psychological, corporeal, material, social, and mystical elem-
ents of  law are all knotted together in  The Trial . Law is the kind of  conceptual 
tangle that can be unravelled only by pulling tentatively at a single strand, a 
process that nonetheless tightens the remaining threads. There is great stability 
in such a mass, but little possibility of  total comprehension. Trying to reduce 
this legal knottiness to a stable set of  parameters let alone a system becomes 
impossible when we perceive that law is both an external object and also, most 
intimately, psychologically and relationally enacted. To fi nd the law, we need 
to know ourselves from moment to moment but, in order to do that, we need 
also to understand and represent the law. It slips away but is right here. We are 
living it, being it, breathing it. 

 Western legal theory has tried to stabilise such unsettling dynamics through the 
externalisation, dephysicalisation, and spatialisation of  concepts. In order to be 
represented and made graspable, concepts are removed from the self  and subject-
ive experience and made into objects. They are abstracted from physical locations 
and from their material media (including the human body). And they are imagined 
through the metaphors of  space, a rendering that, as Doreen Massey argues, is 
designed to immobilise concepts so they can be grasped but that in the process 
misrepresents space as static. 28  

 Thus although law is lived  in  physical space and bodily performances, it is often 
understood theoretically as an object in spatial terms. It is displaced from the self  
and all of  our relationships, and objectifi ed, allowing it to be rendered in essen-
tially static terms – holding still any troubling psychic topography. This does not 
mean that law is ever really understood as existing  in  the physical world; rather, it 
is removed from the self  and objectifi ed as an abstraction, and in the process it is 
loaded up with spatial imagery which solidifi es its externality. Rendering concepts 
as consisting of  boundaries, limits, fi elds, domains, and territories is not so much 

26  Kant 1991, 235. 
27  Douzinas and Geary 2005, 357. 
28  Massey 2005. 
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82 Inner and outer space

an internalisation of  spatial categories (though it might be that), but rather an 
externalisation of  concepts. 

 These three dimensions of  an abstract concept of  law – that it is imagined through 
spatial images, that it is essentially immaterial, and that it is external to the self  – are 
themselves diffi cult to disentangle. As I have already considered the issue of  material-
ity and immateriality in  Chapters 3  and  4  (and will return to issues of  location, place, 
and performance in later chapters), in what follows I look briefl y at spatial imagery 
and the locations of  law inside, outside, and between its human subjects. 

 Lawspace 

 As Delaney comments, ‘liberal legal discourse is an embarrassingly rich source of  
spatial tropes and metaphors. And these, it can be argued, are not incidental to 
how law is presented and perceived but are foundationally constitutive of  liberal 
legality as such.’ 29  Some of  the spatial images of  law are extremely well known. 
They include a multitude of  boundary metaphors delimiting law, norms, areas of  
law, jurisdictions, the constitution, and the self  as well as representations of  global 
or national law through maps and via the concept of  scale. 30  

 In its representation through spatial imagery, law is no different from many other 
concepts, such as ‘society’, 31  the emotions, and even time. 32  In general, and as is 
well known, concepts, representation, knowledge, and entire disciplines are also 
frequently removed from any subjective identifi cation and represented through 
spatial metaphors. Foucault, for instance, commented upon the complicity of  
geographical and legal metaphors in constructing knowledge as political, noting 
that to speak of  knowledge in terms of  ‘region, domain, implantation, displace-
ment, [and] transposition’ opens up an analysis of  knowledge as power, since there 
is ‘an administration of  knowledge, a politics of  knowledge, relations of  power 
which pass via knowledge’. 33  The division of  knowledge into fi elds and terrains is 
political – it allows (and is done for the purposes of ) administration and governance – 
for instance to ensure that it takes a particular form, is under specialised control, 
and contains conduits and pathways for dissemination of  itself  and for transmis-
sion of  approved messages. 

 Thomas Gieryn illustrates the active construction of  spatialised knowledge in a 
quite practical domain, describing the ‘boundary work’ of  scientists: this consists 
of  efforts on multiple fronts to maintain the credibility of  science by ensuring that 
non-scientifi c work, such as astrology and alchemy, remains outside the domain of  

29  Delaney 2003, 69. 
30  On boundaries and law generally, see Holder and Harrison 2003, 6–9; for a discussion of  the 

boundary metaphor as it pertains to the concept of  the self, see Nedelsky 1990; Naffi ne 1998; for a 
selection of  work on jurisdiction see McVeigh 2007; and for cartographic and scalar representations 
of  law see Santos 1987; Goldstein 2003; Valverde 2009. 

31  Bourdieu 1985; Silber 1995. 
32  Boroditsky 2000. 
33  Foucault 1980, 69. 
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Inner and outer space 83

science. He describes the utility of  spatial metaphors, and mapping in particular, in 
terms of  understanding the multiple relationships between elements of  knowledge: 

 Maps do to nongeographical referents what they do to the earth. Boundar-
ies differentiate this thing from that; borders create spaces with occupants 
homogeneous and generalized in some respect . . . Arrangements of  spaces 
defi ne logical relations among sets of  things: nested, overlapping, adjacent, 
separated. Coordinates place things in multidimensional space, making it pos-
sible to know the direction and distance between things. 34  

 Understanding knowledge cartographically is helpful because of  the symbolic power 
of  maps. Their visual referents are easily seen and translatable into schemas and tax-
onomies. Nonetheless, it is important not to forget that the borders and domains are 
actively produced, and that they are the channels and determinants for expressions 
of  power. 35  Scientifi c credibility, as Gieryn illustrates in depth, is produced by active 
and repeated interventions into this process of  border maintenance. 

 It is hardly a surprise that the constitution of  the political fi eld is similarly 
structured by various delineations and terrain-marking exercises. Liberal think -
ers, as Michael Walzer famously said, ‘preached and practiced an art of  
separ ation. They drew lines, marked off  different realms, and created the socio-
political map with which we are still familiar.’ 36  These lines included those 
between religion and the state, the political sphere and civil society, and the 
public and the private realms. The resulting cartography of  liberal political society 
has proved highly resilient, shaping not only normative ideals (politics should be 
free from religious infl uence, the state should keep out of  the private domain) 
but also often misguided socio-political perceptions (politics is free from religion, 
private violence is not criminal). 

 In  For Space , Doreen Massey argues that the spatial representations of  philosophy 
often reduce space to a static category. ‘Through many twentieth-century debates 
in philosophy and social theory runs the idea that spatial framing is a way of  con-
taining the temporal. For a moment, you hold the world still. And in this moment 
you can analyse its structure.’ 37  The problematic issue identifi ed by Massey is not 
that representation is spatialised but rather that space is then understood as fi xed 
and static, rather than dynamic. One very explicit instance of  such thinking is to 
be found in structuralism, which is based on the idea that things can be under-
stood in their relationship to each other in the absence of  time. The synchronic 
in structuralism is framed as spatial (largely because it holds the system still), while 
the diachronic element crosses time. 38  As Massey argues, space in structuralism is 

34  Gieryn 1999, 7. 
35  Pinder 1996. 
36  Walzer 1984, 315. 
37  Massey 2005, 36. 
38  See eg Saussure 1966. 
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84 Inner and outer space

conceived essentially as the negation of  time, meaning that ‘such structures rob the 
objects to which they refer of  their inherent dynamism’. 39  They close space rather 
than leave it open and in process. 

 One key contribution of  post-structuralism and in particular deconstruction 
is, as Massey says, the ‘dynamisation and dislocation of  structuralism’s struc-
tures’. 40  This is especially evident in the work of  Derrida, who insisted that the 
spatialised elements in a structure had to be understood as  produced , as actively held 
apart, and as reliant on iterability – that is, the  possibility  of  being repeated at some 
future time, a repeating which might purport to be of  the same thing, but that 
would nonetheless be different – at least in time and in its particularity. 41  Structures 
– and the spatial imaginary informing them – could never be understood as static. 
The  différance  that makes language possible contains both differing (a dynamic 
space) and deferring (a spatialised time) or, as Derrida put it, ‘a becoming-time of  
space and the becoming-space of  time’. 42  Saussure’s mutton is different from his 
lamb, not just because one is here and the other is over there, but because the terms 
are produced and practised as different, their difference is actively maintained, 
and because this act of  maintenance presupposes a future iteration of  the differ-
ence (which may or may not occur, but which will never be entirely identical). An 
 appearance  of  stasis may be created by this productive effort, this holding apart and 
practice of  difference, but any appearance of  stability glosses over the differing 
and deferring of  meaning that is always intrinsic to the system. It is important 
to emphasise that this production or performance  involves physical action by persons –  
discursive reiteration for instance, or some tangible corporeal act. 

 Abstract concepts – including the concept of  law – are, then, often compre-
hended as external to the self  through spatial metaphors while space in turn is often 
seen as immobile. The consequence is that spatialised concepts and representations 
are themselves seen as solid, limited, and fi xed. Theory disrupts this fi xity in a num-
ber of  ways, in particular by emphasising that the stability of  any space-structure 
is produced and reliant on ongoing maintenance and constituted exclusions, and 
that there is always a dynamic reference forwards and back in time, and an inde-
terminacy between inside and out, which is part of  any act of  differentiation. But 
it is also possible to go further and question the boundary between the interior 
experience of  selves and the spaces in which they exist. 

 Beyond inside and out 

 As indicated earlier in this chapter, spatialisation of  concepts is also often accom-
panied by an insistence on their exteriority and (hence) objectivity – removing the 
concept from the lived experiences of  the self. As Grosz explains by reference to 

39  Massey 2005, 38. 
40  Ibid, 42. 
41  Derrida 1982; Davies 1996, 111; Massey 2005, 49–54. 
42  Derrida 1982, 8. 
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Inner and outer space 85

Irigaray and Kant, the space–time dualism is aligned with exterior and interior, 
and body and mind: space is often understood as exterior to the self, while time 
is seen as interior to subjectivity. 43  Not coincidentally, they are gendered – time 
aligning with the masculine knowing subject who is part of  culture, and space 
aligning with the female object of  knowledge who is part of  nature. 44  As many 
feminists have argued, this knowledge matrix dictates that only the subject can 
possibly know anything, and what  he  knows are objects (including women and other 
non-subjects). 45  At the same time, embodied subjectivity and any self-refl ection this 
might encourage is erased, meaning that knowledge is fi gured as a disembodied, 
fl oating object without any explicit connection to selves. Bringing knowledge (and 
law) back to the self  – re-embodying it – has long been a key task for feminists and 
others excluded from paradigms of  knowledge construction. 46  

 As illustrated in  The Trial , the experience and being of  law is both internal and 
external to the self, as well as both behavioural/material and abstract. Law tra-
verses internal and external space. It crosses the abstract and material elements 
of  being, the particular and the general. Although ‘the law’ as a positive social 
construction is framed and understood as external to the self, yet at the same time 
as an abstract construct, it is equally to be found in the relationships between 
people, the attitudes and intentions we have towards ourselves, the social narra-
tives we construct, our fi ctive projections, and our physical environments. Such 
law arises from various forms of  custom or usage, from socio-cultural messages 
and mythologies, and from political authorities. For some people, it is connected 
to their understanding of  religion or an interpretation of  ‘nature’ or morality. For 
individualised Westerners, law may not exactly be ‘who we are’ 47  (as if  we knew) 
but it is nonetheless lived and experienced. This living of  course is not necessarily 
straightforward – there is no unity or concurrence of  inside and out. Rather – as 
for Joseph K – experiences of  law are often complicated and antagonistic. 48  

43  Grosz 1995; see also Massey 2005, 57. 
44  ‘If  Irigaray is correct in her genealogy of  space-time in ancient theology and mythology, space is 

conceived as a mode (indeed God’s mode) of  exteriority, and time as the mode of  interiority. In 
Kant’s conception too . . . space is the mode of  apprehension of  exterior objects, and time a mode 
of  apprehension of  the subject’s own interior. This may explain why Irigaray claims that in the West 
time is conceived as masculine (proper to a subject, a being with an interior) and space is associated 
with femininity (femininity being a form of  externality to men). Woman is/provides space for man, 
but occupies none of  her own.’ Grosz 1995, 98–99. See also Lefebvre, who speaks of  a ‘schism’ 
between mental space, social space, and physical space. He attributes this in part to philosophical 
notions such as Descartes’  res extensa –  external and absolute physical matter. See Lefebvre 1991, 
14. 

45  MacKinnon 1987, 55. 
46  See eg Grbich 1992. 
47  ‘The law is who we are, we are also the law’: Watson 1997, 39; cf  Graham 2008. 
48  Henri Lefebvre says of  ‘archaic societies’ that ‘they obey social norms without knowing it – that is to 

say without recognizing those norms as such. Rather, they live them spatially: they are not ignorant 
of  them, they do not misapprehend them, but they experience them immediately’: 1991, 230. I am 
not entirely sure what he means by ‘archaic societies’ here (though it appears to refer to the local 
scale), but I would argue that the same point can in fact be made of  modern societies – there is 
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86 Inner and outer space

 There are several aspects of  this entanglement of  the ‘interiority’ of  the 
human subject and external manifestations of  law. By extracting the law–
subject interface from various types of  theory, we can perceive some of  the 
sources for a multifaceted account of  the continuities and discontinuities 
between the person’s subjective experience/being and the external realm 
of  material legal relationships. At the modernist end of  legal theory, some 
positivists have emphasised the role of  willing individuals in the process of  
law creation, system recognition, and norm interpretation. However, crit-
ical and socio-legal theories provide many more methods for analysing this 
interface, and illustrate the mutuality and interdependence of  embodied selves 
and normative environments. A focus on embodied subjectivity, narrative and 
discourse, intentional or networked agential interventions, consciousness, or 
performance can be deployed in the search for an understanding of  subject–
law dynamics, both for expert knowers of  state law and for non-expert plural 
knowers of  multi-modal normativity.  Chapter 7  will return to the many ways in 
which state and non-state law can be said to be imagined, lived, and constituted 
by subjects and agents – through narrative, habits, relations, performances, 
mythologies, and so forth. In the remainder of  this chapter, I want to look at 
perhaps a more problematic challenge for legal theory coming from philosoph-
ical approaches that contest the edges of  the body and the internal–external 
distinction by extending the mind into the physical world, or by insisting that 
mind and knowledge are co-emergent. 

 As we have seen, and as many others have noted, the strong hold that Cartesian 
dualism has on our understanding of  the world means that Western theory and 
philosophy has a tendency to oscillate between emphasising matter and emphasis-
ing the mind and its ideas. It is diffi cult to fi nd a way beyond Cartesianism, such 
is its reach in forming a world view. Broadly (and simplistically) speaking there 
are a number of  alternatives to the ontological view that mind and matter are 
separate substances. These are nihilism (nothing exists); monism (only one form of  
substance exists); and pluralism (many types of  substances exist). Within monism, 
several types are possible. The fi rst is monistic materialism, where everything is 
composed of  matter. 49  The second is a monistic idealism, where everything is essen-
tially mental. 50  And the third is a monism that refuses to differentiate between mind 

much law that we live and experience without necessarily understanding that it is law or needing 
to pay attention to that fact. 

49  Mary Midgley says that this version of  materialism is a rejection of  mind: Midgley 2014. It is 
important to distinguish what is sometimes referred to as ‘materialism’ (or ‘physicalism’) in the 
analytical philosophy tradition, which reduces mental objects to matter, from the materialism of  
Marx and continental philosophy. 

50  Elizabeth Grosz says: ‘To reduce either the mind to the body or the body to the mind is to leave their 
interaction unexplained, explained away, impossible. Reductionism denies any interaction between 
mind and body, for it focuses on the actions of  either one of  the binary terms at the expense of  the 
other.’ Grosz 1994, 7. 
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Inner and outer space 87

and matter, and that attempts to describe a world in which matter and meaning 
are part of  the same plane of  existence. 51  

 These ontological positions can be combined with various epistemological pos-
itions (there can or cannot be certain knowledge; anti-foundational foundational-
ism; relativism; and so forth). As I have indicated in earlier chapters, 52  I prefer not 
to be drawn into any absolute distinction between ontology and epistemology, 
though I may use it by way of  fi ction from time to time. This is because being and 
knowing are inextricably linked and, because the result of  this linking (things that 
matter) are located, emergent, and temporal, they are necessarily plural. Moreover, 
there are arguably many more modalities at stake than being and knowing (doing, 
having, playing, performing, and presumably many others beyond the constraints 
of  the English language) and it is diffi cult to see why theory needs to be so limited. 
Nonetheless, it has to be conceded that the mind–body distinction and its con-
sequences for what we think we know are discursively and politically extremely 
powerful. It is therefore important to consider theory that deploys the distinction 
in an effort to overcome it. 

 The philosophy of  Spinoza is perhaps the best known of  the non-dualistic and 
anti-Cartesian approaches to mind–body – Spinoza’s thought has been infl uential 
for philosophers wishing to fi nd a way past the dualisms that have not only been 
so problematic in theory, but have also led to a limited and ‘unbalanced’ approach 
to philosophy. 53  Although Spinoza’s belief  in an infi nite substance, entirely identi-
fi ed with God-Nature, may seem unpalatable to the twenty-fi rst-century atheist 
consciousness, as well as sounding suspiciously medieval, it contains a useful core 
sensibility about the indivisibility of  things. Rather than reduce mind to matter or 
vice versa, Spinoza saw them as derivatives of  a monistic substance: it is not that 
mind and matter do not exist, nor that one is reducible to the other. They are the 
same thing and indivisible, but ‘modes’ or ‘modifi cations’ of  substance. 54  

 Twentieth- and twenty-fi rst-century thinkers have not felt it necessary to place 
God behind or within the material world and our cognitive understanding of  it, 
though this does not necessarily mean that the matter–meaning relationship is any 
less mysterious. New ways of  understanding the mind–body and matter–meaning 
relationships have emerged in recent decades, which are based on an appreciation 
of  the co-emergence of  cognition and physical experience. Mind cannot exist 
but for engagement in spatial, temporal, and material contexts. This is not to say 
that mind is reducible to such contexts, rather that there is a mutual reliance or 
co-dependence between mind and body, mind and matter, in human existence. 
Theory of  the extended mind, and more recently material engagement theory, 

51  See discussion of  Spinoza, below. 
52  Karen Barad’s notion of  onto-epistemology is, as I have already explained, signifi cant here: Barad 

2007. 
53  See comments by Gatens 2009, 1–2, on the ‘unbalanced, and partial’ nature of  the philosophical 

tradition. On Spinoza, see the essays collected in Gatens 2009 as well as Deleuze and Guattari 
1994; Grosz 1994, 10–13; Colebrook 2000. 

54  Grosz 1994, 10; Spinoza 1996. 
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88 Inner and outer space

places the ‘mind’ in the extended (or spatial–physical) world. 55  Such theory rep-
resents a non-Cartesian view of  mind–body because, instead of  distinguishing 
between these as different substances, they are rather seen as co-existent. The 
mind is, as Rowlands explains, ‘(1) embodied, (2) embedded, (3) enacted, and (4) 
extended’. 56  This means that mind emerges in material contexts or, as Lambros 
Malafouris says, ‘mind and things are co-constituted in situated action’. 57  And 
‘[t]hinking is not something that happens “inside” brains, bodies, or things: rather, 
it emerges from contextualised processes that take place “between” brains, bod-
ies, and things’. 58  Thus, ideas about the extended, embodied, and engaged mind 
essentially externalise it or place it in continuity with the physical world. This is 
not to say that it does not exist, rather that it exists in relation with physical things 
and is not simply internal. 

 By taking the concepts of  mind and self  out of  the individualised body and 
placing them in a material setting, it is possible to begin to perceive how normativity – 
social and legal – arises through relationships that are ecological, discursive, and 
irreducibly plural. Rather than thinking of  norms as essentially mental or inten-
tional constructs, we might see them as products of  engaged actions – whether this 
is (for instance) the repeated actions that become usages and customs, intentional 
agreements, or more subtle iterations in language and cultural mythologies. 

 Being-in not being-and 

 Western thinking exteriorises law as a concept and, in the same moment, spatialises 
it. Many concepts, including the large categories of  disciplinary knowledge and 
representation itself, are also spatialised and – because space is regarded as static – 
turned into immobile abstractions. Understanding that space is dynamic, it is con-
stituted and plastic, assists us in mobilising concepts and seeing them as responsive 
and dynamic rather than comprising solid boundaries and fi elds. 

 In addition to being somewhat static, the fundamental spatial construction of  
law is that it is other to and different from the self. The person is bound by law, 
guided by law, and our identities and relationships are formally defi ned by law. The 
law exists in outer, reifi ed space, outside the self. The liberal  person  on the other 
hand is traditionally seen to be pre-social and pre-legal, free except for the neces-
sary imperatives of  law. Even where – after the critique of  the subject – the self  
is understood to be relational, constituted in social settings, gendered, raced, and 
emergent from a dynamic interaction with the social and material environment, 
‘law’ tends to remain stubbornly outside the constitution of  the self. 

 However, as I have suggested, a  general and unlimited  legal theory, like  The Trial , 
cannot be constrained by this idea of  the outward realm where the subject is 

55  Varela et al 1991; Lakoff  and Johnson 1999; Rowlands 2010; Malafouris 2013. 
56  Rowlands 2010, 3. 
57  Malafouris 2013, 77. 
58  Ibid, 77–78. 
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Inner and outer space 89

simply a human citizen, actor, agent subsisting in relation to some external system 
of  norms. A general legal theory can also consider the dynamics of  subject–law 
and object–law, normativity in inner and outer space, and the constructed law that 
appears to circulate in social environments. It can appreciate the co-emergence of  
mind and matter and the contingencies involved in maintaining as given the limits 
of  the human body. 

 The discussion above suggests just a few of  the many ways in which the internal–
external or subjective–objective distinction can be mobilised and disrupted in legal 
theory. Even in what is often referred to as the ‘mainstream’ legal theoretical trad-
ition, the subjective attitude has often appeared as a signifi cant precondition for 
the existence of  law. 59  Law does not exist in and of  itself, like a rock. (Which is not 
to say that it is not physical, as I argued in  Chapter 4 .) In mainstream legal theory 
an attitude to law is intuited and universalised by the theorist, rather than based 
on any understanding of  human embodiment, differential experience, and the 
effects of  social power. Feminist and socio-legal theory helps to correct this error 
by placing experience, relationality, and consciousness at the basis of  law’s being 
and our knowledge of  it. There are many other instances where critical and socio-
legal theory has illustrated the entanglement of  subjects who know, experience, 
and enact law, with the relational networks that consolidate these enactments into 
the objectifi able things that we call social norms or laws. I will come back to them 
in  Chapter 7 , with a greater emphasis on the performing and narrating subject 
(rather than her internal life). 

 The ‘forgotten path’ described by Irigaray between inside and outside, subject 
and object, can in this way be deliberately and openly trodden in our understand-
ing of  law. 60  This is not only the path from inside Plato’s cave of  subjective partial 
representations to the outside world of  true knowledge; it equally goes the other 
way – in fact it is a constant traversal in and out, so much so that the once clear 
delineations of  our subjectivity and the external world begin to recede. 

 *** 

 How do we understand law theoretically then? As a provisional statement, I 
would say that law is discursive, performed, assumed, located, relational, and 
material. It is emergent in social space – through performances, intra-actions, 
and material relations, and also through the imaginings, narratives, and self-
constructions that inform and are informed by these things. Law is inside and 
outside the self, material and immaterial, immanent to mind and body, and in 
natureculture. It is intrinsically plural – differentiated by different knowledges, sub-
jectivities, locations, performances. It is also solid and fl uid – predictable, merely 
probable, but also contestable and transient. 

59  For further discussion of  this point, see Chapter 7. 
60  Irigaray 1985, 246. 
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 6  Scales of law 

  [N]omos  is a matter of  the fundamental process of  apportioning space that is essen-
tial to every historical epoch – a matter of  the structure-determining convergence 
of  order and orientation in the cohabitation of  peoples on this now scientifi cally 
surveyed planet. . . . Every new age and every new epoch in the coexistence of  
peoples, empires, and countries, of  rulers and power formations of  every sort, is 
founded on new spatial divisions, new enclosures, new spatial orders of  the earth. 1  

 Introduction 

 In previous chapters I have tried to expand radically the potential reach of  legal 
theory. My aim has been to give a sense of  the unlimited nature of  law and the 
multifaceted ways it can be known and brought into being in its plural and material 
contexts. Important themes here have been the emergent nature of  law, its materi-
ality, and the inseparability of  questions about law from questions about human 
subjectivity and identity. My aim in each of  the remaining chapters is to narrow 
the discussion to a particular frame of  reference. Each chapter considers a specifi c 
entry point into legal theory and, although these are all loosely connected, I do not 
attempt to draw a unifi ed theory of  law – it is more of  a composite image where 
only a few of  the possible elements have yet been considered. 

 I start in this chapter by looking at some of  the ways in which formal and infor-
mal law can be differently delimited in a geographical sense, using the frequently 
discussed concept of  scale. My purposes are relatively simple, primarily to highlight 
the dynamism of  scale and its consequent role in generating legal complexity, legal 
plurality, and the multiple axes of  subjectifi cation to law. Thinking about scale 
offers insight into the movement of  law between sub-national to transnational and 
international spaces, and underlines the need for an expansive and mobile view 
of  what law is, or might be. At the same time, it is necessary to keep a fi rm view 
of  the fact that the onto-epistemological constitution of  law occurs in subjective 
engagements  with  law as well as in the refl ective and objectifying stance resulting in 
a mapped system. Thus,  Chapter 7  returns to the question of  subjects creating law 

1  Schmitt 2003, 78–79. 
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Scales of  law 91

in various modalities.  Chapter 8  considers metaphor as an aspect of  the relation-
ship between language and materiality in understanding law.  Chapter 9  narrows 
this further by considering the pathway as a metaphorical and material instanti-
ation of  law. 

 Satellite and street views 

 When you walk out of  your door in the morning or, even before that, when you get 
out of  bed, your experience of  the world is that it is fl at. You know better of  course. 
You know that it is spherical, or roughly so. But most of  the actions performed by 
most people on an everyday basis are premised on the experience and perception 
of  fl atness. This experience of  fl atness is an effect of  physical size. Compared to 
a real-life human being, the earth in its actual size is immense, and it is only when 
some form of  scaling-down is applied and our size relative to the earth is increased – 
for instance, by space travel, by mapping, or by means of  the conceptual meas-
urements of  science – that it is possible to understand the sphericity of  the earth. 
A change of  scale makes the object of  perception larger or smaller, for instance 
by changing the physical or conceptual distance between the thing and the person 
who perceives it. Often, this is done via some visual representation, for instance 
in the form of  a map or a globe. But the application of  distance can take many 
forms. Intercontinental travel for instance joins spatial with temporal distance – a 
long-distance navigator experiences and takes account of  the sphericity of  the 
earth by virtue of  the lapsing of  hours, days, or weeks (depending on mode of  
transport) and thousands of  kilometres. In more immediate contexts, curvature, 
rather than sphericity, is experienced by the disappearance of  large objects over the 
horizon – again as a result of  a spatio-temporal distance being established between 
the perceiver and the object. I remember that a building was there but now, having 
travelled some ten kilometres down the road, it is gone. Ten minutes ago I could 
see the sun, but now it has set. 

 Application of  scale is also often a change of  perspective. 2  A change of  scale 
can mean that some objects become visible and others invisible – we may be able 
to see either the whole forest or the twig attached to a specifi c tree, but not both 
at once. A change of  scale may also result in a change of  observational position. 
Both points can be illustrated by reference to the satellite images, maps, and street 
views available on Google Earth and Google Maps. When you locate a place on 
Google Earth, you can fi nd a satellite image that you are looking at from above, 
which you can zoom in or out of  to see the place at different scales. Zooming is also 
possible in Google Maps which, however, replicates conventional mapping practice 
and excludes the visual reality of  buildings, trees, and parks. Simple zooming does 
not mean a change of  perspective, simply a change of  granularity, bringing some 
features into view and others out of  it. On the other hand, you can also switch to 
a ‘street view’ that places you  in  the street, giving you a more experiential feel of  

2  Santos 1987; Darian-Smith 1998, 115. 
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92 Scales of  law

the location. 3  Zooming the map or satellite image changes the scale, while street 
view changes both the scale and the observational position – from a bird’s-eye view 
(or, by extension, the god’s eye view) to something more horizontal and relational. 
This is similar to the difference in phenomenology between looking at something 
as an objectifi ed thing different to, distant from, and external to the self  or, on the 
other hand, as part of  the world experienced by the self. Of  course, using Google 
Earth or Google Maps, in neither situation are you really  there , but the street view 
mimics the subjective feel of  being on the ground, so to speak. 4  

 Similarly, when you walk down the street, in front of  you is an experience of  
(relative) fl atness, but when the scale is changed and you become distanced from 
the ‘real’ and immediately present earth, you perceive it as spherical or curved. In 
the fi rst instance, you are a participant and experience the earth directly, but in the 
second instance, you are an observer whose perception is mediated by distance, 
representation, or memory. Which perception is the more ‘true’? The experiential 
one in front of  you, or the representational or remembered one? The near one, or 
the far one? The present one or the mediated one? In one view of  the world, we 
cannot trust what is before us because appearances deceive. 5  Indeed our ‘know-
ledge’ that the earth is in fact spherical seems to confi rm that this is so: knowledge 
has often been assumed to be better when it is more objective, when there is space 
between the knowing subject and the object, or when it is abstract or capable of  
abstraction. 6  

 The presumption that distance produces better knowledge has been thoroughly 
challenged by critical theories and, in the case of  maps, by critical cartography. 7  
Representations – including those implicated in a choice of  scales or of  map-
ping practices – always select and exclude, while often masking or naturalising 
the choices involved. Heidegger explains the modern representational world as 
one where the represented object is produced in the same moment that the (post-
Cartesian) representing subject comes into being. 8  The world as object, something 
representable and able to be dominated, including its map-making imaginary, 9  
comes into being with the subject who stands in front of  the ‘world’ as an indi-
vidual entity. (The ‘world’ is everything that exists, physical, historical, social. 10 ) 
As Barbara Bolt explains, for Heidegger, ‘representation, or representationalism, 

 3  See Valverde 2015, 59–60, discussing de Certeau 1984. 
 4  As will become obvious, zooming is only a partial explanation for scale – it suggests that scale is 

essentially about framing and size but in fact it is equally about relations between elements that 
might not translate between scales. 

 5  Plato’s allegory of  the cave concerns the illusory nature of  mere appearances, while in his  Medita-
tions  Descartes elevated doubt about appearances into philosophical method: Plato 1955, 316–325; 
Descartes 2008. 

 6  Massey 2005, 107. 
 7  See eg de Certeau 1984; Pinder 1996. 
 8  Heidegger 1977. 
 9  Dorsett 2007, 142–143. 
10  Ibid, 129. 
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Scales of  law 93

is a relationship where, whatever  is , is fi gured as an object for man-as-subject’. 11  
Rather than being  in  the world, the representing subject stands in front of  it, to 
comprehend it as ‘world picture’. Heidegger compares this modern subjectivism–
objectivism matrix to the medieval age, where beings were ranked in creation, 
and also to the Greek condition where the human being remained open and 
exposed, apprehending rather than representing those things that appear or reveal 
themselves. 

 Feminist and critical theory has attempted to put the human being back into the 
world, by valuing standpoint, highlighting context (culture, language, social nor-
mativity), and insisting on the active mutuality of  subject and object in knowledge 
construction. Challenging the subject–object distance – putting the subject into 
the world as a dynamic part of  it (object as well as subject) – has consequences for 
knowledge, as feminists and many other theorists have shown. My interest in this 
chapter is to consider the modalities of  experiencing and representing law when 
we pay attention to these matters – that representations are chosen, that scales 
are diverse, and that there are pluralities of  situations and perspective that may 
animate alternative experiences of  law. 

 Having said all of  that, it is still broadly true to say that practitioners, scholars, 
and the general public associate ‘law’ with the scale and the territory of  the nation-
state and the perspective of  judges and other expert interpreters who are obligated 
to come to a view of  what the law ‘is’, regardless of  particular circumstances. 12  
Legal theory – the part of  legal scholarship aiming to understand the nature of  law 
in theoretical terms – still often mobilises one particular scale of  law (the state) and 
one particular perspective (the legal expert or offi cial) as central to an understand-
ing of  law. Seeing alternatives through the lens of  multiple, and contingent, sliding, 
and in the end dynamic, scales and observational positions can assist in developing 
richer and more diverse approaches to legal theory. As I have emphasised already, 
this is not to discredit the limited view of  law – it remains a working understanding 
that is its own self-fulfi lling constructed truth. 

 The geographical notion of  scale 

 The concept of  scale is a regularly used analytical tool of  both human and bio-
physical geography. Scale typically refers to a hierarchy of  levels of  analysis, ran-
ging from that of  the individual body to that of  the entire planet. 13  In cartographic 
terms a ‘large-scale’ map represents a small space, while a ‘small-scale’ map repre-
sents a large space. This is because the ‘scale’ refers to the ratio of  representation, 
often expressed as a fraction, where the smaller the quotient, the larger the space 

11  Bolt 2004, 13. 
12  Even if  the actual methodology of  many judges is that of  ex post facto rationalisation rather than 

inductively determining the law then applying it deductively to the case, we still expect the fi ction of  
objectively existing law to be sustained discursively – that is, the fi ction that the law ‘is’ a particular 
way. 

13  Brenner 2001, 597. 
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94 Scales of  law

represented. Thinking about scale is important in a legal context because of  the 
dominance of  the state as defi nitive of  law. In this instance a choice of  scale has 
all but obliterated alternative constructions of  law. 

 Scale primarily determines the space under consideration. For instance, analysis 
can take place at the level of  the local neighbourhood, the city, the nation, cross-
national blocs, or the globe. 14  In human geography scales are generally regarded 
as normatively constructed spaces and representational, rather than physical or 
absolute. 15  The representational nature of  scale is sometimes characterised as 
indicating its ‘epistemological’ rather than ‘ontological’ nature. 16  In other words, 
the scale at which analysis occurs is not a quality of  the things-in-themselves or 
of  the natural environment, and it is not objective. It is rather the product of  
representational choices underpinned by social and legal norms, values, practices, 
and ideas. In a political and legal sense, for instance, the ‘nation’ is the product 
of  a legal, political, economic, and social delineation of  geographical space; sub-
national categories such as the city may not be as strictly defi ned as legal entities, 
but are nonetheless the product of  intersecting normative and imaginary char-
acteristics. Nations and cities do not exist in nature, their limits and relations are 
not objective, and as concepts they are generalisable only to a certain degree. 
Having said that, it would perhaps be more accurate to adopt Karen Barad’s term – 
‘onto-epistemological’ 17  – to understand scale. Scale is not a thing in itself, and 
nor is it just a question of  representation or epistemological construction. Rather, 
scales are brought into being by connections between persons and locations, and 
necessarily include constitutive, normative, and symbolic elements as well as ‘real’ 
emergent relationships. 

 A simplistic view of  scale might see it as a series of  spaces in which the smaller 
spaces are successively embedded within the larger – the often-mentioned meta-
phor of  Russian dolls is one that seems to capture well a vision of  a neat hierarchy 
of  enclosed spaces. 18  However, this simple, though perhaps pedagogically useful, 
presentation of  scale is somewhat misleading. 19  Brenner puts it like this: 

 Processes of  scalar structuration do not produce a single nested scalar hier-
archy, an absolute pyramid of  neatly interlocking scales, but are better under-
stood as a mosaic of  unevenly superimposed and densely interlayered scalar 
geometries. 20  

14  All of  these phenomena also have a different size. Howitt and others have categorised scale into 
size, level, and relation. I do not deal specifi cally with size because it is analytically less useful than 
level and relation. See generally Howitt 1998; Sayre and di Vittorio 2009, 19. 

15  Marston 2000; Manson 2008. 
16  Cox 1997; Jones 1998; Manson 2008. 
17  Barad 2007. 
18  Howitt 1993, 36; Howitt 1998, 52; Herod and Wright 2002, 6–7. 
19  Mahon 2006. 
20  Brenner 2001, 606. 
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Scales of  law 95

 There are a number of  reasons why scale cannot be regarded as fi xed neatly in 
this way. First, scales are the product of  normative environments and analytical 
choices rather than predetermined or objective, meaning that they are intrinsically 
dynamic rather than static. The basic reason for making this claim about scale 
is that it is also true of  space, the underlying component of  scale. 21  Space is not 
just a geometrical area with absolute physical properties that can be objectively 
described, but rather the product of  interacting physical, mental, and social pro-
cesses. 22  Space is dynamic, as the examples I opened this chapter with illustrate. 23  
Any deployment of  scale necessarily draws upon this underlying matrix of  space 
construction and its social character in particular means that it may also be motiv-
ated by deliberate political choices, as I will explain further below. 

 The dynamism of  spatial categories is perhaps more evident in human geo-
graphical deployments of  space and scale than in the legal context, where the 
solidity of  state law gives an impression of  relative fi xity – we have a comparatively 
static legal notion of  ‘nation’ because it is an entity with a defi ned international 
status and internally it is structured by some critical instrument like a constitution 
(or by critical events in legal and political history). Even so, it is clear that the  state  
law upon which much legal theory rests is also the end-point of  a number of  rep-
resentational choices. Over time and comparatively across the world, even legal 
concepts of  nation, state, municipality, family, and so forth, vary considerably. 
With the development of  the European Union, European nations are not what 
they were 50 years ago, and are situated very differently from nations that are not 
positioned so defi nitively within a supranational entity. The addition of  a scale 
‘above’ the nation changes the nation itself  legally and symbolically. 24  Through 
history, and outside the state, different possibilities have existed for representing 
and theorising law, but these have been marginalised in normalised theory that 
takes the state as the core case of  ‘law’. 

 A second and equally important argument against the ‘nested’ view is that scales 
overlap and interweave – they have a temporal dimension, and are never cleanly 
delineated. When set in the context of  human geography, the diversity of  scalar 
categories multiplies many times. 25  Combined with the plasticity of  scale, this lack 
of  fi t between the different levels and types of  scale means that there is often no 
way of  translating information cleanly from one scale to another, or that it is even 
possible: ‘many important components which characterise relations at one scale 
simply do not exist at another scale’. 26  Put simply, a particular space or scale is 
the effect of  a variety of  types of  relations and cannot be pinned down to a mere 
physical area or clearly limited terrain. To speak of  the ‘nesting’ of  one scale within 
another would in this context clearly misrepresent the complexity of  scale. 

21  Lefebvre 1991. 
22  Ibid, 11. 
23  See generally Massey 2005. 
24  Darian-Smith 1995. 
25  Howitt 1993, 36; Brenner 2001. 
26  Howitt 1993, 11. 
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96 Scales of  law

 Howitt has developed a useful analogy with musical scales to emphasise the 
fact that geographical scales of  analysis are essentially relational and tem-
poral. He points out that a particular note – for instance the one that Western 
musicians call C – can be positioned within a variety of  musical scales. Within 
Western music, it appears in the C major scale, the A minor scale, the G major 
scale and so forth. 27  It can also appear in non-Western musical scales. The one 
note has a different relation to each scale. Middle C always has the same basic 
physical properties in that it always has the same frequency 28  but its position in 
the scale, its context, and therefore its musical function and meaning (taking that 
term broadly) can change radically. The musical scale is also not synchronous 
because the notes have to be played in a specifi c order and not all at once – its 
temporality is predetermined and intrinsic. Similarly, a topic that is being stud-
ied by a geographer – in Howitt’s case aluminium production – can be exam-
ined at different scales. A phenomenon within that study, such as the Comalco 
mine in Weipa, Cape York Peninsula, Australia, means different things in differ-
ent scales of  analysis. Or, to take a legal example, a measure that is regarded as 
necessary within one level – for instance to protect national interests such as an 
industry or border integrity – might at another level be regarded as something 
else entirely – a breach of  free trade rules or of  the demands of  international 
refugee law. The human being is also inscribed with different legal meanings at 
different scales of  law – sometimes a citizen and subject with legal personality, 
sometimes a bearer of  human rights, sometimes a combatant or non-combatant 
in an armed confl ict, sometimes an asylum seeker, a shareholder, a consumer, 
a tenant, an owner, an Indigenous person, and so forth. Who a human being 
‘is’ in a legal sense and whether s/he is even visible in a legal sense depends on 
the overlapping scales and contexts within which the physical person is defi ned 
and situated. 29  

 At the same time, it is important to remember that embodied human beings 
necessarily engage with what is around them. We engage horizontally with law, 30  
and only experience a ‘street view’. Regardless of  how scales are constructed and 
represented in law or otherwise, there always remains a human existential experi-
ence – the things and people around us that we connect with. The human being 
may be defi ned by and may engage at various structural levels or representational 
scales, but our own experience is necessarily extremely local and physical. Human 

27  Howitt 1998, 55. 
28  The statement needs qualifi cation, actually, as Howitt recognises: 1998, fn 4. The pitch of  specifi c 

notes has changed considerably throughout history and in different places. Concert pitch was not 
fi rmly established until the twentieth century: prior to this, the frequency of  notes was variable. And 
of  course, the transposing instruments use a different notation to refer to particular frequencies. 
None of  this affects the validity of  Howitt’s central point, of  course, though it does perhaps under-
line the importance of  understanding scale as a matter of  both relation  and  (practical) perspective. 

29  Cidell 2006. 
30  Davies 2008. 
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experience is always here and now, though overlaid with imaginaries of  elsewhere, 
past, and future. Where academic work in the form of  geography and legal theory 
often looks from the outside or from above at different scales, 31  and collates experi-
ences into generalities, the micro-interactions that forge and maintain these systems 
are fl at (like our daily experience of  the earth), contextual, personal, and momen-
tary. Speaking of  scale as objective sidelines this necessarily local experience of  
the subject – scale has no phenomenological meaning because what is around me 
are people, objects, environs, in an immediate location. The human body is always 
here and now, in its own little space, interacting with other bodies, other things, 
other people. 

 For this reason I would qualify, but not contradict, Mariana Valverde’s claim 
that ‘there is no such thing as scale-less seeing or depicting’. 32  I  see  what is in front 
of  me and it only becomes a scaled seeing when I imagine myself  from outside, a 
refl ective action that is common enough and necessary to generalised knowledge 
construction, but not intrinsic to the embodied nature of  seeing. Whether I am 
talking to my neighbours or addressing a larger audience, whether I am walk-
ing to the shop or taking an international fl ight, I cannot  directly  experience scale 
because what I experience are the immediate fl at networks of  everyday life. I can 
nonetheless imagine and project scale, overlaying my immediate experience with 
a consciousness of  global governance, global space, or street-level geography and 
politics. Embodied seeing is the condition of  everyone, regardless of  their pos-
ition in socio-political hierarchies. The Secretary-General of  the United Nations, 
a monarch, or a nation’s prime minister all remain in this existential state, seeing 
what is immediately in front of  them even as they refl ectively situate their actions 
and relationships at a particular scale or set of  scales for the purposes of  gover-
nance. As I will explain further in  Chapter 7 , legal theory can take better account 
of  this experiential dimension of  law by altering its imaginary to encompass the 
legal everyday, and consciousness of  law, perspectives long utilised by socio-legal 
scholars. 

 Because scale is representational of  the ‘real’ it implicates normative and polit-
ical choices, 33  and can be deliberately manipulated in the interests of  political object-
ives. The feminist downscaling of  the political from state politics to the level of  
personal relationships is one such deliberate move. It reveals the micro-processes of  
gender in a way often obscured at larger political scales. 34  Deliberate manipulations 
of  scale can work for many varieties of  political claim. When the British Museum 
claims that it should retain the Parthenon Marbles because they are part of  ‘the 

31  See the discussion by Mariana Valverde 2015, 58. 
32  Ibid. 
33  Delaney and Leitner 1997. 
34  ‘Exploring politics within the spaces and scales not generally considered political or powerful 

remains central to feminist geopolitical research’: Fluri 2009, 260. 
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98 Scales of  law

world’s shared heritage and transcend political boundaries’, 35  it is attempting to 
bypass the politics of  repatriation played out at the scale of  nationalism, local 
culture, and the history of  British and Ottoman imperialism. The change of  scale 
is an effort to alter the rhetoric surrounding such items, marginalising or obscur-
ing arguments about cultural theft and national heritage, in the hope that loftier 
political motivations will emerge in favour of  what in the end can still be seen as 
a national interest (but a British, rather than Greek, one). 36  Or, the naming of  a 
terrorist act as an instance of  ‘global’ terror rather than of  local violence deploys 
scale in such a way as to demand a particular political response – one taken in the 
name of  humanity, rather than a particular nation or group of  nations. 37  Import-
antly, however, the discourse is also constitutive of  the scale: talk of  ‘jumping 
scales’ to achieve political ends has been critiqued on the grounds that it tends 
to naturalise or reify scales by assuming that the scales are already there and that 
political actors simply move between them. Instead, we need to be aware of  the 
fact that the rhetoric mobilised to shift the scale of  a political debate constitutes 
or at least reinforces a constructed space. 38  The observer imagines and constructs 
scale, but is also uniquely situated and has their own experiential engagements. 

 Law defi ned through space 

 The classic analysis of  scale in relation to law is Santos’ ‘Map of  Misreading’, 
originally published in 1987, but most recently appearing in a revised format as 
Chapter 8 of  the second edition of   Toward a New Legal Common Sense . 39  Santos 
divides the legal world into three broadly described scales – the local, the national, 
and the global: 

 Let us assume that local law is a  large-scale legality , nation-state law, a  medium-
scale legality , and global law, a  small-scale legality . This means, fi rst of  all, that 
since scale creates the phenomenon, the different forms of  law create different 
legal objects upon the same social objects. In other words, laws use different 
criteria to determine the meaningful details and the relevant features of  the 
activity to be regulated, that is to say, they establish different networks of  facts. 
In sum, different forms of  law create different legal realities. 40  

35  British Museum, ‘The Parthenon Sculptures’, available at www.britishmuseum.org/about_us/
news_and_press/statements/parthenon_sculptures.aspx (accessed May 2016). 

36  An equally powerful though less celebrated example concerns the status of  Aboriginal objects 
removed from the First Nations of  Australia in colonial and early federal times. These are also 
‘universalised’ in museum contexts even though they were often stolen and may have a continuing 
signifi cance to living peoples. 

37  Herod and Wright 2002, 2; see also Riles 2001. 
38  Herod and Wright 2002, 10–11. 
39  Santos 2002; cf  Darian-Smith 1998; Valverde 2015, 48–51. See also Fraser 2008. 
40  Santos 2002, 426. For an extended critique of  the fi rst edition of  this work see Darian-Smith 1998, 

107–112. 
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 At a local scale, Santos undertakes a detailed analysis of  ‘Pasagarda’ law – the 
highly developed system of  non-state law practised by a large and long-established 
squatter community in Rio de Janeiro. 41  ‘Pasagarda’ is a fi ctional name for the 
community. Because the land occupation is illegal under state law and because 
the inhabitants live in poverty, the state system is inaccessible. A residents’ asso-
ciation deals with many civil matters, especially concerning the transfer and 
renovation of  dwellings. The system is extensive, elaborate, somewhat formalised 
and in certain matters supported by state law. At the other end of  the spectrum, 
the global scale, Santos identifi es a number of  spheres of  regulation that mobil-
ise transnational concepts of  law – these include the establishment of  regional 
formations such as the European Union, the  lex mercatoria , the ‘law of  people 
on the move’, and the law of  Indigenous peoples. 42  Like local law these legal 
formations are not determined exclusively by national or international law, but 
have developed outside (and alongside) these other domains. ‘Interlegality’ is the 
term Santos coins to indicate that local, national, and global scales are not self-
contained or autonomous, but overlap and interact in various ways, for instance 
by the selective borrowing of  state law concepts by the informal local legal pro-
cesses. Despite the global, national, and local spaces defi ning these different 
scales of  law, they are not neatly nested within each other: they are structurally 
incommensurable and have porous boundaries. They are constituted, in other 
words, by spatio-temporal engagements and by the movement of  people between 
systems that are differentiated in theory and practice, but that are also entangled 
by virtue of  the human agents moving between them. 43  

 Starting from the point of  view of  a state-based legality, Santos’ division could 
be regarded as essentially socio-legal rather than jurisdictional, jurisprudential, 
or legal because his analytical scales are not exclusively pre-defi ned by specifi cally 
 legal  techniques. This is especially so for ‘local’ and ‘global’ scales. From the legal 
positivist perspective, global (or rather international) and local law, in so far as 
they even exist,  could  be seen as entirely reliant on recognition and construction 
by positive national law and national sovereignty. The ‘local’ is simply the result 
of  spaces constituted by the national system being carved up into smaller and 
more manageable chunks for particular purposes not needing to be regulated 
nationally. And international law is primarily the law derived from state customs 
and inter-state agreements. In contradistinction to these specifi cally positivist 
spaces, the ‘local’ and ‘global’ categories deployed by Santos include informal 
and non-state legal structures, which interact with state law but are not entirely 
defi ned by it. 

41  Santos 2002, 99–162. 
42  See generally Santos 2002, ch 5; see also Teubner 1997a, 3–28; Twining 2009; Cotterrell 2009b. 
43  Mariana Valverde’s notion of  the chronotope – the intensifi cation of  space and time which creates 

legal categories – is suggestive here (Valverde 2015), but so is Karen Barad’s expansion of  quantum 
entanglement into social theory – an entangled state is not just mixing of  two or more identities, but 
a ‘calling into question of  the very nature of  two-ness, and ultimately of  one-ness as well. Duality, 
unity, multiplicity, being are undone.’ Barad 2010, 251. 
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100 Scales of  law

 Santos’ objective is not simply to illustrate the complexity of  the situation in 
which modern national law fi nds itself, but rather to open up the defi nition of  
‘law’ in connection with legal pluralism and informal law. Rather than say, there-
fore, that Santos adopts a socio-legal categorisation of  legal spaces illustrating 
the interconnections between state law and other norms, it is equally plausible 
to say (as he does himself) that the analysis reveals that the state does not have a 
monopoly on the defi nition of  law. As is evident from previous chapters, this can 
be a diffi cult point to appreciate, since we are so accustomed to regarding ‘law’ as 
synonymous with the nation-state and its various derivatives. If  we move the obser-
vational lens away from the nation-state and its mapped territory, but still accept 
that ‘law’ exists, we see it as a different kind of  object, one that is not determined by 
state institutions but rather by other mechanisms: by supposedly ‘universal’ norms 
(whether religious or secular), by relationships with the earth, or by informal and 
semi-formalised social connections. A shift of  perspective is required as well as a 
shift of  scale – that is a shift away from the perspective that all law is originally and 
necessarily defi ned by the nation-state. 

 Such a rescaling of  law, though not necessarily explicitly by reference to the con-
cept of  scale, has been undertaken for decades by legal pluralists. Legal pluralism 
decentres the state or removes it altogether from the equation of  law–state–system, 
and considers law within a different geo-cultural frame. Some pluralists also remove 
the presumption that law is necessarily associated with a system, accepting that 
there may be some looser and less structured co-existence of  norms. 44  Legal plur-
alism may be identifi ed with the co-existence of  customary law or religious law 
with state law, 45  or with of  the operation of  ‘semi-autonomous’ normative orders 
that, alongside state law, infl uence people’s everyday behaviour and choices. 46  
Legal pluralism accepts the existence of  parallel systems of  law within ‘national’ 
spaces, and also the different expressions of  law at the local and global scales. The 
composite image of  law obtained as a result of  this analysis is far more complex 
than the three levels of  local, national, and global – rather, law is depicted as 
existing in a multitude of  interrelated (physical and conceptual) spaces and at vari-
ous levels: ‘a complex of  overlapping, interpenetrating or intersecting normative 
systems or regimes, amongst which relations of  authority are unstable, unclear, 
contested, or in course of  negotiation’. 47  Legal pluralism produces an idea of  law 
that is entirely consistent with the concept of  scale imagined by contemporary 
geographers: ‘a mosaic of  unevenly superimposed and densely interlayered scalar 
geometries’. 48  

44  Griffi ths 1998; Anker 2014. 
45  For an excellent example of  the contemporary approach to legal pluralism, which challenges the 

concept of  law while analysing its operation in a specifi c context, see Anne Griffi ths 1998; a classic, 
but less theoretically exciting, work is Hooker 1975. 

46  Moore 1973; see also Merry 1988. 
47  Cotterrell 2006, 38. 
48  Brenner 2001, 606. 
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Scales of  law 101

 Standing outside the mosaic, or imagining an observational position above it, 
might encourage a static, synchronic view of  legality in space – as though it could 
be fi xed and described as a particular thing. 49  Legal pluralism does often make this 
social scientifi c move, and becomes a description of  systems of  existent, bounded 
sets of  normative practices. But of  course, as I have emphasised earlier in this 
chapter and in  Chapter 5 , there is no absolute outside position for any observer to 
take, and the mosaic is therefore not composed of  fragments cemented in place, 
but is instead temporal, historically layered, continually emergent, and intrinsically 
changeable. In fact, the logic of  a merely descriptive pluralism, like the logic of  a 
descriptive spatial scale, unravels when we re-insert the experiential subject into 
the image. The plurality of  norms cannot be seen only from above or from outside 
because it is always in the process of  being generated and performed by human 
subjects in their engagements with each other and with the material world. 50  Step-
ping outside may momentarily stabilise the image and provide tools for analysis, 
but it remains a one-dimensional reading because it objectifi es the patterned rela-
tionships and personal engagements that constitute experiences and constructions 
of  law. I will have more to say on subject-generated law in  Chapter 7 . 

 Jurisdiction and scale in positive law 

 Before turning to this issue of  subjectivity, I will conclude the chapter with some 
comments about jurisdiction, which has recently been the subject of  some critical 
attention. 51  The idea and practice of  jurisdiction brings together a large number 
of  issues relevant to this chapter – notably concerning the territorial and concep-
tual spaces of  state-based law, personal status, temporality, the power to speak/
decide, the universality, particularity, and performativity of  law, and the numerous 
contestations that prevent these variables coming into stable alignment. Jurisdiction 
plays a crucial technical-imaginary role in the delineation of  state law – it is the 
problematic element through which a norm is fi gured as formal law, where force or 
repetition becomes authority, where relational beings become interpellated subjects 
and citizens, and where spatial boundaries become territory. 52  

 Although geographers are undoubtedly infl uenced by the history and conven-
tions of  their discipline, they do have some fl exibility in choosing appropriate 

49  See generally Manderson 1996; Kleinhans and Macdonald 1997; Cornell 2009; Anker 2014, 
182–187. 

50  Benda-Beckman et al 2005. 
51  A commentary by Jean-Luc Nancy 1982 was an early inspiration for some of  the critical attention. 

See further Cover 1985; Davies 1996, 96–98; Ford 1998; Douzinas 2007; Drakopoulou 2007; 
McVeigh 2007; Valverde 2009; 2015. 

52  Dorsett and McVeigh say: ‘Viewed as process, jurisdiction encompasses the tasks of  the authoriza-
tion of  law, the production of  legal meaning and the marking of  what is capable of  belonging to 
law. If  nothing else, the work of  categorization of  persons, things, places and events; the procedures 
of  summons, hearing, decision and sentence; and the forensic concerns of  argument and proof  
serve as devices of  attachment to law’: 2007, 5. 
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102 Scales of  law

spaces and times for data collection and analysis: as indicated above these choices 
can be deliberate interventions in a fi eld of  knowledge and have political conse-
quences. In contrast, the frameworks of  conventional legal analysis often appear to 
be fi xed by positive law or at least by custom even if  in many cases the boundaries 
are contestable or subject to manipulation. Jurisdiction is a critical element in this 
process of  formalisation because it defi nes the who, where, what, when, and how 
of  legal authority. 

 To speak of  jurisdiction as a thing or a concept is diffi cult, however, because 
it is something different in different contexts, and from the subject’s point of  
view multiple placements are a signal of  multiple jurisdictional connections. The 
space around me at the present time is a suburb named Forestville, an area of  the 
legally designated ‘Unley City Council’ – a municipal council bordering other 
such entities. I am also surrounded by suburban Adelaide, which is a city in a 
looser and more colloquial sense of  the term. This wider space is offi cially defi ned 
for purposes where the delineation of  metropolitan from rural spaces is signifi -
cant. The corporate legal entity ‘City of  Adelaide’ is some three kilometres to the 
north-east, in a location known by the Kaurna people as Tarndanyangga – their 
country stretches around 300 kilometres along the coast where the colonising 
city is located. The wider state of  South Australia is part of  a federal system of  
government defi ned by the Constitution of  Australia, connected legally and his-
torically to external entities such as Britain and its queen (also our queen). All of  
the formally constituted spaces impose colonial structure and Western historical 
time on unceded land once regarded as  terra nullius , and still often treated as such 
despite being inhabited by several hundred language groups. Within this ‘Austra-
lian’ nation, three levels or ‘scales’ of  government formally subject and defi ne me 
as a citizen: local, state, and Commonwealth, while the legal imaginary associated 
with Australia’s colonial past places me in the wider commonwealth and common 
law world. 53  Beyond that, of  course, the allegedly ‘universal’ system of  human rights 
posits an interconnection between me and every other human being on the planet. 

 The result of  these overlaid subjectifi cations is not only several levels of  gov-
ernment with specifi c jurisdictional terrains and powers, but a myriad of  other 
legally constructed physical spaces that intersect and overlap with these: the state 
and federal electoral boundaries place me in a set of  locations defi ned separately 
to other urban spaces, planning regulations impose zones for specifi c types of  
land development and use, private and public spaces limit freedom of  movement 
and propriety of  behaviour, while transit spaces for cars, bicycles, and pedestrians 
determine how I can move in particular areas. 54  The legal subject is situated and 
defi ned by numerous crisscrossing and somewhat nested types of  space. 55  

53  Godden 2007. 
54  Blomley et al 2001. 
55  Godden 2007. 
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 These lines of  placement and inclusion are also, of  course, lines of  exclusion 
and denial. The elaborate network of  nested and overlapping spatial zones that 
give me identity and some security as a resident of  a local area, citizen of  a nation, 
and holder of  universal rights, also imply exclusion. First and foremost in a colo-
nial context, the obliteration of  Aboriginal landscapes and temporal spatialities 
excludes the original citizens and their laws. Place names and the occasional 
welcome-to-country are reminders of  this past and continuing exclusion. Subse-
quently excluded are the non-residents, non-citizens, and those whose rights are 
not, in fact, respected. Social exclusions and power differences are often expressed 
by legal control of  access to particular spaces, whether justifi able or not. Through-
out history this control has taken the form of  variable state-based mechanisms such 
as apartheid, immigration policies, missions, and imprisonment regimes. 56  ‘Com-
peting exclusions’ can come into play where basic beliefs differ. 57  Spatial control is 
also refl ected in fundamental legal concepts that are barely open to question, such 
as that of  private ownership that enforces power differences through an intricate 
and extensive web of  exclusions from spaces and resources regarded as ‘owned’. 58  
More insidiously, the techniques defi ning legal subjects in space project a very 
specifi c set of  values and heritage. The legal map imprinted upon any ‘Australian’ 
citizen is very fi rmly the product of  a European heritage and colonial past that 
largely forecloses recognition of  Aboriginal cultural and legal understandings of  
place and space. 59  

 In a very practical sense, then, and somewhat apart from the scalar analyses 
of  legal pluralism, lawyers and legal scholars, like geographers, deploy different 
levels or contexts of  analysis. Most obviously, legal issues are situated in rela-
tion to a complex of  jurisdictions. The term ‘jurisdiction’ may refer to a spatial 
territory that is the legally mapped product of  history, cultural identity, and/
or confl ict, it may defi ne a constitutional division of  powers for instance in a 
federal system, or it may denote the power of  a court or a tribunal to hear and 
determine a matter. 60  Although only the fi rst of  these notions of  jurisdiction 
concerns physical space, the others also draw heavily on space in conceptual 
and/or metaphorical forms. 

 To look at territory fi rst, such jurisdictions are defi ned by (ideally) bright-line 
boundaries that, as Richard Ford says, ‘are a legal paradox because they are both 
absolutely compelling and hopelessly arbitrary’. 61  Territorial boundaries and the 
whole jurisdictional machinery that accompanies them are completely contingent 
in the sense that – like law itself  – they always  could have been otherwise : historical 
circumstance, political confl icts, or governmental choice might have led to different 

56  Blomley et al 2001. 
57  Stychin 2009. 
58  Gray and Gray 1999. 
59  Dorsett 2007; see generally Graham 2008; Watson 2015. 
60  See generally Ford 1998; McVeigh 2007; Valverde 2009; 2015. 
61  Ford 1998, 850. 
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104 Scales of  law

results. There is no natural jurisdiction. The land mass of  Australia comprises one 
national and various state and territory jurisdictions in a federation, but it  could  
have become many national jurisdictions or included more states. It could have 
recognised separate territorial spaces under Indigenous jurisdiction, or even have 
expanded beyond the immediate vicinity to include Aotearoa/New Zealand, Fiji, 
or other Asian-Pacifi c locales. 62  History so far has resulted in a particular jurisdic-
tional matrix, but there is of  course no cultural, geographical, or moral necessity 
to any of  it. At the same time, as Ford says, territorial jurisdiction is ‘absolutely 
compelling’ because ‘an unwavering faith in the necessity and legitimacy of  those 
boundaries would seem to be not only a foundation of  our government, but a pre-
condition of  any government’. 63  Territorial jurisdictional limits present a façade 
of  necessity and are integral to the sense that positive law with its established 
boundaries and limitations is the sole and the necessary manifestation of  law in our 
society. In a very real sense, jurisdictional boundaries defi ne the limits of  positive 
law, and thus the law itself. 

 Because jurisdictions can be understood as defi ning larger or smaller geo-political 
spaces (nation, state, council area), which often have more or less far-reaching 
authority (or at least differently defi ned authority) the concept overlaps with and 
bears some superfi cial similarity with the idea of  scale. 64  Understood in a territor-
ial sense, jurisdictions  appear  to be scales or levels of  legal analysis: spatial frames 
that order and defi ne questions of  law. But the idea of  jurisdiction also eschews 
physical space in favour of  conceptual space and is in some ways a simpler but 
more profound concept than the territorial fi xation suggests: it is essentially about 
power and authority, the speaking or declaration of  law attached to an authorita-
tive position. 65  As Jean-Luc Nancy and others have emphasised, juris- diction , the 
saying of  the law, is a formal constraint necessary to law (and all discourse). 66  It 
is the authority to legislate as well as the authority to decide and, in a sense, it is 
the  actual exercising  of  that authority as well. Juris-diction crosses the conceptual–
material divide because it is both the power to state the law as well as the saying 
of  law in an individual case. 67  Jurisdiction is part of  every decision and in one 
sense literally  is  every decision. Of  course, the difference between the universal 
and the particular is never quite resolved: the decision is never only an instanti-
ation or application of  law, and the residue of  a split between jurisdiction and 

62  Some of  the states that did join the federation might have refused, making the current Australian 
land mass into more than one national jurisdiction or others might have joined the federation: the 
original negotiations included Fiji and New Zealand. 

63  Ford 1998, 851. 
64  Valverde 2009; see in particular Valverde’s comments in 2015, 57, which question the association 

of  jurisdiction with scale. Dorsett 2007, 139 considers the transition to a spatial understanding of  
jurisdiction from its former association with personal status. 

65 Jean-Luc Nancy divided the word to make its meaning evident: ‘juris-diction’. Nancy 1982. 
66  Nancy 1982. See also Davies 1996, 97–98; Douzinas 2007, 23; Drakopoulou 2007, 33. 
67  Cf  Douzinas 2007, 23. 
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juris-diction can be temporally problematic in practical terms. Is an  ultra vires  
decision actually a decision? Is it void or voidable? Did it even occur in a legal 
sense, if  there was no authority? 

 In this way jurisdiction is essentially about authority, rather than territory, though 
it is true that such authority is often now deployed in the interests of  constructing 
and defi ning a territory. As Dorsett explains, historically jurisdiction concerned 
status more than geographical space: the capacities of  persons were defi ned under 
the jurisdiction of  the feudal landholder, the husband, the father, the church, the 
king, and so forth. 68  It was only as authority began to be defi ned in territorial terms 
and mapped by an increasingly technical science of  cartography that a certain type 
of  jurisdiction in the Western world became associated with a political territory. 69  
Nonetheless in a legal sense jurisdiction is still as much about conceptual as it is 
about geographical spaces. We are perfectly accustomed to speaking of  jurisdic-
tions in relation to a complex matrix of  particular legal subject matters – the 
jurisdiction of  the Family Court, a criminal appeals jurisdiction, or the Federal 
Court’s jurisdiction. Different courts are vested with particular jurisdictions or 
decision-making authority, as are numerous offi ce bearers and agencies. In fact 
state-based law is a complex network of  intersecting jurisdictions, some of  which 
 can  simply be represented as spaces on a map, but most of  which are highly abstract 
and technically obscure. And, like territorial jurisdictions, they are, to repeat Ford’s 
words, both ‘absolutely compelling and hopelessly arbitrary’. 70  

 Like geographical scales, these frames of  legal analysis are neither self-evident 
nor closed, but rather fl exible and contestable. Jurisdictional limits are constructed 
by prevailing legal practices and methodologies, and subject to various forms of  
crossing or even transgression. Sometimes cross-jurisdictional movement takes 
place fully in accordance with the law – reference from one jurisdiction to another 
and the operation of  choice of  law principles involve formal means by which juris-
diction may be changed, by transferring a dispute to another court or territorial 
jurisdiction or, more rarely, by transferring the law of  another place into the decision-
making forum. Sometimes a challenge to jurisdiction takes place at the edges of  
legality. Forum shopping, for instance, may involve deliberate manipulation of  
jurisdiction in order to obtain the best outcome for a client. Or, a choice to engage 
at a particular jurisdictional level may exert political pressure for legal change at 
another. This may occur, for instance, where the judgment of  an international 
court is critical of  a domestic legal situation, placing pressure on the domestic 
jurisdiction to alter its law. 71  Beyond law’s self-referential analytical frame, how-
ever, the variables of  legal space multiply exponentially when considered in the 

68  Ford 1998, 868–888; Dorsett 2007, 139–140. 
69  Ford 1998, 872–875; cf  Dorsett 2007, 153–156. 
70  Ford 1998, 850. 
71  Gelber 1999. 
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106 Scales of  law

light of  imaginary and symbolic networks. 72  A jurisdiction might be self-contained, 
separate, autonomous in a formal sense, but it is always placed in an imagined legal 
context – the product of  its history, for instance, its language, political alliances, 
cultural connections and divergences, or its economic status. 

 Maitland wrote of  the common law forms of  action in terms of  a ‘struggle for 
jurisdiction’ 73  – in this instance, a struggle between use of  the king’s writs and using 
local and ecclesiastical courts. By contrast, Mariana Valverde speaks of  jurisdiction 
as a ‘game’ though she also at times deploys the language of  struggle. 74  It might 
equally be plausible to speak of  jurisdiction as a puzzle or problem, in particular for 
litigants and lawyers faced with not-quite-determinate frameworks for choosing a 
forum or a cause of  action. Will they be heard? Can the tribunal or court speak on 
that matter and in that place? The practice, history, and idea of  jurisdiction intensi-
fi es in an element of  formal law many of  the themes I have been investigating in 
this book: it is material and performative, it delineates and is delineated by a plural-
ity of  spatial and scalar codes (both physical and conceptual), it is both necessary 
and contingent, it oscillates between the universal and the particular, it is always 
contestable and the subject of  struggle, it condenses historical time with iterative 
time, and it is a (maybe  the ) technique of  interpellation that marks out legal subjects. 

 *** 

 The concept of  law can be separated from that of  the nation-state and imagined 
in other conceptual and physical spaces. But more than that, as legal geography 
has illustrated, the idea of  law can be rehabilitated from the sphere of  abstract 
rationality to a spatial, material, and embodied existence. This is a theoretical 
move that is diffi cult to maintain consistently in the context of  legal theory, such 
is the pull (and indeed the practical signifi cance) of  the state/territory-based 
notion of  law that we continue to revert to it even when we feel that we have 
illustrated its limitations as an ultimate descriptor of  law. There is, of  course, 
far more than a simple change of  scale going on in legal pluralist and legal 
geography scholarship. As Santos argues, change in scale is not simply a mat-
ter of  a change in granularity – when you get closer to an object you see it in 
more detail like zooming in Google Earth – but also involves a change in pro-
jection and symbolisation. 75  Beyond these technical descriptions, it is also pos-
sible to see that a change in scale involves (by defi nition) a change in frame of  
reference, and also in the modes of  authority, the defi nition of  a legal subject, 
the sources of  normativity, the affective ties between norms and subjects, and 

72  Pearson 2008. 
73  Maitland 1909, lecture 1. Thanks to Peta Spenda for bringing my attention to Maitland. 
74  Valverde 2015, 84. 
75  Santos 2002, 430–436. In simple terms, projection refers to the underlying logic that creates and 

organises the space for law (or a map) while symbolisation is a more complex idea relating to the 
ways in which law imagines and renders reality. 
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Scales of  law 107

so forth. Certain elements are made visible, while others recede. Everything, in 
other words, is up for re-analysis and the scholarly imagination must be attentive 
to new types of  objects not seen, or perhaps sometimes seen and marginalised, at 
the level of  state law. 

 I will return to the relationship between space and law in  Chapters 8  and  9 . 
These chapters largely concern legal imaginaries, which I approach by considering 
tropes, metaphors, and fi gures of  speech in legal theory. However these chapters 
also look at the indeterminate line between the literal and the metaphorical in 
understanding law, and the law–space connection has been especially signifi cant 
in this context. 
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 The split and contradictory self  is the one who can interrogate positionings and 
be accountable, the one who can construct and join rational conversations and 
fantastic imaginings that change history . . . . Subjectivity is multidimensional; 
so, therefore, is vision. The knowing self  is partial in all its guises, never fi nished, 
whole, simply there and original; it is always constructed and stitched together 
imperfectly, and therefore able to join with another, to see together without claim-
ing to be another. 1  

 Introduction 

 In liberal thought, law and the legal subject have often been imagined as mirror 
images of  each other – both are sovereign, self-determining, self-contained, and 
self-possessed (in a bodily and a territorial sense). They are each a unity, indivis-
ible. This mirror imaging is most evident where the state has been represented 
physically as a man’s body, for instance in the person of  the Leviathan. 2  Such 
ideal images of  law and legal subjects as unifi ed and limited are reinforced by the 
constructions of  legal philosophy with its emphasis upon the expert knowledge 
regarded as essential to the existence of  law – certain legal subjects are invested 
with a special power to know, understand, and interpret the law. Hart’s offi cials 
and more pertinently Dworkin’s ideal philosopher judge Hercules are not exactly 
 identifi ed  with law (though Hercules comes close) but they are themselves theoretical 
refl ections of  it that also help to legitimate its status as external and separate – its 
 thingness . 3  The subjects who are empowered to know and recognise the law by clas-
sical legal philosophy are not riven with the contradictions of  their psycho–social–
political situatedness as subjects, but are rather singular and abstract, identifi ed 
solely by their offi ce and their expertise. 

1  Haraway 1988, 586. 
2  Hobbes 1991; for a fascinating extended analysis of  the frontispiece image in  Leviathan , see Richard-

son 2016. 
3  Dworkin 1986; Hart 1994. 

 Subjects and perspective  7 
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Subjects and perspective 109

 Such a subject has long been discredited in critical theory. Nonetheless, law 
remains, at least in part, a combination of  our imaginaries (shared but subjective 
visions of  the normative system out there) and accumulated performances under-
taken on the basis that these imaginaries are real. So what happens to law when the 
imagining and performing subject is not an offi cial, not a unity, not autonomous, 
and does not identify with the system? What happens when we think of  subjects as 
networked nodes in a diverse community? What happens to law when its constitut-
ing subject and groupings of  subjects are diverse, differently situated, differently 
embodied, and entirely plural? What ‘fantastic imaginings’ of  law might exist and 
be possible? 

 In  Chapter 5  I started to consider the entanglement of  subjects in socio-legal 
spaces. I focused in particular on the experiences of  mind and body, inner and 
outer, and the pathways that connect the internal experience, consciousness, and 
imagining of  law to the outer, bodily and performed, relations that are always 
becoming-law. This is not a process that can be pinned down, and it has often 
been bracketed in classical legal theory with its emphasis on the exterior and 
abstract essence of  state law as imagined by its own normalised offi cials. There 
is a great deal of  theory that challenges the inner–outer distinction in some 
way, including for instance legal consciousness studies with its view that law and 
consciousness of  law are mutually constituting and philosophical developments 
about the embodied mind that places cognition as part of  the physical world 
(though not reducible to it). 

 In this chapter, I continue the discussion of  internal and external in law con-
struction. I pick up some of  the threads that emerged in  Chapter 5 , but in particu-
lar endeavour to illustrate some of  the ways in which subjective imaginings and 
experiences are formative of  law, with perhaps a little more emphasis on how con-
sciousness and imagination are externalised through narrative and performance. 
This should not, of  course, be taken to imply that the material, external, and 
physical world (of  environment, objects, and performances) is not important – it 
simply recedes in my narrative while I look at law construction from a subjective 
point of  view. I begin by addressing the position of  the theorist and theoretical 
constructions of  a knowing subject of  law and then turn to the role of  subjects in 
the constitution of  law. 

 The legal theorist as an expert knower 

 As I have noted repeatedly throughout this book, classical legal theory (and some 
critical and socio-legal theory) tended to operate primarily at the scale of  the 
national legal system. 4  Legal theory has been characterised by a ‘methodological 
statism’ that is comparable to the ‘methodological nationalism’ noted by human 
geography and sociology. In the legal context, this approach is simply the presump-
tion that what is essentially or characteristically ‘legal’ is part of  a system, and that 

4  MacCormick 2000, 37–57; Melissaris 2009. 
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110 Subjects and perspective

any such system of  interest to jurisprudence/legal philosophy/legal theory gener-
ally belongs to a state. 

 Both the discipline of  legal theory and the modernist–positivist concept of  
law were established in a process that at once defi ned and limited law to the 
state and excluded alternative conceptions and practices that might otherwise 
have been known as ‘legal’. Legal theory developed on the basis that there is a 
proper scale and perspective for the legal theoretical knower. The appropriate 
scale for the study of  law has been that of  the institutionalised legal system at the 
level of  the nation. The appropriate perspective for the theorist was that of  the 
detached observer with an internal understanding of  state law, that is, a lawyer’s 
understanding of  law, not an anthropologist’s or sociologist’s. 5  The proper scale 
and perspective relating to legal knowledge is a closed circle: the legal expert 
is by education, experience, and even legislative fi at an expert in  state  law and, 
knowing essentially state law, s/he not only devalues but actively excludes or 
forecloses both non-state law and non-expert perspectives on state law from the 
understanding of  law. Throughout the twentieth century the methodological 
statism and monovocal perspective of  legal theory narrowed meaningful debate 
about the concept of  law. 

 Thus, most theoretical knowledge about law has tended to assume an expert 
knowledge of  law understood in an entirely statist way. The perspective of  the 
legal theorist – very often but not always including the critical legal theorist – is 
that of  the person educated in a law school with its extremely restricted under-
standing of  law. It is not easy to challenge this training and classical legal philoso-
phy even celebrated it as a starting point for understanding law. As Melissaris so 
forcefully and cogently demonstrates, a legal philosopher such as Hart took the 
perspective of  the legal expert, as an insider to state law, as defi nitive of   all  law: 
‘in Hartian methodology the perspective of  the participant seems to be confl ated 
with that of  the observer’. 6  The internal perspective grounds the entire observa-
tional and analytical truth. The upshot was that something completely contingent 
and historical – state-based law – became the model for all law: ‘[Hart] treated an 
instance of  social mutation [ie the state] that went hand in hand with the project 
of  rationalization and the reduction of  social complexity as a manifestation of  
a trans-contextual paradigmatic case’. 7  As Melissaris makes plain, this silencing 
of  alternative understandings of  law operates not only in relation to other laws, 
other legal systems, but also internally – the expert perspective on which legal 
philosophy is based excludes the understanding of  those who engage with the law 
in a non-expert and entirely quotidian way. 8  It also reduces the expert to a fl at 
and disembodied self  – there is no feminist expert, for instance, with any relevant 

5  Of  course Hart famously claimed that  The Concept of  Law  was ‘an essay in descriptive sociology’: Hart 
1994, v; cf  Cotterrell 1989, 103; Balkin 1993; Melissaris 2009, 61–71. 

6  Melissaris 2009, 9. 
7  Ibid, 66. 
8  Ibid, 14. 
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Subjects and perspective 111

knowledge about the law. Such a person is defi ned almost out of  existence. 9  Legal 
theory, and in particular positivist legal theory, has consolidated and reinforced 
the limited idea of  law through an almost unbreakable alliance of  abstracted 
expert understandings of  law with highly exclusionary philosophical and peda-
gogical perspectives. Theory experiences a threefold reduction in its knowers: 
the knower must be an  expert  and not a layperson, he is an expert in  state  law and 
nothing else, and he is  abstract  not materially situated or socio-politically engaged 
(and therefore a ‘he’). 10  

 The problem of  perspective in legal theory therefore is not simply the move from 
an ‘internal’ expert point of  view to an ‘external’ observational or analytical one. 
If  we adopt for the moment the internal–external distinction as an analytical tool, 
such a duality of  perspective seems unavoidable for any theorist who is trained in 
a practice but also wants to understand it theoretically. The critical theorist does 
need to get inside a practice (suspend her disbelief) as well as stand outside it. The 
problem is rather lack of  refl ectiveness and clarity about perspective and what 
becomes lost or obscured in the transition from inside to outside. It is of  course 
perfectly reasonable and indeed expected for practitioners and practical commen-
tators to assume single-mindedly the statist legal framework as the primary set 
of  norms governing their routine technical perceptions and interpretations. It is 
equally reasonable for theorists to conceptualise, describe, and abstract from this 
system, as long as its historical and cultural specifi cities are kept in view. Diffi culties 
arise however when  a  concept of  law is mistaken for  the  concept of  law, and when 
there is a failure to understand the context of  law and what is excluded when a 
singular focus on the state and expert knowledge is the basis for legal theoretical 
knowledge. 11  

 In contrast to legal philosophy with its internal perspective on the understand-
ing of  law, Roger Cotterrell has argued that legal sociology is characterised by 
movement between internal and external attitudes. His version of  it is char-
acterised by the mobility of  the sociological observer and the porosity of  legal 
boundaries: 

 Sociological insight is simultaneously inside and outside legal ideas, consti-
tuting them and interpreting them, sometimes speaking through them and 
sometimes speaking about them, sometimes aiding, sometimes undermining 
them. Thus a sociological understanding of  law does not reduce them to 

 9  The masculinity of  the legal expert has been challenged in a very sustained and practical way by 
the feminist judgments projects which deliberately place feminists as experts in the centre of  legal 
knowledge. 

10  In the past, he might also have been Oxford-educated or at least Oxford-centric. See eg Dickson 
2011; Leiter 2011. Analytical philosophy, including some jurisprudence, has in recent years taken 
to reversing its male gender-specifi c language so that it is female gender-specifi c. The gesture can 
appear tokenistic, even deliberately so, and clearly it does nothing to capture diversity when the 
philosopher, the judge, the lawyer, are still all abstract individuals. 

11  Blomley 2003, 20–21. 
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112 Subjects and perspective

something other than law. It expresses their social meaning as law in its rich 
complexity. 12  

 Conventionally, sociology (and other disciplinary interventions) has been associ-
ated with an external point of  view, in contrast to the internal statist point of  view 
of  jurisprudence and legal philosophy. Cotterrell’s description of  the sociological 
perspective challenges this simplistic distinction between the philosophy of  law 
and its sociology. The two disciplines may well utilise different methods and be 
more or less refl ective about the question of  perspective, but they are nonetheless 
motivated by a desire to understand law in its specifi city as an integral part of  a 
broader social organisation. Having said this, the internal–external distinction 
needs to be used carefully so that it is not itself  reifi ed – Cotterrell’s description 
of  socio-legal thought as moving between the inside and outside avoids solidify-
ing the boundaries of  law, but they are easily reasserted by our less refl ective 
everyday positivism. 

 In pursuance of  an inside/outside approach we might think of  law as a rather 
solid and traditional house 13  (or any other fi xed space) in which some minority 
of  the people are in the living areas, others are in the kitchen or hallway, and 
some are altogether excluded. The image captures different types of  legal spaces, 
distributions of  power and perhaps the degree to which people are recognised 
and included by mainstream legality or marginalised and excluded. The trad-
itional legal theorist in such a case sits in the living room, but may nonetheless 
attempt to see the whole house and even account for all the possible dwellings 
across the planet. 14  The sociologist and anthropologist moves between the various 
spaces and posits contingent and complex descriptions of  a multitude of  inter-
actions not confi ned to the building itself. Critical theorists, feminists, Indigenous 
scholars, and so on launch repeated attacks or at least throw repeated questions 
at the edifi ce, sometimes changing its shape, sometimes simply opening a few 
cracks, and often altering attitudes. But they are often essentially focused on its 
pre-given structure. 

 But if, in accordance with the view I have been promoting in this book, law is 
understood as thoroughly enmeshed with social life in all its complexity and diver-
sity as well as integral to our own subjective identities, any inside–outside distinc-
tion is in fact a theoretical shortcut. It bypasses the point – at once rather obvious 
and rather diffi cult to absorb theoretically – that any law cannot be conceptually 
extracted from the actual human beings and social groupings that practise it and 
give it meaning in particular locations. Neither the expert, nor the philosopher of  

12  Cotterrell 2006, 54; On the division of  socio-legal studies from legal theory see Lacey 1998; Norrie 
2000; Tamanaha 2001, 134. 

13  With apologies to Galanter, whose ‘rooms’ were various dispute resolution options. See Galanter 
1981. 

14  Again, to quote Melissaris: ‘the Hartian or Razian observer . . . describes what he experiences from 
the internal point of  view and then goes on to pretend it was all done from outside’: Melissaris 
2009, 22; see also Kerruish 1991, 56, 128–129; Fitzpatrick 1992, 197; Davies 1996, 26. 
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Subjects and perspective 113

law, or even the judge, really do stand ‘inside’ it any more than anyone else. They 
may certainly be empowered in specifi c ways by the relationships and narratives 
that make up the law, but they are not ‘inside’ anything. This is a metaphor based 
on a spatial rendering of  law and, although like most metaphors it can be con-
ceptually useful, in this case it also obscures the dynamism and performativity of  
law. 15  Both knowledge of  law and existence in relation to law are more complex. 
The image is misleading because it simplifi es the law–subject relationship both in 
terms of  subjection to law, the spatial unity of  law, and knowledge of  it. As theor-
ists of  multiple consciousness, intersectionality, legal consciousness, and law and 
geography have emphatically shown, 16  inside, marginal, or outside can be meas-
ured according to different and incommensurable axes – social background and 
relative social power, knowledge of  law, level of  ‘habitual obedience’ or unrefl ective 
internalisation of  law, level of  refl ective acceptance or rejection of  law, theoretical 
stance, political motivations, and so forth. 17  The modalities of  inside and outside 
are numerous and interact in complex and often unpredictable ways. 

 But more than that, as I have repeatedly pointed out, the idea that law is a solid 
edifi ce occupying a simple and static physical space that was once upon a time 
constructed by humans but is now just ‘there’ as an organising principle undergo-
ing occasional renovation and cosmetic improvement misses a large number of  
theoretical points. It misses, for instance, that any kind of  law (even state law) is 
in process, dynamic not just in its content but also in its spatial organisation and 
form. It is reliant on – not just determinative of  – the practices and interactions 
of  people (and not just those understood as insiders) in following, constructing, 
contesting, ignoring, and interpreting a large number of  normative environments 
(in and beyond state law). The image misses the point that persons are both active 
and passive in relation to law, that some kind of  binding normative commitment – 
whether state law or something else – is part of  our identity and not outside us, 
and that our world is overfl owing with normativity that cannot be neatly organised 
into self-contained categories. 18  The theorist is necessarily embodied, specifi c, and 
located within this material-semiotic network. She or he does not need to be an 
expert in law. In fact, many very infl uential theorists of  law, notably in the contin-
ental tradition, have been sociologists, political theorists, or philosophers rather 
than trained in law. 

 Subjective knowers in legal philosophy 

 It is important to refl ect on the position of  the knower because it alerts us to the 
assumed perspective of  any legal theory – its implied author, so to speak – which 
in traditional jurisprudence has been the expert in Western state law. Theory, of  

15  I consider the topic of  metaphors in legal theory in Chapter 8. 
16  Matsuda 1989; Williams 1987, 406–409; Harris 1994, 767–770; Sengupta 2005; Conaghan 2009. 
17  See also Ewick and Silbey 1998, cited in Harding 2010, 20. 
18  Cover 1983. 
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114 Subjects and perspective

course, also traditionally promotes a distance and separation from its object but, as 
I have indicated in earlier chapters, theoretical interventions must also be regarded 
as being in dialogue with their objects and as constitutive of  them. The concept 
of  law, and hence law, is constituted by legal theory – not  solely  by legal theory of  
course, or even in a directly causal fashion. Nonetheless, the infl uence is real. But as 
I have also indicated, a materially situated law must be regarded as constituted by 
 all  of  its legal subjects, and obviously not only its theorists and disciplinary knowers. 
This is a key insight of  some forms of  legal pluralism, legal consciousness studies, 
and other socio-legal approaches to law and I will turn to these approaches shortly 
in this chapter. Beyond the expert, and in particular beyond the expert philosopher, 
legal subjects  know  law in plural ways, and  live  it as a multitude of  pathways, limits, 
and connections for the self  in a social–material environment. Thus one of  the 
most prominent areas in which material–plural diversity within law can be under-
stood is by reference to law’s subjects or persons. 19  

 Once again though, it is possible to see an inkling of  such thinking in the legal 
philosophical tradition (but without the emphasis on diversity). Legal philosophers 
often explain the search for foundations as being about the nature of  law, but it is 
also about its very existence. Here, as elsewhere, epistemology is tied up with ontol-
ogy: understanding law and bringing it into being are part of  the same process. 
Because legal philosophy has so often reifi ed law as a thing (and identifi ed it with 
the state as another reifi ed thing 20 ) it has needed to fi nd some basis for, or founda-
tion of, law’s existence. It is not necessary to prove that everyday tactile and visible 
objects exist (though working out what they are might prove more diffi cult) but an 
abstract construction like law is altogether different. As indicated by the discus-
sion in the previous section, the subjective intentions, beliefs, and assumptions of  
various persons have played their part in the positivist theoretical understanding 
of  law and its variations, though the identities of  those whose views count in this 
system is strictly limited. 

 Thus, although it has often been under-emphasised in legal theory, the ‘subject-
ive’ in law – personal attitudes and experiences – has nonetheless been present in 
the abstract account of  social and legal normativity. The attitude to law, acceptance 

19  The ‘subject’ is not the same thing as the ‘person’: ‘subject’ implies subjection to a system and 
names an entity which is constituted within a language and context, whereas ‘person’ generally 
denotes a more naturalistic biological entity – centrally, a human being. However, since in positivist 
legal language a ‘person’ is often regarded as technically a fi ction or construct of  law, I think it is fair 
to say that the two concepts are much closer in legal language than in ordinary language, though 
not necessarily identical. See Naffi ne 2003. 

20  The identifi cation of  law and state is either as a unity, seeing them as the same thing, or as an 
association, that law is the product of  a state and associated with its boundaries. One key point 
of  difference between Kelsen and Schmitt concerned whether the state was something different 
to law or whether they were a unity. Kelsen took the view that law and state are unifi ed, whereas 
Schmitt famously located the state – in particular its sovereign – outside the law. Of  this idea, 
Kelsen said that the ‘dualism of  law and state is . . . a result of  our tendency to personify and then 
to hypostatize our personifi cations’. Even more strongly, he said it was an ‘animistic superstition’. 
Kelsen 1945, 191. 
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Subjects and perspective 115

of  it, and presumption of  its validity form some part of  the theoretical world views 
of  Hart, Kelsen, and Dworkin, for instance. 21  As is well known, Hart distinguished 
between internal and external attitudes to rules and also claimed that the validity 
of  the rule of  recognition was based on its acceptance by offi cials. 22  Hart described 
the external attitude as constituted by an acknowledgement that a rule exists, that 
it is responsible for the behaviour of  those bound by it, and that consequences 
may fl ow from not observing the rule. By contrast, the internal attitude consists of  
a personal acceptance of  the rule as an appropriate and justifi able reason to act 
or not act in a particular way. 23  Hart argued that simply focusing on the external 
attitude and the ‘observable regularities’ of  human behaviour would produce a 
lopsided account of  law. (One of  the things distinguishing habits and rules, for 
Hart, is that at least some people have an internal attitude to rules, whereas habits 
may represent mere behavioural convergence. 24)  Therefore, both elements of  
understanding normativity are essential in his view to legal theory: 

 One of  the diffi culties facing any legal theory anxious to do justice to the 
complexity of  the facts is to remember the presence of  both these points of  
view [the internal and the external] and not to defi ne one of  them out of  
existence. 25  

 The subjective attitudes of  some ordinary people are built in to Hart’s idea of  
a legal norm. More pertinently, however, the entire system’s existence rests on a 
refl ective act of  recognition of  a basic rule by law’s offi cials. 26  

 Hart only ever partially undertook the task of  acknowledging the subject loca-
tion in law. In his account the offi cial subject holding the perspective about the rule 
is de-subjectifi ed – an ‘everyman’ or an ‘everybody’, albeit capable of  diverging 
from common opinions. The persons who hold up law by recognising it were not, 
for Hart, members of  the general community as ‘this would involve putting into 
the heads of  ordinary citizens an understanding of  constitutional matters which 

21  Perhaps most spectacularly, Dworkin used the persona of  the idealised judge Hercules as a conduit 
of  legal principle. More super-human than human (though always masculine and entirely socially 
empowered), as a legal interpreter and decision maker Hercules fi nds the best view of  law as 
required by ‘law as integrity’. Hercules’ position as judge and interpreter is especially slippery, and 
I do not consider him in detail here. See Dworkin 1986. 

22  Hart 1994, 56–57, 89–91. 
23  The distinction may be simple enough to state in the abstract but is obviously extremely complex 

in practice, since rules rarely exist in isolation from one another. 
24  Hart 1994, 54–55. This aspect of  the distinction leaves many complexities unsaid which, if  thought 

through completely, may make the habit–rule distinction quite unworkable. For instance, behav-
ioural convergence (habit) is often the only basis for the most resistant of  social norms in relation 
to which large numbers of  people have an internal, albeit uncritical, attitude. Norms relating to 
gender, for instance, may only be performances and habits, but they are nonetheless accepted and 
internalised by the majority of  the population. 

25  Hart 1994, 91. 
26  Cf  Waldron 2010, 139. 
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116 Subjects and perspective

they might not have’. 27  The embodied, intra-active, and diverse subject is not 
perceived as being of  relevance in the constitution of  law, and the nexus between 
the image of  law and the image of  a rational subject of  law remains unbroken by 
Hart’s theory. 28  

 In his somewhat different style but with a broadly similar end-point, Kelsen 
also highlighted the personal and subjective aspect of  norms. He claimed that 
all norms are acts of  will and, moreover, that an entire system of  norms or law 
rests on a ‘basic’ norm, which did not exist but had to be presupposed: ‘It is 
only if  it is presupposed that the subjective meaning of  acts of  will about the 
behavior of  other people can be interpreted as their objective meaning . . .’. 29  
In other words, the objectivity of  norms in a legal system rests on a (subjective) 
presupposition. A law’s objectivity, or externality to those who willed it in the 
fi rst place, is entirely conditional upon another act of  will – a ‘merely thought 
norm’. 30  Once again, although we see here that the existence of  law is condi-
tional upon a thought taking the form of  a presumption, Kelsen is less clear on 
exactly who is doing the presuming. The presumer has no identity, or at best a 
completely abstract one. 

 These few examples illustrate the signifi cance of  the interior, intentional, agen-
tial, and subjective knower to mainstream jurisprudence. What is ultimately pre-
served in these examples is the delineation between interior and exterior – the 
subject, who shares a collectively held knowledge, creates or in some way acts in 
relation to a norm, which is dissociated from the self  and is only ‘valid’ in so far as 
it is  different  from subjects and selves. The individual, their subjectivity, their experi-
ence, and their separation is maintained as other to this external world of  legality. 
Moreover, the ‘perspective’ or attitude of  will, intentionality, or acceptance is 
de-subjectifi ed in a fashion characteristic of  the epistemology of  privilege. 

 Fractured subjects and plural laws 

 The tradition of  legal theory, even in the process of  creating law, erases both the 
manifold contexts within which legal subjectivity arises and ‘actual’, ‘natural’ 
subjects whose subjectivities transgress the limits of  law and are framed by a vari-
ety of  social discourses. Such subjects have been little acknowledged by formal 
law, such as those marked as different by their gender, indigeneity, sexuality, race, 
culture, level and type of  education, and class. 31  But if  they are still relatively 
obscured in formal law, they have been almost invisible to the jurisprudential 
tradition, whose subject is devoid of  any of  the characteristics that actually make 
up a social human being. 

27  Hart 1994, 60. 
28  Cf  Hutchinson 2009, 54–56. 
29  Kelsen 1991, 256. 
30  Ibid. 
31  See generally Crenshaw 1991; Brown 1995, 152; Thornton 1995, 11–12; Watson 1998; Kapur 

1999; Naffi ne 2009. 
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Subjects and perspective 117

 Social and political theory has moved well beyond the notion that human indi-
viduals can be reduced to a formal type. Not only are subjects differently located 
and differently constructed in culture; they are also internally fragmented – not 
entities but rather pluralities. There is an ‘irreducible outness’ 32  between one sub-
ject and another such that no aggregative model of  a subject will be satisfactory. 
Any concept of  a reifi ed subject will merely be a reduction to the same of  differ-
ent embodied subjects who have commonalities and share discursive frames and 
cultures, but are in the end unique. Any such singular concept will completely 
obscure the inherent plurality of  any self. (As Deleuze and Guattari put it succinctly 
at the beginning of   A Thousand Plateaus , ‘The two of  us wrote  Anti-Oedipus  together. 
Since each of  us was several, there was already quite a crowd.’ 33 ) If  we take seri-
ously the socio-legal perspective that law is fully embedded in social discourse, 
should we not then ask how the subject (always plural) sees, experiences, performs, 
and creates law? This is not intended to promote a ‘subjective’ notion of  law, but 
rather a notion that takes adequate regard of  the fact that social subjects are plural 
and that law is created by interactions in social spaces. 34  

 Although this is a perspective that has rarely been taken in legal  philosophy , 35  
there are many adjacent literatures that have asked it or at least implied it. At least 
since Eugen Ehrlich argued in favour of  ‘living law’ in the early twentieth century, 
it has been clear that law is fully social: law lives in the social sphere and is not just 
an institutionalised refl ection or crystallisation of  selected social forms. Law exists 
in the living relationships and contexts of  everyday life. 36  Ehrlich differentiated 
such ‘living’ law from offi cial law. A more contemporary statement of  this might 
be that law is performative – it is the net effect of  collective readings, practices, 
discourses, and intersubjective relationships that subsist in social practice as well as 
in the semi-controlled environment of  formal law. 37  In the late twentieth century, 
the multiple environments of  culture, race, gender, occupation, class, and religion 
that condition such relationships became highly visible to legal theorists and legal 
sociologists. If  we look at law as a dialogue between subjects themselves constituted 
by plural and contradictory cultural messages then law also must be regarded as 
inherently, irreducibly plural. 

 Law, then, can be thought of  as the accumulated readings, interpretations, and 
practices of  plural subjects in dialogue with each other in the context of  established 
conventions and texts. If  law is not different from the social ‘context’, but embed-
ded in it as a materialisation of  multiple socio-political interactions, it must also be 

32  James, cited in O’Shea 2000, 27. 
33  Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 3. 
34  Hannah Arendt pointed out that the tradition of  political philosophy tends to erase the plurality 

of  human existence. This is an important point also to be made in relation to legal theory. See 
generally Arendt 1958. 

35  By ‘legal philosophy’ I mean the analytical tradition with its focus on state/institutional law, expert 
knowledge, and the internal perspective. 

36  Ehrlich 1962; Ziegert 1998; see generally Hertogh 2009. 
37  Davies 1996; 2012; Ford 1998; Blomley 2013; Ramshaw 2013. 
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118 Subjects and perspective

characterised by this plurality or otherness between us all. The central point is not 
that each person has their own experience and idea of  law, but rather that  concep-
tions and practices of  law circulate in multiple cultural and subcultural discourses.  

 In this vein Kleinhans and Macdonald have argued in favour of  a ‘critical legal 
pluralism’ that ‘does not perceive law as objective data to be apprehended and 
interpreted by experts in the normative community’ but rather ‘presumes that 
subjects control law as much as law controls subjects’. 38  Similarly, emphasising the 
repeated indeterminate interpretations and acts of  symbolisation that constitute 
law, Desmond Manderson argues that: 

 The human dimension of  misreading is necessary to any genuine pluralism, 
for it rejects the reifi cation of  ‘law’, ‘system’, ‘culture’, or ‘community’, as a 
thing which can think or read. Law is not manufactured by a ‘multiplicity 
of  closed discourses’ precisely because it is only realised through the actions 
of  human beings who exist simultaneously in  several  discourses and who are, 
therefore, themselves plural. 39  

 In other words, rather than ask how a reifi ed and singular ‘law’ sees subjects, we 
need to be able to see the diversity – the radical and constitutive difference – of  
socially situated subjects and their relationships as the starting point for law. This 
point applies regardless of  whether we are looking at formal state law or at a variety 
of  different normative systems or more generalised normativity. State law is not a 
closed or singular system except in some imagined theoretical worlds, because it 
is composed and performed by plural subjects – subjects who are internally com-
plex and multiply aligned in social groups. As I have said previously in the book, 
a singular idea of  law might be extracted or even imposed on these beliefs and 
relationships, but it will always be an approximation. It is far more interesting to try 
to improve on any such approximation by acknowledging the diversity of  subjects 
and contexts and thinking about how this can lead into new ideas about law. 

 As theorised by Kleinhans and Macdonald, critical legal pluralism starts with 
the deceptively obvious insight that knowledge is an entirely human construct, and 
that therefore knowledge of  law, and legal reality, is produced by legal subjects. 40  
Although part of  that knowledge production is the construction of  a reifi ed law, 
that image is always open to question and transformation, because the self  is ‘an 
irreducible site of  internormativity’ 41  – in other words the self  is a site where norms 
come together, interact, and are transformed into new norms. Such a view of  law 
cannot be separated from the self  or regarded as outside, like traditional positiv-
ism and pluralism. As Kirsten Anker says: ‘legal pluralism is something hosted by 
human selves . . . a permanent interplay of  ideas and principles in peoples’ minds, 

38  Kleinhans and Macdonald 1997, 40; see also Cotterrell 1997. 
39  Manderson 1996, 1064. 
40  Kleinhans and Macdonald 1997, 38. 
41  Ibid, 38. 
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Subjects and perspective 119

gleaned from innumerable sources, that resolves into “the law” for any one person 
in any one situation’. 42  Anker illustrates this process of  law creation out of  plurality 
in the context of  native title negotiations in Australia, suggesting that the process 
of  reaching an agreement does not simply represent a coming together of  two 
separate fi elds of  law – Indigenous and Western – but that rather what is regarded 
as law is re-evaluated in the process. 43  Thus, critical legal pluralism reimagines law 
as a practice engaged in by human societies, rather than as a mere determinative 
limit to action or externalised set of  rules or principles. 

 Differently situated law construction 

 There are several elements of  a subject-based materialist pluralism in law. These 
elements are implicit – and sometimes explicit – in different types of  theory and 
include ideas and imaginaries about law (state and non-state), narratives and shared 
discourses, performances or practical reiterations of  law, and physical bodies liv-
ing the law in time and space (the often forgotten precondition or more accurately 
the  identity  of  any subject). In this section of  the chapter I consider some further 
critical and socio-legal approaches that have taken seriously the subject-centred 
and social nature of  law construction. I look in particular at feminist theory, legal 
consciousness studies, Robert Cover’s concept of  jurisgenesis, and the emergence 
of  a materialism that locates human beings/bodies in their natural and other 
physical environments (a topic already considered in  Chapter 4 ). These are only 
exemplars of  subject-focused law construction, and not representative of  the total-
ity of  such thinking. They are independent of  critical legal pluralism, but they all 
share its emphasis on understanding the culturally and materially located self  as 
a conduit for law creation. 

 The endeavour of  formulating a subject-centred and social-centric understand-
ing of  law has been addressed unevenly in both critical and socio-legal theory, 
however. Critical theorists have often contested the view of  law as somehow above 
and separate from the life of  individuals and the community, but the image is 
frequently still perpetuated of  a person shaped, infl uenced, or constructed by law – 
that is, a person who is essentially subjected to a law that is separate from the self. 
Despite the critical intent, the image of  law as a state-bound object acting upon a 
separately conceived ‘society’ and its individuals remains very powerful. An obvi-
ous reason for this is that, in a statist legal system, this is very often the experience 
of  law felt most acutely, especially by those who are excluded or marginalised by 
it. However, this does not mean that counter-narratives cannot be exposed. A 
change of  perspective has in some instances opened new possibilities for critique 
that have not, perhaps, been fully exploited theoretically. For instance, critical race 
studies and feminist legal theory have sometimes been framed as simply asking 

42  Anker 2014, 187. 
43  Ibid, Chapters 6 and 7. Anker’s analysis is subtle, detailed, and compelling, and quite impossible 

to do justice to in a brief  summary. 
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120 Subjects and perspective

the question of  how law (understood in a positivist sense) impacts upon racial 
minorities and women and how power is embedded in legal values and structures. 
A reformist agenda might then drive change that avoids or ameliorates both overt 
and unintended discrimination while the need to transform legal culture might be 
addressed by pedagogical methods. These critical strategies have also, however, 
sometimes asked what different understanding of  law arises when the perspective 
shifts from the centre to the margins. 44  These counter-hegemonic narratives are 
easily sidelined by the continuing pull of  legal positivism and the sometimes more 
pressing political need to deal with questions of  inequality under positive law. 

 For instance, feminist legal theory has very compellingly illustrated the reliance 
of  state-based legal reasoning on gendered fantasies, mostly the work of  a narrow 
subset of  privileged men. The ‘embodied imagining’ that becomes externalised 
law through the process of  legal reason is a privileged masculine imaginary. 45  The 
result has often been a legal construction of  women and the female body as mar-
ginal and abnormal. This is a subject who is subjected to law, and has little power 
in reformulating it, except through the pre-given channels of  law reform. Feminist 
theory has less frequently asked how law might be reconstructed or reimagined or 
performed differently. 

 However, a female subject-driven understanding of  state law has been promoted 
in recent feminist work, for instance through several feminist judgments projects. 46  
These projects involve feminist scholars and activists re-deciding and re-writing 
selected cases with a critical and feminist consciousness. One of  the methods of  
the feminist judgments projects is to diversify the available embodied imaginations 
of  law, and therefore to contest, dilute, and shift persistent legal narratives. The 
situatedness of  legal knowers (both the original judges and the feminist judges) is 
foregrounded, even if  the performance of  law in individual instances remains – in 
keeping with the game of  law – often distant and disembodied. 

 Therefore, adding breadth to the necessarily positioned thinking that is used 
in legal reason, feminist judgments embody law differently and also bring to the 
surface the embodied subjectivities of  all judicial offi cers. This places feminist 
subjects right in the centre of  the entangled knowledge production that is state 
law. In one sense it does not directly change the fundamental conceptualisation of  
that law: there are still courts, statutes, precedents, cases, decisions. On the other 
hand, state law is completely altered because (as in the realist understanding) law 
itself  becomes composed of   doings : active subjects, with their own experiences, 
interpretations, and narratives. Thus, rather than go in search of  the (one true, or 
best, or entirely objective) law, feminist judges make it. 47  

 In a different arena of  scholarly activity, legal consciousness studies – at least 
in the form originally envisaged by Ewick and Silbey – have also contested the 

44  Delgado 1988–1989; Watson 2000. 
45  Grbich 1992; Hunter 2013; see generally Conaghan 2013b, ch 3. 
46  Hunter et al 2010; Douglas et al 2014. 
47  See eg Davies 2012. 
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Subjects and perspective 121

boundaries between subjects of  law and its objective reality. The idea of  legal 
consciousness has a long history in various forms of  US theory. 48  The idea was 
given empirical substance within socio-legal studies, where – instead of  referring 
to the consciousness of  judges and legal offi cials – it was democratised across the 
narratives of  law constructed in ordinary people’s everyday lives. It challenges 
both the law–society and the law–self  distinctions by illustrating their mutually 
constitutive relationship. Not only does law affect individual and collective lives 
and the nature of  social groupings, but social patterns and narratives also consti-
tute the law. Legal consciousness is not only about people’s subjective experiences 
of  state law, but also about how people live the law, how they interpret, use, and 
resist law, and how they embed and re-enact those meanings in their practical 
everyday settings. 

 In  Regulating Sexuality , Rosie Harding argues that legal consciousness studies 
have an implicit openness to plural and alternative understandings of  ‘law’ and 
‘legality’. 49  This openness may be underdeveloped in legal consciousness theory, 
sometimes leading to an overemphasis on state law or a reversion to the assumption 
that law is essentially state law. If, as Ewick and Silbey argued, legal consciousness 
refers not only to what people know or understand about law, but also how they 
themselves make the law in their own lives, then law can never simply be state law 
but must open out onto different beliefs and alternative normative patterns. Hav-
ing said that, a more restrictive view of  consciousness has sometimes emphasised 
subjective understandings of  state law, obscuring the complexity of  normative 
environments and in particular the ways in which power and social marginalisation 
are written into consciousness of  law. As Harding says: 

 a plural approach to legal consciousness studies can help to address some of  
the limitations of  previous legal consciousness research. By explicitly recognis-
ing that the ‘legal’ part of  legal consciousness can include structural or norma-
tive pressures, as well as ‘offi cial’ law, a plural legal consciousness framework 
has the potential to be more sensitive to the position of  marginalised individ-
uals in society. 50  

 Bringing pluralism and consciousness of  law together allows for a much more 
expansive defi nition of  legality and a more nuanced analysis of  everyday narratives 
of  law. Engagement with and resistance to the formal law is refracted through a 
variety of  normative lenses other than the state law itself. 

 Importantly, for my purposes here,  law and consciousness of  law cannot be separated  
but must be regarded as mutually constituting. More than that, they are actually 
different angles on the one plane of  existence – interrelated thinking beings in 
the world produce law through thinking and acting. Mind–body distinctions, or 

48  See eg Hunt 1986. 
49  Harding 2010. 
50  Ibid, 32. 
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122 Subjects and perspective

law-in-the-head and law-in-the-world, are crystallised fi ctions of  these interrela-
tionships. Although such studies have focused primarily on consciousness of  state 
law, they open the way for thinking about law as emerging out of  intersections 
between social actors with multiple normative affi liations and institutionalised law: 

 Whatever functions or dysfunctions the law serves . . . it often reproduces the 
norms, activities and relationships that exist independent of  law. In this sense, 
law is a particular re-creation or reinstitutionalisation of  social relations in a 
narrower, relatively discrete, and professionally managed context. 51  

 An equally far-reaching (that is, reaching beyond state law) approach to thinking 
about the subjective element of  norm construction is to be found in the work of  
Robert Cover, and the extensive scholarship inspired by his work. Cover situated 
the process of  norm construction, or what he called jurisgenesis, essentially at the 
level of  communities and their underlying narratives. Law, he argues, cannot be 
understood separately from the narratives, myths, and patterns of  behaviour that 
shape a community. 52  Communities create multiple and often confl icting normative 
worlds: in cases where the community is very insular and self-defi ning, the norma-
tive world or  nomos  is an integrated vision ‘constitutive of  a world’. 53  This is a ques-
tion of  degree – the more loosely organised associations to which we all belong as 
well as those that have some transformative purpose also necessarily contest and 
construct law – what it is and what it might be – on an ongoing basis according 
to their own normative universe. The result for Cover is not unclear law, but ‘ too 
much  law’. 54  To speak of  unclear law would be to revert to the position that there is 
one law that speaks with a single voice. Cover’s point was rather that each com-
munity creates its own law, and that there is therefore a diversity of  laws. Courts, 
in contrast, are jurispathic or deadly to this polyphony of  law, because they have 
the institutionalised power to select from the available norms single authoritative 
norms, effectively killing off  the rest. 

 Of  course, as Post points out, ‘The state is not uniquely jurispathic; every 
nomos exists by virtue of  its exclusion and denial of  competing nomoi. Juris-
pathology is in this sense built into the very sociology of  human meaning.’ 55  As 
Post argues, all normative worlds (including the liberal state) are both jurisgen-
erative and jurispathic. The difference between state law and the law created by 
other communities is essentially that the state has power to enforce its normative 

51  Ewick and Silbey 1992, 737; cf  Harding 2010, 31–32. 
52  Cover 1983, 8–9; see also Resnik 2005; Soifer 2005. 
53  Cover 1983, 31. As Judith Resnik points out, Cover emphasised the idea that the nomos is a mode 

of  perception or a vision of  the world, but downplayed the internal dissidence which character-
ises many communities and therefore perhaps underestimated the effect of  distributions of  power 
within those communities that allow one dominant narrative to suppress alternatives. Resnik 
2005, 47. 

54  Cover 1983, 42. 
55  Post 2005, 13. 
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Subjects and perspective 123

interpretations on the community at large with all of  its complexities and sub-
sections. Nonetheless, Cover’s work is instructive. Considering law at the scale of  
community rather than that of  the nation forces a change in perspective: we do 
not see law only as a hierarchically authoritative collection of  objective norms, 
but as integrated into a history, a set of  narratives, and a range of  values that 
order the world differently in different contexts. The theorist is not simply the 
expert insider of  state law, but a participant in various normative worlds and the 
observer and interpreter of  others. 

 The state itself  can also therefore be seen as the fi ctional end-point of  norma-
tive practices, assumptions, and performances. Law and state are the effects rather 
than the cause of  legal performances in an interconnected context of  perspectives, 
relationships, narratives, and imagined worlds. Drawing on Judith Butler’s analysis 
of  gender, 56  Richard Ford emphasises the performative nature of  jurisdiction – that 
is, that jurisdiction is the effect of  legal practices, as much as the cause of  such 
practices. 57  Jurisdictional limits are practised and performed by legal practitioners 
and judges, and also by legal subjects undertaking everyday transactions. When I 
apply for a passport, renew my driver’s licence, or register my dog, I am recognising 
the jurisdiction of  the federal, state, and local levels of  government over such mat-
ters. The jurisdiction is arguably no more than the sum total of  these accumulated 
practices and material contests. We attribute to it an abstract meaning and act as 
if  that meaning simply pre-exists and causes our performance, even though the 
‘meaning’ is the product of  our assumption that it actually exists and our practical 
response to that assumption. 

 As I have emphasised already in this book, normativity and law generally can be 
regarded as performative: that is, what we think of  as ‘law’ as a conceptual object 
is only the effect of  a large number of  everyday practices and performances situ-
ated in particular locations. Law exists as an ideational object because we act  as if  
it exists, 58  but its only substance is this mental image and assumption propped up 
by a variety of  material actions and collective behaviours. Kelsen was right to say 
eventually that the basic norm is a fi ction. 59  The fi ction does not simply operate 
at the pinnacle of  the system, but rather at every level, in every action, every inter-
pretation, every performance based on law. We are constantly acting as if  law has 
some independent ‘reality’ rather than being totally reliant on human belief  and 
action. This does not mean that the image or concept of  law is  only  a derivative 
of  practice or a fi ction: the image informs practice at the same time as practice 
sustains the image. 

 Certainly some conceptions, practices, or interpretations of  law are more power-
ful and more uniformly crystallised and institutionalised than others: in Western 
societies, state law as defi ned by legal ‘insiders’ is the entity typically vested with the 

56  Butler 1990. 
57  Ford 1998, 855–858. Further on law and performance see Davies 1996; Blomley 2013. 
58  The philosophy of  the fi ction as the basis for thought is developed in Vaihinger 1925. 
59  Kelsen 1991, 256. 
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124 Subjects and perspective

profi le of  law  per se , or the central case of  the term ‘law’. The apparent separateness 
of  this version of  state law from alternative legal conceptions is, however, under-
mined by its social and intersubjective origins. Both the status and the content of  
state law are reliant on cultural dynamics, and do not pre-exist social engagement: 
the separation of  state law from other forms of  law is a construction of, and there-
fore secondary to, social relationships. Moreover, subjects as law-creating agents 
are not separately bounded by a single normative space but co-exist across spaces, 
and cross-fertilise their normative presumptions: even Hart’s ‘legal offi cials’ recog-
nising and constructing law are also the subjects of  socially plural environments. 

 Posthuman agents 

 Having raised the relationship between social subjects as constitutive of  law, there 
is no reason to stop with the discursive constructions of  subjects and thinly con-
ceptualised notions of  performance. Practical iterations of  norms are bodily and 
physical and enmeshed in the material world. As I have argued in  Chapters 3 – 5 , 
we can also therefore think of  law as a psychosomatic product, as having bodily, 
psychological, and indeed neurological dimensions. The law subsists at some level 
in corporeal subjects in their relationship with physical things, not only because law 
disciplines the body and acts upon it, and not only because it shapes landscapes and 
space, but because bodies in their temporal and spatial dimensionality enact, cre-
ate, and perform law. Bodies perform law in that they act as if  it were a real thing, 
following the motions laid down by an imagined set of  norms. But law also emerges 
from the engagement of  human and non-human entities, for instance in the delin-
eation of  subjects and objects discussed in  Chapter 4 . The norms emerging from 
material repetition and intra-actions might be classifi ed in the fi rst instance as 
forms of  social normativity but they are legal in so far as they interact with formal 
law and ground it. They are also legal in the extended, ‘unlimited’, and general 
senses of  law promoted in this book. 

 The category of  the ‘posthuman’, which has taken such a prominent place in 
recent theory, seems to lead in two opposite directions: fi rst,  away  from embodiment 
into the realm of  information and the intelligence of  computers and machines; 
secondly, to a  more embodied  state, where the mind and the self  are not contained 
in an individual body, but are socialised and only realised in interactions with the 
physical world. 60  Both forms of  posthumanity remove human consciousness and 
the understanding of  mind from an individual pre-social self, and allow us to see 
the self  as epiphenomenal, an effect or symptom of  the innumerable and complex 
interactions between body, environment, and other subjectivities. 

 How does non-human agency fi t into the subject-generated understanding of  
law I have been highlighting? My focus in this chapter has been on the ways in 
which human subjectivities and consciousness can be said to be law-generating. 
But do physical objects and localities – land in particular – have a comparable 

60  See generally Hayles 1999; Braidotti 2013, ch 1; cf  Colebrook 2014. 
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Subjects and perspective 125

role in constituting law? If  an object, say, or a place, is related in multidimensional 
ways in the human world in what sense can we say that it also participates in the 
generation of  law? 61  Actor Network Theory and Barad’s account of  intra-activity 
assert that agency extends beyond the human to the non-human world and arises 
in the associative states of  networked entities or in the dynamics that solidify those 
entities as such. If  this is the case, then it follows that this non-human-centric agency 
participates in law construction. But how can this be the case? 

 There have been some theoretical inroads made into the project of  analysing 
the ways in which law emerges from the mutually constitutive dimensions of  place, 
person, and thing, and also – more recently – from the plane of  natureculture. 62  
Rather than fully engage with that literature here, I would like to approach the 
question by sketching a series of  conceptual steps – from individual subjective law 
construction to a more distributed and holistic, though entirely plural and mater-
ial, view. 

 In the  fi rst  instance, it is important to observe that human-centric expositions of  
law construction have already displaced the locus of  law-generating subjectivity 
away from the individual into a non-individual social arena. The fi rst concep-
tual step is from a central locus of  law-as-command creation to a dispersed and 
aggregative, social location. The will of  a sovereign, a legislature, or of  a judge 
is less signifi cant in socio-legal domains than the consciousness of  groups. While 
not exactly a general swing back towards custom as defi nitive of  law, such theory 
certainly promotes an element of  common experience and values. Knowledge of  
law is still held by differently situated individual subjects (as it will always be), but 
is mediated through experiential, mythological, and cultural understandings that 
are the product of  social relationships (again, as it will always be). 

 However, reliance on human society alone does not really get at the material 
depths of  these interactions, or the distributed and qualitatively mixed nature 
of  the networks involved. 63  It is a small ( second ) step from this position to a less an -
thropocentric emphasis on human–non-human networks that allows for things to play 
a part in the relationships that constitute law. Our networks are not only with other 
people in an abstract social sense. Rather, we are as thinking bodies situated within 
and enmeshed in physical locations. In a practical sense this acknowledgement of  
the non-human in human contexts adds weight to the ethical shift towards giving 
recognition to objects in order to protect them (and therefore us) – either through 
attribution of  rights, 64  or incorporating stewardship or custodianship values into 
law. 

 As I have emphasised in previous chapters, the shift in consciousness away from 
individualism to community and ecological networks is associated with another 

61  I started to consider this question in Chapter 4 and my comments here build on that analysis. 
62  See for instance Delaney 2010; Burdon 2011; 2013; 2015; Graham 2011a; Grear 2013; Davies 

2015; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015; Barr 2016. 
63  See generally Latour 2005. 
64  I am not generally in favour of  the attribution of  rights to objects, although I can see that this may 

serve pragmatic purposes. See Davies 2015. 
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126 Subjects and perspective

( third ) conceptual transition, towards understanding ourselves as  in  an onto-
epistemological context, rather than outside it. As knowers, human beings are 
always and necessarily in their material contexts and can never stand outside as 
mere observer or controller. Being fully part of  existence means that there is an 
unavoidable horizontality to our interactions, despite the common effort to remain 
separate and in control. 

 Our embeddedness in material space and time leads to a  fourth  step, which is that 
not only are human beings not central or superior to their ecological and material 
contexts, we are in fact reliant, even parasitic, on them. As Nicole Graham says, 
‘[h]umans are physical beings dependent on and subject to, their only home and 
ultimate jurisdiction – Earth’. 65  

 This recognition of  reliance by humans on the earth leads potentially to a fi fth 
point, which is that physical objects and locations can be conceptualised as beyond 
our ultimate control – they in fact also exercise a kind of  agency of  their own, as 
explored in Actor Network Theory and other approaches that acknowledge the 
coexistence and inseparability of  human and non-human worlds. Living non-human 
entities, for instance, can be seen to relate: they resist, adapt, reproduce, mimic, and 
exchange – they are not the passive stuff  outside human life; they  are  it and engage 
with it. Non-living physical things may appear less ecologically interrelated but are 
equally implicated in the extended material-semiotic networks of  earthly life. It is 
possible that use of  the term ‘agency’ in such contexts stretches a word associated 
with consciousness and choice a little too far: whether or not that is the case, there 
is a strategic purpose in using the term as it underlines the fact that human beings 
are objects of  the earth as well as subjects in our own constructed domains. 

  Sixth,  and fi nally, reorienting the human perspective so that our absolute reliance 
on the earth is uppermost has both a normative and a descriptive dimension. It is 
the case that human beings are utterly dependent on the earth for our existence. 
This dependence means that everything in human society, including our law, is 
also dependent – this is more than a trivial association because, as I have argued 
in  Chapters 3  and  4 , law is always material, always placed, and always therefore 
dynamic. The thick texture of  human–non-human co-existence means that there 
can be no law without these interrelationships. At the same time, the normative 
angle on this insight of  reliance can be framed in several ways. Do we  want  our-
selves and the planet to survive as living entities? If  so, we need sustainable soci-
eties. Do earth’s ecologies have value as ends-in-themselves? If  so, we need to 
protect them. More intrinsically, what norms  are embedded  in natureculture? At this 
point, we need to look to the everyday material practices of  socio-physical existence – 
those imagined, performed, reliant, pathfi nding, resistive, reproductive, imitative, 
or autopoietic actions through which humans and non-humans engage. It is here 
that we might fi nd patterned and ultimately normalised and normative practices. 

 The history of  colonial property law illustrates some of  these matters. The law 
that exists in particular localities may be either adaptive and responsive, or (more 

65  Graham 2011b, 261; see also Hodder 2012. 
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Subjects and perspective 127

often in a colonised place) it may be maladapted and universalised, 66  as has been 
compellingly illustrated by Nicole Graham. When Australia was invaded, contrary 
to the law of  the time relating to invasions, British law was transported across the 
globe and imposed onto a fragile and complex natureculture continuum. 67  As 
Graham and others have shown, the resulting ecocide illustrates the extremely 
problematic nature of  the assumption that law, and property law in particular, is 
abstract and transportable. Relations between people and place that give rise to 
an adaptive law will result in different, and more sustainable, ecological outcomes 
than a law that is maladapted, unresponsive, and imposed from a different place. 
This is because the place itself, its life and character, actively demand an adaptive 
response. The place resists, engages, and responds. It relates to human actions. 
Both adaptive and non-adaptive forms of  law at any relevant moment emerge 
from the relationships established between people and locality, though the fi rst 
relationship is characterised by regarding place as equal or as active in the relation 
with human agents while the second type of  law might be said to emerge from 
a relationship of  inequality or hierarchy – where locality and its attributes are 
regarded as passive matter to be controlled and the human is misunderstood to be 
in control of, and superior to, the specifi c place. In both cases, however, there is a 
relationship that gives shape and character to law and has consequences for human 
and non-human co-existence. 

 *** 

 The meaning of  law (like all meaning) is social and intersubjective, where ‘social’ 
includes the materialities of  place, time, and things. While not necessarily denying 
the social origins of  the meaning of  law, legal theory has in the past often erased 
the multiple sites and the dynamic nature of  the process of  legal meaning making. 
In my view, even an adequate  description  of  law 68  needs an appreciation of  both 
the plural preconditions for any singular account of  law and the political nature 
of  the ‘acts of  defi nition’ that determine monistic views of  law (such as the idea 
that law should be identifi ed with state institutions and state will). ‘Horizontal’ 
accounts of  law do not necessarily supplant traditional vertical accounts, 69  but they 
can arguably uncover the pluralities and possibilities inherent in existing notions 
of  law. Such narratives move beyond the traditional legal philosophical distinction 
between ‘is’ and ‘ought’: they are at once descriptive  and  aspirational because they 

66  See in particular Graham’s excellent account of  dephysicalised property law in Australia: see Gra-
ham 2011a; 2014. My comments are inspired by Graham’s book but I am not sure that she has – or 
would – make these points in quite the same way as I do here. See also Sarah Keenan 2015. 

67  This is not to say that the British law itself  was at this time adapted to its own conditions – the result 
of  the enclosures was to remove law from land in its specifi city. ‘As the law of  private property and 
enclosure objectifi ed or  other ed land into landscape, the law erased the specifi cities of  those lands 
as places in its discourse.’ Graham 2011a, 67, and see generally ch 3. 

68  Assuming that description which does not presuppose normative choice were possible. 
69  Lacey 1998, 158–162; Davies 2008. 
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128 Subjects and perspective

illustrate how the pluralistic ‘non-legal’ domain not only intrudes into, but is essen-
tial to, the defi nition and the practices of  conventionally defi ned law. 

 As I indicated at the beginning of  this book, several commentators have pro-
moted the idea of  a reinvigorated ‘general jurisprudence’, 70  which does not confi ne 
itself  to ‘state law viewed from what is essentially a Western perspective’. 71  As 
Douzinas and Geary say, in its fi xation with the concept of  positivist state law, 
‘[m]odern jurisprudence has neglected the big philosophical questions’. 72  In partic-
ular, analytical legal theory has sometimes failed to see law as thoroughly enmeshed 
in social life and therefore it has failed to see the need for multidimensional theo-
retical approaches. Multiperspectival legal theory, by contrast, can be inspired by 
moving away from the internal and expert perspective to the knowledges based 
in different legal cultures, quotidian perspectives, and variable, always dynamic, 
engagements with the physical environment. 

70  Tamanaha 2001, xvi–xvii; Douzinas and Geary 2005, 10–11; Twining 2009, 18–21; Conaghan 
2013b. 

71  Twining 2009, 21. 
72  Douzinas and Geary 2005, 11. 
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 8  Imagining law 

 Introduction 

 Like all theory, jurisprudence is expressed through a number of  metaphors and 
images that are ‘loaded’ in the sense that they bring conceptual shape, orienta-
tion, and often aesthetic and even normative values to the subject matter. This is 
unavoidable and a normal part of  theoretical language. Individual laws or norms 
are fi gured as boundaries, paths, imprints, and spaces, while the imagery for legal 
systems includes trees, maps, empires, structures, and ecologies. This chapter con-
siders some of  the metaphorical contours of  legal thought and in particular a signifi -
cant metaphorical contest. Broadly speaking this contest is between metaphors that 
suggest singularity and those that suggest plurality. Metaphors suggesting a singular 
legal system are often also associated with hierarchy, verticality, purity, limitedness, 
foundation, and spatial enclosure or boundaries, while metaphors suggesting plur-
ality tend to be more relational and present law as horizontal (or fl at), networked, 
ecological, and connective. More interestingly, some metaphors suggest both singul-
arity and plurality, closure and openness, or centre and margins – as in Teubner’s 
description of  autopoiesis as ‘order from noise’ (capturing operational closure and 
structural coupling) or Santos’ promotion of  the baroque, the frontier, and the south 
as metaphors to imagine the human subjects of  emancipatory politics. 1  

 The purpose of  this chapter and of   Chapter 9  is to explore some of  the ways 
in which law is imagined through fi gurative language. As in previous chapters, my 
aim is not only to present a particular frame through which we can understand 
law, but also to contest and subvert it in some ways. In this case, the distinction 
between literal and fi gurative can be questioned: metaphors for law are not neces-
sarily  only  metaphors, but in some cases may be literal and even physical referents 
of  law. This is perhaps most obviously the case for boundaries and frontiers, but 
another metaphor I will explore in  Chapter 9  is the image of  law as a pathway, an 
idea that conveys a sense of  performativity as well as a physical trajectory, which 
goes somewhere. The idea of  normativity as a pathway is often casually used in 
legal contexts, for instance in the idiom of  ‘following a rule’. As a metaphor, it has 

1  Teubner 1991; Santos 1995. 
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130 Imagining law

been developed in some detail by others. 2  Thinking of  law as a pathway is useful 
for theorising the ways in which patterned and repetitive behaviour crystallises into 
durable normative forms. It helps to transcend otherwise entrenched dichotomies 
between time and space, singular and plural forms, structure and agency, ideal 
and material, and collective versus individual action. I also look at some non-
metaphorical, entirely physical, legal pathways – those inscribed into the earth and 
our neurological systems that guide behaviour and thought. In keeping with my 
emphasis upon conceptual plurality, I am not proposing the pathway as defi nitive 
of  law or normativity in any rigorous sense. It is simply intended as an indication 
of  law’s conceptual multi-dimensionality and as an alternative to the more com-
mon boundary imagery. 

 Metaphors and meaning 

 Thinking, conceptualising, and abstracting are necessarily and unavoidably 
metaphorical. As Susan Haack explains, some of  the most prominent English 
philosophers – Locke, Hobbes, and Mill – saw the philosophical deployment of  
metaphor or any kind of  fi gurative language as an illegitimate strategy that clouded 
rather than clarifi ed truth. 3  Locke, for instance, thought that fi gurative language 
appealed to the emotions rather than to rationality, while Hobbes thought it was 
deceptive. And yet Haack provides several illustrations of  these writers actually 
using metaphor in the course of  their condemnation of  it – Hobbes, for instance, 
entertainingly argued that without using consistent language a person would ‘fi nd 
himself  entangled in words, as a bird in lime twigges; the more he struggles, the 
more belimed’. 4  As Haack and others point out, the Leviathan itself  is a metaphor, 
and as metaphor has been both compelling and enduring. By the twentieth century, 
many thinkers had become less hostile to such tropes, though some appear to have 
regarded metaphor as a choice, a tool or device, extrinsic to philosophy itself, to be 
taken up in the service of  explaining or exploring ideas – much like Plato’s analogy 
of  the cave, the whole point of  which is to argue for a pure and ideal form of  truth. 5  
Others, however, regard fi gurative language as pervasive and unavoidable, something 
that structures and informs thought, rather than being an optional additive to it. 6  

 Similarly, twentieth-century continental philosophers have tended to see meta-
phor as so ingrained in language as to be completely unavoidable. Nietzsche, in 
fact, went so far as to describe truth as an ‘army of  metaphors’: 

 What then is truth? A mobile army of  metaphors, metonyms, and anthropo-
morphisms – in short, a sum of  human relations, which have been enhanced, 

2  Cooper 2001. 
3  Haack 1994. 
4  Ibid, 2, citing  Leviathan . 
5  As Le Doeuff  says, the ‘metadiscourse [of  philosophy] regularly affi rms the non-philosophical char-

acter of  thought in images’. Le Doeuff  2002, 6. Cf  Haack 1994. 
6  Lakoff  and Johnson 1980. 
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Imagining law 131

transposed, and embellished poetically and rhetorically, and which after long 
use seem fi rm, canonical, and obligatory to a people: truths are illusions about 
which one has forgotten that this is what they are; metaphors which are worn 
out and without sensuous power; coins which have lost their pictures and now 
matter only as metal, no longer as coins. 7  

 According to this view, metaphor is not extraneous to meaning, or merely second-
ary or ornamental, but rather woven in with meaning and concepts – the meta-
phorical nature of  truth is obscured by familiarity, long use, and repetition. But 
other explanations of  metaphor, and imagery more generally, in philosophy give it 
a more specifi c function. In the work of  Michele Le Doeuff, as Del Mar explains, 
images point to critical tensions in philosophical texts, 8  an analysis that recalls 
Derrida’s exposition of  the undecidability in terms such as ‘ pharmakon ’ (in Plato). 9  
This is not necessarily to debunk truth, rather simply to denaturalise it and to place 
it in the realm of  linguistic and rhetorical constructions. 10  As Del Mar comments 
(summarising and combining Le Doeuff  and Marguarite La Caze), ‘what makes 
images philosophy-makers is that they are also philosophy-breakers: they leave 
many things unsaid, unjustifi ed, to be believed in. Images then, both enable and 
endanger thought.’ 11  

 It is not my purpose here to enter into the broader debate about the func-
tion of  metaphor in language or as an epistemological building block. My points 
of  departure for the following discussion are the following, possibly contestable, 
propositions. First, metaphor and other forms of  fi gurative language are in fact 
pervasive and unavoidable in theoretical discussions. We can deliberately choose a 
metaphor to illustrate a point, but many of  them we inherit as fi gures of  speech, 
and they are ingrained and almost invisible usages. (A point is not  illustrated  by a 
metaphor, except perhaps by a visual metaphor. A usage is rarely literally  visible  and 
hence cannot be literally  invisible .) In many instances it is not possible to delineate 
clearly the difference between a metaphorical and a literal claim. Second, I assume 
that fi gurative language does have a conceptual function – metaphors and analo-
gies do structure cognition and shape our perceptions, including our self-identity. 
An example is the idea that concepts have  shape  and  structure , and are there to be 
 perceived  or  seen . Seeing is of  course probably the most well-known metaphor for 
cognition and understanding. 12  Third, using another visual metaphor, I take it for 
granted that it is important to be refl ective, as far as possible, about the ways in 
which language, including its metaphorical content, structures thought. Fourth, 

 7  Nietzsche 1954, 46–47. 
 8  Le Doeuff  2002; Del Mar 2013. 
 9   Pharmakon , Derrida notes, can refer both to a ‘remedy’ and a ‘poison’. In Plato’s  Phaedrus  Socrates 

calls certain written texts by this name, thus embedding in the text the ambivalence of  writing – as 
both assisting and destroying memory, for instance: Derrida 1981, 70. 

10  Cf  Derrida 1982; Bennington 1993, 119–133; Bennington 2014. 
11  Del Mar 2013, 48. 
12  Rorty 1979; Hibbits 1995. 
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132 Imagining law

choices of  metaphorical language may provide evidence of  and contribute to con-
ceptual and even cultural transitions. One such transition in legal theory is from 
hierarchical and vertical metaphors associated with a singular and limited law, to 
horizontal and networked metaphors associated with a pluralist and expansive 
conception of  law. 13  It is possible for theorists to emphasise certain metaphorical 
constructions rather than others, and thereby to infl uence, though not entirely 
direct, conceptual change. 

 Finally, the presumed gaps between metaphor, meaning, and matter need con-
stant interrogation – many metaphors evoke a physicality in time or space or both 
that, on one view, is erased in conceptualisation. 14  We do not literally ‘see’ a con-
cept in the way that we see a tree. But a ‘merely metaphorical’ understanding may 
constitute, point to, and emerge from relations between material bodies: when 
is a ‘pathway’ merely an idea about something that can be followed, and when 
is it literally inscribed in the ground, in the brain, or in the coming together of  
body, space, and iterative time? When is a boundary a conceptual limit or an 
abstractly defi ned zone such as the jurisdiction of  a particular court, and when is 
it an uncrossable wall in time and space? The boundary of  the self  is metaphor-
ically connected to the boundaries of  law and state, but these are/have become 
physical boundaries as well as discursive boundaries. The distinction between 
metaphorical and literal may appear to be clear in many cases, but it is important 
always to remember that discourse and physicality are not ontologically separate 
but rather ideologically separated in Western philosophy. Thus, although I use 
the terminology of  metaphor in this chapter, it is often (but not always) the case 
that the language can also be understood literally and concretely and that there is 
an interconnection and mutuality between what appears on the one hand to be a 
merely discursive association and its physical referent. 

 ‘A moderate amount of  cacophany’ 

 Throughout much of  the twentieth century metaphors for nation-state law empha-
sised its systematicity, its unity and coherence, its authority, its foundations, its 
purity, and its boundaries. 15  For instance it has been relatively common for lawyers 
and legal philosophers to use ideas about hierarchical, and vertical, structures to 
describe legal authority and validity. We have higher and lower courts, for instance, 
and Kelsen described a vertical system in which lower norms were authorised by 
higher norms (though in an inversion, the top norm, the  grundnorm , became foun-
dational, and basic). Dworkin described law as an ‘empire’ where the judges were 
princes. 16  Both Kelsen and Dworkin used an image of  ‘purity’ in association with 
their view of  law – for Kelsen it was a metatheoretical term: he proposed a ‘pure 

13  See Ost and van de Kerchove 2002. 
14  Cf  Derrida 1982. 
15  See Davies 1998. 
16  Dworkin 1986, 400. 
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Imagining law 133

theory’ of  law (not a theory of  pure law) which excluded disciplinary impurities 
such as sociology or history. 17  Dworkin, by contrast, promoted the classical com-
mon law view that law ‘works itself  pure’ – a highly essentialist notion of  law in 
which ‘there is a higher law, within and yet beyond positive law’. 18  

 Such metaphors of  hierarchy and singularity were not ubiquitous in twentieth-
century legal theory, however. The realist Jerome Frank compared legislators 
to composers of  music, and judges to performers with their various interpret-
ations. 19  Rather than purity and complete harmony in the performance, he noted 
that it would not always fi t together perfectly: ‘after all, modern music has taught 
us that a moderate amount of  cacophony need not be altogether unpleasant’. 20  
Frank’s analysis was incomplete, but pre-empted an entire sub-genre of  law and 
humanities scholarship comparing law and music. 21  This scholarship often takes 
music as a model or a metaphor for law, but it also – more recently – considers 
their interaction, for instance in the power of  music in setting normative direc-
tions, or in the aesthetic and non-linguistic resonances of  law. 22  Typically, and 
possibly unavoidably in Western separatist metaphysics, even these efforts to 
blur the boundaries between law and music seem on one level to preserve them 
as distinct spheres. By contrast, Australian Aboriginal law is often referred to  as  
song – not  like  music, or interacting with it in some way, but literally as the pro-
cess of  singing: ‘Our laws are not written. They live in the song, story or the oral 
traditions of  our old people, our paintings, the life ways, the dance and the 
land. Law is communicated through the storyteller or song holder.’ 23  Although 
this seems very different to any conceivable Western understanding of  law, in 
particular with its literal identifi cation of  law with song, dance, painting, and 
land, it does point to something that is perhaps buried in Western ideas of  law 
and is slowly being rediscovered – that law is lived, rather than simply limited to 
an abstract sphere. 

 Frank’s commentary on law and music is an early illustration used by Bernard 
Hibbits in an article published over 20 years ago to document a change in US 
legal thinking from visual and architectural to aural metaphors. Other examples 
are the popularity of  describing law with terms such as ‘voice’ and ‘silencing’ 
(in feminist and critical race theory), ‘polyphony’ (in legal pluralism), and more 
generally ‘discourse’, ‘rhetoric’, ‘dialogue’, and ‘conversation’. 24  Although Hib-
bits analyses this transition in terms of  altered  metaphorical  associations, there is 
no particular reason to limit it in this way – after all, law is concretely performed, 
transmitted, and constructed, in part at least, in actual conversations, in physical 

17  Kelsen 1967. 
18  Dworkin 1986; see generally Davies 1996; 1998. 
19  Frank 1947; 1948. 
20  Frank 1947, 1272. 
21  See eg Weisbrod 1998; Postema 2004; Ramshaw 2013, among many others. 
22  Manderson and Caudill 1998; Manderson 2014. 
23  Watson 2015, 32. 
24  See generally Hibbits 1995. 
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134 Imagining law

speech and acts of  silencing (for instance in a courtroom), with many of  these 
taking place at once. 

 It may be right that aural metaphors and terminology were at one point gain-
ing ground in legal thought; however, I would be surprised if  this is still the case 
20 years later. It is not that aurality (and its association with the passage of  time) 
has been superseded or supplanted, but rather that a range of  other metaphor-
ical alliances have been made with law – in particular spatial metaphors, but also 
corporeal, environmental, and ecologically inspired metaphors. Some of  these 
have been deliberately proposed in an effort to reimagine law, 25  and others have 
emerged with changing scholarly preoccupations. For instance, Latour’s Actor Net-
work Theory offers the image of  a network to describe the connections between 
material nodes (actants) in a specifi c social fi eld. 26  Latour’s work describes relations 
between the human and the physical as horizontal and equal and, in the context of  
state law, the distributed empirical associations that produce law. 27  Ost and van de 
Kerchove also wrote of  a transition from law as ‘pyramid’ to law as a network. 28  In 
a much more expansive fashion, Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos has writ-
ten of  law as an ‘open ecology’, 29  a notion which also captures the image I have 
presented in this book, that is, of  a law which is emergent from the indivisibility of  
culture and nature, and from the collapse of  taken-for-granted distinctions such 
as sensible–intelligible and mind–body. Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos explains the 
‘open ecology’ as combining ‘the natural, the human, the artifi cial, the legal, the 
scientifi c, the political, the economic, and so on, on a plane of  contingency and 
fl uid boundaries’. 30  

 One notable aspect of  these legal imaginaries is that the essentially discursive, 
conceptual, or abstract character of  legal tropes is cast into doubt. We see much 
greater acknowledgement of  the interpenetration of  metaphor, meaning, and 
matter – the ‘real’, natural, physical world is certainly a  source  of  metaphors for 
law (landscape, boundary, ecology), but they are arguably not merely metaphors. 
The structure of  law is threaded into physical reality as relation between human 
and corporeal, and human and material. The network is a metaphor for law, but it 
also refers to actual relationships, which are on some level literal physical linkages – 
law emerges in the associations between people and between people, things, and 
place. The term ‘ecology’ has undergone a metaphorical transference from the 
study of  organic connections in general to the study of  human legality in places 
and environments. The etymology of  the term (from  oikos , house or household) 

25  Eg Santos 1995. 
26  Latour 2005. 
27  Latour 2010. Latour takes the fi eld of  ‘law’ as given in this work – it is an essentially pre-defi ned 

law. See the critique by Alain Pottage 2012. 
28  Ost and Van de Kerchove 2002. 
29  Although I cannot enter into a detailed analysis here, my range of  ‘law’ concepts appears to be a 

little different from those deployed by Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos. But there are undoubtedly 
some key similarities. 

30  Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2011, 10–11. 
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Imagining law 135

suggests that the term is no more fi gurative when applied to law than it is when 
applied to biological connections. 31  

 Boundaries 

 Most common, perhaps, is the trope of  law as a limit or boundary that encloses 
a particular kind of  space – a space of  acceptable conduct, for instance, a juris-
dictional space, or the line delineating law from other types of  norms: religion, 
morality, etiquette, cultural expectations, and so forth. 32  Space and boundaries 
as metaphors are often imported into the conceptualisation of  law as imagined 
limits that line up with rules, carving law into jurisdictional and behavioural 
spaces. The boundary or limit is a useful image because it can be applied in 
various ways: to individual laws, to the territory of  a nation-state, to a limited 
jurisdiction (such as the jurisdiction of  an administrative court), and the concep-
tual edges of  an entire legal system. Law is conceptualised at different scales as 
a series of  limits or boundaries that enclose a spatialised domain of  legitimacy 
and exclude a range of  illegitimate or non-legal others. Any limit of  course need 
not be a bright line, but may have a penumbra; 33  it may be a contestable and 
indeterminate zone, or a fractal. 34  It may be held in place by force, by iteration, 
or by simple presumption. 

 These boundaries of  law appear in both actual physical delimitations of  space 
and conceptual or metaphorical limits. For instance, a  physical  limit of  law is evident 
in the border between countries (whether it is marked by a fence, an announce-
ment on a sign, a security zone, or a determinate line in the ocean). Law is also 
represented in the barbed wire around a prison, 35  the survey pegs demarcating my 
yard from my neighbour’s, the multitude of  boundaries carving up real property, 36  
and what Schmitt calls ‘the  nomos  of  the earth’. 37  In fact, Schmitt retrieves an early 
Greek meaning of   nomos , later understood merely as law:  nomos  is the word ‘for the 
fi rst measure of  all subsequent measures, for the fi rst land appropriation under-
stood as the fi rst partition and classifi cation of  space, for the fi rst primeval division 
and distribution’. 38  The understanding of  space and the methods for distributing 
it vary from one era to the next for Schmitt, but it is the act of  appropriating and 
ordering that creates order and the conditions for government.  Nomos  is not law, but 
the act of  division and appropriation, ‘the fundamental process of  apportioning 

31   Oikos  +  nomos  = economics, the ordering of  the household, an idea only later transferred to national 
housekeeping: Arendt 1958, 28–29. Arendt also says, however, that law was  between  households, not 
inside them: ibid, 63. 

32  See generally Blandy and Sibley 2010; Bańkowski and Del Mar 2014. 
33  Hart 1958, 607ff. 
34  Manderson 1996, 1066. 
35  Delaney 2010, 21–22. 
36  Young 2014, 41–44. 
37  Schmitt 2003, 78–79; see also Jacques 2015. 
38  Schmitt 2003, 67; see also Lewis 2006. 
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136 Imagining law

space’, 39  which makes law possible. It is ‘radical title’, 40  not a multitude of  legislative 
acts and other positive laws. Similarly, Hannah Arendt noted that the derivative 
word for  nomos ,  nemein , ‘means to distribute, to possess (what has been distributed), 
and to dwell’ and that law originally referred to the boundary between households 
‘which, in ancient times was still actually a space, a kind of  no man’s land between 
the private and the public’. 41  

 The association of  the physical line or limit with law remains strong: walls, 
boundaries, fences, and perimeters are often physical reminders and enforcers 
of  law. They elicit a sense of  law as an appropriation or taking of  space, and 
align most comfortably with an imperative view of  law based on legislation and 
regulation – the deliberate transmission of  law from one rational being or legis-
lature to legal subjects, or the intentional construction of  a wall, a statement that 
the law is here, demarcated  thus . Legal geographers have written extensively about 
the relationships between law and material spaces, each being read into the other 
in a generalised socio-legal-spatial fi eld. Some of  these conceptualisations of  law 
and space have been considered in  Chapters 5  and  6 . 

 Such physical limits, with spaces on either side understood as inside or outside 
the rule, legal or illegal, or legal and non-legal, are paradigmatic metaphors for 
law. I use the term ‘metaphor’ here tentatively, and with all of  the qualifi cations 
outlined at the beginning of  this chapter. The term on the one hand seems appro-
priate because we do not ordinarily understand the actual fence, the wall, or the 
border as laws in themselves. They are regarded as signals or markers of  law, which 
itself  has a more abstract existence, or at least – if  not entirely abstract – an exist-
ence whose materiality is extremely complicated. This complexity seems especially 
evident in a modern nation-state, where even the simplest and most minimal ‘law’ 
is the product of  an entire array of  institutions, practices, judgments, acts, and 
pronouncements, always undertaken (in the end) by human agents. Hence actual 
physical boundaries may appear as only signals of  law even though they are its 
real enforcers, while all law (regardless of  whether it is about demarcating physical 
space) is understood metaphorically as a system of  such limits. 

 Legal boundaries can also be less perceptible, but equally powerful, overlays 
on the formal spatialised structures: social delineations such as race and gender, 
networks of  infl uence, propriety, reasonableness, and other less defi nable sources 
of  differentiation. For instance, a norm may appear on its face to apply neutrally 
to people, regardless of  gender, race, sexuality, or class. Such a rule may be under-
stood to have limits that are  formally  in the ‘right’ place; it includes and excludes 
appropriately with no regard to irrelevant difference. Western law no longer says, 
for instance, that men are in the category of  people permitted to vote, while women 
are not. It no longer says, as it has done in various times and jurisdictions, that 
places are to be identifi ed with or occupied by one race of  people or another. It no 

39  Schmitt 2003, 78. 
40  Ibid, 70. 
41  Arendt 1958, 63. 
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Imagining law 137

longer creates and enforces status differentiations demarcating groups of  people. 
(Sex remains as a ‘thin’ status, compulsorily registered on birth certifi cates but with 
little remaining meaning in the formal law of  Western countries.) But as feminists 
and critical race theorists have shown, what works for the ‘universal’ subject upon 
which the law is modelled may not work for others. Historical separations and 
exclusions leach into the present – sometimes they are almost as defi nitive of  social 
order as they ever were. Legal limits are displaced and fail to line up with all ‘equal’ 
citizens, meaning that existing privilege is amplifi ed rather than dulled. There are 
many examples across many areas of  law of  the distortion of  the formal limits 
of  law by pre-existing social divisions and exclusions. 42  Some conventional legal 
theory, such as mainstream positivism, would place these effects of  social power as 
outside the law, and in particular outside the defi nition of  law. But understanding 
that law is composed of  a series of  limits makes such a view implausible: the limit 
abstractly created by law does not remain unaffected in the face of  social power – 
it is displaced and even rendered ineffective by power, which therefore must be 
regarded as integral to law. Boundaries and limits do not work in isolation, but 
create a web of  insides and outsides, together with all of  the exclusory and identity-
forming characteristics of  such spaces. 

 Two aspects of  the law-as-boundary metaphor are noteworthy for my present 
purposes. The fi rst is the matrix of  ideas that links law to the self, and the second 
is the ongoing interrogation of  the non-static nature of  boundaries. I will consider 
these matters briefl y in the remainder of  this chapter. 

 First, political and legal theory has often imagined the state and the self  in some-
what similar terms. As we have seen, physical lines on the ground and in the air 
delimit private property, the nation-state, and any number of  other spatialised legal 
entities. Law constitutes these spaces, and is metaphorically constituted as space 
and limit in its conceptual renditions. Similarly, the human body in the Western 
legal imagination – with its liberal autonomy and self-possession – is also a physical 
bearer of  law. The edges of  the body are a legal barrier, the body is imprinted with 
law, and even still given a legal status (the last remaining status category of  general 
signifi cance is sex). At the same time, as I have discussed in  Chapter 4 , the human 
body and human bodies as collective fl esh 43  are the stuff  of  law – like (arguably) 
the earth and its spaces, they are the material substance of  law. 

 These physical boundaries – the law of  the person in liberal legality – are meta-
phorically tied to the state as persona. Liberal legality is based on an imaginary in 
which the self  and the legal system are mirror images. Neither is the original that 
is refl ected in the other; rather, they are constituted as one ideal body manifested 
at different scales. Thus the state/system and the legal subject are both autono-
mous, rational, bounded, self-determining, sovereign. 44  In this paradigm, the law 
and the self  are imagined in similar ways, but they are ontologically separate – the 

42  See generally Ford 1994; Davies and Munro 2013. 
43  Beasley and Bacchi 2007. 
44  Nedelsky 1990. 
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138 Imagining law

boundary is the quintessential defi ning feature of  both law and the self. They are 
metaphorically connected, or connected through a political imaginary, but none-
theless constructed as distinct. They are, in fact, only two aspects of  the much more 
extensive line-drawing exercise of  liberalism. 45  

 There are of  course several layers to this set of  ideas. Most simply, the state is 
imagined as a ‘body politic’, the most enduring example being Hobbes’ Leviathan. 
As Kelsen said, seeing the state in this way is ‘a result of  our tendency to personify 
and then to hypostatize our personifi cations’, a tendency he called an ‘animistic 
superstition’ because it places an imagined being, the state, behind the law as its 
god. 46  (Kelsen’s agenda here was to insist that the state and the law were unifi ed 
and entirely juristic, in contrast to Carl Schmitt, whose sovereign was precisely the 
political entity  not  captured by law – but still a secularised theological concept. 47)  
In addition to the imaginary that personifi es the state, the qualities of  the state are 
read into the person, who is constructed as autonomous and self-legislating. 

 One conceptual bridge and mediator between state and person is the idea of  
property – the law is understood to be spatially limited, territorial, jurisdictional, 
and the person’s autonomy is similarly associated with their self-possession, their 
almost-proprietary control over their body, their labour, and their freedom. 48  This 
network of  associations has been explored in detail by Jennifer Nedelsky, 49  who 
emphasised in particular the grounding of  personal liberty and security in the 
boundaries offered by property. 

 It is essential to the notion of  the person that s/he is existentially different from 
law – that difference and the boundaries around the self  are at the basis of  her 
freedom. Of  course we are always bound by law, but are free to choose not to fol-
low it and suffer the consequences. Moreover, as Nedelsky says, ‘the boundaries 
around selves form the boundaries of  state power’. 50  In liberal thinking, where 
the individual stops, the state starts and vice versa, a principle ideally contravened 
only where individual action causes ‘harm to others’. 51  This separation is integral 
to the liberal consciousness. We use a common set of  images to describe law and 
the person, but they are fundamentally separate. 

 The image of  law as a series of  boundaries delimiting a patchwork of  spaces 
is therefore related through the liberal imaginary to the idea of  a proprietary self. 
The characteristics of  the boundary, however, are not at all easy to pin down. 

45  Walzer uses a spatial metaphor to describe the entire socio-political fi eld. He says the ‘old, preliberal 
map showed a largely undifferentiated land mass, with rivers and mountains, cities and towns, but 
no borders. . . . Society was conceived as an organic and integrated whole. . . . Confronting this 
world, liberal theorists preached and practiced an art of  separation. They drew lines, marked off  
different realms, and created the sociopolitical map with which we are still familiar.’ Walzer 1984, 
315. 

46  Kelsen 1945, 191. 
47  Schmitt 1985. 
48  MacPherson 1964; Locke 1967. 
49  Nedelsky 1990; see also Naffi ne 1998. 
50  Nedelsky 1990, 167. 
51  Mill 1909. 
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Imagining law 139

Much work has been done to show that a boundary is never a simple two-
dimensional line delineating adjacent spaces. Boundaries are permeable, they are 
dynamic and sometimes quite fl uid, they are contingently placed, and they gener-
ally require maintenance, sometimes by force. Boundaries are the sites of  exclusion 
by literal and metaphorical border police who decide what or who belongs inside 
and what or who must remain outside the limit. 52  There are contestations, power 
struggles, and paradoxes at any frontier that affect or infect the nature of  the inside. 

 Nedelsky argued that we need to move beyond boundary as a conceptual meta-
phor both for the person and for the law: 

 The imagery associated with boundary is too well established, too wall-like, 
too closely tied to a separative self. We have thought of  the problems of  the 
self  and the collective in boundarylike terms for so long that they invite no new 
modes of  inquiry; they shield our understanding of  reality. 53  

 As Nedelsky points out, the metaphor of  the boundary obscures the fact that selves 
are constituted by their connections rather than by their isolation: ‘autonomy [is] 
made possible by relationship rather than by exclusion’. 54  The boundary is an 
impoverished metaphor, which does not fully capture the social self  and, worse, it 
promotes an unhelpful and gendered image of  people as atoms, and of  autonomy 
as being about separation from others. Nedelsky considers whether it is possible to 
reconfi gure the boundary metaphor so that its more positive elements are brought 
out but argues that a new metaphorical universe is needed for law – in which law, 
the constitution, the self, and property are all understood in a relational and net-
worked fashion as part of  our ‘connective responsibility’, 55  rather than essentially 
being defi ned by permeable or (more usually) impregnable walls. 

 Mapping legal landscapes 

 The idea that law is a boundary is powerful and so ingrained that it appears to 
be inevitable. This set of  metaphors works extremely well at the level of  both 
individual legal norms and the entire system (hence its success), but it also brings 
with it an image of  law as somewhat static and disconnected. As indicated above, 

52  As Van Houtoum put it, ‘To border is an act, it is a process of  both internalization/subjectifi cation 
of  the Inside and the Objectifi cation/Verdinlichung/Exclusion of  the outside, the Other. The mak-
ing of  Border is the making of  a Be-Longing into an Order, an in-group in an In-land, and In-side; 
and the making of  Others, is the making of  a be-Longing to an Out-Group in an Out-Land, the 
out-side. This act of  bordering is to be understood as a continual space-fi xing process . . .’: Van 
Houtoum 2010, 290. 

53  Nedelsky 1990, 176–177. 
54  Ibid, 168; Cornell discusses the African notion of  uBuntu: ‘a person is a person by or through 

other people’: Cornell 2009, 47. For analysis of  how the concept is useful in the context of  Western 
feminist debates about care, autonomy, and ethics, see Cornell and van Marle 2015. 

55  Nedelsky 1990, 184. 
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140 Imagining law

a boundary may be acted upon or altered, it exists within a complex system where 
limits do not exactly line up with each other, and it contains an intrinsic indeter-
minacy. All of  this means that boundaries are dynamic. Nonetheless, boundaries 
still, as Nedelsky argues, imply division, separation, and fi xity. 

 Legal geography has also been very productive in generating new ways of  under-
standing law: some of  this work deploys and extends the idea of  legal boundaries, 
but much geography scholarship also fi nds other ways to speak about law and in 
particular extends law into physical space. Like the ‘metaphors’ associated with 
aurality and those of  boundaries, analysis of  law in terms of  landscapes is not 
entirely metaphorical, especially in recent law and geography scholarship. One 
point of  such work is to connect law with the geographical substance of  place and 
space and to show, in fact, that law emerges from specifi c actions and interactions 
in specifi c locations. 

 Linking law to maps and landscapes metaphorically is not an innovation. In 
introducing the task of  the ‘academical expounder of  the laws’ in his  Commentaries , 
for instance, Blackstone said: 

 He should consider his course as a general map of  the law, marking out the 
shape of  the country, its connections and boundaries, its greater divisions 
and principal cities: it is not his business to describe minutely the subordinate 
limits, or to fi x the longitude and latitude of  every inconsiderable hamlet. 56  

 Blackstone’s method positions the scholar as cartographer and the law as a land-
scape to be mapped. The scholar’s task is general rather than specifi c. Fixing the 
location and nature of  ‘inconsiderable hamlets’ might be supposed to be the work 
of  legal practitioners, but not of  academics. 

 Where Blackstone’s cartographer was the scholar of  law, for Santos, writing two 
centuries later,  law itself  was a map of  social reality, which was fi gured spatially: ‘In 
my view, the relations law entertains with social reality are much similar to those 
between maps and spatial reality. Indeed, laws are maps; written laws are carto-
graphic maps; customary, informal laws are mental maps.’ 57  Like a map, Santos 
argues, law misreads and distorts social reality utilising cartographic choices such as 
scale, projection, and symbolisation. These choices are essentially representational – 
they concern how the map/image renders the represented space. Scale is a choice 
about the contraction of  a real space onto the represented space; projection con-
cerns choices about how to render something spherical into something fl at; while 
symbolisation concerns the ways in which features are reduced to a form or style. 58  
All three modes of  misreading involve political choices. Similarly, Santos argues, 

56  Blackstone 1765, 35. 
57  Santos 1987, 282; updated version 2002. I have considered the questions regarding scale discussed 

in this work in Chapter 6, above. For further discussion and critique of  the notion that law refl ects 
society see Tamanaha 2001; Conaghan 2013b, 188–193. 

58  Santos 1987, 283–286; Valverde 2015, 48–51. 
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Imagining law 141

different forms of  law structure social space at different scales, 59  forms of  legality 
are based on different organisational perspectives (such as the idea of  liberal or 
as he calls it ‘bourgeois’ legality), and quite different signifying systems are mani-
fested in different styles of  law (for instance, whether law is imagined as distinct 
from custom or connected to it or whether it is conservative or transformative of  
political facts). 60  

 Thinking about how different forms of  law (or scholarship) represent reality is 
useful, and provides a number of  analytical tools to understand the distributions 
of  meaning and modes of  exclusion practised by law. Clearly, representations do 
have political purposes and they also (a point perhaps understated in this article 
though not in Santos’ other work) act on and shape ‘reality’: as indicated earlier 
in this book, norms and facts are not separate, since norms (in whatever form 
they take) so obviously shape and constitute facts while repeated facts exert a 
gravitational pull that becomes normative. This is particularly evident in relation 
to law, which has equally representative and constitutive functions. Looked at as 
a separate structural entity, law does clearly represent and therefore does ‘distort’ 
or misread reality. But it also creates and shapes it, and dynamically responds to 
and even emerges from it. 

 Emphasis on representation has several disadvantages, therefore, in particu-
lar in so far as it separates the representation from its object, and establishes a 
temporal and ontological priority of  some original thing. It often positions the 
observer as outside the scheme of  representation, observing and analysing it, but 
not responsible for constructing it (though Blackstone did make his role as cartog-
rapher explicit). I want to be clear that there is a point and much utility to this 
story about law as representative of  social and conceptual space, but that there 
are also other ways of  understanding law that place it  in  the material world, not 
as somehow outside it. 

 The signifi cant innovation of  recent law and geography scholarship lies in the 
ways it has found to disrupt the distinction between an abstract law and phys-
ical space. This scholarship has taken a distinctly non-representational and non-
metaphorical turn in its rendering of  the relationship between law and space. Law 
structures bodily, social, and physical space, but this is not a one-way relationship. 
Space and more generally the physical world acts upon and is part of  law. I have 
considered some of  this material in earlier chapters, and summarise it again here 
in order to emphasise the connections between representing/imagining, perform-
ing, and constituting law. 

 The precise nature of  the law–space relationship is irreducible to a simple 
description, and has taken several forms in law and geography scholarship. Most 
prevalently, law is seen as having material effects – as shaping and defi ning physical 
spaces, for instance when electoral boundaries are set, when public behaviour is 
regulated, or when proprietors are prevented from culling trees. In fact, clearly the 

59  For further discussion of  Santos on scale, see Chapter 5, above. 
60  Santos 1987, 286–297. 
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142 Imagining law

most signifi cant state legal impact on physical places is felt through the effect of  
property law, which, as Nicole Graham has so compellingly demonstrated in her 
book  Lawscape , operates through a narrative of  abstraction, fungibility, and dephys-
icalisation – treating all spaces as legally the same, and human life as ontologically 
separate from the places in which it is lived. 61  The result in colonised areas of  the 
world, where ideas about property were transported away from their European 
origins, is a property law that is maladapted to place and fails to respond to (or 
even notice) the quite different conditions in which it is performed. The abstract, 
entirely self-referential, law has destructive consequences in its neglect of  actual 
conditions. Property does not need to be this way, and indeed, a more responsible 
and reciprocated relationship between persons and land is possible, as Indigenous 
cultures throughout the world have illustrated. Graham points towards an adap-
tive notion of  property (and I would say law) in which place matters in normative 
constructions, rather than being erased and absented from them. 

 The nature of  the connectedness between imagined law, performing beings, 
and space has also been articulated by David Delaney. Delaney coins the term 
‘nomosphere’ to refer to an interpenetration of  law and place: 

 ‘nomosphere’ refers to  the cultural-material environs that are constituted by the recipro-
cal materialization of  ‘the legal’ and the legal signifi cation of  the ‘socio-spatial’, and the 
practical, performative engagements through which such constitutive moments happen and 
unfold.  62  

 Although slightly cryptically expressed, I take Delaney’s central point to be that 
law does not just shape or order space. Rather law  materialises in space  and  space has 
a legal signifi cation . Law is the result of  performances in time and space – actions of  
people in, and in connection with, particular localities. Delaney therefore says that 
we ‘are never outside the nomosphere, never free of  its effects’, 63  which is to say 
that we are networked into a conceptual and physical space of  law. Law is around 
us in our physical environment, it is also in us as our (legal) identities, and all the 
same it materialises through performance and is differentiated by place or location 
(much like the biosphere). In this sense there is no differentiation between law and 
space – they are co-emergent. 

 Delaney’s nomosphere draws comparisons with more readily (or commonly) 
observable physical things such as the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, and 
biosphere. 64  This alliance with the objects of  science might be thought a little 
risky – suggesting a normative ether, so to speak, which has its own thinghood. As 
Mariana Valverde asks, ‘do we need a neologism that takes the grammatical form 

61  Graham 2011a. I have also considered Graham’s work briefl y in Chapter 7. The term ‘lawscape’ 
has also been used in a somewhat different way by Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos to refer 
to the continuum and difference between law and place: 2007, 8–11. 

62  Delaney 2010, 25, emphasis in the original. 
63  Ibid, 25. 
64  Ibid, 22. 
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Imagining law 143

of  a noun . . . and thus constantly risks reifying sociolegal relations?’ 65  Valverde 
argues that this is indicative of  an emphasis on space rather than time in Delaney’s 
book (though as she recognises, he is careful to avoid making his concept a static 
one). Delaney’s work is nonetheless a signifi cant effort to place the idea of  law in 
terms of  spatial materialities, specifi cally with a view to thinking about the appar-
ent boundaries of  the human self  and the spatio-legal qualities of  bodies. Delaney 
has, for instance, suggested that a womb is a ‘nomic setting’ and in this way he 
promotes an imaginative legal transgression of  the boundary of  the self  which 
normally stops at our corporeal edges. 66  This insight opens the way for any and all 
body parts and systems to be regarded as temporal–spatial zones of  law – wombs 
may appear to be particularly politicised and regulated, but so too are spleens, kid-
neys, genes, and gametes. 67  It may appear that the mind is uniquely excluded from 
these regulatory and constructive spaces – after all, we are not told what to think. 
But as I have explained in  Chapters 4  and  5 , mind and matter are not separable. 
A performative view of  law sees imagined law and its material performance as co-
emergent, constantly in dialogue. Indeed, as I have suggested, this patterning can 
even be thought of  as inscribed in the human brain as the neural pathways that are 
the physical evidence and facilitator of  millions of  legal micro-actions. 

 *** 

 For these reasons, and to repeat a point I have made repeatedly throughout the 
book, law’s being and our knowledge of  it emerge together in legal performance. 
Legal ontology and legal epistemology cannot be separated, any more than is and 
ought can be separated. Metaphors and imagined forms shape an idea of  law, but 
these also arise from physical forms. Law materialises throughout our bodies, not 
only in the form of  cognitive abstractions – internalised norms or impositions that 
discipline the self, for instance – but as the habits and pathways that are laid down 
by repeated actions or usages. In the next chapter I look at the idea of  law as a path 
as one specifi c instance of  the imagined and physical in the constitution of  law. 

65  Valverde 2015, 40. 
66  Delaney 2010, 61–62. 
67  See generally Davies and Naffi ne 2001. 
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 9  Pathfi nding 

 Introduction 

 The boundary metaphor evokes primarily  imposed  lines and spatial zones and is in 
keeping with the predominant twentieth-century view of  law as command or as 
posited directive. Some of  the examples I gave of  boundaries in  Chapter 8  imply 
 both  ingrained cultural patterns as well as imposition. For instance, the insides and 
outsides of  the privileged spaces of  race and gender, and the limits of  the body, exist 
primarily because of  long-ingrained social norms that continue to be enforced in 
many visible and invisible ways. But the boundaries of  formal law generally imply 
the positive creation of  a specifi ed zone or region. This is most evident when we 
think of  territorial boundaries that, in the West, are regarded as ideally bright-line 
decisions, impositions, or sovereign acts. The actions of  colonial powers in arbi-
trarily carving up vast areas of  land throughout the world is only one very evident 
example. The boundaries of  the Australian states bear no relation to country cared 
for by hundreds of  First Nations: the states were simply delineated by colonial fi at. 
By contrast to the trope of  the boundary, the metaphor of  the path primarily implies 
practice and iteration. Again, the association is not complete: some pathways are 
obviously imposed as such – the footpath outside my study, for instance, is the result 
of  a planning decision and therefore differs from the pre-existing songlines that it 
has obscured. Nonetheless, as metaphor and to a large degree as physical engraving 
in land, a pathway suggests going over, iteration, and custom. 1  

 Paths are suggestive because of  their metaphorical resonance, their physicality, 
and their connection to our very ability to think and act. This fi nal substantive 
chapter looks at why it is possible to see law as a pathway and whether this concep-
tion offers anything useful to contemporary efforts to rethink law. 2  My conclusion 

1  A boundary, of  course, can also be a pathway. This is most strikingly illustrated in the example pro-
vided by Dorsett of  the ritual of  perambulation – walking the perimeter of  the parish once a year in 
order to embed knowledge of  its limits: Dorsett 2007, 141. 

2  My very fi rst academic article (‘Pathfi nding: The Way of  the Law’) concerned the idea of  law as a 
path – Davies 1992 – but I did not develop the point in subsequent writing. More recent works which 
look at paths and walking in connection with law include Blomley 2011; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 
2015; Barr 2016. Tim Ingold has also written outside the legal context about ‘wayfaring’ as a mode 
of  being in connection with the route travelled: Ingold 2007, 76; see also Instone 2015. 
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Pathfi nding 145

is that it does, though I would not want to overstate either its power or its utility. 
It is an alternative metaphor, one that, like boundaries, networks, and ecologies, 
has a literality in some manifestations. Thinking of  law as a path elicits different 
theoretical forms, but is not itself  a theory, or necessarily even a model. Rather it is 
a way of  thinking about law that brings into focus the connection between abstract 
law and everyday law – whether this is the ‘everyday’ law of  legal practice, or of  
segments of  the community, or of  individuals. 

 The way of  the law 

 Before turning to further discussion of  the characteristics of  law as pathway, it is 
worth noting that law and ‘path’ are connected in several traditions. Both  sharia  
and  halakhah , a Hebrew word for law, mean path or way. 3  Pilgrimages such as the 
hajj or journeys to various Christian sites have been seen as a connection between 
body and soul for the faithful, and a mandated part of  their belief. There is also 
a strong connection between the law and walking a path in Australian Aboriginal 
knowledges, as Irene Watson explains: 

 From my Tanganekald and Meintangk standpoint, what I know as law, what 
I have named ‘Raw Law’, is unlike the colonial legal system imposed upon 
us, for it was not imposed, but rather lived. It is a law way, which emanates 
from the ruwe [land] and connects the collective or mob of  First Nations 
Peoples. . . . 

 Our ancient laws were not written down; knowledge of  law came through 
living, singing and storytelling. Law is lived, sung, danced, painted, eaten and 
in the walking of  ruwe. 4  

 Watson speaks of  law existing ‘in the walking of  ruwe’ – this is not a metaphorical 
path, but a literal way across the land. The term ‘songlines’ is often used to refer to 
the coming together of  song, land, and walking in Aboriginal law – the songline is 
not just a navigation method, but also a means of  survival, and of  living the right 
way. It is part of  the land, but is not only a physical way, because it is also in song, 
in people, and in walking with knowledge of  the land. 5  Any particular songline is 
only perceptible with the right knowledge and can only be followed by singing the 
right song. It is (in part) a pathway that exists in the surface of  the earth, which has 
existed since the beginning, and which is known by the repetition of  songs, dance, 
and walking. As described by a current research project, songlines are ‘complex 

3 ‘Sharia’ literally means a way to the watering-place or the path apparently to seek felicity and salva-
tion’: Kamali 2008, 2. See also Broyde 2000 (on  halakhah ). 

4  Watson 2014, 12. 
5  See also Black 2011, 15–16; and Graham’s discussion of  the Lurujarri trail in Western Australia: 

Graham 2011a, 199–200. 
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146 Pathfi nding

pathways of  spiritual, ecological, economic, cultural and ontological knowledge’. 6  
The law is a pathway in the land, and in life, which directs that it is necessary to 
go this way, rather than that way. 

 Beaten tracks 

 Western ontology by contrast separates the spheres of  law, land, people, and cul-
ture. Law is abstracted from the physical world: people and their civilisations are 
regarded as separate from their environment. However, these powerful cultural 
constructions are challenged by a more relational and materialist agenda which has 
been developing over the past half-century (and some of  which I have considered 
in previous chapters), but which probably has much older origins. 

 Is there any sense in which we can think of  literal, physical pathways as law? 
(I will turn to metaphors shortly.) To start with a relatively impoverished image, 
though one familiar to the colonial imagination, we could imagine law ingrained 
in the land as a sheep track, inscribed by what Davina Cooper calls ‘multiple 
tramping of  the same soil’. 7  (I use the term ‘sheep track’ generically to refer 
to all such tracks made by repetitive animal movement, human or otherwise.) 
Such tracks are the consequences of  the repeated passing of  animals. They 
may be less evident in open paddocks where the sheep have free choice about 
where to roam, but often show the right way to go across more diffi cult terrain. 
In this sense such tracks are pre-formed in the contours of  the land, and worn 
in by animals. Of  course, tracks made by colonising animals such as sheep and 
various other Europeans are mostly destructive of  land and therefore of  the 
Aboriginal law-ways. 

 Such pathways are not only ingrained remnants of  movement, but they bear 
meaning, as Henri Lefebvre suggests: 

 Paths are more important than the traffi c they bear, because they are what 
endures in the form of  the reticular patterns left by animals, both wild and 
domestic, and by people (in and around the houses of  village or small town, 
as in the town’s immediate environs). Always distinct and clearly indicated, 
such traces embody the ‘values’ assigned to particular routes: danger, safety, 
waiting, promise. 8  

 Lefebvre implies that these pathways are inscribed on land – he says that ‘men-
tal and social activity  impose  their own meshwork upon nature’s space’ and that 

6  Songlines of  the Western Desert: http://archanth.anu.edu.au/heritage-museum-studies/
songlines-western-desert. 

7  Cooper 2001, 129. 
8  Lefebvre 1991, 118. 
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Pathfi nding 147

‘ natural space changes ’. 9  As I have said, however, there is a sense in which the land 
may pre-form at least some of  these tracks by its contours, its dips, ridges, and 
hollows. There are places to avoid, impassable areas, places where water may be 
found, where the vegetation is not as thick, where it provides cover from the sun, 
or places where natural landmarks provide guidance. The track – at least in some 
instances – may be a dialogue between traveller and land, rather than being a 
simple imposition. Such tracks are not  entirely  imposed but created in a relation 
between beings and land. As Ingold says, they can be additive (‘the snail leaves an 
additive trace of  slime’) but are normally created by the removal of  material from 
the earth (‘the wear and tear of  many feet’). 10  

 A celebrated artistic rendition of  this phenomenon discussed by Ingold and 
others is Richard Long’s ‘A line made by walking’ (and other similar works by 
the same artist). 11  Created by walking and wearing a line in a fi eld by ‘multiple 
tramping’ and then photographing the effect, the work evokes both the enduring 
animal tracks in ‘natural’ environments created by repetition as well as the straight 
lines of  ‘cultural’ form. It is an artefact of  natureculture constituted by corpor-
eal performance but then represented in photographic form. (This also leaves 
an indeterminacy about which is the artwork – the performance, the line in the 
ground, or the photograph?) Tim Ingold says that this example did not entail either 
removal or addition of  material, rather just bending of  grass. However, it is clear 
that very ingrained, enduring tracks do involve removal of  material or, at the very 
least, displacement onto adjacent ground. Olivia Barr focuses on the place making 
through walking in the image, and suggests that ‘what is most striking about this 
artwork is not only its intense linearity, but also its fragility; all that remains is the 
image’. 12  It is true that the represented object, a line made by walking, is long gone 
and may only have lasted a matter of  days; however it is nonetheless reminiscent 
of  the enduring nature of  all forms of  repetitions. Transit patterns, social habits, 
neural pathways, the  normal  which the line invokes, are often extremely resilient. 
They engrave regularity onto physical things. 

 Taking up Lefebvre’s term ‘meshwork’, Tim Ingold writes of  tracks and path-
ways inscribed in the land as interwoven and entangled, rather than being a simple 

 9  Ibid 117, emphasis added. It might be thought that only land is imprinted in this way, but that does 
not mean that the sea has no meaning and character. Schmitt said: ‘Ships that sail across the sea 
leave no trace. “On the waves, there is nothing but waves.” The sea has no  character , in the original 
sense of  the word . . . meaning to engrave, to scratch, to imprint’: Schmitt 2003, 42–43. However, 
it is easy to see that the view that the sea is empty of  trace may just refl ect a land-bound and Euro-
centric consciousness. The sea–land division is not this clear for many Indigenous peoples. Butterly, 
for instance, comments on the superfi ciality of  the distinction between country and sea country: 
Butterly 2014, 2. 

10  Ingold 2007, 43. 
11  See discussions by Ingold 2007, 43; Barr 2016, 8–13. 
12  Barr 2016, 10. 
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148 Pathfi nding

connector from place to place. 13  Looked at cartographically, from above, they are 
so, but considered experientially they are ‘the trails  along  which life is lived’. 14  Being 
in the landscape and looking at it from above are different perspectives (as discussed 
in a different context in  Chapter 6 ), and we may often alternate between them in 
choosing the right way to go. But the  action  of  following or reiterating a pathway is 
necessarily horizontal and immediate. 

 Although those of  us who live in urban environments might envisage that such 
worn-in pathways belong essentially to rural landscapes, in fact they are all around 
us as sometimes personal and sometimes collective transit habits. Of  course the 
majority of  these in colonised space are the result of  an urban plan imposed on a 
landscape once imagined as  terra nullius  or a blank slate: this plan lays out its road-
ways, tunnels, intersections, footpaths, and cycle tracks as offi cially mandated and 
often politicised paths for us to follow. 15  There are also other, less formal, urban 
pathways – short cuts, local knowledges, the personal routes of  ‘an individual 
who regularly repeats a series of  movements through time-space’. 16  It is common 
enough to see a beaten track across a piece of  grass where collective practice is to 
cut across an area rather than follow the formal route. Some such routes may be 
less visible, as people create their own trajectories through the city, circumventing 
the hierarchy of  roads and pathways of  the planners. 

 Planned roadways and beaten tracks refl ect a distinction made by Cooper 
between  de jure  and  de facto  methods of  instituting pathways, that is (and like norms 
in general), they can be made either by usage or by imposition from above. Both 
methods create paths as norms, 17  where the normative element arises from direct-
ive or from repetition and the opportunities and closures that arise from repeti-
tion. As Sara Ahmed explains: ‘The normative can be considered an effect of  the 
repetition of  bodily actions over time, which produces what we call the bodily 
horizon, a space for action,  which puts some objects and not others in reach. ’ 18  In other 
words, repetitions create routes where the way to go is laid out, normative, and an 
effort is needed to break out and fi nd a different path. The path is what analytical 
philosophers refer to as a ‘reason for action’. 19  

13  Ingold 2007, 80–81. 
14  Ibid, 81. 
15  See, for instance, Blomley’s in-depth account of  the governance functions of  sidewalks: 2011. 
16  Cooper 2001, 127. For instance, on my journey to work, the painted bicycle lane on the road 

imposes a particular direction for me on a busy road but, in order to avoid a dangerous narrowing 
of  the road at one point, like others I always veer onto the footpath and follow that for 70 metres 
before returning to the designated way. At the local tram stop, nearly every alighting passenger 
who wishes to cross the tracks to walk north bypasses the ramp leading to the designated crossing 
and takes a large step down from the platform, which is a much more direct route to the crossing. 
A helpful local resident has placed a concrete block next to the end of  the platform to make the 
step easier to negotiate. Every city contains innumerable such tracks. 

17  Cooper 2001, 128; see also Butler 1993, 227. 
18  Ahmed 2006, 66, emphasis in original. 
19  See generally Raz 1975. 
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Pathfi nding 149

 It is not the European habit to think of  these pathways in the physical environ-
ment as law, but nonetheless they do have a normative element, and are often 
mandatory, especially if  imposed by the state. Once I have settled on a preferred 
route between my house and the market, and have repeated the walking of  this 
path, embedded it as a habit, it becomes routine, normal, normalised. 20  It may not 
be a ‘law’ in the offi cial sense, though it may constitute part of  my own personal 
‘law’. I can change the route as I wish, but there are many reasons I follow it: it is 
more shady, the footpaths are better, it passes alongside a creek and is away from 
the traffi c, it provides an opportunity to pass by an ancient red gum. I have several 
choices about which way to take, but local knowledge infl uences my choice, while 
state law, and in particular property law, prohibits me from freely choosing any 
route at all. There would be songlines in the vicinity as well, but as a member of  
a colonising population I have no knowledge of  where they are. As Watson points 
out, the Aboriginal pathways still exist, buried under the colonial law and colonial 
landscapes 21  – thus there are a plurality of  law paths around us but we do not 
always perceive them as such, or at all. 

 There are other physical pathways that we might consider including in the 
broader category of  law. Most interesting perhaps are neural pathways – routin-
ised and visible transit routes in the brain and central nervous system – which are 
the result of  responding to the environment and laying down learning patterns. 22  
These are also essentially tracks formed by repeated usage and, like other path-
ways, they may under some circumstances be changed or diverted. 23  Under normal 
conditions they promote a certain normative effi ciency to behaviour, thought, and 
memory. Having laid down a pathway in the nervous system via, for instance, 
cognitive learning and/or repetition of  motor skills, the connection that allows the 
thought or action to be repeated exists and can be followed more swiftly. A large 
number of  such pathways is the consequence of, and also facilitates, our engage-
ment with the world. The mind–body entity is part of  its environment; it responds 
to it, engages with it, and is formed through its repetitions. Most importantly for my 
purposes, a neural pathway  normalises , or creates a norm for, a particular action or 
thought. It is a customary or habitual norm, to be sure, though the original instance 
may well have taken the form of  an imposition from without. 

 It is unorthodox to include neural pathways in the category of  law but this is 
nonetheless encouraged by contemporary efforts to break down the mind–body 
distinction by showing the continuities and dialogical relationships between human 
behaviour, human imagination, and the environment. 24  Moreover, it is clear that 

20  Cooper 2001, 127. 
21  Watson 2014, 12. 
22  I will not pretend to describe the processes which turn indeterminate neural matter into a highly 

organised system of  transit routes for electrical signals, but I understand it to occur via movement 
and thought, with repetitive use strengthening a circuit and therefore increasing its effi ciency or 
directness. See Rogers 2011, 158–161. 

23  Doidge 2007. 
24  See eg Malafouris 2013. 
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150 Pathfi nding

our ‘external’ forms of  law, whether the plural systems identifi ed by social scientists, 
or the everyday forms of  narrative and consciousness, are also materially entangled 
with our neural realities and potentialities. After all, learning  the  law necessarily 
involves the creation of  new pathways in the brain (and students often initially say 
that they feel divided in two – a legal and a non-legal thinker). 

 Performing law 

 The path may, therefore, be  literally  understood as law. This usage is unusual in 
Western thinking, for somewhat obvious reasons – most signifi cantly that we think 
of  ourselves as people, as communities, and as law creators as above and different 
from the environment in which we live. Natural law in the West has never had a 
great deal to do with the natural environment 25  but has rather been about abstrac-
tions and supposed universal values. And legal theory generally has also removed 
law from place. 26  It is only recently, through law and geography, earth jurispru-
dence, and wild law, that law and place have been reconnected. 27  

 It is much more comfortable to think of  laws as  imaginary  pathways, for instance 
in the manner discussed by Cooper, as reiterative hegemonic and counter-cultural 
practices that solidify and challenge social norms. In the rest of  this chapter I sim-
ply want to consider, in a very sketchy and outline form, the characteristics of  this 
metaphorical association. As indicated in  Chapter 8 , I do not consider the literal 
and the metaphorical to be entirely separate. I should also note that the metaphor 
of  a path is not intrinsically more open or pluralistic than some of  the other meta-
phors mentioned in  Chapter 8 . Boundaries may be multiple, overlapping, and 
incommensurable; a network by its nature extends in all directions and is usually 
seen as somewhat open-textured; and a legal ecology in particular is extremely 
dynamic and relational. By contrast, a pathway may be seen as rather singular 
and teleological – a ‘straight and narrow’ road, for instance, that leads in one 
direction. Nonetheless, the idea of  the pathway helps to clarify certain tensions 
in legal thought, and in particular allow us to question some ingrained concepts. 

 In the fi rst place, then, a pathway conveys performativity, that is a behavioural 
and linguistic iteration that creates a norm. 28  Thinking about law in general, it is of  
course a multitude of  performances, a multitude of  people following the complex 
of  pathways already trodden by others, rather than any singular and fi nite route. 
Performativity is a useful idea for many reasons in relation to law, and in particular 
because it bypasses the distinction that has been central to legal theory, between  is  
and  ought , between a static description of  an existing and past state of  affairs, and a 

25  Counter examples might of  course be mentioned, for instance the failed Christian effort to link 
heteronormativity with animals in nature, which has been disproved as more has become known 
about animal behaviour. 

26  Graham 2011a. 
27  See eg Delaney et al 2001. 
28  Butler 1993. 
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Pathfi nding 151

projection about what should be the case, now and in the future. A law that comes 
into being by being performed is not only a static enclosure that can be described 
in one way or another and followed or not. It is brought into being, or at least 
reinforced, and reimagined, by being followed. 

 When we follow a metaphorical path we both reiterate the past and create the 
future – following the tracks left behind, and laying down more tracks for others. 
Pathways can be regarded as essentially conserving the patterns of  previous actors, 
but they also hold promise for different actions to be pursued, new routes to be 
found. It is for this reason that Davina Cooper speaks of  pathways as potentially 
transformative, and as useful way of  understanding counter-hegemonic and oppos-
itional practices: ‘While the enactment of  socially marginal pathways may gener-
ate hostile, coercive or repressive reactions, they may also produce adjustments in 
dominant norms, practices and procedures.’ 29  The process of  creating and follow-
ing a path may simply reiterate an existing normality, but it can also re-interpret it, 
or head off  in a new direction (which will, of  course, only become normalised if  it 
is repeated, and becomes habitual). As explored in  Chapter 7 , legal consciousness 
studies also offer resources for theorising the ways in which patterned and repetitive 
behaviour crystallises into durable normative forms. 

 The potentially transformative element of  a performance or path-fi nding exer-
cise challenges some other dichotomies that have been central to legal thinking: the 
distinction between structure and agency, and that between inside and outside. The 
idea that law is a system or structure that shapes, determines, and limits people’s 
identities, behaviour, and relationships imagines law as a kind of  container or, as we 
have seen, a boundary that is quite separate from the person. Thinking of  law as a 
complex of  pathways challenges this thinking because, although there are certainly 
predetermined routes for agents to follow, the existence of  the law is also depend-
ent on the action of  following and indeed, as Cooper says, may be transformed 
by different practices, or by new practices altogether. 30  Moreover, the distinction 
between law’s inside and outside must also been seen as a rather contingent and 
illusory notion – if  law is constituted by peoples’ movements through space and 
time, even a synchronic reduction of  it will be highly permeable, and informed by 
all sorts of  ‘non-legal’ factors. 

 The metaphor of  the path also brings together temporal and spatial dimensions 
of  law: as Lefebvre says, ‘[t]ime and space are not separable within a texture so 
conceived: space implies time, and vice versa’. 31  One of  the diffi culties with the 
boundary metaphor, as indicated in  Chapter 8 , is that it imagines law in rather 
static and essentially spatial terms. Law just is, it does not emerge from anything, or 

29  Cooper 2001, 123. Cooper also makes the point that iteration is more transformative than mere 
disruption: ‘The transgressive power of  breaking rules and conventions – of  trespassing into socially 
forbidden territory – emanates largely from iteration. This is underappreciated by those activists 
and writers who see the sudden, unexpected disruption as key.’ Ibid, 124. 

30  See also Cooper’s comments on structure and agency in 2001, 130ff. 
31  Lefebvre 1991, 118. 
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152 Pathfi nding

go anywhere. Although we might imagine paths as represented on maps or plans 
as somewhat fi xed, for instance in the example of  the urban plan, the emphasis on 
a pathway as made by use, rather than only by imposition, introduces an unavoid-
ably temporal dimension into law. It is emergent from relationships, including 
the relationships between humans and things, between minds and bodies, rather 
than imposed. In this image, a dynamic is integral to law rather than the result of  
deliberate interventions or imposed change. 

 Paths are also indicative of  connections, between one place and another, 
between a beginning and an end, or just between people. This sense of  the path 
going somewhere or connecting place to place implies a teleological character – 
an end-point of  a particular act of  following – and indeed many iterated legal 
acts are undertaken precisely to achieve a purpose in an effi cient manner, by 
following a well-trodden and mandated route (like a neural pathway). Having 
started a process, the end comes into view, and depends on suffi cient steps being 
taken in the right direction along the way. Paths can be created by individuals 
but they are just as commonly established collectively by people going over 
the same ground, doing the same thing, and being the same way. In this way, 
a path connects collective with individual action – the individual follows the 
normalised pattern established by others. Again, this is not just an abstracted 
set of  instructions but a material way of  being in the world, with others, and 
with the physical environment. 

 This sense of   following  in path creation and path fi nding may suggest that the 
path (or the law) is essentially non-dialogical and reduce the sense in which persons 
are seen to  interact  in creating law. 32  This may be the case if  our image is of  a singular 
pre-existing route that is followed, which always leads in the same direction, and 
is followed mechanically by people walking in parallel. 33  In reality, however, and 
as I have tried to show throughout the book, the performances that constitute the 
law are intrinsically interactive. Person–person, person–place, and person–thing 
relationships are the material sources of  the abstractions we know as law: these 
interactions consolidate into patterns and maybe paths, which are then iterated, 
but the interactive element is always necessary to the maintenance and transforma-
tion of  legality. There is no sense in which a path, or a law, precedes interaction 
and dialogic relationships. 

 *** 

 Thinking of  legality as a path or way helps to transcend otherwise entrenched 
dichotomies between time and space, structure and agency, ideal and material, 
and collective versus individual action. The pathway, by contrast to metaphors of  
hierarchy and boundary, cannot be conceptually tied down to either time or space 
because a path is necessarily traversed through both time and space. A pathway 

32  Thanks to Maksymilian del Mar for making this point. 
33  See Detmold 1993, 161. 
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may separate, but it also connects. Pathways also, interestingly, are a commonly 
used descriptor of  the neurological patterns or connections which form what may 
be understood as our inner law. These govern our ability to be and to make mean-
ing in the world. As indicated, a pathway may be metaphorical or literal – it does 
not provide an alternative to existing metaphors for law, but it may add several 
further dimensions to existing patterns of  legal thought. 
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 10  Conclusion 

 Broadly speaking, this book has addressed the materiality and the plurality of  
law. My methodological starting point was to try to imagine law without limits, 
or at least without the pre-set limits given to it by the legal philosophical and 
pedagogical traditions that associate law with ideas such as the state, or some 
other form of  system, a professional practice, an identifi able concept, or an 
immaterial thing  other  to the self. This act of  unlimiting law has meant question-
ing its abstract and unifi ed nature, and exploring the many ways in which it can 
be said to be material and plural. The materiality and plurality of  law are of  
course connected because they emerge from an understanding of  the world that 
emphasises its particularity, its irregularity, and its dynamism. As a theoretical 
object, law is ‘all over’ or ‘ubiquitous’ 1  – in our relations with others and with 
the physical world, in everyday practices, in formal and semi-formal spaces, in 
bodily experiences and actions, and as a ceaseless constructive movement or 
intra-action that cannot be contained, even for a moment. 2  In orthodox legal 
theory the empirical and conceptual multidimensionality of  law have often been 
reduced to a singular abstraction – a static concept. Although I do not discredit 
frozen concepts as useful analytical tools, any such reduced version of  law must 
be regarded as a momentary stopping point in an ongoing process of  conceptual 
experimentation. A ‘concept’ of  law is a particular perspective, or the result of  
bracketing a number of  variables, but it is never an end, a foundation, or an 
entire framework for thought. From this perspective, the history of  legal theory 
can be seen as a history of  experimentation with the idea of  law, rather than a 
history of  failure to defi ne or capture it. 

 I have endeavoured to elicit a sense of  this materiality and plurality by looking 
at the diverse spaces, systems, forms of  subjectivity, relations, discourses, narratives, 
imaginings, and things from which norms emerge and are formalised. The norm 
itself  takes different forms, for instance as normalised action (what the common 
lawyers called usage), legislative fi at or edict, relationality between humans and 
between humans and the non-human world, narrative, and cultural beliefs. None of  

1  Sarat 1990; Melissaris 2009. 
2  Cf  Barad 2007. 
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Conclusion 155

these normative forms are primary or core: they are mutually reliant, but achieve 
differing degrees of  intensity in different contexts. They can be understood differ-
ently using different organising themes. Some of  these various thematic frame-
works formed the basis of  the later chapters of  the book, where I considered in 
turn law’s spaces, subjects, metaphors, and physical imprints. 

 Understanding the diversity in both the places and scales in which law exists, 
and of  the subjects and their interconnections that create law and other forms 
of  social normativity, can lead to a more textured understanding of  law, one in 
which the subject is seen to participate in law creation as opposed to simply being 
the passive recipient of  law. Law can be seen as visible and material, rather than 
abstract and reifi ed. Classical accounts of  law have generally assumed that the 
law is a superstructural and abstract phenomenon, quite separate from persons as 
persons in their engaged lives. The living human being is absent from the concept 
of  law – s/he is simply the recipient of  law, the one for whom it is made, and upon 
whom it is imposed. Law is a separate object from identity and everyday life. By 
contrast, the image I have tried to draw out of  the resources of  legal theory is 
one in which law arises from the interconnections of  subjects and of  subjects and 
objects, and therefore is not separate because in fact it has no existence apart from 
these relationships. 

 Theory and activism that reframes law identifi es sites other than the state for 
analysis and engagement. These sites can be expansive and beyond the horizon of  
the state, or closer to its conceptual centre. In the case of  law, a multitude of  spaces 
adjacent to, derivative of, and sometimes partly modelled on state law can be identi-
fi ed in which people fi nd normative meaning and opportunities either to construct 
or resist law. These can be sites defi ned and managed by state institutions under 
the auspices of  state ‘law’ but deploying fl uid and participatory norm-creation 
practices, such as some of  those mentioned above: restorative justice processes, 
responsive and refl exive regulatory systems, truth and reconciliation processes, or 
community justice centres. Or they can be special-purpose civil society forums such 
as people’s tribunals that step in ‘where states fail to exercise their obligations to 
ensure justice’. 3  They can be culturally or religiously defi ned sites of  law, or ‘semi-
autonomous’ normative orders specifi c to particular economic or cultural fi elds. 4  
It is tempting, but simplistic, to see all of  these spaces as either  deviations  from a 
core conception of  law identifi ed with the state or as  alternatives  that are completely 
outside the state in some other zone, such as the zone of  economics or the private 
(eg religious) sphere. Whether or not we classify such practices as ‘law’ and thereby 
enter into debates about the politics of  naming, the fact remains that any separate 
identity they have is a theoretical and ideological abstraction rather than on-the-
ground reality because the subjects who constitute them have multiple normative 
identifi cations – to their politics, their religion, their communities, and their nation. 

3  Women’s International War Crimes Tribunal for the Trial of  Japan’s Military Sexual Slavery, Case 
no PT-2000-1-T, para 65. 

4  Moore 1973. 
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 The plurality and materiality of  law is easy to perceive when the limits of  law are 
disengaged and we endeavour to look past the state for theoretical material. But as 
I hope has become evident, state law is itself  a material-plural object. Even taken 
on its own terms as a separated system, state law exhibits all of  the characteristics 
of  materiality and plurality I have been describing. The image of  law I have been 
trying to unfold in the book is not that of  an undifferentiated plane of  material-
semiotic normativity where the state and its law either stand apart as something 
different or are totally dissolved into a fl at sphere of  social practice. Rather the 
law-state entity is a kind of  emergent mass within broader constructions of  law. 
The law-state is entirely open in a conceptual and experiential sense in that there is 
no part of  it that is not fully part of  the social-physical sphere of  normativity I have 
been describing. This is a result of  the fact that it remains a consequence of  human 
interactions in history and in particular places. This is captured most immediately 
when we refuse to separate completely the meaning of  legality from its matter: 5  
the physical performances, the interactions in time and space, the articulations, 
and the imagined forms of  law are all integral to its being. These interactions have 
a fl at or horizontal dimension, even though they are often institutionalised and 
conceptualised as hierarchical. The openness of  state law and its entanglement 
with the world at large sits (in my mind) quite comfortably alongside the fact that 
it is so often conceptualised as a closed system and achieves a distinctive form and 
power in its separation from other planes of  meaning. 

 As a general and universal concept, then, law does not exist. Or, perhaps it 
would be more accurate to say that law (as a concept) exists in the same way that 
god exists. Institutions are created and sustained, and people act and generate their 
imaginings, on the presumption that law/god is real and knowable. The existence 
of  law/god is in the institutions and ultimately the actions, performances, and rela-
tionships of  a large number of  people in diverse contexts. In the case of  law, this 
imagined locus of  meaning has a real purpose. Countless legal and other universals 
circulate around the institutions, performances, and consciousnesses of  our social 
life, congealing here and there into defi nite forms: statutes, interpretations, deci-
sions, declarations, and so forth that make social life possible. Law is the assumption 
behind, and the accumulated effect of, these diverse practices, but in order for law 
to have any reality beyond an assumption or fi ction it can only be regarded as the 
practices themselves. It is impossible to extract from the multiplicity of  legal forms 
and particulars a universal concept that will account for everything. 

 As I mentioned at the beginning of  the book, the approach I have pursued is 
explicitly prefi gurative, in the sense that it promotes a future-oriented understand-
ing of  law but does not ignore the present and past of  law and legal theory. Prefi g-
urative theory is not completely tied to a narrow version of  what ‘is’ nor directed 
solely at a future ‘ought’ but attempts to interpret the intellectual resources of  the 
present and past in a way that opens an alternative way forward. Activists who 
for the moment have put aside the dream of  utopia or revolution often engage 

5  See in particular the discussion in Chapters 3 and 4, above. 
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Conclusion 157

in what they call prefi gurative action. There is no reason why we should not 
also think of  theory as prefi guring different patterns of  thought, different ideas, 
different politics. We could also call it performative theory. Indeed, if  we want 
to move away from a view of  theory that sees it necessarily as about analysing, 
describing, or categorising a present with no eye to the future then theory must 
be prefi gurative. Theory must perform, envision, lay down, or suggest a theoret-
ical future, that is to say a future that orders the world and responds to the world 
differently than before. 

 Thinking of  theory as prefi gurative draws on a number of  intellectual resources. 
Most obviously, it draws on (and reiterates) the well-established collapse of  the 
is–ought and fact–value distinctions, which have been precious to jurisprudence 
as well as to positivist social science generally. It also draws on the contemporary 
philosophical insistence on the dynamism of  concepts, a matter I discussed in 
 Chapter 1 . Concepts are increasingly not seen as givens that categorise the material 
world, but nor are they simply read off  the empirical world. 6  Concepts and objects 
are dynamically related, meaning that researchers can refl exively create meanings 
that respond to changing material conditions. Writing of  concepts of  the state, 
for instance, Davina Cooper has spoken of  an ‘oscillation between imagining and 
actualisation’ and a ‘constant movement, at variable speeds, between the plane 
of  fantasy, thought and dreaming and that of  social practice’. 7  Rather than think 
of  the imagined and conceptual as prior to practice or practice as the basis from 
which concepts are inferred, they are in constant dialogue and in the end are co-
emergent. This internal–external fl ow of  meanings and practice seems in many 
ways self-evident – how can we do anything without a pre-existing notion of  what 
it is we are doing, but how can we have that notion without having already done or 
experienced something? Nonetheless, it has been diffi cult to capture theoretically 
the mobile, emergent, and onto-epistemological character of  the concept–practice 
relationship. 8  

 The process of  concept formation may be more or less intentional but the key 
point is that researchers (including empirical researchers) neither fi nd  nor  invent 
the truth but crystallise it from an inchoate and interpretable substratum. Sociolo-
gists have described empirical work as ‘performative’ in that it  makes  sociological 
reality. 9  However, it cannot make just anything, because a bad performance of  
the real would be an obvious and transparent failure of  knowledge. But nor is 
knowledge production just an approximation of  reality. Rather, as Law and Urry 
put it, ‘reality is a relational effect. It is produced and stabilised in interaction that 
is simultaneously material and social.’ 10  My approach in this book has been to 

 6  Haraway 1988; Gane 2009; Smart 2009. On the work of  Deleuze see also Barad 2007; Cooper 
2014; 2015. 

 7  Cooper 2015, 89. 
 8  Once again, I use the term ‘onto-epistemology’ from Barad 2007 to capture the connections of  

being and knowing. 
 9  Law and Urry 2004. 
10  Ibid, 395. 
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158 Conclusion

promote a range of  such relational effects as constitutive of  law – law is produced 
through relations between human actors with their particular ideas about law, and 
through their corporeal situatedness in a reactive physical world. 

 Finally, then, what comes next? Theory can never deal urgently with the world’s 
problems, it can never formulate immediate solutions or reforms, and its horizon 
for change is in the medium-future historical range (of  decades or centuries), rather 
than the short-term near-present. After all, we are still living in and feeling the 
effects of  the expansionist colonial-capitalist individualist mentality that has its 
origins in the Enlightenment. (I do not underestimate the material and egalitarian 
benefi ts of  aspects of  this change for many people, but it would be extremely one-
sided to erase its failures and its victims, which include the planet we are living on.) 
Despite the medium-term horizon of  change envisaged by theory, there are clearly 
very urgent matters needing attention. Most obviously, the degradation of  the 
earth consequential upon industrialisation, human exceptionalism, and the false 
presumption of  infi nite resources is becoming an immediate rather than a future 
problem. Theoretical reconfi guring of  the place of  humanity in relation to other 
beings and to the earth’s resources is now visibly an integral part of  dealing with 
these issues – collaborating with, rather than directing, more practical transform-
ations and activist agendas. And within that context, an understanding of  law that is 
responsive and relational, situated within a continuous plane of  natureculture and 
human–non-human, seems essential. In drawing together and hopefully consolidat-
ing existing theory, I have hinted at some of  the forms this new understanding of  
law can take. However, the project itself  and the socio-political change it involves 
remain considerable. 
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